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Unit - 1

Advent of
the Europeans
Learning Objectives
▶ To know about the kinds of sources of modern India
▶ To understand the Portuguese trade interests in India
▶ To understand the impact of Portuguese and Dutch presence in India
▶ To know the colonial settlements of Denmark
▶ To know the arrival and settlement of English and French East India
Companies

Introduction

houses of precious historical informations.
All these sources must, however, be critically
evaluated before they are used for historical
writing.

Many of the foreign travellers, traders,
missionaries and civil servants who came
to India in the 18th and 19th centuries have
left accounts of their experiences and their
impressions of various parts of the country.
To know the events of modern period, we
have abundant sources at the international,
national, and regional level.

Kinds of Sources
We can write history with the help of
sources like written sources and material
sources.
Written Sources

Sources of Modern India

After the advent
of the printing press,
numerous
books
were published in
different
languages.
Hence, people began
to acquire knowledge
easily in the fields like
art, literature, history Ananda Rangam
and
science.
The
Europeans came to know about the immense
Wealth of India from the accounts of Marco
Polo and similar sources. The wealth of
India attracted Europeans to this country.

The sources for the
history of modern India
help us to know the political,
socio-economic
and
cultural developments in
the country. From the very
beginning, the Portuguese,
the Dutch, the French, the Danes, and the
English recorded their official transactions
in India on state papers. Well preserved
records are very valuable to know about their
relations in India. The archives at Lisbon, Goa,
Pondicherry and Madras were literally store
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Ananda Rangam is a name to conjure with in
the annals of Tamil history. He was a Dubash
(Translator) in Pondicherry to assist French
trade in India. He recorded the events that took
place in French India. His diaries contain the
daily events from 1736 to 1760, which are the
only written secular record available during
that period. His diaries reveal his profound
capacity for political judgement, and is a most
valuable source of history. Written sources
include Literatures, Travel Accounts, Diaries,
Auto Biographies, Pamphlets, Government
Documents and Manuscripts.

Tamil Nadu Archives
Tamil Nadu Archives has 1642 volumes
of Dutch records which relate to Cochin and
Coromandal coast. These records cover the
period from 1657 – 1845. The Danian records
cover the period from 1777 – 1845. Dodwell
prepared with great effort and the first
issue of the calendar of Madras records was
published in 1917. He was highly interested in
encouraging historical researches. He opened
a new chapter in the History of Tamil Nadu
Archives.

Archives
This is the place where historical
documents are preserved. The National
Archives of India (NAI) is located in
New Delhi. It is the chief storehouse of the
records of the government of India. It has main
source of information for understanding past
administrative machinery as well as a guide
to the present and future generations related
to all matters. It contains authentic evidence
for knowing the political, social, economic,
cultural and scientific life and activities of
the people of India. It is one of the largest
Archives in Asia.

Material Sources

George William Forrest can
rightly be called as the "Father
of National Archives of India".

St. David Fort (Cuddalore)
Many paintings and statues are the main
sources of modern Indian history. They give
us a lot of information and the achievement of
national leaders and historical personalities.
Historical buildings like St. Francis Church
at Cochin, St. Louis Fort at Pondicherry,
St. George Fort in Madras, St. David Fort in
Cuddalore, India Gate, Parliament House,
President House in New Delhi, etc are different
styles and techniques of Indian architecture.
Other objects and materials of religious,
cultural and historical value are collected and
preserved in Museums. These museums help

Tamil Nadu Archives

The Madras Record Office, presently
known as Tamil Nadu Archives (TNA) is
located in Chennai. It is one of the oldest and
largest document repositories in Southern
India. The most of the records in the Tamil
Nadu archives are in English. The collections
include series of administrative records in
Dutch, Danish, Persian and Marathi. Few
documents are in French, Portuguese, Tamil
and Urdu.
2
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The
Turks
penetrated
into North Africa and the
Balkan Peninsula. It became
imperative on the part of the
European nations to discover
new sea routes to the East.

to preserve and promote our cultural heritage.
The national museum in Delhi is the largest
museum in India which was established in
1949.
Coins are a good source to know about
administrative history. The first coinage in
modern India under the crown was issued
in 1862. Edward VII ascended after Queen
Victoria and the coins issued by him bore
his model. The Reserve Bank of India was
formally set up in 1935 and was empowered
to issue Government of India notes. The first
paper currency issued by RBI in January 1938
was 5 rupee notes bearing the portrait of King
George VI.

Audio-visual means possessing both a sound
and a visual component, such as slide-tape
presentations. Audio-visual service providers
frequently offer web streaming, video
conferencing and live broadcast services.
Television, films, internet are called ‘Audiovisual media’.

Portugal

Amongst the entire European nations
Portugal was the foremost to make a dynamic
attempt to discover a sea route to India.
Prince Henry of Portugal, who is commonly
known as the “Navigator”, encouraged his
countrymen to take up the adventurous life
of exploring the unknown regions of the
world. Bartholomew Diaz, a Portuguese sailor
reached the southern-most point of Africa in
1487. He was patronized by the King John II.

In 1690, Fort St. David was built
by the British in Cuddalore.

Advent of the Europeans
After the capture of Constantinople
by the Turks in A.D. (C.E.) 1453, the land
route between India and Europe was closed.
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EUROPEAN TRADE CENTRES
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Vasco da Gama

Vasco da Gama,
another
Portuguese
sailor reached the
southern-most point
of Africa and he
continued his journey
to Mozambique from
where he sailed to
India with the help
of an Indian pilot.
4

In A.D. (C.E.) 1498, he reached Calicut, where
he was cordially received by King Zamorin,
the ruler of Calicut. A second Portuguese
navigator, Pedro Alvares Cabral, sailed
towards India, following the route discovered
by Vasco da Gama with 13 ships and a few
hundred soldiers in 1500. On his arrival at
Calicut, there arose conflicts between the
Portuguese and king Zamorin.
Vasco da Gama came to India for the
second time in 1501 with 20 ships and

Vasco da Gama
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founded a trading centre at Cannanore. One
after another, they established factories at
Calicut and Cochin. King Zamorin attacked
the Portuguese in Cochin, but was defeated.
Cochin was the first capital of the Portuguese
East India Company. The third voyage of
Vasco da Gama was in 1524. He soon fell ill,
and in December 1524 he died in Cochin.

In 1537, the Portuguese occupied Diu. Later,
they wrested Daman from the local chiefs of
Gujarat. In 1548, they occupied Salsette.
Thus during the 16th century, Portuguese
succeeded in capturing Goa, Daman, Diu,
Salsette, Bassein, Chaul and Bombay on the
western coast, Hooghly on the Bengal coast
and Santhome on the Madras coast and
enjoyed good trade benefits. The Portuguese
brought the cultivation of tobacco to India.
Due to the influence of Portuguese Catholic
religion spread in certain regions on India’s
western and eastern coasts. The printing press
was set up by the Portuguese at Goa in 1556. A
scientific work on the Indian medicinal plants
by a European writer was printed at Goa in
1563. In 17th century, the Portuguese power
began to decline to the Dutch and by 1739 the
Portuguese pockets became confined to Goa,
Diu and Daman.

Francisco de Almeida (1505-1509)

In 1505, Francisco de Almeida was sent
as the first Governor for the Portuguese
possessions in India. Almeida had the aim of
developing the naval power of the Portuguese
in India. His policy was known as the “Blue
Water Policy”.
As Portuguese tried to break the Arab's
monopoly on Indian Ocean trade, it negatively
impacted on the trade interests of Egypt
and Turkey. Sultans of Bijapur and Gujarat
were also apprehensive of the expansion of
Portuguese control of ports which led to an
alliance between Egypt, Turkey and Gujarat
against Portuguese invaders. In a naval battle
fought near Chaul, the combined Muslim
fleet won a victory over the Portuguese
fleet under Almeida’s son who was killed in
the battle. Almeida defeated the combined
Muslim fleet in a naval battle near Diu, and
by the year 1509, Portuguese claimed the
naval supremacy in Asia.

The Dutch
The Dutch followed the Portuguese into
India. In 1602, the United East India company
of Netherlands was formed and it received the
sanction of their government to trade in East
India. After their arrival in India, the Dutch
founded their first factory in Masulipatnam,
(Andhra Pradesh) in 1605. This company
captured Amboyna from the Portuguese in
1605 and established its supremacy in the
Spice Islands. They captured Nagapatnam
near Madras from the Portuguese and made
this place as their strong hold in South India.
At first, Pulicat was their headquarters. Later,
they shifted it to Nagapatnam in 1690.

Alfonso de Albuquerque (1509-1515)

The real founder of the Portuguese
power in India was Alfonso de Albuquerque.
He captured Goa from the Sultan of Bijapur
in November 1510. In 1515, he established
the Portuguese authority over Ormuz in
Persian Gulf. He encouraged the marriages
of the Portuguese with Indian women.
He maintained friendly relations with
Vijayanagar Empire.

The most important Indian commodities
traded by the Dutch were silk, cotton,
indigo, rice and opium. They monopolized
the trade in black pepper and other spices.
The important factories in India were
Pulicat, Surat, Chinsura, Kasim bazar, Patna,
Nagapatnam, Balasore and Cochin.

Nino de Cunha (1529-1538)

Governor Nino de Cunha moved capital
from Cochin to Goa in 1530. In 1534, he
acquired Bassein from Bahadur Shah of Gujarat.

The English East India Company
remained engaged in rivalry with the
Advent of the Europeans
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Portuguese and the Dutch throughout the
17th century. In 1623, the Dutch cruelly
killed ten English traders and nine Javanese
in Amboyna. This incident accelerated the
rivalry between the two Europeans companies.
Their final collapse came with their defeat by
the English in the Battle of Bedera in 1759.
The Dutch lost their settlements one by one
to the English and was completely wiped out
by the year 1795.

a settlement at Surat. However, the Emperor
cancelled the permission under pressure from
the Portuguese.
In 1612, the English Captain Thomas
Best, inflicted a severe defeat over the
Portuguese in a naval battle near Surat.
The Mughal Emperor Jahangir permitted
the English to establish their factory in
1613 at Surat, which initially became the
headquarters of the English in western India.
Captain Nicholas Downton won another
decisive victory over the Portuguese in 1614.
These events enhanced the British prestige
at the Mughal court. In 1615, Sir Thomas
Roe was sent to Jahangir’s court by King
James I of England. He remained at Agra for
three years and succeeded in concluding a
commercial treaty with the emperor. Before
the departure of Sir Thomas Roe, the English
had established their trading centres at Surat,
Agra, Ahmadabad and Broach.

Dutch in Tamil Nadu

The Portuguese who established a control
over Pulicat since 1502 were over thrown by
the Dutch. In Pulicat, the Dutch built the fort
Geldria in 1613. This fort was once the seat of
Dutch power.

On the coastline of the Bay of Bengal,
the English established their first factory in
1611 at Masulipatam, an important port in
the territory of the kingdom of Golconda.
In 1639, the English merchant, Francis Day,
obtained Madras as a lease from Chennappa
Nayaka, the ruler of Chandragiri. The East
India Company built its famous factory
known as 'Fort St. George' in Madras, which
became their headquarters for the whole of
the eastern belt and first fort built by British.

Geldria Fort (Pulicat)
The Dutch established their settlement
at Pulicat in 1610. Diamonds were exported
from Pulicat to the western countries.
The other Dutch colonial forts and possessions
were Nagapattinam, Punnakayal, Porto Novo,
Cuddalore and Devanampatinam.

King Charles II of England received the
island of Bombay as a part of his dowry from
the Portuguese King, on the occasion of his
marriage with Catherine. In 1668, the East
India Company acquired the island at an
annual rent of £ (pounds) 10 from Charles II.
In 1690 a factory was established at
Sutanuti by Job Charnock. The Zamindari
of the three villages of Sutanuti, Kalikata and
Govindpur was acquired by the British in
1698. These villages later grew into the city of
Calcutta. The factory at Sutanuti was fortified
in 1696 and this new fortified settlement was
named as ‘Fort William’ in 1700.

The British
On 31st December 1600, Elizabeth, the
Queen of England granted a charter to the
governor and company of Merchants of London
to trade with East Indies. The Company was
headed by a Governor and a court of 24
directors. Captain Hawkins visited Jahangir’s
court in 1608 to get certain concessions for
the company. He secured permission to raise
6
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After the Battle of Plassey in 1757 and
the Battle of Buxar in 1764, the Company
became a political power. India was under
the East India Company’s rule till 1858 after
it came under the direct administration of the
British Crown.

In 1673, the settlement
of Pondicherry was
founded by Martin under
a grant from Sher Khan
Lodi, the ruler of Bijapur.
Pondicherry
became
the most important
and prosperous French
settlement in India. A
Colbert
fort known as St. Louis
was built by Francois
Martin in Pondicherry. In 1673, the French
obtained permission from Shaista Khan, the
Mughal Subedar (governor) of Bengal to
establish a township at Chandranagore, near
Calcutta.

Danish
On March 17, 1616 the King of Denmark,
Christian IV, issued a charter and created a
Danish East India company. They established
settlement at Tranquebar (Tamilnadu) in 1620
and Serampore (Bengal) in 1676. Serampore
was their headquarters in India. They failed
to strengthen themselves in India and they
sold all their settlement in India to the British
in 1845.

The French East India Company
established factories in different parts of
India, particularly in the coastal regions such
Mahe, Karaikal, Balasore and Kasim Bazar.
These were a few important trading Centers
of the French East India Company.

Danish called Tranquebar as
Danesborg. The king of Denmark
sent Ziegenbalg to India.
Ziegenbalg set up a printing press
at Tranquebar (Tarangambadi).

The vision of the French power in India
was further reinforced by the appointment of
Joseph Francois Dupleix as the Governor of
the French East India Company in 1742. He
succeeded Dumas as the French governor of
Pondicherry.
The Swedish
The Swedish East India Company
was founded in Gothenburg,
Sweden, in 1731 for the purpose
of conducting trade with the Far
East. The venture was inspired by the success of
the Dutch East India Company and the British
East India Company.

Tranquebar Danish Fort

The French
The French East India Company was
formed in 1664 by Colbert, a Minister of King
Louis XIV. In 1667, a French expedition came
to India under Francois Caron. France was
the last European country to come India as
traders. Caron founded the first French factory
in India at Surat. In1669, Marcara founded
second French factory at Masulipatam by
securing a patent from the Sultan of Golkonda.

Conclusion
Since the Portuguese were eliminated
by the Dutch and the later extinguished by
the English, the French were left to face the
English for control over trade and territory.
The French neglected trade and entangled
themselves in wars with Indian and other
Advent of the Europeans
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UNIT

16

The Coming of the Europeans

Learning Objectives
To acquaint yourself with
I
European interactions with Indian states and society from 1600 to 1750
Commercial networks and institutions in India in the early modern period
The Indian ports and their importance in Indian Ocean trade
The impact of the entry of the European trading companies on Indian merchants, trade
and commerce
II
Portuguese trade interests in India
The impact of the Portuguese and Dutch presence in India
Rivalry and wars between the French and the Dutch
The colonial settlements of Denmark and their importance
Clashes over trading monopoly between the French and the British in the Carnatic region
The emergence of England as an undisputed power after the three Carnatic Wars

Introduction

coast in 1510. Goa then became the political
headquarters for the Portuguese in India and
further east in Malacca and Java. The Portuguese
perfected a pattern of controlling the Indian
Ocean trade through a combination of political
aggressiveness and naval superiority. Their forts
at Daman and Diu enabled them to control the
shipping in the Arabian Sea, using their wellarmed ships. The other European nations who
came to India nearly a century later, especially the
Dutch and the English, modelled their activities
on the Portuguese blueprint. Thus we need to
understand the advent of the European trading
companies as an on-going process of engagement
with Indian political authorities, local merchants
and society, which culminated in the conquest of
Bengal by the British in 1757.

The beginning of British rule in India is
conventionally ascribed to 1757, after the Battle
of Plassey was won by the English East India
Company against the Nawab of Bengal. But the
Europeans had arrived in India by the beginning
of the sixteenth century. Their original intention
was to procure pepper, cinnamon, cloves and
other spices for the European markets and
participate in the trade of the Indian Ocean.
The Portuguese were the first Europeans to
establish themselves in India. Vasco da Gama
discovered the direct sea route to India from
Europe around the Cape of Good Hope of Africa
at the end of the fifteenth century. Subsequently,
the Portuguese conquered Goa on the west
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This lesson has two parts. The political
history of India and the changing scenario that
emerged after 1600 are discussed in the first
part. The second part deals with the arrival of
European trading companies in India and the
impact each one made on Indian society.

Akbar had also tried to extend his empire
in the east beyond Bihar by conquering Bengal.
But Bengal was not really integrated into the
empire until nearly three decades later, when
it became one of the provinces (subah) under
Jahangir. Under Akbar, the revenue system of
the empire had been revamped by Todar Mal
so that a unified system of governance and
revenue collection could function throughout
the empire. At his death, therefore, Akbar left
a powerful, economically prosperous and welladministered empire.

I

16.1 Political Affairs
1600-1650: The Mughal Empire
This was the period when the Mughal
empire was at the peak of its power. The
Europeans were quite aware of the wealth and
power of the Mughals, and English poets even
wrote about the fabulous “wealth of India”.
Travellers from all parts of Europe visited India
regularly during the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. The journals of their travels present
a detailed contemporary account of the empire
and society in India.

The Dutch, followed by the English,
arrived in Surat in the early years of the 1600s
to begin their trading activities. The Mughal
governor permitted them to trade, and to set
up their “factories” (as the business premises
of the European traders which also functioned
as warehouses were termed), but they were
not allowed to have any territorial authority
over any part of the city. This frustrated their
ambitions to follow the Portuguese model.

By 1600, Akbar had achieved his imperial
dream and extended the frontiers of the Mughal
empire through his conquests in Rajasthan and
Gujarat. Gujarat was conquered in 1573, and
this gave the Mughal empire valuable access
to the port of Surat, which was the gateway to
west Asia and Europe. Besides trade, the ships
carrying pilgrims to Mecca left from Surat.
The importance of Surat to the Mughals can
be appreciated from the fact that Surat had
two governors, one the governor of the city,
and the other, the governor of the castle which
had been built on the river Tapti to protect the
city. The governor of the city was in charge of
civilian affairs and collecting the revenues from
customs duties.

The English acquired the islands of
Bombay in 1668, and set up their headquarters
in Bombay in 1687. Their primary objective was
to develop Bombay as an alternate base for their
operations. But Surat under the protection of
the Mughal state still remained the preferred
centre of commercial activity for the merchants.
1600-1650: South India after
Vijayanagar
South India, especially the Tamil region,
presented a sharp contrast to the centralized
stability of the Mughal empire in these decades.
Politically the region was fragmented and
unsettled. Under Vijayanagar rule, three Nayak
kingdoms had been set up in the Tamil region:
in Madurai, Thanjavur and Senji. The objective
was to provide financial and manpower resources
to the empire. After the defeat of Vijayanagar in
1565 in the Battle of Talikota by the combined
forces of the rulers of Ahmednagar, Bijapur and
Golkonda, the central authority of the once
dominant kingdom became very weak. The Nayak
kingdoms became virtually autonomous, though
they made a ritualistic acknowledgment of the

British factory at Surat
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authority of the Vijayanagar emperor. In addition
to the larger Nayak kingdoms, several local chiefs
also controlled some parts of the region. The most
notable of them was probably the Setupati of
Ramanathapuram, who was also keen to assert his
independence. Between 1590 and 1649 the region
witnessed several military conflicts arising out of
these unsettled political conditions. Madurai and
Thanjavur fought several times to establish their
superiority. There were also rebellions against
the Vijayanagar emperor. Besides these on-going
conflicts, Golkonda invaded the Coromandel in
1646 and annexed the area between Pulicat and
San Thome, which also changed the political
scenario in the region.
The Dutch and the English were able to
acquire territorial rights on the east coast during
these years. They realized that they needed a base
on the Coromandel coast to access the piece goods
needed for trading with the spice-producing
islands of Indonesia. The Dutch had successfully
negotiated to acquire Pulicat (Pazhaverkadu)
from the Nayak of Senji and constructed a fort
there. The English got a piece of land further south
from the local chief, Damarla Venkatadri Nayak
on which they built Fort St. George in 1639. Thus
an English settlement came up which eventually
grew into Chennai (Madras), the capital of the
Madras Presidency.

overextended Mughal empire soon began to
reveal its inherent weakness. This became most
apparent when the Marathas, under Shivaji, began
to grow in power and military strength. They
attacked Surat with impunity in 1664, though
it was soon abandoned. But their second raid in
1670 devastated Surat and its trade took several
years to recover. This seriously challenged the
claim of Mughal invincibility and it sounded the
beginning of the gradual disintegration of the
Mughal empire.
After the attack on Surat, Shivaji turned his
attention to south India, and defeated the Nayaks of
Senji and Thanjavur. Though Senji was conquered
by the Mughals a few years later, Thanjavur
survived as a Maratha-ruled state. The Maratha
kings, with their inclusive policy of assimilating
Tamil intellectual and cultural traditions, made
Thanjavur the cultural capital of the Tamil region.
1700-1750: The Mughal Empire
and the Successor States
Aurangzeb, the last of the “great Mughals”,
died in 1707. One of the major developments
following his death was the establishment
of what have been called ‘successor states’.
Mughal viceroys in various parts of the country
Oudh, Bengal, Hyderabad and the Carnatic
set themselves up as independent rulers. The
English and the Dutch had understood this
vulnerability of the Mughal state.
In Bengal and the Carnatic, the Nawabs had
borrowed heavily from the English, and assigned
vast tracts of land to them so that the English
could collect the land revenue as repayment for
the loans. This marks the beginning of British
rule as revenue collectors.

Fort St. George

1650-1700: The Mughal Empire
Emperor Aurangzeb began an ambitious
programme of extending his empire south to
the Deccan, and the kingdoms of Ahmednagar,
Bijapur and Golkonda were conquered in the
1680s. This extended the Mughal control of
the Deccan as far south as Chennai. But the

The name Carnatic originally refered to the
region occupied by the Kannada- speaking
people. In the eighteenth century it included
the region lying between the Eastern Ghats
and the Western Ghats, in the modern
Indian states of Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, and
southern Andhra Pradesh. The Nawab of
Arcot controlled this region.
The Coming of the Europeans
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By this time the Dutch had given up Pulicat
and moved their headquarters further south to
Nagapattinam. They had decided to shift their
focus to the spice-producing islands of Indonesia
and established their capital at Jakarta (Batavia).
Chennai, in the meantime, had grown into a
prosperous town. The English, after many years
of struggle, became a power to reckon with in
the region. Surat continued to suffer due to the
uncertain political conditions, and by 1750, the
local merchants had begun to declare themselves
to be “under the protection” of the Dutch or the
English in order to feel more secure. Bombay
therefore became a viable alternative as a trade
centre, attracting merchants from Surat and
other parts of Gujarat.

Cotton Manufactures
India also had a strong manufacturing base
and was particularly famous for the variety of cotton
fabrics produced at various centres across the
country. Weaving was the second most important
economic activity in the country, supported by
subsidiary activities like spinning and dyeing.
Manufacturing – that is, handicraft production
– was carried on both in urban and rural areas.
Luxury crafts, like metalwork were urban based.
Weaving was mostly done in rural areas. India
had a great advantage in that cotton was grown
in our country. Indian craft communities also
possessed specialized knowledge about dyeing
cotton using chemicals like alum to produce
a permanent colour. The Coromandel region
was famous for its painted (kalamkari) fabrics
which had designs drawn on the cloth and then
dyed. By the sixteenth century these had become
staple products for consumers in south-east Asia,
especially the Indonesian islands. Cotton fabrics
were the most important exports from all parts of
India to the rest of the world. This continued well
into the eighteenth century.
Marketing

Nagapattinam in 1702

16.2 The Economy
Agriculture
India was primarily an agricultural economy.
Most of the population lived in the rural areas and
they depended on agriculture for their livelihood.
In addition to food grains, they grew several
commercial crops. These included sugarcane, oil
seeds, cotton and indigo. There was a brisk trade in
food grains, ghee, sugar and other food products
from the surplus areas to the deficit areas within
India. Food grains, particularly, were transported
on coastal boats and the Tamil region, for instance,
imported food grains from the Andhra region and
Bengal. On the west coast, food grains from Gujarat
were exported to the Malabar region in return for
pepper, cinnamon and ginger. Food grains were
also shipped to the Dutch establishments in Sri
Lanka and Batavia (Indonesia).
246

Production for an external market
was widespread, so that there was a high
degree of commercialization of production
beyond subsistence levels. This required the
organization of marketing by agencies which
were distinct from the producers, that is, a class
of merchants. Merchants thus linked producers
who were dispersed in the rural areas with
urban markets within the country, and with
external markets outside the country. The
extensive trade network in the country operated
in several circuits, from the village markets, to
regional markets and large urban commercial
centres, culminating in the ports which were
the gateways to the markets outside the country.
Merchant Groups
Just as the various kinds of markets
functioned at different scales, merchants were
also not a homogeneous group. There were
traders and retailers who serviced markets in
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Overseas Trade

smaller centres. If mercantile activity can be
deemed to be a pyramid, this class of merchants
would be at the base of the pyramid. At its top
were the great merchants, who were the prime
movers in overseas trade with great reserves
of capital, who controlled the producers in
the hinterland of the ports. They generally
employed the services of a network of brokers
and sub-brokers to acquire goods from the
interior regions or hinterland of the port towns.
These agents could be said to form the middle
tier of the merchant pyramid.

The overseas trade from both the east and
west coast was incorporated into Indian Ocean
trade which had stabilized into a well-set pattern
by the sixteenth century. Shipping in the Indian
Ocean was segmented and carried on over several
demarcated stages. Ships coming from China
and the Far East sailed up to Malacca, where their
cargoes were unloaded, and in return, goods
from the west were taken back. From Malacca,
ships sailed to the west coast of India, to Calicut
or Cambay or Surat in Gujarat. Such intermediate
ports were known as “entrepots”. Goods from
Europe and West Asia were exchanged in these
ports for goods from the east, as well as locally
produced pepper, spices, dyes, clothes and food
grains. In the sixteenth century, Calicut gradually
lost out to the Gujarat ports which were served
by a much larger hinterland producing a wider
range of products. The ports of the Coromandel
coast, like Masulipatnam, Pulicat and other ports
further south served as intermediate ports for the
ships from Burma and the Malay peninsula.

Banking and Rise of Merchant
Capitalists
Commercial institutions were also welldeveloped to promote such extensive trade.
Because a variety of coins were in circulation,
there were money-changers or shroffs to test
coins for their purity and decide their value
in current terms. They also served as local
bankers. Instead of transferring money as cash
from one place to another, merchants issued
bills of exchange, known as hundis which would
be cashed by shroffs at different destinations at
a specified rate of discount.

16.3 Advent of Europeans
The arrival of the Europeans, beginning
with the Portuguese, was the first major external
shock to this well established and regulated
system of trade. The primary interest of the
Europeans was in securing spices for Europe
directly. In the olden days, the spices were carried
to the Persian Gulf ports and then overland to the
Mediterranean. They soon learned that a simple
bilateral exchange was not workable in the Asian
markets. This was mainly because there was no
demand in the local economies for the products
of Europe, other than gold or silver. On the other
hand, because of the universal demand in southeast Asian markets for Indian textiles, clothes
from India served as a substitute medium of
exchange. The demand for the painted fabrics of
the Coromandel coast in the Indonesian islands,
in particular, made the Dutch and the English
set up their establishments on the east coast
to procure the cloth that could be profitably
exchanged for spices.

This well-developed infrastructure and
organization of trade enabled the rich merchants
to amass large fortunes. Such merchant princes
or capitalists were found in all parts of India
– the banias and Parsi merchants of Surat, the
nagarseths of Ahmedabad, the Jagat Seths of
Bengal, and the merchant communities of
the Coromandel. Contemporary European
observers noted that these merchants
appropriated all the profits from trade to
themselves, while the earnings and condition
of the weavers and peasants were pitifully poor.
This rendered them especially vulnerable to
natural calamities like famines. In the Madras
region, for instance, famine occurred at least ten
times between 1678 and 1750. Sometimes there
was widespread famine which lasted for several
years on end. This drove the rural poor to sell
themselves into slavery. Dutch records from
the Coromandel regularly mention male and
female slaves among the cargo sent to Batavia.
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16.4 Collaboration with
Indian Merchants

Over these one hundred and fifty years, the
English in India were gradually undergoing a
metamorphosis from being traders to builders
of a trading empire, eventually emerging as the
virtual rulers of large parts of the country.

From the beginning of their trading venture
in India, the Europeans realized that they could
succeed only with the help and collaboration of
the leading Indian merchants. The merchants,
on their part, saw in the Europeans a great
new business opportunity for expansion, and
worked with them. In Surat, the merchants were
functioning with the security of the Mughal
government to support them in case of any
problems. But in Pulicat, and later in Chennai
under the English and Pondicherry under the
French, the merchants also saw in these early
colonial enclaves a place of security from where
they could carry on business safely, free from the
continuing political turmoil in the Tamil region.

II
16.5 Arrival of Europeans
and the Aftermath
Portuguese in India
During his first
voyage Vasco da Gama
came with 170 men
in three vessels. The
cordiality of Zamorin,
the ruler of Calicut, made
him comfortable. He
journeyed back on 29
August 1498 with only
Zamorin
fifty five surviving men
and of the three ships, two were laden with Indian
goods. Gama’s success made Portugal to send 1200
men with 13 vessels under Pedro Alvarez Cabral.
On 29 October 1502 Gama visited Calicut for the
second time with a fleet of 20 vessels. Gama moved
from Calicut to Cochin as its harbour was better.
He soon realized that the monopolistic trade of
the Arabs needed to be broken if European trade
was to thrive. He used the enmity between the
two Hindu rulers of Cochin
and Calicut for this purpose.
Before he returned to Portugal
he established a factory
[warehouse] in Cochin and a
prison at Kannur.

The Indian merchants were not at a
disadvantage in their dealings with the
Europeans till about 1700. In Surat, the situation
changed because of the threat posed by the
Maratha incursions and the inability of the
Mughal state to provide security. In Chennai
the English had stabilized and they could put
pressure on merchants to accept unviable terms
in order to increase their exports of cloth to
Europe. Gradually, the power relations between
the English and the local merchants began to
change. The great merchant princes who were
the dominant players on the trading scene in the
previous century virtually disappeared.
The expansion of demand from Europe
for Indian textiles also had an impact on the
indigenous economy. Initially, this increased
demand was beneficial to the local economy. The
productive resources (labour, raw materials and
capital) could respond positively. However, as
the demand from Europe continued to grow, the
pressure to increase production exponentially
began to strain the productive resources. The
frequent famines in the south and the shortage of
food grains and raw materials, for instance, were
additional burdens which the weaver had to bear.
Thus, though the increased trade opportunities
were beneficial in the short run, the long term
effects were not necessarily positive.
248

Consolidation of the Portuguese
Trade
The Portuguese stopped yearly expeditions
and instead decided to appoint a Viceroy. The
first Viceroy was Francisco d’ Almeida who
followed what is known as ‘Blue Water Policy,’ and
accordingly, he added more ships to strengthen
the navy rather than adding more settlements.
He destroyed the fleet of Zamorin and a fleet sent
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by the Sultan of Egypt. He befriended the ruler
of Cochin and built fortresses at Cochin, Kannur
and other places on the Malabar coast.

was during the period of De Noronha (1571) the
Mughal ruler Akbar visited Cambay in Gujarat
and the first contacts between the Portuguese and
the Mughal emperor established.

Albuquerque (15091515), the successor of
Almeida, was the real
founder of the Portuguese
empire in India. He
defeated Yusuf Adil Khan,
the ruler of Bijapur in 1510
and captured Goa. He
developed Goa into a centre
of commerce by making all
Albuquerque
the ships sail on that route.
He encouraged people of all faiths to settle in
Goa. He was in favour of Europeans marrying
Indian women and settling down in Portuguese
controlled territories. His conquest of Malacca (in
Malaysia) held by the Muslims, who commanded
the trade route between India-China and Mecca
and Cairo, extended the empire. He attacked the
Arabs and was successful in taking Aden. In 1515
he took control of Ormuz.

In 1580 Philip II, King of Spain, defeated
Portugal and annexed it. In India the Dutch
defeated the Portuguese in Ceylon and later seized
the Portuguese fort on Malabar Coast. Thereafter
rather than protecting their settlements in India,
Portuguese began to evince greater interest in
Brazil.
The Impact of Portuguese
Presence
For the first time in the political history of
India the Europeans conquered and seized
territories from the Indian rulers.
Indian rulers remained divided and
Europeans took advantage of it.
The Europeans adopted new methods in the
warfare. Gun powder and superior artillery
played a significant role.
The Portuguese could contain the
monopolistic trade of the Arabs. But it did
not really help them. Instead, it benefited the
British who removed pirates on the sea routes
and made the sea voyage safe.

Albuquerque attempted to stop the
practice of Sati.
Two more viceroys played a significant role
in consolidating the Portuguese empire in India.
They are Nino da Cunha and Antonio de Noronha.
Da Cunha occupied Bassein and Diu in 1534
and 1537 respectively. The port of Daman was
wrested from the hands of Imad-ul Mulk in 1559.
Meanwhile in the middle of the sixteenth century,
the Portuguese control over Ceylon increased
with the completion of a fort in Colombo. It

The marriages between Europeans and
Indians, encouraged by the Portuguese in the
territories occupied by them, created a new
Eurasian racial group. They were the ones
who were later taken to other Portuguese
colonies in Africa and Asia.
The presence of Portuguese is very much
evident in Chennai’s San Thome. Mylapore
was the Portuguese ‘Black Town’. (Black Town
of the British period was George Town)
Following the establishment of Portuguese
settlements, Jesuit missionaries visited India.
Notable among them are: 1. Roberto de
Nobili, whose linguistic ability enabled him
to write extensively in Tamil and Sanskrit.
He is considered the father of Tamil prose. 2.
Henriques introduced printing in Tamil and
is called the father of printing press.

Akbar’s Contact with European Traders
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The Amboyna Massacre – twenty servants of
British East India Company, Portuguese and
Japanese were tortured and killed by the agents
of Dutch East India Company at Ambon Island
in Indonesia in the year 1623.

Roberto de Nobile

San Thome Church

Clashes occurred between the Portuguese and
the Muslim groups on the pearl fishery coast in the
1530s over the control of fishing and pearl diving
rights and a delegation of Paravas complained to
the Portuguese authorities at Cochin about the
atrocities inflicted on them by Arab fleets and
sought protection. Seizing the opportunity, the
Portuguese sent their Roman Catholic priests
(Padres) who converted thousands of fisher people
to the Catholic religion. Following this St. Francis
Xavier, one of the founders of the Society of
Jesus, arrived in Goa in 1542 and travelled as far
as Thoothukudi and Punnakayal to baptize the
converts. Xavier established a network of Jesuit
mission centres. His visit is evident from the
shrines dedicated to St. Xavier and the towering
churches that came up in the fishing villages on
the Coromandel Coast.

Amboyna Massacre

created a Dutch East India company in 1602
[known as the United East Indies Company
(in Dutch: Verenigde Oost-Indische
Compagnie-abbreviated to VOC). The newly
created company established its hold over the
Spice Islands (Indonesia). In 1641 the Dutch
captured Malacca from the Portuguese and
in 1658 the Dutch forced Portuguese to part
with Ceylon. The Dutch were successful in
Spice Islands but they suffered reverses in
India at the hands of the British.

The Portuguese threatened disruption
of trade by violence unless their protection,
cartaz, was bought. Under the cartaz system, the
Portuguese exacted money from the traders as
price for protection against what they termed as
piracy. But much of this was caused by Portuguese
freebooters themselves and so the whole system
was a blatant protection racket.

Dutch in Tamil Nadu
The Portuguese who established a control
over Pulicat since 1502 were overthrown by
the Dutch. In Pulicat, located 60 kilometers
north of Chennai, the Dutch built the Castle
Geldria. The remains of this 400 year old fort
can be seen even now. This fort was once the
seat of Dutch power. The Dutch established
control of Masulipatnam in 1605 and they
established their settlement at Pulicat in 1610.
The other Dutch colonial forts and possessions
include Nagapattinam, Punnakayal, Porto
Novo, Cuddalore (Tiruppathiripuliyur) and
Devanampatinam.

The Dutch
The first Dutch expedition to the South
East Asia was in 1595 by a trader (Jan
Huyghen van Linschoten), a merchant from
Netherlands who lived in Lisbon. There were
several companies floated by the traders and
individuals to trade with the East. The state
intervened and amalgamated them all and
250
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The French
The French attempted to establish a trade
link with India as early as 1527. Taking a cue
from the Portuguese and the Dutch, the French
commenced their commercial operations through
the French East India Company, established
in 1664. Unlike other European powers which
appeared in India through the private trading
companies, the French commercial enterprise
was a project of King Louis XIV. His minister of
finance, Colbert, was instrumental in establishing
the French East India Company.

Dutch Cemetery, Pulicat

Pulicat served as the Coromandel
headquarters of the Dutch East India Company.
Diamonds were exported from Pulicat to the
western countries. Nutmeg, cloves, and mace
too were sent from here to Europe. A gun
powder factory was also set up by the Dutch to
augment their military power.

As the French effort was a government
initiative, it did not attract the general public of
France who viewed it as yet another way to tax
people.
Pondicherry through Madagascar
The French traders arrived in Madagascar
(in Africa) in 1602. Though the French colonized
Madagascar, they had to abandon it in 1674,
excepting a small coastal trading post. Berber,
a French agent in India obtained a firman [a
royal command or authorization] on September
4, 1666 from Aurangzeb and the first French
factory was established at Surat in December
1668, much against the opposition of the Dutch.
Within a year the French established another
factory at Masulipatnam.

One less known fact about the Dutch is they
were involved in slave trade. People from Bengal
and from settlements such as Tengapattinam
and Karaikal were brought to Pulicat. The Dutch
employed brokers at Madras for catching and
shipping slaves. Famines, droughts and war that
resulted in food shortage led to the flourishing
of the slave trade.
Wil O Dijk, a Ph.D. Scholar at Leiden
University in one of her research papers noted
that the passenger list of slaves transported in
VOC ships within and from the Bay of Bengal
from June 1621 to November 1665 showed
a total of 26,885 men, women and children
– of which 1,379 died. She further wrote
that the export of Coromandel slaves surged
during a famine caused by the Nayak rulers of
Thanjavur, Senji and Madurai, after the fall of
Vijayanagara empire.

Factory in the then context referred to
a warehouse or a place where factors, or
commercial agents, resided to transact
business for their employers abroad.
Realizing the need for a stronger foothold
in India, Colbert sent a fleet to India, led by Haye
(Jacob Blanquet de la Haye). The French were able
to remove the Dutch from San Thome in Mylapore
in 1672. The French sought the support of Sher
Khan Lodi, the local Governor, who represented
the Sultan of Bijapur, against the Dutch. The
Dutch befriended the King of Golkonda who was
a traditional foe of Bijapur. It was Sher Khan Lodi
who offered Pondicherry (Puducherry) as a suitable
site for their settlement. Pondicherry in 1673

A subsequent invasion of the Bijapur army
led to the destruction of fertile agricultural lands
of Thanjavur pushing more people into slavery.
This time (1646) around 2118 slaves, mostly
drawn from places situated along the coasts like
Adiramapattinam, Tondi and Kayalpattinam.
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was a small fishing village. Francis Martin who
became the Governor of Pondicherry later had
spent four years in Madagascar before arriving
Surat. He made Pondicherry the strategic centre
of French settlements in India.

Nadu, Serampore in West Bengal and Nicobar
Islands were their possessions in India. On March
17, 1616 the King of Denmark, Christian IV, issued
a charter and created a Danish East India Company.
This Company did not get any positive response
from the Danish traders. Admiral Ove Gjedde
led the first expedition to Ceylon in 1618. The
Danes could not get any trade contract in Ceylon.
While they were returning in disappointment
their main vessel was sunk by the Portuguese at
Karaikkal. Thirteen stranded sailors with their
trade director Robert Crappe were taken to the
Nayak ruler of Thanjavur. Robert Crappe ably
negotiated with the Thanjavur King and struck an
agreement. According to the agreement signed on
20 November 1620, the Danes received the village
of Tarangambadi or Tranquebar and the right to
construct a Fort there.

“The countryside through which we
passed (outskirts of Pondichérry) was wellcultivated and very beautiful. Rice was to be
found in abundance... where there was water
while cotton was grown....” Francis Martin
about the landscape of Pondicherry in his
diary.
Rivalry and Wars with the Dutch
French attempts to capture Pondicherry were
not easy. They had to deal with their main rivals,
the Dutch. From 1672 France and Holland were
continuously at war. In India the French lacked
men, money and arms, as they had diverted them
to Chandranagore, another French settlement
in Bengal. Therefore the Dutch could capture
Pondicherry easily in 1693. It remained with the
Dutch for six years. In 1697, according to the treaty
of Ryswick, Pondicherry was once again restored
to the French. However, it was handed over to the
French only in 1699. Francis Martin remained as
its governor till his death in 1706.

Tarangambadi Fort

The Danish fort at Tarangambadi was
vulnerable to high tidal waves which frequently
damaged roads and houses. Despite their
involvement in the Thirty Years War and the
financial loss they suffered, the Danish managed
to set up a factory at Masulipatnam. Small
trading posts were established at Pipli (Hoogly
River) and Balasore. Investors in Denmark
wanted to dissolve the Danish East India
Company, but King Christian IV resisted it.
Finally after his death in 1648 his son Frederick
abolished it.

The French secured Mahe in 1725 and
Karaikal in 1739. The French were also successful
in establishing and extending their settlements in
Qasim Bazaar, Chandranagore and Balasore in the
Bengal region. Pierre Benoit Dumas (1668–1745)
was another able French governor in Pondicherry.
However, the French had to face the threat of
the English who proved too strong for them.
Eventually they lost out on their hard earned
fortunes to the English.

A second Danish East India Company
was started in 1696. Trade between Denmark
and Tarangambadi resumed and many new
trade outposts were also established. The Nayak
king of Thanjavur gifted three more villages
surrounding Tarangambadi. Two Danish
Missionaries, the first protestant missionaries,
arrived on 9 June 1706. The Danish settled in
Andaman and Nicobar in 1755, but due to the
threat of malaria they abandoned it in 1848.

The influence of the French can still be seen
in present day Pondicherry, Mahe, Karaikkal, and
Chandranagore.
The Danes
Denmark and Norway (together till 1813)
possessed colonial settlements in India and Tamil
Nadu. Tarangambadi or Tranquebar in Tamil
252
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During the Napoleonic wars the British caused
heavy damage to their possessions. Serampore
was sold to the British in 1839 and Tranquebar
and other settlements in 1845.
The Danes in Tamil Nadu
The Danish Fort built
in Tarangambadi is still
intact.
Bartholomaeus
Ziegenbalg along with
Heinrich
Pluetshau
arrived in Tranquebar in
September 1706, as the
Bartholomaeus
first Lutheran missionaries
Ziegenbalg
in India. They began
preaching, and baptized
their first converts within ten months of their
stay. Their work was opposed both by Hindus and
by the local Danish authorities, and in 1707-08
Ziegenbalg had to spend four months in prison,
on a charge that by converting the natives he
was encouraging rebellion. The Copenhagen
Missionary Society wanted to encourage an
indigenous Christian Church, and accordingly
instructed its missionaries simply to preach the
Gospel, and not to bother about other matters.
Ziegenbalg, however, contended that a concern
for the physical welfare of others was implicit in
the Gospel.
Ziegenbalg set up a printing press, and
published studies of the Tamil language and of
Indian religion and culture. His translation of
the New Testament into Tamil in 1715 was first
in any Indian language. The church building
that he and his associates constructed in 1718 is
still in use today. He succeeded in establishing a
seminary for the training of local clergy. When
he died on 23 February 1719, he left behind a full
Tamil translation of the complete Bible and of
Genesis to Ruth (Bible Story book series), many
brief writings in Tamil, two church buildings,
the seminary, and 250 baptized Christians.

Queen Elizabeth I to have a share in the lucrative
spice trade with the East. The Company, headed
by a governor, was managed by a court of 24
Directors. In 1611, King James I obtained from
Mughal Emperor Jahangir through William
Hawkins, permission for regular trade. The
English obtained some trading privileges in
Surat. The Viceroy of Gujarat, Prince Khurram
granted trading privileges, but the British could
not operate freely because the Portuguese
exercised a powerful influence in the region.
Madras was ceded to East India Company
in 1639 by the Raja of Chandragiri with
permission to build a fortified factory which
was named Fort St. George. This was the first
landholding recorded by the Company on Indian
soil. In 1645, the ruler of Golkonda overran
the territories under the Company’s control in
Madras. Aurangzeb conquered Golkonda in
1687 and brought the Company territories under
Mughal rule. But the privileges granted to the
English continued. Within a short time Madras
replaced Masulipatinam as the headquarters of
the English on the Coromandel Coast. The island
of Bombay, which Charles II had inherited as
dowry, was transferred to the Company in 1668.
The Charter of 1683 empowered the Company to
raise military forces and the right to declare war
or make peace with the powers in America, Africa
and Asia. In 1652 Madras became a presidency.
In the year (1655) its position as presidency was
nullified. Madras was re-elavated to the status
of a presidency in 1684. In 1688 Madras had a
municipal government with a Mayor. In 1693
the Company obtained another grant of three
villages surrounding Madras and in 1702 five
more villages were granted.

Advent of the British
The English East India Company
A group of wealthy merchants of Leadenhall
Street in London secured a royal charter from

Chandragiri Fort
The Coming of the Europeans
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Bengal

First Carnatic War: 1746-1748

In Bengal it was a long drawn struggle for the
British to obtain trading rights. The Company
obtained trading privileges from Shah Shuja,
the second son of Shajahan and the Governor of
Bengal, but there was no royal confirmation of
such privileges. The trading rights for the British
in Bengal were obtained only in 1680. Local
officials interfered with the trading rights of the
British and this resulted in the Company declaring
war with the ruler representing the Mughals.
Peace was restored in 1690 and the Company
established its first settlement at Sutanuti, a site
which became the future Calcutta. The factory
was fortified in 1696 and in 1698 the Company
secured the zamindari rights over three villages,
Sutanuti, Kalikata and Gobindpur in return for
a payment of 1200 rupees a year. The fortified
factory was called Fort William which became
the headquarters of the Presidency in 1770.

The Austrian War of Succession and Seven
Years War fought in Europe had their repercussions
in India. The Austrian ruler Charles VI died in
1740 and was succeeded by his daughter Maria
Theresa. France did not support her succession
and joined hands with German-speaking
territories of Austria such as Bavaria, Saxony and
Spain. Frederick II (known as Frederick the Great
of Prussia) taking advantage of the emerging
political situation invaded and annexed Silesia,
an Austrian province, with the support of France.
The wars fought between Britain and France in
Europe also led to clashes between these two
countries over their colonial possessions in North
America and India.
When the war broke
out, the new Governor of
Pondicherry, Dupleix appealed
to Morse, the Governor of
Madras, to remain neutral.
But a British squadron under
Commodore Barnett captured
some of the French vessels with
Dupleix
Indian goods and precipitated
the situation. Dupleix, shocked by this incident,
appealed to Anwar- ud-din, the Nawab of Carnatic,
to help him to avoid war with the English. Calm
prevailed for some time.

Norris Mission: Sir William Norris,
sent by the English King William III in
1698, met Aurangzeb to get full English
jurisdiction over the English settlements.
This was to confirm the existing privileges
and to extend their trading rights further.
But this request was conceded only during
1714-1717, when a mission under Surman
sent to the Mughal Emperor Farukhsiyar
obtained firman (grant of trading rights)
addressed to the local rulers of Gujarat,
Hyderabad and Bengal.

Meanwhile
Dupleix
contacted
La
Bourdonnais, the French Governor of Isle of
France, who appeared in the Indian waters with
eight warships. Peyton, who led the English
squadron with his four ships, intercepted the
French squadron and in the battle on 6 July 1746
Peyton suffered reverses and retreated to Hoogly,
Calcutta expecting some more ships from Britain.

The Carnatic Wars
The British had to fight
three wars (1746-1763) with
the French to establish their
supremacy, which in history
are called the Carnatic wars.

Fall of Madras
The French squadron succeeded in capturing
the undefended Madras on 15 September 1746.
Governor Morse was asked to surrender but the
Madras Governor turned to Anwar-ud-din for
help. Dupleix was clever in convincing the Nawab
that he was securing Madras from the British to
be handed over to him. On 21 September 1746

The Carnatic is a region in South India lying
between the Eastern Ghats and the Coromandel
Coast. This region constitutes the present day
Tamil Nadu, eastern Karnataka, north-eastern
Kerala and southern Andhra Pradesh.
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the English were forced to part with Madras. But
when the Nawab of Carnatic asked the French to
hand over Madras to him as promised, the French
dodged. Thereupon the Nawab sent a force of
10,000 men under the command of his son
Mahfuz Khan.

Anandarangam Pillai Diary
Anandarangam (1709-1761), was born
to a leading merchant of the time named
Tiruvengadam Pillai. After his father’s
death at Pondicherry, in view of the support
given by the French Governors Dumas and
Dupleix became the greatest merchant
at Pondicherry. Dupleix appointed him
the Chief Dubhashi (one who knows two
languages) and Chief Commercial Agent
(1746). This enabled him to emerge as a
man of substantial political influence at
Pondicherry. But his real fame rests on his
voluminous Diary in Tamil which is a very
valuable source of history for the period
from 1736 to 1760, particularly for the
Governorship of Dupleix. It is also a good
summary of Anandarangam’s views and
impressions on contemporary events.

The Battle of San Thome and Adyar

Nawab’s forces blockaded Fort St. George but
the French forces pushed the Nawab’s forces to
San Thome. The French received reinforcement
and Mahfuz Khan attempted to halt the progress
of the French on the banks of river Adyar. The
French forces were able to wade through the water
and inflict a severe attack on the Nawab’s forces
resulting in heavy losses.
Dupleix then set his eyes on Fort St. David
at Cuddalore which was in British possession.
The English, with the help of the Nawab of Arcot,
were trying to regain the places lost but Dupleix
again played a diplomatic game by promising
that he would hoist the flag of the Nawab in
the Fort St. George for a week and after that he
requested the Nawab to hand over the town to the
British. Further, the French offered the Nawab
gifts worth Rs. 40,000/- to make him withdraw
his proposed help to the British. Meanwhile
two attempts of the British under Rear-Admiral
Boscowen to take Pondicherry also failed. By
this time, in 1748, France and the English had
signed the Treaty of Aix La Chapelle. Under this
treaty the British and the French ceased their
hostilities in India. It was agreed that the French
would hand over Madras to the British in return
for Louisburg in North America.

Nizam and the Nawab
of Carnatic.
The
English,
after losing Madras, a
precious possession,
had only Fort St. David
under their control.
In order to reduce
the influence of the
French, the English
Arcot Nawab
supported the rival
Muhammad Ali
candidates Nasir Jung
for the throne of Nizam of Hyderabad and that of
Muhammad Ali after the death of Anwar-ud-din
in the Battle of Ambur in 1749.

The Second Carnatic War: 1749-1754

In Europe peace prevailed between the British
and the French. But the two colonial powers could
not live in peace in India. They played one native
ruler against the other. Dupleix wanted to enhance
the French influence by involving in the wars of
succession in both Hyderabad and Arcot.
Dupleix supported the claims of Muzzafar
Jung, the grandson of Asaf Jah, who died in 1748
in Hyderabad, as the Nizam of Hyderabad. In the
Carnatic, he supported the claim of Chanda Sahib.
A triple alliance was formed amongst the French,
256

The Battle of Ambur (1749)
Muzaffar Jung, the contender for Nizami of
Hyderabad, and Chanda Sahib, a claimant
to the Nawabi of Carnatic, with the help
of the disciplined French infantry inflicted
huge casualties on the Nizam and Anwarud-din’s forces. Anwar-ud-din was killed.
Chanda Sahib entered Arcot as the Nawab.
Muhammad Ali, son of Anwar-ud-din,
escaped to Tiruchirappalli.
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Clive in the Second Carnatic War

The battle of Ambur was followed by the
entry of victorious forces to Deccan. Nazir Jung
was killed by the French Army and Muzaffar
Jung was made the Nizam of Hyderabad in
December 1750. Dupleix’s dream of establishing
a French empire appeared good for some time.
Dupleix received huge money and territories
both from the Nizam and the Nawab of Arcot.
When Muzaffar Jung required French protection,
Dupleix sent Bussy, the French general, with a
large French force. Muzaffar Jung did not live long
and the same people who killed Nasir Jung also
killed him. Bussy promptly placed Salabat Jung,
brother of Nazir Jung, on the throne. In order
to reduce the influence of British and also with
a view to capturing Mohammad Ali (who fled to
Tiruchirappalli after Anwar-ud-din was killed)
Chanda Sahib decided to take Tiruchirappalli,
with the help of the French and the Nizam.

Dupleix was also determined to take over
Tiruchirappalli with the help of Chanda Sahib.
Chanda Sahib’s troops were joined by 900
Frenchmen. Muhammad Ali had only 5000
soldiers and not more than 600 Englishmen to
help him. Robert Clive’s idea changed the course
of history. He suggested the idea of storming
Arcot when the French and the Nawab were busy
concentrating on Tiruchirappalli.
Clive moved from Fort St. David on 26
August 1752 with only 200 English and 300
Indian soldiers. As expected the English received
help from many rulers from small territories.
The Raja of Mysore and the ruler of Thanjavur
rallied to support Muhammad Ali. Chanda
Sahib dispatched a force of 3000 under his son
Raja Sahib to take Arcot. Clive seized Arcot on
August 31 and then successfully withstood a
53-day siege by Chanda Sahib’s son, Raja Sahib,
who was helped by the French forces. In the battle
of Arni the English and the Maratha ruler Murari
Rao faced an unequal number of French and the
forces of Nawab of Arcot. In several battles that
followed, including one at Kaveripakkam, Chanda
Sahib was captured and executed. Muhammed
Ali became the undisputed ruler of Carnatic.

Robert Clive was
born in September
29, 1725. He had no
interest in studies and
was expelled from
three schools for his
indiscipline and lack
of interest in studies. However, Clive had
developed notoriety for fighting. Disgusted
by his behaviour his father secured him a
writer’s post in the East India Company and
sent him to Madras. Clive was later promoted
as the governor of Fort St David and was
involved in the Carnatic Wars and the siege of
Trichinopoly. He won the Battle of Plassey in
Bengal from where the British Empire came to
evolve in India. Clive returned to India to take
up his governorship and secured the Diwani
rights from the defeated Mughal emperor in
1765. Clive amassed huge wealth and left India
a fabulously rich man, with a personal fortune
to the then value of 234, 000 pounds. This
apart, his jagir in Bengal fetched him an annual
rental income of 27,000 pounds. When he
returned to England he faced a parliamentary
inquiry over allegations of corruption. Though
exonerated, Clive committed suicide.

In Europe Britain and France were not
involved in any war and so neither of them
approved the policy of their Companies fighting in
India. The French government recalled Governor
Dupleix. The Treaty of Pondicherry was signed
in 1755 with the English; both countries agreed
not to interfere in the quarrels of the Indian
princes. The Treaty also defined their mutual
territorial possessions in India, a situation that was
maintained for nearly two centuries until Indian
independence.
The Third Carnatic War: 1756-1763

The third Carnatic War was an echo of the
Seven Years War (1756-1763) which broke out in
Europe in 1756. It was a global conflict and was
fought between the two arch-rivals Britain and
France. The war was fought in North America
(resulting in the American War of Independence),
The Coming of the Europeans
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Battle of Buxar (1764)

and West Africa (which later became the French
West Africa). In India it manifested itself in the
Third Carnatic war. Before turning our attention
to the Third Carnatic War, let us see what
happened in Bengal in the meantime.

After fleeing from Bengal Mir
Qasim aligned with the Mughal Emperor
Shah Alam II and the Nawab of Oudh, Shujaud-daulah, who were equally aggrieved by
the interference of the Company in their
internal affairs. They declared war against
the British. The battle was fought at Buxar
(1764). By virtue of its superior armed the
Company forces won the battle. The victory
of the British led to the signing of the Treaty
of Allahabad (1765) by Robert Clive with
Shah Alam II. By this treaty the Company
got the Diwani right to collect land revenue
from the princely states of Bengal, Bihar
and Orissa. Besides, the Company obtained
three districts, Burdwan, Chittagong and
Midnapur, in Bengal and sovereignty over
Calcutta. British virtually became the rulers
of Bengal.

Battle of Plassey (1757)
The East India Company abused the
trade permits (dastaks) granted by the Mughal
Emperor by not paying taxes to the Nawab of
Bengal, and by involving itself in internal trade.
This apart, the Company had given asylum to
the son of the Nawab Siraj-ud-daula’s hostile
aunt. As the Company refused to oblige the
Nawab, who demanded the return of his nephew,
Fort St. William was captured and Europeans
imprisoned. Responding to this situation, the
Company at Fort St. George despatched a strong
contingent under Robert Clive and Watson. The
battle that ensued is called the Battle of Plassey.
It was alleged that
146
European
prisoners were kept
in a room measuring
18 by 15 feet and
it is said that all
except 23 prisoners
died of suffocation.
Nawab Siraj-ud daula The veracity of this
incident, known as the “Black Hole Tragedy
of Calcutta” in British accounts, has been
debated among historians.

Outbreak of Third Carnatic War
With the outbreak of the Seven Years
War, Clive captured Chandranagore, the
French settlement in Bengal. With this the
French influence ended in Bengal. But they
retained their power in the south. The French
government sent Count de Lally as the
Supreme Commander of the French forces
in India. As the British were active in Bengal,
Lally promptly secured Fort St. David after a
short siege. Lally’s next move was Thanjavur
but the French were after money from the
Raja which he could not give. Without a
penny the siege of Thanjavur was lifted
because there was a threat of British attack
on Pondicherry.

The battle of Plassey (1757) changed
the position of the British from being a
commercial power to that of a territorial
power. It confirmed the privileges obtained
by the Company and replaced Siraj-ud-daula
with the betrayer Mir Jaffar. The Company’s
sovereignty over Calcutta was recognized
and it was given sufficient land to maintain
a military force. Mir Jaffar also agreed for a
Company’s resident in the court. Mir Jaffar
was replaced by Mir Qasim and the latter
tried to assert his independence, which was
not to the liking of the Company officials.
258
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Lally wanted Bussy to come from Hyderabad
to help him to defend Pondicherry in the case of
attack. Bussy left Hyderabad and joined Lally. In
Deccan the political situation changed quickly
and the French lost both Rajahmundry (1758)
and Masulipatam (1759). Salabat Jung, the
Nizam of Hyderabad, without fighting a battle
signed an agreement with the British. The Nizam
transferred Masulipatam and Northern Circars
from the French to the English.

now lost. Finally, the hostilities came to an end
with the signing of the Treaty of Paris (1763)
at the end of the Seven Years War. Pondicherry
and Chandranagore were restored to the French.
The French had to henceforth be content with
Pondicherry, Karaikal and Yanaon (Yanam)
(all in Union Territory of Puducherry), Mahe
(Kannur district in Kerala), and Chandranagore
(Chandannagar in Bengal). The English emerged
as the undisputed colonial power in India,
changing from a trading company into that of a
territorial power.

The combined forces of Bussy and Lally
captured Kanchipuram and proceeded to take
Madras. As the British were busy in Bengal,
Madras had only about 800 Englishmen and
2500 Indian soldiers. The Siege of Madras began
on 12 December 1758. The French could not
progress till February 1759, but both sides
suffered casualties. The French, however, could
not continue with the siege as supplies were
dwindling. Meanwhile General Pocock brought
a fleet to the relief of Madras. Lally was forced to
lift the siege and fall back on Kanchipuram.

SUMMARY
I
Akbar’s expansion of his empire in Gujarat
and Bengal facilitating his contact with
European trading companies and the
establishment of Dutch and English
settlements with the consent of Akbar and
Jahangir are narrated
During the corresponding period how the
Nayak rule in south India, especially the
Nayak kingdoms in Madurai, Thanjavur and
Senji had come about, are explained. Dutch
Settlement in Pulicat with the permission
of Nayak king in Senji is pointed out
Shivaji stalling Aurangzeb’s ambitious plans
to extend his influence in south India and
his victory over the Nayak rulers of Senji
and Thanjavur facilitating Maratha rule in
Thanjavur are highlighted
The establishment of successor states after
the death of Aurangzeb, the moving of the
Dutch from Pulicat to Nagapattinam, and
the English moving from Surat to Bombay
are dealt with
The economic condition of India
during the period of survey of political
developments (1600-1750), with focus
on cotton cultivation in the field of
agriculture, weaving in manufacturing
sector and merchant groups involved in
overseas trade are explained
Advent of Europeans and their
collaboration with Indian merchants,
laying the foundation for building a trading
empire by the English are traced

The Battle of Wandiwash and the
Fall of Pondicherry
Lally
retired
to
Pondicherry leaving a French
contingent in Arcot. The
British moved towards
Wandiwash but suddenly
fell upon Kanchipuram
and captured it. A fresh
Sir Eyre Coote
detachment of British forces
arrived under the command of Sir Eyre Coote.
The last ditch battle was fought between Eyre
Coote and Lally at Wandawashi (Wandiwash)
in January 1760. Bussy was defeated and taken
prisoner. Lally retreated to Pondicherry but it was
not besieged immediately. Meanwhile the British
captured Senji and proceeded to Pondicherry
and laid siege to it. Lally had reorganized the
defences and put up a heroic resistance to the
British. The siege of Pondicherry continued for
several months and finally on 4 February 1761
Pondicherry fell. In the same year the British
took control of Mahe, another French possession
in the west coast. All French possessions were
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Unit - 7
Anti-Colonial
Movements
and the Birth of
Nationalism

mத ேதcயவாtக

tvர ேதcயவாtக

Learning Objectives
To acquaint ourselves with
The nature of tribal and peasant revolts against the British
Contributory factors for the outbreak of the Great Rebellion of 1857 and the
subsequent changes in the British approach to governing India
Factors leading to the formation of the Indian National Congress and the perspectives of
the early nationalists
Divide and rule policy of the British behind the Partition of Bengal (1905) and the launch
of Swadeshi movement in Bengal
Background for the launch of Home Rule Movement

Introduction

In this lesson the story of resistance and a
varied range of response against the British rule
in the Indian subcontinent from the early and
mid-nineteenth century to the early twentieth
century are outlined.

On 23 June 1757 the Nawab of Bengal
Siraj-ud-daulah was defeated by the East India
Company at the Battle of Plassey. The battle was
orchestrated by Robert Clive, commander-inchief of the East India Company, who managed
to get the clandestine support from Mir Jafar,
the uncle of Siraj-ud-daulah and the chief of the
Nawab’s army. Clive was helped by the Jagat
Seths (moneylenders from Bengal) who were
aggrieved by Siraj-ud-daulah’s policy. Between
1757 and 1760, the company received ₹ 22.5
million from Mir Jafar, who became the new
Nawab of Bengal. The same money was later
invested to propel the industrial revolution in
Britain, which rapidly mechanised the British
textile industry. On the other hand, India was
led to the path of de-industrialisation and
forced to create a market for the products
manufactured in Britain. The plunder of India
by the East India Company continued for
another 190 years.

7.1  Peasant and Tribal
Resistance
While the urban elite of India was busy
responding to the western ideas and rationality
by engaging in various socio-religious reform
movements, a far more aggressive response
to the British rule emerged in rural India. The
traditional elite and peasantry along with the
tribals revolted. They were not necessarily
seeking the removal of British but rather the
restoration of the pre-colonial order.
There were nearly a hundred peasant
uprisings during British rule. They can be
classified into the following categories:
75
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a. Restorative rebellions – Agitation of this
type relates to attempts to restore old order
and old social relations.
b. Religious Movements – Such agitations
were led by religious leaders who fought
for the liberation of the local populace by
restructuring society on certain religious
principles.
c. Social Banditry – The leaders of such
movements were considered criminal by
the British and the traditional elite but were
looked upon by their people as heroes or
champions of their cause.
d. Mass Insurrection – Usually leaderless and
spontaneous uprising.
Changes in the Revenue System

and all wealth should be equally enjoyed by the
common folk. Dudu Mian laid emphasis on the
egalitarian nature of religion and declared that
“Land belongs to God”, and collecting rent or
levying taxes on it was therefore against divine
law. Large numbers of peasants were mobilised
through a network of village organisations.
After the death of Dudu Mian in 1862, the was
revived in the 1870s by Noah Mian.
Wahhabi Rebellion in Barasat
The
Wahhabi
rebellion was an antiimperial and anti-landlord
movement. It originated
in and around 1827, in the
Barasat region of Bengal.
It was led by an Islamic
preacher Titu Mir who
Titu Mir
was deeply influenced
by the Wahhabi teachings. He became an
influential figure among the predominately
Muslim peasantry oppressed under the coercive
zamindari system.

The East India Company restructured the
Mughal revenue system across India in such a
manner that it increased the financial burden
on the peasants. There was no widespread
system of private ownership of the land in preBritish India.
Subletting of Land

(b) Tribal Uprising

The practice of letting out and subletting
of land complicated the agrarian relations. The
zamindar often sublet land to many subordinate
lords who in return collected a fixed amount of
revenue from the peasant. This increased the
tax burden on the peasants.

Under colonial rule, for the first time in
Indian history, government claimed a direct
proprietary right over forests. The British rule
and its encouragement of commercialisation of
forest led to the disintegration of the traditional
tribal system. It encouraged the incursion of
tribal areas by the non-tribal people such as
moneylenders, traders, land-grabbers, and
contractors. This led to the widespread loss of
adivasi land and their displacement from their
traditional habitats.

(a) Peasant Uprising
Peasant revolts began to erupt in the early
19 century and continued till the very end of
British rule in India.
th

Farazi Movement
Farazi
movement
was launched by Haji
Shariatullah in 1818. After
the death of Shariatullah
in 1839, the rebellion
was led by his son Dudu
Mian who called upon the
peasants not to pay tax.
It gained popularity on a
simple doctrine that land Haji Shariatullah
Anti-Colonial Movements and the Birth of Nationalism

Tribal resistance was therefore, a response
against those who either introduced changes in
the peaceful tribal life or took undue advantage
of the innocence of the tribal people.
(i) Kol Revolt
One major tribal revolt, the Kol uprising
of 1831-32, took place in Chota Nagpur and
Singbhum region of present day Jharkhand
and Odisha, under the leadership of Bindrai
and Singhrai. The Raja of Chhota Nagpur had
76
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divine message from the God, asking them to
lead the rebellion.

leased out to moneylenders the job of revenue
collection. The usury and forcible eviction of
tribals from their land led to the resentment of
Kols. The initial protest and resistance kols was
in the form of plunder, arson and attacks on the
properties of outsiders. This was followed by the
killing of moneylenders and merchants. The
tribal leaders adopted varied methods to spread
their message such as the beating of drums
accompanied by a warning to all outsiders to
leave. `The British suppressed the rebellion
with great violence.

By July 1855 the rebellion has taken the
form of open insurrection against the mahajans,
the zamindars and the British officials. They
marched with bows, poisoned arrows, axes and
swords taking over the Rajmahal and Bhagalpur
by proclaiming that the Company rule was
about to end. In response villages were raided
and properties destroyed by the British. In 1855
an act was passed to regulate the territories
occupied by the Santhals. The Act formed the
territory into a separate division called Santhal
Pargana division.

(ii) Santhal Hool (Insurrection)
Santhals, scattered in various parts of
eastern India, when forced to move out of their
homeland during the process of creation of
zamins under Permanent Settlement, cleared
the forest area around the Rajmahal Hills.
They were oppressed by the local police and
the European officers engaged in the railway
construction. Pushed out of their familiar
habitat, the Santhals were forced to rely
on the moneylenders for their subsistence.
Soon they were trapped in a vicious circle
of debt and extortion. Besides this, Santhals
also felt neglected under the corrupt British
administration and their inability to render
justice to their legitimate grievances.

(c) Munda Rebellion

Outbreak

The movement received an impetus when
Birsa Munda declared himself as the messenger
of God. Birsa claimed that he had a prophecy and
promised supernatural solutions to the problem
of Munda people and the establishment of
Birsaite Raj. The Munda leaders utilised the cult
of Birsa Munda to recruit more people to their
cause. A series of night meetings were held and
a revolt was planned. On the Christmas day of
1889, they resorted to violence. Buildings were
burnt down and arrows were shot at Christian
missionaries and Munda Christian converts.
Soon police stations and government officials
were attacked. Similar attacks were carried out
over the next few months. Finally the resistance
was crushed and Birsa Munda was arrested
in February 1900 who later died in jail. Birsa

One of the prominent tribal rebellions
of this period occurred in Ranchi, known as
Ulugulan rebellion (Great Tumult).The Munda
people were familiar with the co-operative or
collective farming known as Khuntkatti (joint
holding) land system. It was totally eroded
by the introduction of private ownership
of land and the intrusion of merchants and
moneylenders. The Munda people were also
forcefully recruited as indentured labourers to
work on plantations. In the 1890s tribal chiefs
offered resistance against the alienation of
tribal people from their land and imposition of
bethbegari or forced labour.

Around 1854 activities of social banditry
led by a person named Bir Singh was reported
from different places. These were directed
against mahajans and traders.

Sidhu

Kanu

In 1855, two Santhal brothers Sidhu and
Kanu proclaimed that they had received a
77
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Munda became a folk hero who is to this day
celebrated in many folk songs. The Munda
rebellion prompted the British to formulate
a policy on Tribal land. The Chotanagpur
Tenancy Act (1908) restricted the entry of nontribal people into the tribal land.

Indians from wearing religious marks on their
foreheads and having whiskers on their chin,
while proposing to replace their turbans with
a round hat. It was feared that the dress code
was part of their effort to convert soldiers to
Christianity.
Similarly, in 1824, the sepoys at Barrackpur
near Calcutta refused to go to Burma by sea,
since crossing the sea meant the loss of their
caste.

7.2  The Great Rebellion
of 1857
In 1857, British rule witnessed the biggest
challenge to its existence. Initially, it began as
a mutiny of Bengal presidency sepoys but later
expanded to the other parts of India involving
a large number of civilians, especially peasants.
The events of 1857–58 are significant for the
following reasons:

The sepoys were also upset with
discrimination in salary and promotion. Indian
sepoys were paid much less than their European
counterparts. They felt humiliated and racially
abused by their seniors.
(b) The Revolt

1. This was the first major revolt of armed
forces accompanied by civilian rebellion.
2. The revolt witnessed unprecedented
violence, perpetrated by both sides.
3. The revolt ended the role of the East India
Company and the governance of the Indian
subcontinent was taken over by the British
Crown.
(a) Causes

The precursor to the
revolt was the circulation of
rumors about the cartridges
of the new Enfield rifle. There
was strong suspicion that
the new cartridges had been
greased with cow and pig fat. The cartridge had
to be bitten off before loading (pork is forbidden
to the Muslims and the cow is sacred to a large
section of Hindus).

1. A
 nnexation Policy of British
India

On 29 March a sepoy named Mangal
Pandey assaulted his European officer. His
fellow soldiers refused to arrest him when
ordered to do so. Mangal Pandey along with
others were court-martialled and hanged. This
only fuelled the anger and in the following days
there were increasing incidents of disobedience.
Burning and arson were reported from the
army cantonments in Ambala, Lucknow, and
Meerut.

In the 1840s and 1850s, more territories
were annexed through two major policies:
The Doctrine of Paramountcy. British
claimed themselves as paramount, exercising
supreme authority. New territories were
annexed on the grounds that the native rulers
were inept.
The Doctrine of Lapse. If a native ruler did
not have male heir to the throne, the territory
was to ‘lapse’ into British India upon the death
of the ruler. Satara, Sambalpur, parts of the
Punjab, Jhansi and Nagpur were annexed by
the British through the Doctrine of Lapse.

Bahadur Shah Proclaimed as
Emperor of Hindustan
On 11 may 1857 a
band of sepoys from Meerut
marched to the Red Fort
in Delhi. The sepoys were
followed by an equally
exuberant
crowd
who
gathered to ask the Mughal Bahadur Shah II

2. I
 nsensitivity to Indian Cultural
Sentiments
In 1806 the sepoys at Vellore mutinied
against the new dress code, which prohibited
Anti-Colonial Movements and the Birth of Nationalism
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Important Centres of Great Rebellion - 1857
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Prominent Fighters against the
British

Emperor Bahadur Shah II to become their
leader. After much hesitation he accepted the
offer and was proclaimed as the Shahenshah-eHindustan (the Emperor of Hindustan). Soon
the rebels captured the north-western province
and Awadh. As the news of the fall of Delhi
reached the Ganges valley, cantonment after
cantonment mutinied till, by the beginning
of June, British rule in North India, except in
Punjab and Bengal, had disappeared.

The mutiny provided a platform to
aggrieved kings, nawabs, queens, and zamindars
to express the anti-British anger. Nana Sahib,
the adopted son of the last Peshwa Baji Rao
II, provided leadership in he Kanpur region.
He had been denied pension by the Company.
Similarly, Begum Hazrat Mahal in Lucknow and
Khan Bahadur in Bareilly took the command
of their respective territories, which were once
ruled either by them or by their ancestors.

Civil Rebellion
The mutiny was equally supported by
an aggrieved rural society of north India.
Sepoys working in the British army were in
fact peasants in uniform. They were equally
affected by the restructuring of the revenue
administration. The sepoy revolt and the
subsequent civil rebellion in various parts of
India had a deep-rooted connection with rural
mass. The first civil rebellion broke out in parts
of the North-Western provinces and Oudh.
These were the two regions from which the
sepoys were predominately recruited. A large
number of Zamindars and Taluqdars were
also attracted to the rebellions as they had
lost their various privileges under the British
government. The talukdar–peasant collective
was a common effort to recover what they
had lost. Similarly, artisans and handicrafts
persons were equally affected by the dethroning
of rulers of many Indian states, who were a
major source of patronage. The dumping of
British manufactures had ruined the Indian
handicrafts and thrown thousands of weavers
out of employment. Collective anger against the
British took the form of a people’s revolt.

Hanging the rebels in a public place
Anti-Colonial Movements and the Birth of Nationalism

Another such significant leader was Rani
Lakshmi Bai, who assumed the leadership in
Jhansi. In her case Dalhousie, the Governor
General of Bengal had refused her request to
adopt a son as her successor after her husband
died and the kingdom was annexed under the
Doctrine of Lapse. Rani Lakshmi Bai battled the
mighty British Army until she was defeated.
Bahadur Shah Jafar, Kunwar Singh, Khan
Bahadur, Rani Lakshmi Bai and many others
were rebels against their will, compelled by the
bravery of the sepoys who had defied the British
authority.
(c) Suppression of Rebellion
By the beginning of June 1857, the Delhi,
Meerut, Rohilkhand, Agra, Allahabad and
Banaras divisions of the army had been restored
to British control and placed under martial law.
(d) Causes of Failure
There is hardly any evidence to prove
that the rebellion of 1857 was organised and
planned. It was spontaneous. However, soon

Blowing mutinous sepoys from the guns
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after the siege of Delhi, there was an attempt
to seek the support of the neighboring states.
Besides a few Indian states, there was a general
lack of enthusiasm among the Indian princes to
participate in the rebellion. The Indian princes
and zamindars either remained loyal or were
fearful of British power. Those involved in
the rebellion were left with either little or no
sources of arms and ammunition. The emerging
English-educated middle class too did not
support the rebellion.

important ranks and position. The British
took control of the artillery and shifted their
recruiting effort to regions and communities
that remained loyal during 1857. For instance,
the British turned away from Rajputs, Brahmins
and North Indian Muslims and looked towards
non-Hindu groups like the Gorkhas, Sikhs,and
Pathans. British also exploited the caste,
religious, linguistic and regional differences
in the Indian society through what came to be
known as “Divide and Rule” policy.

One of the important reasons for the failure
of the rebellion was the absence of a central
authority. There was no common agenda that
united the individuals and the aspirations of
the Indian princes and the various other feudal
elements fighting against the British.

7.3  Peasant Revolts under
Crown
(a) Indigo Revolt 1859-60

Changes in the Administration

Before synthetic dyes were created, natural
indigo dye was highly valued by cloth makers
around the world. Many Europeans employed
peasants to grow the indigo, which was
processed into dye at the planters factories. The
dye was then exported to Europe. The peasants
were forced to grow the crop. The British
planter gave the cultivator a cash advance to
help pay for the rent of the land and other costs.
This advance needed to be repaid with interest.
The planters forced the peasant grow indigo,
rather than food crops. At the end of the season,
the planters paid the cultivators low prices for
their indigo. Moreover, the small amount the
peasant earned was not enough to pay back the
cash advance with interest. So they fell into debt.
However, the peasants again would be forced to
enter into another contract to grow indigo. The
peasants were never able to clear their debts.
Debts were often passed from father to son.

British rule and its policies underwent a
major overhaul after 1857. British followed a
cautious approach to the issue of social reform.
Queen Victoria proclaimed to the Indian
people that the British would not interfere in
traditional institutions and religious matters. It
was promised that Indians would be absorbed
in government services. Two significant changes
were made to the structure of the Indian army.
The number of Indians was significantly
reduced. Indians were restrained from holding

The Indigo Revolt began in 1859. The
rebellion began as a strike, as the peasants of
a village in Bengal’s Nadia district refused to
grow any more indigo. The movement quickly
spread to the other indigo-growing districts
of Bengal. The revolt then turned violent. The
peasants, both Hindu and Muslim, participated
in the revolt, and women—armed with pots
and pans—fought alongside the men. Indian
journalists in Calcutta wrote articles about
the brutality of the planters. The 1860 play

In the end, the rebellion was brutally
suppressed by the British army. The rebel
leaders were defeated due to the lack of weapons,
organisation, discipline, and betrayal by their
aides. Delhi was captured by the British troops
in late 1857. Bahadur Shah was captured and
transported to Burma.
e) I
 ndia Becomes a Crown
Colony
The British Parliament adopted the Indian
Government Act, in November 1858, and
India was pronounced as one of the many
crown colonies to be directly governed by
the Parliament. The responsibility was given
to a member of the cabinet, designated as the
Secretary of State for India.
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Nil Darpan (“Mirror of the Indigo”) by Dina
Bandhu Mitra, did much to draw attention in
India and Europe to the plight of the indigo
growers.

India Association (1866), Madras Mahajana
Sabha (1884), Poona Sarvajanik Sabha (1870),
The Bombay Presidency Association (1885)
and many others.

(b) Deccan Riots 1875

(b) Economic Critique of Colonialism
One of the most significant contributions
of early Indian nationalists was the formulation
of an economic critique of colonialism.

Heavy taxation ruined agriculture.
Famine deaths increased. The first recorded
incident of rioting against the moneylenders
in the Deccan was in May 1875, in Supa a
village near Poona. Similar cases of riots were
reported from close to 30 villages in Poona
and Ahmadnagar. The rioting was directed
mostly at the Gujarat moneylenders. Under
British rule peasants were forced to pay revenue
directly to the government. Also, under a new
law moneylenders were allowed to attach the
mortgaged land of the defaulters and auction
it off. This resulted in a transfer of lands from
the cultivators to the non-cultivating classes.
Trapped in the vicious cycle of debt and unable
to pay the outstanding amount the peasant was
forced to abandon cultivation.

Dadabhai Naoroji, Justice Ranade, and
Romesh Chandra Dutt, played a significant
role in making this criticism about colonial
economy. They clearly understood that the
prosperity of the British lay in the economic and
political subjugation of India. They concluded
that colonialism was the main obstacle to the
Indian’s economic development.
(c) Objectives and Methods
The formation of the
Indian National Congress
in 1885 was intended
to establish an all India
organisation. It was the
culmination of attempts by
groups of educated Indians
politically active in three
A.O. Hume
presidencies:
Bombay,
Madras, and Calcutta. A.O. Hume lent his
services to facilitate the formation of the
Congress. Womash Chandra Banarjee was the
first President (1885) Indian National Congress.

7.4  The Foundation
of Indian National
Congress (1870 – 1885)
(a) Rise of Nationalism
The second half of the 19th century saw the
emergence of national political consciousness
among a new social class of English educated
Indians. The Indian intelligentsia played
a critical role in generating a national
consciousness by exposing a large number of
people to the idea of nation, nationalism and
various democratic aspirations. The flourishing
of print media both in the vernacular and in
English played a significant role in circulating
such ideas.

The first session of the Indian National
Congress was held on 28 December 1885. The
early objectives were to develop and consolidate
sentiments of national unity; but also professed
loyalty to Britain. The techniques included
appeals, petitions and delegations to Britain, all
done within a constitutional framework. Some
of the key demands were the following:
 creation of legislative councils at provincial
and central level
 increasing the number of elected members
in the legislative council
 separating judicial and executive functions
 reducing military expenditure
 reduction of Home Charges

Even though they were numerically small
they had a national character and capacity
to establish contacts on an all India scale.
They were working as lawyers, journalists,
government employees, teachers or doctors.
They took the initiative to float political outfits,
such as Madras Native Association (1852) East
Anti-Colonial Movements and the Birth of Nationalism
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 extension of trial by jury

(b) Anti- Partition Movement

 holding civil services exams in India as well
as in England.

With the failure to annul the partition
moderate leaders were forced to rethink their
strategy and look for new techniques of protest.
The boycott of British goods was one such
method. However, the agenda of Swadeshi
Movement was still restricted to secure an
annulment of partition and the moderates
were very much against utilising the campaign
to start a full-fledged passive resistance. The
militant nationalists, on the other hand, were
in favour of extending the movement beyond
Bengal and to initiate a full-scale mass struggle.

 police reforms
 reconsideration of forest laws
 promotion of Indian industries and an end
to unfair tariffs and excise duties.
(d) Militant Nationalism
The methods of moderate leaders failed
to yield any substantive change in the British
attitude towards the moderate demands of early
Indian nationalists. They were criticised by a
group of leaders known as “extremists”. Instead
of prayers and petitions, these militants were
more focused on self-help.

The day Bengal was officially partitioned –
16 Oct 1905 – was declared as a day of mourning.
Thousands of people took bath in the Ganga
and marched on the streets of Calcutta singing
Bande Mataram.

7.5 Partition of Bengal
Partition of Bengal in
1905 was the most unpopular
of all. The partition led to
widespread protests all
across India, starting a new
phase of the Indian national
movement.

(c) Boycott and Swadeshi
Movement in Bengal
(1905–1911)
Boycott and swadeshi were always
interlinked to each other and part of the wider
plan to make India self-sufficient. Four major
trends can be discerned during the Swadeshi
Movement in Bengal.

Lord Curzon
The idea of partition
was devised to suppress the political activities
against the British rule in Bengal by creating a
Hindu-Muslim divide.

1.
2.
3.
4.

(a) Hindu–Muslim Divide
It was openly stated that the objective of
partition was to curtail Bengali influence and
weaken the nationalist movement. By placing
Bengal under two administrative units Curzon
reduced the Bengali - speaking people to a
linguistic minority in a divided Bengal. Curzon
assured Muslims that in the new province of
East Bengal Muslims would enjoy a unity,
which they never enjoyed since the days of the
Mughals.
Instead of dividing the Bengali people
along the religious line partition united them.
The growth of regional language newspapers
played a role in building a sense of proud
Bengali identity.

The Moderate Trend
Constructive Swadeshi
Militant Nationalism
Revolutionary terrorism

Swadeshi Movement
Constructive Swadeshi
The constructive programmes largely
stressed upon self-help. It focused on building
83
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of Swaraj. For Tilak Swaraj was the attainment
of complete autonomy and total freedom from
foreign rule.

alternative institutions of self-governance that
would operate free of British control. Swadeshi
shops sprang all over the place selling textiles,
handlooms, soaps, earthenware, match and
leather goods.

7.6  Home Rule Movement
(1916–1918)

Passive Resistance

The Indian national movement was
revived and also radicalised during the
Home Rule Movement (1916-1918), led by
Lokamanya Tilak and Annie Besant. World
War I and Indian’s participation in it was the
background for the Home Rule League. When
Britain declared war against Germany in 1914,
the moderate and liberal leadership extended
their support to the British cause. It was hoped
that, in return, the British government would
give self-government after the war. Indian
troops were sent to several theatres of World
War. But the British administration remained
non-committal to such goals. What was seen
as a British betrayal to the Indian cause of
self-government led to a fresh call for a mass
movement to pressurise the British government.

From 1906 the Swadeshi Movement took
a turn. Under this new direction, the swadeshi
programme included four points: boycott of
foreign goods, boycott of government schools
and colleges, courts, titles and government
services, development of Swadeshi industries,
national schools, recourse to armed struggle
if British repression went beyond the limits of
endurance.
Militant Nationalism
Lala Lajpat Rai of Punjab, Bala Gangadhar
Tilak of Maharashtra and Bipin Chandra Pal
of Bengal were three prominent leaders during
the Swadeshi period and were referred to as
Lal-Bal-Pal triumvirate. Punjab, Bengal, and
Maharashtra emerged as the hotbed of militant
nationalism during the Swadeshi Movement.
In South India Tuticorin became the most
important location of Swadeshi activity with
the launch of a Swadeshi Steam Navigation
company by V.O. Chidambaranar.

(a) Objectives of the Home Rule
Movement
 To attain self-government within the British
Empire by using constitutional means.
 To obtain the status of dominion, a political
position accorded later to Australia,
Canada, South Africa, and New Zealand.
 To use non-violent constitutional methods
to achieve their goals.
(b) Lucknow Pact (1916)
The Home Rule Movement and the
subsequent reunion of moderate and the

Lal-Bal-Pal
Swaraj or Political Independence
One of the common goals of the extremist
leaders was to achieve Swaraj or Self Rule.
However, the leaders differed on the meaning
Anti-Colonial Movements and the Birth of Nationalism
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popularity, the British used the same old
ploy to isolate the leaders by repressing their
activities.

militant nationalists opened the possibility
of fresh talks with the Muslims. Under the
Lucknow Pact (1916), the Congress and the
Muslim League agreed that there should be
self-government in India as soon as possible.
In return, the Congress leadership accepted the
concept of separate electorate for Muslims.

In 1919 the British government
announced the Montagu-Chelmsford reforms
which promised gradual progress of India
towards self-government. This caused deep
disappointment to Indian nationalists. In a
further blow the government enacted what
was called the Rowlatt Act which provided
for arbitrary arrest and strict punishment.

(c) British Response
As the demand for Swaraj was raised
by Tilak and Annie Besant that gained

SUMMARY

The latter half of nineteenth century British India was replete with revolts of peasants and
tribals against colonial political and economic domination.

The great rebellion of 1857 was the culmination of various anti-British tendencies led by the
depossessed feudal chieftains with an agenda to restore the Pre-colonial order.

Even though the leaders of the Revolt lacked vision and were guided by local ambitions, it was
a progressive act in terms of their effort to resist and challenge a despotic alien government.

The Indian National Movement, building public opinion against the exploitative and
oppressive British rule, inspired the younger generation to become part of the future militant
anti-colonial struggles.

The Swadeshi Movement helped to enhance the participation of masses in nationalist
politics.

GLOSSARY
orchestrated

organized to achieve a desired effect

நினைத்ததை நிறைவேற்ற
ப�ோடப்பட்ட திட்டம்

clandestine

secret

இரகசிய

restorative

re-establishing

மீட்கின்ற

subletting

property leased by one lessee to another

கீழ்க்குத்தகைக்கு விடுதல், உள்
குத்தகைக்கு விடுதல்

egalitarian

equal rights for all people

அனைத்து மக்களுக்கும் சமமான

coercive

forcible

வலுக்கட்டாயமாக

extortion

the practice of taking something from an தாக்குதல் மூலம் பணம், ப�ொருள்
unwilling person by physical force
பறித்தல்

disgruntled

dissatisfied, frustrated

நிறைவில்லாத, திருப்தியற்ற

abysmal

extremely bad, deep and bottomless

மிக ம�ோசமான, படுபாதாளமான
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UNIT

18

Early Resistance to
British Rule

Learning Objectives
To acquaint oneself with
The early resistance of Mysore Sultans to the British East India
Company rule
The establishment of palayakkarar system in south India and the revolt
of southern palayakkarars
The revolt of Theeran Chinnamalai in the Kongu region and other
displaced rulers in Vellore.
The peasant and tribal uprisings against the Company, Mahajans and Zamindars
The great rebellion of 1857, resulting in the final takeover of the Company by the Crown

Introduction

18.1  Mysore Sultans and
their Resistance

The conquest of territories and the
expansionist policy of the British East
India Company led to a series of rebellions
of deposed kings, or their descendants,
uprooted zamindars, and palayakarars.
Historians describe this as primary resistance.
Independent of such revolts were the uprisings
of the dispossessed peasants and tribals. The
rapid changes introduced by the British in
the agrarian relations, land revenue system,
and judicial administration, elaborated in
the previous lesson, greatly disrupted the
agrarian economy, resulting in widespread
misery among various sections of the society.
Therefore, when the aggrieved erstwhile
ruling class raised a standard of revolt, the
support of the mass of peasants and artisans
was not lacking. In this lesson we discuss the
happenings of that time in south India as well
as the great rebellion of 1857.

Rise of Haider Ali
Mysore was a small feudatory kingdom
under the Vijayanagar Empire. After
Vijayanagar fell in 1565, the ruling dynasty
of Wodeyars asserted their independence
and the Raja Wodeyar ascended the throne
in 1578. The capital moved from Mysore to
Srirangapatnam in 1610. Wodeyar dynasty
continued to reign until 1760, when the real
power changed hands to Haider Ali.
Haider’s father Fateh Muhammad was
the Faujdar (garrison commander) of Kolar.
After his death Haider’s soldierly qualities
helped him to rise through the military ranks.
By 1755 he had secured a powerful position,
commanding 100 horsemen and 2000
infantry men. Haider suppressed an army
mutiny in Mysore and restored the places
279
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of the Mysore kingdom
occupied by Marathas. He
received the title of “Fateh
Haider Bahadur” or (“the
brave and victorious
Lion”). In 1760 Haider
allied himself with the
French at Pondicherry
against the English, but
Haider Ali
his position at home was
endangered by the plot engineered by the
Marathas. As Haider successfully handled the
situation and thereafter he became not only
Dalawai but the de facto ruler of Mysore. In
1770 the Mysore king Nanjaraja was poisoned
to death and Haider’s hand was suspected.
Thereafter Wodeyar kings functioned only as
nominal rulers. The real royal authority vested
in Haider.

trouble arose when the English occupied those
districts. Yet a treaty was signed with Nizam
Ali who acquiesced in the session. In return
the English promised to help out in case of any
danger from the enemies. This promise meant
English help to the Nizam against Haider Ali.
Here lay the genesis of the later Subsidiary
System. Despite the treaty, Nizam came to an
understanding with Haider in 1767 and the
British therefore declared a war against Haider.
This is called First Anglo-Mysore War or First
Mysore War.
An English army from Bombay captured
Mangalore and other surrounding places
on the West Coast. But Haider succeeded in
recovering both. The English made an attempt
to capture Bangalore but to no avail. In 1768
Haider pounced on Baramahal (Salem district)
and marched on Karur and then Erode and
took over both by defeating Captain Nixon.
Meanwhile, his general Fazalullah Khan
marched on Madurai and Tirunelveli. Haider
advanced to Thanjavur and from there to
Cuddalore. Though Haider did not want stop
his offensive against the English, the threat of
Maratha invasion forced him to negotiate peace
with the English. The terms of Treaty of Madras
were as follows: the conquered territories to be
restored to each, excepting Karur which was
to be retained by Haider. Mutual assistance
was to be rendered in wars of defence. This
meant the English were under obligation to
help Haider against the Marathas. But when
assistance from English was not forthcoming,
Haider turned against the English.

Haider Ali and the British
After obtaining Diwani right (right to
collect taxes on behalf of the Mughal emperor
from Bengal, Bihar and Orissa), the Company
had to safeguard its territories. As the Company
was not strong enough, it avoided interfering
in the internal affairs of the Indian states.
Warren Hastings maintained buffer states
to live within a “Ring Fence”. The Company
was, however, drawn towards the affairs of
the Carnatic, due to the successive struggles
for its Nawabship. The English traders saw in
this a great opportunity to directly interfere in
Indian politics. However, there were threats
from two strong powers represented by Haider
Ali and the Nizam of Hyderabad.

Haider and the Second

First Mysore War (1767-69)

Mysore War (1780-84)

In the third Carnatic War Colonel Forde
while conducting the forces from Bengal
captured Masulipatnam in 1759. This led to
a treaty with Salabad Jung, who ceded the
Northern Sarkars to the British (districts of
Ganjam, Vizagapatnam, Godavari, Krishna and
Guntur). English acquisition of the Northern
Sarkars was legalized by the Mughal emperor
in 1765 by the treaty of Allahabad. In 1766,
280

After the American War of Independence,
France had signed a treaty of friendship with
America (1778) and so Britain declared war
against France. In a similar context of Spain
reaching an agreement with America, and
thereby being dragged into the war against
England (1779) England remained isolated. In
India the coming together of the Nizam and the
Marathas, supported by the French aggravated
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the situation further. Haider Ali wanted to
turn England’s difficulty to its advantage and
marched on Karnataka.

with the English after the First Anglo-Maratha
war in 1782, also joined the British. The British
position was thus greatly strengthened.

Colonel Baillie, who was to join the force
led by Hector Munro, was badly wounded in a
sudden attack by Haider. This forced Munro to
move Madras. Haider captured Arcot (1780).
Now on request from Madras government
Sir Eyre Coote, the victor of the Battle of
Wandawashi, was sent from Calcutta to besiege
Madras by sea. Having scored a victory against
Haider, Coote proceeded to Pondicherry.
Haider in the meantime overran the kingdom
of Thanjavur. Coote reached Porto Novo and
won a decisive victory over Haider. Haider
narrowly escaped capture. Colonel Braithwaite
was thoroughly defeated near Kumbakonam by
Haider’s son Tipu and taken prisoner. In order
to divert the attention of the Mysore Sultan,
an expedition was undertaken by General
Mathews to capture Mangalore. Expectedly
Tipu abandoned Karnataka and moved to
West Coast.

Tipu sent an embassy
to Constantinople and
another in 1787 to Paris.
These diplomatic efforts
of Tipu were intended to
strengthen him against
the English. The French
Monarch Louis XVI was
hospitable, but could give
only vague promises of
support to the Sultan.

Tipu Sultan

Tipu’s attack on Travancore which was an
ally of the British and his capture of Cranganore
(Kodungallur) was treated as a declaration of
war on the Company government. Hence the
third Anglo-Mysore War broke out.

The death of Haider due to cancer in
1782, the signing of Treaty of Paris (1783) at
the end of American War of Independence,
and the protracted siege of Mangalore
enabled the English to be aggressive against
Tipu. Karur and Dindigul were captured
by Colonel Lang, Colonel Fullerton seized
Palghat and Coimbatore but this advance on
Srirangapatnam was pre-empted by Tipu with
his proposal for peace. The Treaty of Mangalore
was signed in March 1784, according to which
both parties agreed to give up their conquests
and release the prisoners.

Srirangapatnam Fort

Colonel Hartley defeated Tipu’s general
Husain Ali at Calicut. In response Tipu
captured Tiruvannamalai. His effort to get the
support of French Pondicherry Governor did
not materialise. Cornwallis himself marched
from Vellore and reached Bangalore. On his
way he encountered Tipu and defeated him
near Srirangapatnam. But lack of provisions
compelled Cornwallis to retreat. At this juncture
the Marathas helped the British in supplying the
required provisions. The reinforced army of the
English marched on Srirangapatnam again and
besieged it. Unable to withstand the onslaught
of the British forces Tipu offered peace and
accepted the terms imposed by Cornwallis.

Third Mysore War (1790-92)
In the meantime Lord Cornwallis had
become governor general. Cornwallis wanted
to deal with Tipu in a revengeful manner. The
two great southern powers, the Nizam of
Hyderabad and the Maratha confederacy,
supported the British as its allies. The Nizam of
Hyderabad supplied resources and even troops
for the British to war against Tipu. The
Marathas, who had signed the Treaty of Salbai
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According to the treaty of Srirangapatnam,
the Tipu was to give up half of his dominions,
pay three crores of rupees as indemnity, and
pledge two of his sons as hostages. The allies,
Marathas and British, were given equal shares of
the indemnity and of the ceded territories. The
English got Malabar, Dindigul and Barmahal.
Tipu lost Coorg (Kudagu), whose raja became
a feudatory to the Company. Tipu’s power was
greatly reduced. And after their stay at Madras
as hostages the boys returned to Srirangapatnam
on 29 May 1794 when their father had paid all
the dues to the English. Tipu could hardly forget
his humiliation and the heavy territorial and
monetary losses suffered.

The elimination of Tipu and the
restoration of the old Wodeyar dynasty to the
Mysore kingdom marked the real beginning of
Company rule in south India. The sons of the
slain Tipu were interned first at Vellore, and
later, after the Vellore Revolt of 1806, shifted to
Calcutta. Thus ended the valiant fight of Mysore
Sultans against the British

18.2 Early Resistance
of Southern
Palayakkarars against
the British
Origin of Palayams and
Palayakkarars

The Mysore king Chamaraj IX died in
1796. Tipu resolved not to observe the formality
of appointing a king. Synchronizing with this
resolve came the announcement of the French
colonial Governor of Mauritius General Malartic
that, after obtaining French help, he would
declare war on the English. In July 1798 Tipu’s
correspondence with the French Directory
and later with Napoleon and his evasiveness
in his correspondence with Wellesley led to his
declaration of war against Tipu.

After the decline of Vijayanagara Empire,
Nagama Nayak who arrived as a viceroy to
Madurai and his son Viswanatha Nayak asserted
themselves as independent rulers of Madurai
and Tirunelveli. Under the able guidance of
prime minister Ariyanatha Mudaliyar, all the
little kingdoms of the former Pandian Empire
were classified and converted into 72 palayams.
Viswanatha Nayak constructed a formidable
fort around Madurai city, which consisted of
seventy two bastions. Each of them was placed
under a chief.

Fourth Mysore War (1799)
Tipu made all out efforts to strengthen
his military and financial resources. In 1796
Tipu sent emissaries to Paris again. In 1797 he
received a French emissary to confirm French
support from Mauritius. A Jacobin club was
started in Srirangapatinam and the flag of
the French Republic was hoisted to mark the
cordiality established between the French and
the Sultan of Mysore.

The origin of the Palayakkarar (poligari)
system dates back to the 1530s. It is
believed that this system was practiced
earlier in Kakatiya kingdom of Warangal.
The literal meaning of Palayakkarar is the
holder of a camp as well as the holder of
an estate on military tenure. Prior to the
enforcement of this system Servaikarars
and Talayaris collected fees for police
work. After the creation of palayams, the
Servaikarars turned Palayakkarars and
subordinated Talayaris to their authority.

Irked by Tipu’s alliance with the French
Wellesley, now the new Governor General,
insisted on a standing army at Mysore under
the Subsidiary System. Tipu turned down
Wellesley’s proposal and the British declared
the fourth Anglo-Mysore war in 1799. General
David Baird stormed Srirangapatnam. Tipu’s
offer of peace was rejected and in the eventual
battle Tipu was wounded and soon after shot
dead by a European Soldier.
282

A Palayakkarar was bound to pay a fixed
annual tribute or supply troops to the king
and to keep order and peace over a particular
area. In order to enable him to perform these
duties and attend to other services, a certain
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number of villages were granted for revenue
collection. In addition he was presented with
several titles and privileges. Palayakkarars had
judicial powers and dispensed justice over civil
and criminal cases.

Yusuf Khan born as Maruthanayakam,
belonged to Ramanathapuram district.
When in Pondicherry he embraced Islam.
He joined the company of sepoys under
Clive in 1752 and participated in the
siege of Tiruchirappalli during 1752-54.
From 1756 to 1761 he was in charge of
the districts of Madurai and Tirunelveli as
Governor under the Madras Government
which had been controlling them though
they belonged to the Nawab of Arcot.
He defeated Haider Ali and captured
Solavandan. At the time Lally’s siege of
Madras (1758-59), he rendered splendid
service to the English. As one in charge of
administration of Madurai and Tirunelveli
regions he encouraged the weaving industry
of Madurai. He gave a fixed amount for
the conduct of worship in the temples of
Madurai and retrieved the temple lands.
Yusuf Khan rebelled because the English
ordered him to serve the Nawab of Arcot.

Based on the topographical distribution
they are classified as western palayams and
eastern palayams. The palayams held by Maravar
chieftains were mostly in the western parts of
Tirunelveli. The settlement of Telugu migrants
in the black soil tracts, lying in the eastern part
of Tirunelveli, left those parts under Nayak
Palayakkarars.
Revolt of Palyakkarars
The Nawab of Arcot, who had borrowed
heavily by pledging the villages in several parts
of Tamilnadu, entrusted the task of collecting
land revenue arrears to the Company
administration. Yusuf Khan, remembered as
Khan Sahib, had been employed as commander
of the Company’s Indian troops. He was
entrusted not only with the command of the
forces, but also with the collection of revenue.
At the request of the Nawab, a force of 500
Europeans and 200 sepoys was (1755), ordered
to proceed into the “countries of Madurai and
Tirunelveli” to assist him. The encroachment
of East Indian Company administration
into palayakkarar’s authority aroused stiff
resistance.

Three Pathan officers, Nawab Chanda
Sahib’s agents, named Mianah, Mudimiah and
Nabikhan Kattak, commanded the Madurai
and Tirunelveli regions. They supported
Tamil palayakkarars against Arcot Nawab
Mohamed Ali. Puli Thevar had established close
relationships with them. The palayakkarars
of Uthumalai, Surandai, Thalaivankottai,
Naduvakurichi, Singampatti, Urkad, Seithur,
Kollamkondan and Wadakarai joined Puli
Thevar’s confederacy. With the promise of
restoring Kalakkadu, Puli Thevar had already
won over the ruler of Tranvancore to his
confederacy.

Mafuzkhan (Arcot Nawab’s elder
brother) was appointed by the Nawab as his
representative in those territories. Mafuskhan
along with Colonel Heron proceeded towards
Tirunelveli. They easily took Madurai. An
expedition was sent to reduce Kattabomman,
the palayakkarar of Panchalamkurichi but
had to be recalled. While returning Colonel
Heron was urged to storm the fort of NelKattum-Seval.Its palayakkarar Puli Thevar
wielded enormous influence over the western
palayakkarars. For want of cannon and of
supplies and pay to soldiers, the attack of
Colonel Heron had to be abandoned and the
force retired to Madurai.

Nawab, on his side, sent an additional
contingent of sepoys to Mahfuzkhan and the
reinforced army proceeded to Tirunelveli.
Besides the 1000 sepoys of the Company,
Mahfuzkhan received 600 more sent by
the Nawab. He also had the support of
cavalry and foot soldiers from the Carnatic.
Before Mafuskhan could station his troops
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near Kalakadu, 2000 soldiers from Travancore
joined the forces of Puli Thevar. In the battle of
Kalakadu, Mahfuzkhan's troops were trounced.

daughter of Chellamuthu
Sethupathy, the raja of
Ramanathapuram. She
married Muthu Vadugar
Periyaudayar, the Raja
of Sivagangai, and had a
daughter named Vellachi
Nachiar. When her
husband was killed by
Velu Nachiyar
the Nawab’s forces, Velu
Nachiyar escaped with her daughter and
lived under the protection of Haider Ali at
Virupachi near Dindigul for eight years.
During this period she organized an army
and succeeded in securing an alliance with
Gopala Nayaker and Haider Ali. In 1780
Rani Velu Nachiyar fought the British with
military assistance from Gopala Nayaker and
Haider Ali and won the battle.

The organized resistance of the
palayakkarars under Puli Thevar gave an
opportunity to the British to interfere directly
in the affairs of Tirunelveli. From 1756 to
1763, aided frequently by Travancore, the
palyakkarars of Tirunelveli led by Puli Thevar
were in a constant state of rebellion against
the authority of the Nawab. Yusuf Khan who
had been sent by the Company would not
venture to attack Puli Thevar unless the big
guns and ammunition from Tiruchirappalli
arrived. As the English were involved in a
war with the French, as well as with Haider
Ali and Marathas, big guns arrived only in
September 1760. Yusuf Khan began to batter
the Nerkattumseval fort and this attack
continued for about two months. On 16
May 1761 Puli Thevar’s three major forts
namely Nerkattumseval, Vasudevanallur and
Panayur came under the control of Yusuf
Khan. After taking Pondicherry the English
commanded respect, as they had eliminated
the French from the picture. Consequently
the unity of palyakkarars began to break
up as French support was not forthcoming.
Travancore, Seithur, Uthumalai and Surandai
switched their loyalty. Yusuf Khan, who was
negotiating with the palayakkarars without
informing the Company administration, was
charged with treachery and hanged in 1764.

Velu Nachiyar employed her intelligence
gathering agents to discover where the
British stored their ammunition. One of
her followers Kuyili, doused herself in
oil, set herself alight, and walked into the
storehouse. She also employed another
agent, her adopted daughter Udaiyaal, to
detonate a British arsenal, blowing herself
up along with the barracks. Velu Nachiyar
formed a woman’s army.
The Nawab of Arcot placed many obstacles
to the advancement of the Rani’s troops.
However she overcame all the hurdles and
entered Sivagangai. The Nawab of Arcot was
defeated and taken captive. Velu Nachiyar
recaptured Sivagangai and was again crowned
queen with the help of Marudu brothers.
After ascending the throne Velu Nachiar
appointed Chinna Marudu as her adviser and
Periya Marudu as commander. In 1783 the
English forces invaded Sivaganagai again. This
time the Marudu Pandiyan saved the place
by some diplomatic moves. In 1790, Vellachi
Nachiyar, daughter of Velu Nachiyar who was
married to Vengan Periya Udaya Thevar who
became the king of Sivagangai state due to

Puli Thevar, who had taken asylum
elsewhere after the forts were taken over by
Yusuf Khan, returned and began to organize
against the British. Captain Campbell who
was sent this time by the British, laid siege and
captured Nerkattumseval in 1767. Nothing
is definitely known about the last days of Puli
Thevar.
Velu Nachiyar
The Sethupathys ruled the area that
covered Ramanathapuram, Sivagangai,
Virudhunagar, and Pudukkottai districts
of the present day. Velu Nachiyar was the
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compromise formula of the Englishmen, died
under mysterious circumstances. Velu Nachiyar
became sick and died in three years later in1796.

Pagoda was the dominant currency in use
at the time of arrival of European traders.
It was a gold coin of Vijayanagar descent.
It was called varagan in Tamil. During
the reign of Tipu Sultan, one pagoda was
the equivalent of three and half rupees in
Mysore. “Shaking the pagoda tree” was
a phrase used in England to describe the
opportunities for making quick fortunes in
India.

Veera Pandiya Kattabomman
While Velu Nachiyar was
fighting the British and
engaging their complete
attention on Ramanathapruam
and Sivagangai, Veera Pandiya
Kattabomman’s
resistance
against the British was on
progress. Kattabomma Nayak
was the playakkarar of
Veera Pandiya
Kattabomman P a n c h a l a m k u r i c h i .
Kattabomman Nayak was a
family title. The chieftain of the Colonel Heron’s
time was Jagaveera Kattabomman, the
grandfather of Veera Pandiya Kattabomman.
This Veera Pandiya Kattabomman, born in
1760, became the palayakkarar on the death of
his father. The collection of tribute continued to
be a problem as there was a constant tussle
between the Company and the southern
palayakkarars. In September 1798 as the tribute
from Panchalamkuriuchi fell into arrears,
Collector Jackson wrote to Veera Pandiyan in
his characteristic arrogance.

When Jackson halted at Chokkampatti, Sivagiri,
Sattur and Srivilliputhur to receive tribute from
the Palayakkarars, Veera Pandiyan sought an
interview but was told that he could meet the
collector only at Ramanathapuram.
Despite this humiliation, Kattabomman
followed the Englishman for twenty three days
over 400 miles through the latter’s route and
reached Ramanathapuram on 19 September.
An interview was granted the same day and
the collector expressed his satisfaction that the
Palayakkarar had behaved properly and thereby
“saved himself from ruin”. Upon a verification
of accounts Jackson was convinced that
Kattabomman had cleared most of the arrears,
leaving only 1080 pagodas as balance to be
settled. Denied of courtesy, the palayakkarar and
his minister Sivasubramania Pillai had to stand
before the arrogant collector. Finally he directed
them to stay inside the Ramanathapuram fort.
Now a few sepoys appeared, apparently to
arrest Kattabomman. But they escaped. At
the gate of the fort a clash occurred, in which
some including Lieutenant Clarke were killed.
Siva subramania Pillai was taken prisoner but
Kattabomman made his escape.

The country experienced
a
severe
drought,
in
consequence of which the
palayakkarars found it difficult
to collect taxes. Collector
Jackson wanted to send an
expedition to punish Veera
Pandiyan but the Madras administration did
not agree. The Company had already withdrawn
its forces from Tirunelveli to be employed in the
war against Tipu Sultan of Mysore, and did not
desire to risk a conflict in the far south at this
juncture. It directed the collector to summon the
Palayakkarar at Ramanathapuram and hold a
discussion. Accordingly, on the 18 August 1798
Jackson despatched an order directing Veera
Pandiyan to meet him at Ramanathapuram
within two weeks. After sending the summons,
the collector started on a tour of Tirunelveli.

After his return to Panchalamkurichi,
Kattabomman wrote to the Madras Council
blaming the attitude of Jackson for the scuffle.
In the meantime Governor Edward Clive had
issued a proclamation, inviting the palayakkarar
to submit to the authority of the Company. In the
event of surrender he assured a fair investigation
into the Ramanathapuram incident. If he
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refused, he threatened Kattabomman with
dire consequences. In response Kattabomman
appeared before the committee which acquitted
him of the charges of rebellion and condemned
the conduct of the collector. S.R. Lushington
was appointed collector in the place of Jackson,
who was eventually dismissed from service.

The Palayakkarars of Nagalapuram,
Mannarkottai, Powalli, Kolarpatti and
Chennulgudi had already formed themselves
into a combination due to the efforts of Marudu
brothers. They asserted their rights to collect
taxes from certain villages in the Company’s
territory. Kattabomman proceeded to join this
league to take up its leadership by virtue of the
influence that he wielded and the resources
he possessed. Determined to strengthen this
league, he persuaded the chieftains of Satur,
Yezhayirampannai, Kadalgudi and Kulathoor to
join it.

However,
Kattabomman
remained
irreconciled. At this time Marudu Pandiyan of
Sivaganga along with Gopala Nayak of Dindigul
and Yadul Nayak of Anamalai, was engaged in
organising a Confederacy against the British. In
view of the identity of interests Kattabomman
and Marudu Pandiyan came closer.

On 1 September 1799 Major Bannerman
served an ultimatum directing Kattabomman
to see him at Palayamkottai. As Kattabomman
dodged Bannerman decided on military action.
The Company army reached Panchalamkurichi
on 5 September.

Kattabomman also established contact
with the Sivagiri palayakkarar. While
Panchalamkurichi was situated in an open plain
and appeared vulnerable, the strategic location
of the fort of Sivagiri at the foot of the Western
Ghats and the formidable barriers around it
rendered it eminently suited both for offensive
and defensive operations.

Kattabomman’s fort, 500 feet long and 300
feet broad, was constructed entirely of mud. The
Company forces cut off the communications of
the fort. Kattabomman’s forces fought gallantly
and successive attacks were repulsed. Colonel
Welsh recorded in his memoirs the gallantry of
Kattabomman's soldiers. The English ordered
for the arrival of more troops. On 16 September
reinforcements arrived from Palayamkottai.
As the broken walls appeared vulnerable, the
garrison evacuated and reached Kadalgudi. In
a clash at Kalarpatti, Kattabomman’s minister
Sivasubramonia Pillai was taken prisoner.
The British forces followed up their victory
with the reduction of Nagalapuram and other
strongholds of the defiant chiefs to submission.
On the appearance of the army the western
Palayakkarars too surrendered.

Thus in a bold attempt to strengthen
his position an armed column consisting of
the followers of Veera Pandiyan, the son of
the Palayakkarar of Sivagiri and other allied
chiefs, led by Dalawai Kumaraswami Nayak,
moved towards the west. As the Palayakkarar
of Sivagiri was a tributary to the Company, the
Madras Governor’s Council considered this as a
challenge to its own authority and ordered the
march of the army.
In May 1799 Lord Wellesley issued orders
from for the advance of forces from Trichirapalli,
Thanjavur and Madurai to Tirunelveli. The
Travancore troops joined the British. Major
Bannerman, armed with extensive powers,
effectively commanded the expedition.

Vijaya Ragunatha Tondaiman, Raja of
Pudukottai, captured Kattabomman from the
jungles of Kalapore and handed him over to the
enemy. Upon the fall of the Palayakkarar into
the hands of the enemy, his followers fled to
Sivaganga and from there to the hills of Dindigul
for taking service with Marudu Pandiyan and
Gopala Nayak.

On 1 June 1799 Kattabomman, attended by
500 men, proceeded to Sivaganga. At Palayanur
Kattabomman held deliberations with
Marudu. Subsequently, joined by 500 armed
men of Sivaganga, Kattabomman returned to
Panjalamkurichi.
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as their ruler. They occupied the southern
and northern regions of the kingdom. The
soldiers made their entry into Madurai too. In
July Umathurai led his followers to Palayanad
in Madurai and captured it. In 1801 both the
Sivagangai and Ramanathapuram forces joined
together under the command of Shevatha
Thambi, the son of Chinna Marudu, and
marched along the coast towards Thanjavur.
Thereupon the distressed peasants in Thanjavur
also joined the force of Shevatha Thambi.
Captain William Blackburne, the resident
of Thanjaur collected a force and defeated
Shevatha Thambi near Mangudi. Serfoji, the
raja of Thanjavur stood firmly by the British.
Yet the fighters could elude the pursuit of the
British troops by rapid movements, while laying
the entire region waste.

Bannerman brought the prisoners to an
assembly of the Palayakkarars and after a mockery
of trial sentenced them to death. On 16 October
Veera Pandiya Kattabomman was tried before
an assembly of Palayakkarars at Kayatar.
Unmindful of impending death Kattabomman
admitted all the charges levelled against him.
He declared that he did send his armed men
against Sivagiri and that he did fight the British
troops in the battle at Panchalamkurichi. On 16
October Kattabomman was hanged to death at
a conspicuous spot near the old fort of Kayatar.
Kattabomman’s heroic exploits were the subject
of many folk ballads which kept his memory
alive among the people.
Marudu Brothers and the South
Indian Rebellion of 1801
By the treaty of
1772 the Arcot Nawab
had authorized the
Company to collect
the Stalam Kaval and
Desakaval. This affected
the Kaval chiefs in
both the Palayakkarar
Marudu Brothers
and non-palaykkarar
territories. The aggrieved kavalkarars and their
chiefs had joined the palayakkarars in their
fight against the Nawab and the Company. In
Sivagangai, Vella Marudu and Chinna Marudu,
who had taken over the administration from
Periya Udaya Tevar, who died in battle against the
Nawab’s forces, expelled the forces of the Nawab
and proclaimed Vellachi, daughter of Periya
Udaya Tevar and Velu Nachiyar, as the queen of
Sivagangai. The Marudus assumed the charge of
the ministers. The temple of Kalayarkoil in the
heart of the then Sivagangai forest became the
rallying point of the rebels. When Umathurai
reached Kamudhi after the execution of his
brother Veera Pandiya Kattabomman, Chinna
Marudu took him to Siruvayal, his capital.

18.3  South Indian
Rebellion, 1801
The victory over Tipu
and Kattabomman had
released British forces
from several fronts to
target the fighting forces
in Ramanathapuram and
Sivagangai. Thondaiman of
Pudukottai had already joined the side of the
Company. The Company had also succeeded
in winning the support of the descendent
of the former ruler of Sivagangai named
Padmattur Woya Thevar. Woya Thevar was
recognised by the Company as the legitimate
ruler of Sivagangai. This divisive strategy split
the royalist group, eventually demoralizing
the fighting forces against the British.
In May 1801 a strong detachment under
the command of P.A. Agnew commenced its
operations. Marching through Manamadurai
and Partibanur the Company forces occupied
the rebel strongholds of Paramakudi. In the
clashes that followed both sides suffered heavy
losses. But the fighters’ stubborn resistance
and the Marudu brothers’ heroic battles made
the task of the British formidable. In the end
the superior military strength and the able

Now, Nawab Mohammad Ali released
Muthuramalinga Thevar from jail and enthroned
him as the Setupati of Ramanathapuram. But
the rebels proclaimed Muthu Karuppa Thevar
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commanders of the British army won the day.
Following Umathurai’s arrest Marudu brothers
were captured from the Singampunary hills, and
Shevathiah from Batlagundu and Doraiswamy,
the son of Vellai Marudu from a village near
Madurai. Chinna Marudu and his brother
Vellai Marudu were executed at the fort of
Tiruppatthur on 24 October 1801. Umathurai
and Shevathiah, with several of their followers,
were taken to Panchalamkurichi and beheaded
on 16 November 1801. Seventy three rebels were
banished to Penang in Malaya in April 1802.

to fight against the Company. Three of his battles
are important: the 1801 battle on Cauvery banks,
the 1802 battle in Odanilai and the 1804 battle in
Arachalur. The last and the final one was in 1805.
During the final battle, Chinnamalai was betrayed
by his cook Chinnamalai and was hanged in
Sangagiri fort.
Vellore Revolt (1806)
Vellore Revolt 1806 was the culmination
of the attempts of the descendents of the
dethroned kings and chieftains in south India
to throw of the yoke of the British rule. After
the suppression of revolt of Marudu brothers,
they made Vellore the centre of their activity.
The organizers of an Anti-British Confederacy
continued their secret moves, as a result of
which no fewer than 3,000 loyalists of Mysore
sultans had settled either in the town of Vellore
or in its vicinity. The garrison of Vellore itself
consisted of many aggrieved persons, who
had been reduced to dire straits as a sequel to
loss of positions or whose properties had been
confiscated or whose relatives were slain by
the English. Thus the Vellore Fort became the
meeting ground of the rebel forces of south
India. The sepoys and the migrants to Vellore
held frequent deliberations, attended by the
representatives of the sons of Tipu.

Theeran Chinnamalai
The Kongu country
comprising
Salem,
Coimbatore, Karur and
Dindigul formed part of
the Nayak kingdom of
Madurai but had been
annexed by the Wodayars
of Mysore. After the fall
of the Wodayars, these
territories together with Theeran Chinnamalai
Mysore were controlled
by the Mysore Sultans. As a result of the Third
and Fourth Mysore wars the entire Kongu region
passed into the hands of the English.
Theeran Chinnamalai was a palayakkarar
of Kongu country who fought the British
East India Company. He was trained by the
French and Tipu. In his bid to launch an
attack on the Company’s fort in Coimbatore
(1800), Chinnamalai tried taking the help of
the Marudu brothers from Sivagangai. He
also forged alliances with Gopal Nayak of
Virupatchi; Appachi Gounder of Paramathi
Velur; Joni Jon Kahan of Attur Salem; Kumaral
Vellai of Perundurai and Varanavasi of Erode in
fighting the Company.

Immediate Cause
In the meantime, the English enforced
certain innovations in the administration of
the sepoy establishments. They prohibited all
markings on the forehead which were intended
to denote caste and religious, and directed the
sepoys to cut their moustaches to a set pattern.
Added to these, Adjutant General Agnew
designed and introduced under his direct
supervision a new model turban for the sepoys.
The most obnoxious innovation in the new
turban, from the Indian point of view, was the
leather cockade. The cockade was made of animal
skin. Pig skin was anathema to Muslims, while
upper caste Hindus shunned anything to do with
the cow’s hide. To make matters worse the front
part of the uniform had been converted into a cross.

Chinnamalai’s plans did not succeed as the
Company stopped the reinforcements from the
Marudu brothers. Also, Chinnamalai changed his
plan and attacked the fort a day earlier. This led to
the Company army executing 49 people. However,
Chinnamalai escaped. Between 1800 and July 31,
1805 when he was hanged, Chinnamalai continued
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The order regarding whiskers, caste marks
and earrings, which infringed the religious
customs of both Hindu and Muslim soldiers,
was justified on the grounds that, although
they had not been prohibited previously by any
formal order, it had never been the practice in
any well-regulated corps for the men to appear
with them on parade.

key role in the revolt, kept telling them in secret
parleys that the prince only required them to
keep the fort for eight days before which time
ten thousand would arrive to their support. He
disclosed to them that letters had been written
to dispossessed palayakkarars seeking their
assistance. He also informed that there were several
officers in the service of Purniah (Tipu’s erstwhile
minister) who were formerly in the Sultan’s service
and would undoubtedly join the standard.

The first incident occurred in May 1806.
The men in the 2nd battalion of the 4th

regiment at Vellore refused to wear the new
turban. When the matter was reported to the

Outbreak of Revolt

Governor by Col. Fancourt, commandant of the
garrison, he ordered a band of the 19th Dragoons
(Cavalry) to escort the rebels, against whom
charges had been framed, to the Presidency for
a trial. The 2nd battalion of the 4th regiment
was replaced by the 2nd battalion of the 23rd

regiment of Wallajahbad. The Court Martial
tried 21 privates (a soldier of lower military
rank)–10 Muslims and 11 Hindus–, for
defiance. In pursuance of the Court Martial
order two soldiers (a Muslim and a Hindu)
were sentenced to receive 900 lashes each
and to be discharged from service.

Vellore Fort

At 2:00 a.m. on 10 July, the sentry at the main
guard informed Corporal Piercy saying that a
shot or two had been fired somewhere near the
English barracks. Before Piercy could respond,
the sepoys made a near simultaneous attack on
the British guards, the British barracks and the
officers’ quarters in the Fort. In the European
quarters the shutters were kept open, as they
were the only means of ventilation from the
summer heat. The rebels could easily fire the gun
‘through the barred windows on the Europeans,
lying unprotected in their beds.’ Fire was set
to the European quarters. Detachments were
posted to watch the dwellings of the European
officers, ready to shoot anyone who came out.
A part of the 1st regiment took possession of the
magazines (place where gun powder and ball
cartridges stored). A select band of 1st Regiment
was making their rounds to massacre the
European officers in their quarters.

Despite signals of protest the Government
decided to go ahead with the change, dismissing
the grievance of Indian soldiers. Governor
William Bentinck also believed that the
‘disinclination to wear the turban was becoming
more feeble.’
Though it was initially claimed that the
officers on duty observed nothing unusual
during the night of July 9, it was later known
that the English officer on duty did not go on
his rounds and asked one of the Indian officers
to do the duty and Jameder Sheik Kasim, later
one of the principal accused, had done it. The
leaders of the regiment who were scheduled
to have a field day on the morning of 10 July,
used it as a pretext to sleep in the Fort on the
night of 9 July. The Muslim native adjutant
contrived to post as many of his followers as
possible as guards within the Fort.

Thirteen officers were killed, in addition to
several European conductors of ordnance. In the
barracks, 82 privates died, and 91 were wounded.
Major Armstrong of the 16th native infantry
was passing outside the Fort when he heard the
firing. He advanced to the glacis and asked what

Jamal-ud-din, one of the twelve princes of
Tipu family, who was suspected to have played a
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the firing meant. He was answered by a volley
from the ramparts, killing him instantly. Major
Coates, an officer of the English regiment who
was on duty outside the Fort, on hearing of the
revolt tried to enter the Fort. As he was unable to
make it, he sent off an officer, Captain Stevenson
of 23rd, to Arcot with a letter addressed to
Colonel Gillespie, who commanded the cavalry
cantonment there. The letter reached Arcot,
some 25 km away, at 6 a.m. Colonel Gillespie set
out immediately, taking with him a squadron
of the 19th dragoons under Captain Young,
supported by a strong troop of the 7th cavalry
under Lieutenant Woodhouse. He instructed
Colonel Kennedy to follow him with the rest of
the cavalry, leaving a detachment to protect the
cantonment and to keep up the communication.

All the buildings in the Fort were searched, and
mutineers found in them pitilessly slaughtered.
Gillespie’s men wanted to enter the building and
take revenge on the princes, the instigators of
the plot; but Lt. Colonel Marriott resisted the
attempt of the dragoons to kill Tipu’s sons.
Colonel Gillespie is said to have brought
the Fort under the possession of the English in
about 15 minutes. Col. Harcourt (Commanding
Officer at Wallajahbad) was appointed to the
temporary command of Vellore on July 11.
Harcourt assumed command of the garrison
on 13 July, 1806 and clamped martial law. It
was believed that the prompt and decisive
action of Gillespie put an end to ‘the dangerous
confederacy, and had the fort remained in the
possession of the insurgents but a few days, they
were certain of being joined by fifty thousand
men from Mysore.’

When Colonel Gillespie arrived at the
Vellore Fort at 9 a.m., he thought it prudent
to await the arrival of the guns, since there
was continuous firing. Soon the cavalry under
Kennedy came from Arcot. It was about 10
o’Clock. The gate was blown open with the
galloper guns of the 19th dragoons under the
direction of Lieutenant Blakiston. The troops
entered the place, headed by a squadron of the
cavalry under Captain Skelton.

But the obnoxious regulations to which the
soldiers objected were withdrawn. The Mysore
princes were ordered to be sent to Calcutta,
as according the Commission of Inquiry,
their complicity could not be established. The
higher tribunals of the Home Government held
the chief authorities of Madras, namely the
Governor, the Commander-in-Chief, and the
Deputy Adjutant General, responsible for the
bungling and ordered their recall.

The Gillespie’s men were met by a severe
crossfire. In the ensuing battle, Colonel Gillespie
himself suffered bruises. The sepoys retreated.
Hundreds escaped over the walls of the Fort, or
threw down their arms and pleaded for mercy.
Then the cavalry regiment assembled on the
parade ground and resolved to pursue the fleeing
soldiers, who were exiting towards the narrow
passage of escape afforded by the sally port. A
troop of dragoons and some native horsemen
were sent round to intercept the fleeing soldiers.

Vellore had its echoes in Hyderabad,
Wallajahbad,
Bangalore,
Nandydurg,
Palayamkottai, Bellary and Sankaridurg. Vellore
Revolt had all the forebodings of Great Rebellion
of 1857, if the word cartridge is substituted by
cockade and Bahadur Shah and Nana Sahib
could be read for Mysore Princes.

According to J. Blakistan, an eyewitness to Gillespie's atrocity, more than 800 bodies were carried
out of the fort. In W.J. Wilson's estimate 378 were jailed for involvement in the revolt; 516 were
considered implicated but not imprisoned. Based on depositions before the Court of Enquiry, the
Court Martial awarded death punishment and banishment to select individuals, which were carried
out by the commanding officer of Vellore on 23 September 1806.
(Source: W.J. Wilson, History of the Madras Army, vol. III, 1888-89).
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18.4  Peasant and Tribal
Revolts

to suppress the revolt. The repressive measures
restored peace for about twenty years, but then
the Mappillas rose again in 1870 and the events
followed a similar course.
Some of the rebellions in pre-1857 India
were of the tribals whose autonomy and control
over local resources were threatened by the
establishment of British rule and the advent of
its non-tribal agents. The tribal people, spread
over a large part of India, rose up in hundreds
of insurrections during the 19th century. These
uprisings were marked by immense courage on
their part and brutal suppression on the part of
the rulers.

In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries the land tenures and revenue settlements
of the Company’s government had fundamentally
disrupted the Indian rural society and affected
the peasantry in an unprecedented manner.
In the early days of revenue farming system,
the peasantry was oppressed by the revenue
contractors and company officials who imposed
high revenue demands and collected them
forcibly. Initially the peasants sent a petition to
the Company’s government asking for redress.
But when their appeal for justice went unheeded,
they organized themselves and resorted to direct
action. They attacked the local cutchery (revenue
collector’ office), looted gain stores and refused to
pay revenue.

The Kol Uprising (1831-32)
Kols as tribals inhabited in Chotanagpur
and Singbhum region of Bihar and Orissa. The
immediate cause of their uprising was the action of
the Raja of Chotanagpur in leasing several villages
to the non-tribals. The Kols of Sonepur and Tamar
took the initiative in organizing a revolt against the
thikadars (tax collectors). The forms of rebellion
consisted of attacks on the properties of the
outsiders, but not their lives. Plunder and arson,
were the chief modes of peasant protest. Sonepur
pargana of Chotanagpur was raided, plundered
and burnt down by a body of seven hundred
insurgents on 20 December 1831. By 26 January
1832 the Kols had taken complete possession of
the whole of Chotanagpur. The revolt against the
British had ended up in a war against the Company
government. Buddha Bhagat, the leader of Kol
insurrection was killed in a pitched battle. A sum
of one thousand rupees was distributed among
officers and soldiers as their reward for delivering
Bhagat’s severed head to the authorities. Bhindrai
Manki who inspired the revolt surrendered on 19
March 1832 and with his surrender the revolt of
Kols came to a tragic end.

A peasant movement of the 1840s and
1850s was the Malabar rebellion in present day
Kerala. The Mappillas were the descendents of
Arab traders who had settled in this region and
had married the Malabar women. Gradually the
Mappillais became dependent on agriculture and
turned into a community of cultivating tenants,
landless labourers, petty traders and fishermen.
When the British took over Malabar in 1792, they
sought to revamp the land relations by creating
individual ownership in land. The traditional
system provided for an equal sharing of the
net produce of the land by the janmi (holder of
janmam tenure), the kanamdar (holder of kanam
tenure), and the cultivator. The British system
upset this arrangement by recognising the janmi
as absolute owners of land, with right to evict
tenants, which did not exist earlier. Apart from
that, over-assessment, a huge burden of illegal
cesses and a pro-landlord attitude of the judiciary
and the police led the peasants to live in conditions
of extreme poverty.

Santhal Hool (rebellion) (1855-56)
Santhal, also called Manji, lived scattered
in various forest regions of Bengal, Bihar, and
Orissa. Driven from their homeland, they
cleared the area around the Rajmahal Hills
and called it Damin-i-koh (land of Santhals).
They were gradually driven to a desperate

A series of incidents therefore occurred
in Malabar throughout the nineteenth century.
Three serious incidents occurred in Manjeri in
August 1849, in Kulathur in August 1851 – both in
south Malabar – and in Mattannur in the north in
January 1852. British armed forces were deployed
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Santhal rebellion

Munda Rebellion

Jagirdars, thikadars (revenue farmers) and
moneylenders grabbed the land owned by them.
Birsa, born in a poor share-cropper household
in 1874, declared himself a divine messenger to
drive away the British and establish Munda rule
in the region. Under his influence the Mundas
strongly opposed non-tribals occupying tribal
lands. He urged the Munda cultivators not to
pay rent to the zamindars.
Birsa Munda led a revolt in the Chotta
Nagpur region. The indiscriminate slaughter of
Munda women at Sail Rakab did not deter the
followers of Birsa. The British authorities issued
a warrant for Mirsa’s arrest and put up a reward
for his capture. Birsa became a martyr in Ranchi
jail (9 June 1900). His name continues to inspire
the tribals of the region.

situation as tribal lands were leased out to
non-Santhal zamindars and moneylenders.
To this was added the oppression of the local
police and the European officials engaged in
railroad construction. This penetration of dikus
(outsiders) completely destroyed their familiar
world, and forced them into action to take
possession of their lost territory.
In July 1855, when their ultimatum to the
zamindars and the government went unheeded,
several thousand Santhals, armed with bows and
arrows, started an open insurrection “against
the unholy trinity of their oppressors-the
zamindars, the mahajans and the government.”
At the battle of Maheshpur, many of the Manjis
were dressed in red clothes. Later this garment
became an assertion of authority. In the first
week of the rising a party of ten men attacked
and burnt down the village of Monkaparrah.
The rebels included a number of women.
Initially their leader was Sido. After his arrest
the revolt was led by Kanoo. At the later stage
of the revolt, the peasants also joined. Several
thousand peasants raided on Charles Maseyk’s
indigo factory and pillaged. This invited brutal
counter-insurgency measures; the army was
mobilized and Santhal villages were burnt one
after another with vengeance. According to one
calculation, out of thirty to fifty thousand rebels,
fifteen to twenty thousand were killed before the
insurrection was finally suppressed.

18.5 Great Rebellion, 1857
Introduction
1857 has been a subject of much debate
among historians, both British and Indian.
British imperialist historians dismissed it a
mutiny, an outbreak among soldiers. Indian
historians who explored the role of the people in
converting a military outbreak into a rebellion
raised two questions to which the imperial
historians have had no answer. If it was only a
military outbreak how to explain the revolt of the
people even before the sepoys at those stations
mutinied? Why was it necessary to punish the
people with fine and hanging for complicity in
acts of rebellion? Col. Mallesan, the Adjutant
General of the Bengal army in a pamphlet titled
The Making of the Bengal Army remarked, ‘a
military mutiny...speedily changed its character
and became a national insurrection’.

Munda Rebellion
The rebellion (ulgulan) of the Munda
tribesmen led by Birsa Munda, occurred during
1899-1900. Mundas were a prominent tribe in
the Bihar region. During the British rule their
system of common land holdings was destroyed.
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The historian Keene attributed the
outbreak due to operation of variety of factors:
to the grievances of princes, soldiers and the
people, produced largely by the annexation
and reforming zeal of Dalhousie. The greased
cartridge affair merely ignited the combustible
matter which had already accumulated. Edward
John Thompson described the event ‘as largely
a real war of independence’. V.D. Savarkar, in
his The War of Indian Independence, published
in 1909, argued that what the British had till
then described as merely mutiny was, in fact, a
war of independence, much like the American
War of Independence. Despite the fact that the
English-educated middle class played no role in
the rebellion, nationalist historians championed
this argument as the First War of Indian
Independence.

and expensive jewellery lost their livelihood.
Thus Dalhousie through his expansionist policy
created hardship to a number of people.

Causes of the Rebellion

Alienation of Muslim Aristocracy

Oppressive Land Revenue System
The rate of land revenue was heavy when
compared with former settlements. Prior to the
British, Indian rulers collected revenue only
when land was cultivated. The British treated
land revenue as a rent and not a tax. This meant
that revenue was extracted whether the land
was cultivated or not, and at the same rate. The
prices of agricultural commodities continued
to crash throughout the first half of nineteenth
century and in the absence of any remission
or relief from the colonial state, small and
marginal farmers as well as cultivating tenants
were subject to untold misery.
and Intelligentsia
Muslims depended largely on public
service. Before the Company’s rule, they had
filled the most honourable posts in former
governments. As commandants of cavalry
some of them received high incomes. But
under the Company’s administration, they
suffered. English language and western
education pushed the Muslim intelligentsia
into insignificance. The abolition of Persian
language in the law courts and admission
into public service by examination decreased
the Muslim’s chances of official employment.

1857 Great Rebellion

Territorial Aggrandisement
The annexation of Oudh and Jhansi by
Dalhousie employing the Doctrine of Lapse
and the humiliating treatment meted out to
Nana Sahib, the last Peshwa’s adopted son
produced much dissatisfaction. In the wake
of the Inam Commission (1852) appointed
by Bombay government to enquire into the
cases of land held rent-free without authority,
more than 21,000 estates were confiscated.
The land settlement in the annexed territories,
particularly in Oudh, adversely affected the
interests of the talukdars, who turned against
the British. Moreover, in Oudh, thousands
of inhabitants who depended on the royal
patronage and traders who were dealing in
rich dresses and highly ornamented footwear

Religious Sentiments
The Act of 1856 providing for enrolment
of high caste men as sepoys in the Bengal army
stipulated that future recruits give up martial
careers or their caste scruples. This apart,
acts such as the abolition of sati, legalization
of remarriage of Hindu widows, prohibition
of infanticide were viewed as interference in
religious beliefs. In 1850, to the repugnance of
orthodox Hindus, the Lex Loci Act was passed
permitting converts to Christianity to retain
their patrimony (right to inherit property from
parents or ancestors).
Early Resistance to British Rule
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Further the religious sentiments of the
sepoys – Hindus and Muslims – were outraged
when information spread that the fat of cows
and pigs was used in the greased cartridges.
The Indian sepoys were to bite them before
loading the new Enfield rifle. This was viewed
as a measure to convert people to Christianity.
In every sense, therefore, 1857 was a
climatic year. The cartridge affair turned
out to be a trigger factor for the rebellion.
The dispossessed, discontented rajas, ranis,
zamindars and tenants, artisans and workers,
the Muslim intelligentsia, priests, and the Hindu
pandits saw the eruption as an opportunity to
redress their grievances.

this incident angered the British and General
Henry Havelock, who was sent to deal with
the situation, defeated Nana Sahib the day after
the massacre. Neill, who was left there, took
terrible vengeance and those whom he regarded
as guilty were executed. Towards the close of
November Tantia Topi seized Kanpur but it was
soon recovered by Campbell.

Course of the Revolt
The rebellion first began as a mutiny in
Barrackpore (near Calcutta). Mangal Pandey
murdered his officer in January 1857 and a
mutiny broke out there. In the following month,
at Meerut, of the 90 sepoys who were to receive
their cartridges only five obeyed orders. On
10 May three sepoy regiments revolted, killed
their officers, and released those who had been
imprisoned. The next day they reached Delhi,
murdered Europeans, and seized that city. The
rebels proclaimed Bahadur Shah II as emperor.

Mangal Pandey

Bahadur Shah II

By June the revolt had spread to
Rohilkhand, where the whole countryside was
in rebellion. Khan Bahadur Khan proclaimed
himself the viceroy of the Emperor of India.
Nearly all of Bundelkhand and the entire Doab
region were up in arms against the British. At
Jhansi, Europeans were massacred and Laxmi
Bai, aged 22, was enthroned. In Kanpur Nana
Sahib led the rebels. About 125 English women
and their children along with English officers
were killed and their bodies were thrown
into a well. Termed as the Kanpur massacre,
294

Jhansi Rani Laxmi Bai

Nana Sahib

The Lucknow residency, defended by Henry
Lawrence fell into the hands of rebels. Havelock
marched towards Lucknow after defeating
Nana Sahib, but he had to retire. By the close of
July John Nicholson sent by John Lawrence to
capture Delhi succeeded in capturing Delhi. The
Mughal emperor Bahadur Shah II now became
a prisoner and his two sons and grandson were
shot dead after their surrender.
Resistance in Awadh was prolonged because
of the involvement of talukdars as well as peasants
in the revolt. Many of these taluqdars were loyal
to the Nawab of Awadh, and they joined Begum
Hazrat Mahal (the wife of the NawabWajid Ali
Shah) in Lucknow to fight the British. Since a
vast majority of the sepoys were from peasant
families in the villages of Oudh, the grievances
of the peasants had affected them. Oudh was
the nursery of the Bengal Army for a long time.
The sepoys from Oudh complained of low levels
of pay and the difficulty of getting leave. They
all rallied behind Begum Hazrat Mahal. Led by
Raja Jailal Singh, they fought against the British
forces and seized control of Lucknow and she
declared her son, Birjis Qadra, as the ruler (Wali)
of Oudh. Neill who wreaked terrible vengeance
in Kanpur was shot dead in the street fighting
at Lucknow. Lucknow could be finally captured
only in March 1858.
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Hugh Rose besieged Jhansi and defeated
Tantia Topi early in April. Yet Lakshmi Bai
audaciously captured Gwalior forcing proBritish Scindia to flee. Rose with his army
directly confronted Lakshmi Bai. In this battle
Lakshmi Bai died fighting admirably. Rose
described Lakshmi Bai as the “best and bravest
military leader of the rebels”.

Proclamation endorsed the treaties made by
the Company with Indian princes, promised
to respect their rights, dignity and honour,
and disavowed any ambition to extend the
existing British possessions in India.
The new council of 1861 was to have Indian
nomination, since the Parliament thought the
Legislative Council of 1853 consisted of only
Europeans who had never bothered to consult
Indian opinion and that led to the crisis.
The Doctrine of Lapse and the policy
of annexation to be given up. A general
amnesty (pardon) to be granted to the
rebels except those who directly involved
in killing the British subjects.
The educational and public works
programmes (roads, railways, telegraphs,
and irrigation) were stimulated by the
realization of their value for the movement
of troops in times of emergency.
Hopes of a revival of the past diminished
and the traditional structure of Indian
society began to break down. A Westernized
English-educated middle class soon emerged
with a heightened sense of nationalism.

Neill’s statue on the Mount Road, Madras
angered the Indian nationalists. The Congress
Ministry of Rajaji (1937-39) removed it and
lodged it in the Madras Museum.
Gwalior was recaptured soon. In July 1858
Canning announced the suppression of the
“Mutiny” and restoration of peace. Tantia Tope
was captured and executed in April 1859.
Bahadur Shah II, captured in September
1857, was tried and declared guilty. He was
exiled to Rangoon (Myanmar), where he died in
November 1862 at the age of 87. With his death
the Mughal dynasty came to an end.
Effects of the Great Rebellion
Queen’s

   SUMMARY

Proclamation 1858

The resistance of Haider and Tipu against
the Company government, leading to four
Anglo-Mysore Wars is dealt with.
The rebellions of Puli Thevar, Veera Pandiya
Kattabomman, Velu Nachiyar, Marudu
Brothers, all southern palayakkarars, and
Theeran Chinnamalai in the Kongu region
are explained
The last ditch battle of southern
palayakkarars in association with the
dethroned kings and rulers in south India
under the aegis of Tipu’s surviving sons
interned in Vellore fort is highlighted.
The 1857 rebellion of kings of displaced
Jagirdars and Zamindars, and peasants that
shook the foundation of the British empire
are discussed in detail.
The transfer of India to the British crown
with the Queen’s proclamation of 1858 and
its salient features are examined.

A Royal Durbar was
held at Allahabad on
November 1, 1858. The
proclamation issued by
Queen Victoria was read
at the Durbar by Lord
Canning, who was the last Queen Victoria
Governor General and the first Viceroy of India.
Hereafter India would be governed by and
in the name of the British Monarch through
a Secretary of State. The Secretary of State
was to be assisted by a Council of India
consisting of fifteen members. As a result,
the Court of Directors and the Board of
Control of the East India Company were
abolished and the Crown and Parliament
became constitutionally responsible for
the governance of India. The separate army
of the East India Company was abolished
and merged with that of Crown.
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UNIT

1

Rise of Nationalism in India

Learning Objectives
To acquaint ourselves with
Changes in agrarian conditions and import of British manufactures ruin
Indian handicrafts and the artisanal class
Q.R.Code
Periodical outbreak of famines force landless labourers and jobless artisans
to emigrate
Introduction of Western education and birth of national awakening.
Other contributory factors for the rise of Nationalism in India
Modern Indian intelligentsia lays the foundation of Indian National Congress
Early Nationalists and their contribution, especially of Naoroji and his Drain Theory

   Introduction

Prior to Gandhi, prominent leaders like
Dadabhai Naoroji, Gopal Krishna Gokhale,
Bipin Chandra Pal, Lala Lajpat Rai, Bal
Gangadhar Tilak, and others took the early
initiative to educate the Indians about their
national identity and colonial exploitation.
In this chapter, while tracing the origin and
growth of Indian Nationalism, we focus on the
contribution of these leaders who are known as
the early nationalists.

The political and economic centralisation
of India achieved by the British for the better
exploitation and control of India inevitably
led to the growth of national consciousness
and the birth of the national movement. The
history of nationalism in India begins with the
campaigns and struggles for social reforms in
the nineteenth century followed by the Westerneducated Indians’ prayers and petitions for
political liberties. With the return of Mohandas
Karamchand Gandhi from South Africa in 1915,
and his leadership of the Indian nationalist
movement in 1919 Indian nationalism entered
a mass phase.

1.1  Socio-economic
Background
(a) Implications of the New Land
Tenures

Nationalism: Broadly, nationalism means
loyalty and devotion to a nation. It is a
consciousness or tendency to exalt and place
one nation above all others, emphasising
promotion of its culture and interests as
opposed to those of other nations.

The British destroyed the traditional
basis of Indian land system. In the preBritish days, the land revenue was realised by
sharing the actual crop with the cultivators.
The British fixed the land revenue in cash
1
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without any regard to various contingencies,
such as failure of crops, fall in prices and
droughts or floods. Moreover, the practice of
sale in settlement of debt encouraged money
lenders to advance money to landholders
and resorting to every kind of trickery to rob
them of their property.
There were also two other major
implications of the new land settlements
introduced by the East India Company. They
institutionalised the commodification of land
and commercialisation of agriculture in India.
As mentioned earlier, there was no private
property in land in pre-British era. Now, land
became a commodity that could be transferred
either by way of buying and selling or by way
of the administration taking over land from
holders, in lieu of default on payment of
tax/rent. Land taken over in such cases was
auctioned off to another bidder. This created
a new class of absentee landlords who lived
in the cities and extracted revenue from the
lands without actually living on the lands. In
the traditional agricultural set-up, the villagers
produced largely for their consumption among
themselves. After the new land settlements,
agricultural produce was predominantly for the
market.
The commodification of land and
commercialisation of agriculture did not
improve the lives and conditions of the peasants.
Instead, this created discontent among the
peasantry and made them restive. These
peasants later on turned against the imperialists
and their collaborators.

The finished products made from those raw
materials were then transported back to the
Indian markets. Mass production with the help
of technological advancement enabled them
to flood the Indian market with their goods.
It was available at a comparatively cheaper
price than the Indian handloom cloth. Prior
to the arrival of the British, India was known
for its handloom products and handicrafts. It
commanded a good world market. However, as
a result of the colonial policy, gradually Indian
handloom products and handicrafts lost there
market, domestic as well as international.
Import of English articles into India threw the
weavers, the cotton dressers, the carpenters,
the blacksmiths and the shoemakers out of
employment. India became a procurement
area for the raw material and the farmers were
forced to produce industrial crops like indigo
and other cash crops like cotton for use in
British factories. Due to this shift, subsistence
agriculture, which was the mainstay for
several hundred years, suffered leading to food
scarcity.

(b) Laissez Faire Policy and
De-industrialization: Impact
on Indian Artisans
The policy of the Company in the wake of
Industrial Revolution in England resulted in the
de-industrialization of India. This continued
until the beginning of the World War I. The
British Government pursued a policy of free
trade or laissez faire. Raw materials like cotton,
jute and silks from India were taken to Britain.
Rise of Nationalism in India
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The Indigo revolt of 1859 – 60 in Bengal
was one of the responses from the Indian
farmer to the oppressive policy of the British.
Indian tenants were forced to grow indigo by
their planters who were mostly Europeans.
Used to dye the clothes indigo was in high
demand in Europe. Peasants were forced to
accept meagre amounts as advance and enter
into unfair contracts. Once a peasant accepted
the contract, he had no option but to grow
indigo on his land. The price paid by the
planter was far lower than the market price.
Many a times, the peasants could not even
pay their land revenue dues. Hoping that the
authorities would address their concerns, the
peasants wrote several petitions to authorities
and organised peaceful protests. As their
plea for reform went in vain, they revolted by
refusing to accept any further advances and
enter into new contracts. Peasants, through
the Indigo revolt of 1859-60, were able to
force the planters to withdraw from northernBengal.

years (1891-1900), nineteen
million had died in India in
famines alone.
Q.R.Code
Sadly when people were
dying of starvation millions
of tonnes of wheat was
exported to Britain. During
the 1866 Orissa Famine, for instance, while
a million and a half people starved to death,
the British exported 200 million pounds of
rice to Britain. The Orissa Famine prompted
nationalist Dadabhai Naoroji to begin his
lifelong investigations into Indian poverty.
The failure of two successive monsoons caused
a severe famine in the Madras Presidency
during 1876-78. The viceroy Lytton adopted a
hands-off approach similar to that followed in
Orissa. An estimated 3.5 million people died in
the Madras presidency.

(c) Famines and Emigration of
Indians to Overseas British
Colonies
Famines
As India became increasingly deindustrialised and weavers and artisans engaged
in handicrafts were thrown out of employment,
there were recurrent famines due to the neglect
of irrigation and oppressive taxation on land.
Before the arrival of the British, Indian rulers
had ameliorated the difficulties of the populace
in times of famines by providing tax relief,
regulating the grain prices and banning food
exports from famine-hit areas. But the British
extended their policy of non-intervention
(laissez faire) even to famines. As a result,
millions of people died of starvation during the
Raj. It has been estimated that between 1770
and 1900, twenty five million Indians died in
famines. William Digby, the editor of Madras
Times, pointed out that during 1793-1900 alone
an estimated five million people had died in all
the wars around the world, whereas in just ten

Madras Famine
Indentured Labour
The introduction of plantation crops such as
coffee, tea and sugar in Empire colonies such as
Ceylon (Sri Lanka), Mauritius, Fiji, Malaya, the
Caribbean islands, and South Africa required
enormous labour. In 1815, the Governor of
Madras received a communication from the
Governor of Ceylon asking for “coolies” to
work on the coffee plantations. The Madras
Governor forwarded this letter to the collector
of Thanjavur, who reported that the people
were very much attached to the soil and unless
some incentive was provided it was not easy to
make them move out of their native soil. But
the outbreak of two famines (1833 and 1843)
forced the people, without any incentive from
3
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the government, to leave for Ceylon to work
as coolies in coffee and tea plantations under
the indentured labour system. The abolition of
slavery in British India in 1843 also facilitated the
processes of emigration to Empire colonies. In
1837 the number of immigrant Tamil labourers
employed in Ceylon coffee estate was estimated
at 10,000. The industry developed rapidly and
so did the demand for Tamil labour. In 1846 its
presence was estimated at 80,000 and in 1855 at
128,000 persons. In 1877, the famine year, there
were nearly 380,000 Tamil labourers in Ceylon.

1.2  Western Education
and its Impact
(a) Education in Pre-British India
Education in pre-colonial India was
characterised by segmentation along religious
and caste lines. Among the Hindus, Brahmins
had the exclusive privilege to acquire higher
religious and philosophical knowledge. They
monopolised the education system and
occupied positions in the society, primarily as
priests and teachers. They studied in special
seminaries such as Vidyalayas and Chatuspathis.
The medium of instruction was Sanskrit,
which was considered as the sacred language.
Technical knowledge – especially in relation
to architecture, metallurgy, etc. – was passed
hereditarily. This came in the way of innovation.
Another shortcoming of this system was that it
barred women, lower castes and other underprivileged people from accessing education.
The emphasis on rote learning was another
impediment to innovation.

Indentured labour
Besides Ceylon, many Indians opted to
emigrate as indentured labour to other British
colonies such as Mauritius, Straits Settlements,
Caribbean islands, Trinidad, Fiji and South
Africa. In 1843 it was officially reported that
30,218 male and 4,307 females had entered
Mauritius as indentured labourers. By the end
of the century some 5,00,000 labourers had
moved from India to Mauritius.

(b) Contribution of Colonial
State: Macaulay System of
Education
The colonial government aided the spread
of modern education in India for a different
reason than educating and empowering the
Indians. To administer a large colony like
India, the British needed a large number of
personnel to work for them. It was impossible
for the British to import the educated lot,
needed in such large numbers, from Britain.
With this aim, the English Education Act was
passed by the Council of India in 1835. T.B.
Macaulay drafted this system of education
introduced in India. Consequently, the colonial
administration started schools, colleges and
universities, imparting English and modern
education, in India. Universities were
established in Bombay, Madras and Calcutta in
1857. The colonial government expected this
section of educated Indians to be loyal to the
British and act as the pillars of the British Raj.

Indentured Labour: Under this penal contract
system (indenture), labourers were hired for a
period of five years and they could return to their
homeland with passage paid at the end. Many
impoverished peasants and weavers went hoping
to earn some money. It turned out to be as worse
than slave labour. The colonial state allowed agents
(kanganis) to trick or kidnap indigent landless
labourers. The labourers suffered terribly on the
long sea voyages and many died on the way. The
percentage of deaths of indentured labour during
1856-57, in a ship bound for Trinidad from
Kolkata is as follows: 12.3% of all males, 18.5% of
the females, 28% of the boys 36% of the girls and
55% of the infants perished.
Rise of Nationalism in India
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(c) Role of Educated Middle Class

T. B. Macaulay
was India’s first
law member of the
Governor General
in Council from
1834 to 1838. Before
Macaulay arrived in
India the General
T.B. Macaulay
Committee
of
Public Instruction was formed in 1823 with
the responsibility to guide the East India
Company on the matter of education and the
medium of instruction. The Committee was
split into two groups. The Orientalist group
advocated education in vernacular languages.
The Anglicists advocated Western education
in English.
Macaulay was on the side of Anglicists
and wrote his famous ‘Minute on Indian
Education’ in 1835. In this Minute, he
argued for Western education in the English
language. His intention behind supporting
the Anglicists was that he wanted to create a
class of persons from within India who would
'be Indian in blood and colour, but English in
taste, in opinion, in morals and in intellect'.

The economic and administrative
transformation on the one side and the
growth of Western education on the other
gave the space for the growth of new social
classes. From within these social classes, a
modern Indian intelligentsia emerged. The
“neo-social classes” created by the British
Raj, which included the Indian trading and
business communities, landlords, money
lenders, English-educated Indians employed
in imperial subordinate services, lawyers and
doctors, initially adopted a positive approach
towards the colonial administration. However,
soon they realised that their interests would
be better served only in independent India.
People of the said social classes began to play
a prominent role in promoting patriotism
amongst the people. The consciousness of
these classes found articulation in a number
of associations prior to the founding of the
Indian National Congress at the national
level.
Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Ishwar Chandra
Vidyasagar, Swami Vivekananda, Aurobindo
Ghose, Gopala Krishna Gokhale, Dadabhai
Naoroji, Feroz Shah Mehta, Surendra Nath
Banerjea and others who belonged to modern
Indian intelligentsia led the social, religious
and political movements in India. Educated
Indians had exposure to ideas of nationalism,
democracy, socialism, etc. articulated by John
Locke, James Stuart Mill, Mazzini, Garibaldi,
Rousseau, Thomas Paine, Marx and other
western intellectuals. The right of a free
press, the right of free speech and the right
of association were the three inherent rights,
which their European counterparts held dear
to their heart, and the educated Indians too
desired to cling to. Various forums came
into existence, where people could meet and
discuss the issues affecting their interests. This
became possible now at the national level, due
to the rapid expansion of transport network
and establishment of postal, telegraph and
wireless services all over India.

The British created an educated Indian
middle class for their own ends but sneered at
it as the Babu class. That very class, however,
became the progressive intelligentsia of India
and played a leading role in mobilising the
people for the liberation of the country.

University of Madras
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(d) Contribution of Missionaries

The reformers of nineteenth century
responded to the challenge posed by Western
Enlightenment knowledge based on reason.
Indian national consciousness emerged as
a result of the rethinking triggered by these
reforms. The Brahmo Samaj was founded
by Ram Mohan Roy in 1828. Other sociocultural organisations like the Prarthana Samaj
(1867), the Arya Samaj (1875) were founded
subsequently. Roy’s initiative was followed up by
reformers like Keshav Chandra Sen and Iswar
Chandra Vidyasagar. Abolition of sati and child
marriage and widow remarriage became the
main concerns for these reformers. The Aligarh
movement played a similar role among the
Muslims. Slowly, organisations and associations
of political nature came up in different parts of
British India to vent the grievances of the people.

One of the earliest initiatives to impart
modern education among Indians was taken up
by the Christian missionaries. Inspired by the
proselytizing sprit, they attacked polytheism
and caste inequalities that were prevalent among
the Hindus. One of the methods adopted by the
missionaries, to preach Christianity, was through
modern secular education. They provided
opportunities to acquire education to the
underprivileged and the marginalised sections,
who were denied learning opportunities in the
traditional education system. However only a
very small fraction converted to Christianity.
But the challenge posed by Christianity led to
various social and religious reform movements.

1.4  Other Decisive
Factors for the Rise of
Nationalism

Mission School

(a) Memories of 1857

1.3  Social and Religious
Reforms

Indian national movement dates its birth
from the 1857 uprising. The outrages committed
by the British army after putting down the revolt
remained “un-avenged”. Even the court-martial
law and formalities were not observed. Officers
who sat on the court martial swore that they
would hang their prisoners, guilty or innocent
and, if any dared to raise his voice against such
indiscriminate vengeance, he was silenced by
his angry colleagues. Persons condemned to
death after the mockery of a trial were often
tortured by soldiers before their execution,
while the officers looked on approvingly. It is
worth recalling what Elphinstone, Governor of
Bombay Presidency, wrote to Sir John Lawrence,
future Viceroy of India (1864) about the British
siege of Delhi during June-September, 1857:
‘...A wholesale vengeance is being taken without
distinction of friend or foe. As regards the
looting, we have indeed surpassed Nadirshah.’

The English educated intelligentsia felt the
need for reforming the society before involving
the people in any political programmes. The
reform movements of nineteenth century are
categorised as 1. Reformist movements such
as the Brahmo Samaj founded by Raja Ram
Mohan Roy, the Prarthana Samaj, founded
by Dr Atmaram Pandurang and the Aligarh
Movement, represented by Syed Ahmad Khan;
2. Revivalist movements such as the Arya Samaj,
the Ramakrishna Mission and the Deoband
Movement. 3. There were social movements
led by Jyotiba Phule in Pune, Narayana Guru
and Ayyankali in Kerala and Ramalinga
Adigal, Vaikunda Swamigal and later Iyothee
Thassar in Tamilnadu. All these reformers
and their contributions have been dealt with
comprehensively in the XI Std. text book.
Rise of Nationalism in India
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(b) Racial Discrimination
The English followed a policy of racial
discrimination. The systematic exclusion of the
Indians from higher official positions came to be
looked upon as an anti-Indian policy measure
and the resultant discontent of the Indian upper
classes led the Indians to revolt against the
British rule. When civil service examinations
were introduced the age limit was fixed at
twenty one. When Indians were making it, with
a view to debarring the Indians from entering
the civil services, the age limit was reduced
to nineteen. Similarly, despite requests from
Indian educated middle class to hold the civil
service examinations simultaneously in India,
the Imperial government refused to concede
the request.

of nationalist and vernacular news papers came
to be launched to build public opinion and
they did yeomen service in fostering nationalist
consciousness. Among them Amrit Bazaar
Patrika, The Bombay Chronicle, The Tribune, The
Indian Mirror, The Hindu and Swadesamitran
were prominent.
(e) Invoking India’s glorious
Past
Orientalists like William Jones, Charles
Wilkins and Max Muller explored and
translated religious, historical and literary
texts from Sanskrit, Persian and Arabic into
English and made them available to all.
Influenced by the richness of Indian traditions
and scholarship, many of the early nationalists
made a fervent plea to revive the pristine
glory of India. Aurobindo Ghose would write,
‘The mission of Nationalism, in our view, is
to recover Indian thought, Indian character,
Indian perceptions, Indian energy, Indian
greatness and to solve the problems that
perplex the world in an Indian spirit and from
the Indian standpoint.’

(c) Repressive as well as
Exploitative Measures
against Indians
Repressive regulations like Section 124A
of the Indian Penal Code (1870), punishing
attempts to excite disaffection towards the
Government, and the Vernacular Press
Act (1878), censoring the press, evoked
protest. Abolition of custom duty on cotton
manufactures imported from England and levy
of excise duty on cotton fabrics manufactured
in India created nationwide discontent. During
the viceroyalty of Ripon the Indian judges
were empowered through the Ilbert Bill to try
Europeans. But in the face of resistance from
the Europeans the bill was amended to suit the
European interests.

1.5  Birth of Indian
Associations
(a) Madras Native Association
One
of
the
first
attempts
to
organise and vent the
grievances against the
British came through
the
formation
of
the Madras Native
Association (MNA)
Gajula Lakshminarasu
on 26 February 1852.
An association of landed and business classes
of the Madras Presidency, they expressed
their grievances against the Company’s
administration in the revenue, education
and judicial spheres. Gajula Lakshminarasu,
who inspired the foundation of MNA, was a
prominent businessman in Madras city.

(d) Role of Press
The introduction of printing press in India
was an event of great significance. It helped people
to spread, modern ideas of self-government,
democracy, civil rights and industrialisation. The
press became the critic of politics. It addressed
the people on several issues affecting the country.
Raja Rammohan Roy’s Sambad Kaumudi (1821)
in Bengali and Mirat-Ul-Akbar (1822) in Persian
played a progressive role in educating the people
on issues of public importance. Later on a number
7
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(b) Madras Mahajana Sabha (MMS)
After the Madras Native Association
became defunct there was no such public
organisation in the Madras Presidency. As
many educated Indians viewed this situation
with dismay, the necessity for a political
organisation was felt and in May 1884 the
Madras Mahajana Sabha was organised.
In the inaugural meeting held on 16 May
1884 the prominent participants were: G.
Subramaniam, Viraraghavachari, Ananda
Charlu, Rangiah, Balaji Rao and Salem
Ramaswamy. With the launch of the Indian
National Congress, after the completion of
the second provincial conference of Madras
Mahajana Sabha, the leaders after attending
the first session of the Indian National
Congress (INC) in Bombay amalgamated the
MMS with the INC.

The Association presented its grievances
before British Parliament when it was discussing
the East India Company’s rule in India before
the passing of the Charter in 1853. In a petition
submitted in December 1852, the MNA pointed
out that the ryotwari and zamindari systems had
thrown agricultural classes into deep distress. It
urged the revival of the ancient village system to
free the peasantry from the oppressive interference
of the zamindars and the Company officials.
The petition also made a complaint about the
judicial system which was slow, complicated and
imperfect. It pointed out that the appointment of
judges without assessing their judicial knowledge
and competence in the local languages affected the
efficiency of the judiciary. The diversion of state
funds to missionary schools, under the grants-inaid system, was also objected to in the petition.
The MNA petition was discussed in the
Parliament in March 1853. H. D. Seymour,
Chairman of the Indian Reform Society, came to
Madras in October 1853. He visited places like
Guntur, Cuddalore, Tiruchirappalli, Salem and
Tirunelveli. However, as the Charter Act of 1853
allowed British East India Company to continue
its rule in India, the MNA organised an agitation
for the transfer of British territories in India to the
direct control of the Crown. MNA sent its second
petition to British Parliament, signed by fourteen
thousand individuals, pleading the termination of
Company rule in India.
The life of MNA was short. Lakshminarasu
died in 1866 and by 1881, the association ceased to
exist. Though the MNA did not achieve much in
terms of reforms, it was the beginning of organised
effort to articulate Indian opinion. In its lifetime,
the MNA operated within the boundaries of
Madras Presidency. The grievances that the MNA
raised through its petitions and the agitations
it launched were from the point of view of the
elite, particularly the landed gentry of Madras
Presidency. What was lacking was a national
political organisation representing every section
of the society, an organisation that would raise the
grievances and agitate against the colonial power
for their redress. The Indian National Congress
filled this void.
Rise of Nationalism in India

(c) Indian National Congress (INC)
The idea of forming
a political organisation
that would raise issues
and grievances against
the colonial rule did not
emerge in a vacuum.
Between
1875
and
1885 there were many
A.O. Hume
agitations against British
policies in India. The Indian textile industry
was campaigning for imposition of cotton
import duties in 1875. In 1877, demands for
the Indianisation of Government services were
made vociferously. There were protests against
the Vernacular Press Act of 1878. In 1883, there
was an agitation in favour of the Ilbert Bill.
But these agitations and protests were
sporadic and not coordinated. There was a
strong realisation that these protests would
not impact on the policy makers unless a
national political organisation was formed.
From this realisation was born the Indian
National Congress. The concept of India
as a nation was reflected in the name of the
organisation. It also introduced the concept
of nationalism.
8
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Indian National Congress
Sessions 1885-1947 N
W

E

S

Lahore
1893
1900
1909
1929

Amritsar
1919

Delhi
1918
(Special) 1923
1932
1947

Meerut
1946

Lucknow
Kanpur
1899
1916
1925
Patna
Allahabad 1936
Benaras 1912
1888
Karachi
Gaya
1905
1892
1913
1922
1910
Ahmedabad
Tripuri
1931
Ramgarh
1902
1939
Haripura
1940
1921
Calcutta
1938
Faizpur
1886
Surat
1937
Nagpur
1890
1907
1891
Amravati
1896
1920
1897
1901
Bombay
1906
1885
Poona
1911
1889
1895
1917
1904
1920 (Special)
Kakinada
1915
1928
1923
Belgaum
1918 (Special)
1933
1924
1934
1942 (Special)

Guwahati
1926

Madras
1887
1894
1898
1903
1908
1914
1927

Not to Scale

No Session - 1930, 1935, 1941-1945
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Economic
High land revenue was one of the major
factors that contributed to the oppression
of the peasants. It demanded reduction in
the land revenue and protection of peasants
against exploitation of the zamindars. The
Congress also advocated the imposition of
heavy tax on the imported goods for the
benefit of swadeshi goods.
Administrative
Higher officials who had responsibility
of administration in India were selected
through civil services examinations
conducted in Britain. This meant that
educated Indians who could not afford to go
to London had no opportunity to get high
administrative jobs. Therefore, Indianisation
of services through simultaneous Indian
Civil Services Examinations in England and
India was a major demand of the Congress.
Judicial
Because of the partial treatment against the
Indian political activists by English judges
it demanded the complete separation of the
Executive and the Judiciary.

In December 1884,
Allan Octavian Hume, a
retired English ICS officer,
presided over a meeting of
the Theosophical Society
in Madras. The formation
of a political organisation
that would work on an all
India basis was discussed
W.C. Bonnerjee
and the idea of forming
the Indian National Congress emerged in this
meeting. The Indian National Congress was
formed on 28 December 1885 in Bombay. Apart
from A.O Hume, another important founding
member was W C. Bonnerjee, who was elected
the first president.
Though the activities of the INC then
revolved around petitions and memoranda,
from the very beginning the founders of
the INC worked to bring every section of
the society into its ambit. One of the main
missions of the INC was to weld the Indians
into a nation. They were convinced that the
struggle against the colonial rule will be
successful only if Indians saw themselves as
the members of a nation. To achieve this, the
INC acted as a common political platform for
all the movements that were being organised
in different parts of the country. The INC
provided the space where the political workers
from different parts of the country could gather
and conduct their political activities under its
banner. Even though the organization was
small with less than a hundred members, it had
an all-India character with representation from
all regions of India. It was the beginning of the
mobilisation of people on an all-India basis.
were

(d) Contributions of Early
Nationalists (1885–1915)
The early nationalists in the INC came
from the elite sections of the society. Lawyers,
college and university teachers, doctors,
journalists and such others represented the
Congress. However, they came from different
regions of the country and this made INC a
truly a national political organisation. These
leaders of the INC adopted the constitutional
methods of presenting petitions, prayers and
memorandums and thereby earned the moniker
of “Moderates”. It was also the time some sort of
an understanding about colonialism was
evolving in India. There was no ready-made
anti-colonial understanding available for
reference in the late nineteenth century when
the INC was formed. It was the early nationalists
who helped the formulation of the idea of we as
a nation. They were developing the indigenous
anti-colonial ideology and a strategy on their

The major objectives and demands of INC

Constitutional
Opportunity for participation in the
government was one of the major demands
of the Indian National Congress. It
demanded Indian representation in the
government.
Rise of Nationalism in India
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own which helped future mass leaders like M. K
Gandhi.
From the late 1890s there were growing
differences within the INC. Leaders like Bipin
Chandra Pal, Bal Gangadhar Tilak and Lala
Lajpat Rai were advocating radical approaches
instead of merely writing petitions, prayers
and memorandums. These advocates of radical
methods came to be called the “extremists” as
against those who were identified as moderates.
Their objective became clear in 1897 when
Tilak raised the clarion call “Swaraj is my birth
right and I shall have it”. Tilak and his militant
followers were now requesting Swaraj instead
of economic or administrative reforms that
the moderates were requesting through their
petitions and prayers.
Though they criticised each other, it would
be wrong to place them in the opposing poles.
Both moderates and militants, with their own
methods, were significant elements of the larger
Indian nationalist movement. In fact, they
contributed towards the making of the swadeshi
movement. The partition of Bengal in 1905, by
the colonial government, which you will be
studying in the next lesson, was vehemently
opposed by the Indians. The swadeshi movement
of 1905, directly opposed the British rule and
encouraged the ideas of swadeshi enterprise,
national education, self-help and use of Indian
languages. The method of mass mobilisation
and boycott of British goods and institutions
suggested by the radicals was also accepted by
the Moderates.
Both the Moderates and the Radicals were
of the same view when it came to accepting
the fact that they needed to fulfil the role
of educators. They tried to instil nationalist
consciousness through
various
means
including the press.
When the INC was
founded in 1885, onethird of the members
were journalists. Most
stalwarts of the early
freedom
movement Surendranath Banerjea

were involved in journalism. Dadabhai
Naoroji founded and edited two journals
called Voice of India and RastGoftar.
Surendranath
Banerjea
edited
the
newspaper called Bengalee. Bal Gangadhar
Tilak edited Kesari and Mahratta. This
is the means that they used to educate
the common people about the colonial
oppression and spread nationalist ideas.
News regarding the initiatives taken by
the INC were taken to the masses through
these newspapers. For the first time, in
the history of India, the press was used
to generate public opinion against the
oppressive policies and acts of the colonial
government.
Bal Gangadhar
Tilak was a firm
believer that the
lower middle classes,
peasants,
artisans
and workers could
play a very important
role in the national
movement, He used Bal Gangadhar Tilak
his newspapers to
articulate the discontent among this section
of the people against the oppressive colonial
rule. He called for national resistance against
imperial British rule in India. On 27 July
1897, Tilak was arrested and charged under
Section 124 A of the Indian Penal Code. Civil
liberty, particularly in the form of freedom of
expression and press became the significant
part of Indian freedom struggle.

1.6  Naoroji and his Drain
Theory
Dadabhai Naoroji, known as the ‘Grand
Old Man of Indian Nationalism’, was a
prominent early nationalist. He was elected
to the Bombay Municipal Corporation and
Town Council during the 1870s. Elected to
the British Parliament in 1892, he founded
the India Society (1865) and the East India
Association (1866) in London. He was elected
thrice as the President of the INC.
11
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His major contribution
to the Indian nationalist
movement was his book
Poverty and Un-British
Rule of the British in India
(1901). In this book, he
put forward the concept
of ‘drain of wealth’. He
Dadabhai Naoroji
stated that in any country
the tax raised would have been spent for the
wellbeing of the people of that country. But in
British India, taxes collected in India were spent
for the welfare of England. Naoroji argued that
India had exported an average of 13 million
pounds worth of goods to Britain each year from
1835 to 1872 with no corresponding return.
The goods were in lieu of payments for profits
to Company shareholders living in Britain,
guaranteed interest to investors in railways,
pensions to retired officials and generals,
interest for the money borrowed from England
to meet war expenses for the British conquest
of territories in India as well as outside India.
All these, going in the name of Home Charges,
Naoroji asserted, made up a loss of 30 million
pounds a year.

Indians who strove for the reforms of
Indian society.
Factors like the bitter memories of 1857,
policy of racial discrimination, repressive
measures against dissension contributed
to the growth of nationalism.
Modern intelligentsia formed political
organisation like Madras Native
Association (1852), Madras Mahajana
Sabha (1884) and Indian National
Congress (1885) to voice their opinions
and grievances.
An important role of these leaders was
to educate the common mass about the
exploitative colonial rule and its impact
on their day to day life. Drain of wealth
theory enunciated by Dadabhai Naoroji
exposed the British loot of the resources
of India.

EXERCISE
Q.R.Code

   Summary

I. Choose the correct answer
1. When did Gandhi return to India from South
Africa?

The land and revenue reforms implemented
by the East India Company since late
eighteenth century had its impact on the
agrarian conditions in India.

(a) 1915

(c) 1917

(d) 1918

2. 
In which year English Education was
introduced in India?

The growth of heavy machine industries
in Britain allowed East India Company to
export raw materials from India to Britain
and take back the finished products – a
process that led to the decline of Indian
handicrafts, making the artisans go
jobless.

(a) 1825

(b) 1835

(c) 1845

(d) 1855

3. Find the odd one.
(a) William Jones

(b) Charles Wilkins

(c) Max Muller

(d) Aurobindo Ghose

4. ‘Swaraj is my birth right and I shall have it’
was said by
(a) Bala Gangadhar Tilak
(b) Dadabhai Naoroji
(c) Subhash Chandra Bose
(d) Bharathi

Landless labourers and jobless artisans
emigrating to Empire colonies to escape
starvation deaths.
The unintended result of Western
education introduced by the British was
the emergence of a new class of educated
Rise of Nationalism in India
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Unit - 8
Nationalism:
Gandhian Phase

Learning Objectives
To acquaint ourselves with
Gandhian phase of India’s struggle for independence
Gandhi’s policy of ahimsa and satyagraha tried and tested for mobilisation of the masses in
India
Non-violent struggles in Champaran and against the Rowlatt Act
The Non-Cooperation Movement and its fallout
Emergence of radicals and revolutionaries and their part in the freedom movement
Launch of Civil Disobedience Movement
Issue of separate electorate and the signing of Poona Pact
First Congress Ministries in the provinces and circumstances leading to the launch of Quit
India Movement
Communalism leading to partition of sub-continent into India and Pakistan

		

Introduction

8.1

Mahatma Gandhi arrived in India in 1915
from South Africa after fighting for the civil

 Gandhi and Mass
Nationalism

(a) Evolution of Gandhi

rights of the Indians there for about twenty

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was born
on 2 October 1869 into a well to do family in
Porbandar, Gujarat. His father Kaba Gandhi
was the Diwan of Porbandar and later became
the Diwan of Rajkot. His mother Putlibai,
influenced the young Gandhi. After passing the
matriculation examination, Gandhi sailed to
England in 1888 to study law. After becoming a
barrister in June 1891 Gandhi returned to India
as a firm believer in British sense of justice and
fair play.

years. He brought with him a new impulse
to Indian politics. He introduced satyagraha,
which he had perfected in South Africa, that
could be practiced by men and women, young
and old. As a person dedicated to the cause
of the poorest of the poor, he instantly gained
the goodwill of the masses. In this lesson we
shall see how Gandhi transformed the Indian
National Movement.
89
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On returning to India, Gandhi’s attempt
to practice in Bombay failed. It was during
this time that a Gujarati firm in South Africa,
sought the services of Gandhi for assistance
in a law-suit. Gandhi accepted the offer and
left for South Africa in April 1893. Gandhi
faced racial discrimination for the first time in
South Africa. On his journey from Durban to
Pretoria, at the Pietermaritzburg railway station,
he was physically thrown out of the first class
compartment. Gandhi was determined to fight.

registration offices of immigrants were picketed.
Even when the police let loose violence no
resistance was offered by the satyagrahis. Gandhi
and other leaders were arrested. Indians, mostly
indentured labourers turned hawkers continued
the struggle despite police brutality. Finally, by
the Smuts-Gandhi Agreement the poll tax on
indentured labourers was abolished.

8.2  Gandhi’s Early
Satyagrahas in India
Gandhi regarded Gopal Krishna Gokhale,
whom he had met on previous visits to India,
as his political guru. On his advice, Gandhi
travelled the length and breadth of the country
before plunging into politics. This enabled him
to understand the conditions of the people. It is
on one of these journeys through Tamil Nadu
that Gandhi decided to discard his following
robes and wear a simple dhoti.

Gandhi called a meeting of the Indians in
the Transvaal and exhorted them to form an
association to seek redress of their grievances.
He continued to hold such meetings, petitioned
to the authorities about the injustices which
were in violation of their own laws. Indians
in the Transvaal had to pay a poll tax of £ 3,
could not own land except in areas marked
for them, and could not move outdoors after 9
p.m. without a permit. He launched a struggle
against such unjust laws.

(a) Champaran Satyagraha
In Champaran in Bihar the tinkathia system
was practiced. Under this exploitative system the
peasants were forced by the European planters
to cultivate indigo on three-twentieths of their
land holdings. Towards the end of nineteenth
century German synthetic dyes had forced
indigo out of the market. The European planters
of Champaran, while realising the necessity of
relieving the cultivators of the obligation of
cultivating indigo, wanted to turn the situation
to their advantage. They enhanced the rent and
collected illegal dues as a price for the release
of cultivators from the obligation. Resistance
erupted. Rajkumar Shukla, an agriculturist
from Champaran who suffered hardships of the

Gandhi was introduced to the works
of Tolstoy and John Ruskin. He was deeply
influenced by Tolstoy’s The Kingdom of God is
Within You, Ruskin’s Unto this Last and Thoreau’s
Civil Disobedience. Gandhi’s ideas were formed
due to a blend of Indian and Western thought.
Despite being deeply influenced by Western
thinkers he was highly critical of Western
civilisation and industrialisation. Inspired
by Ruskin, Gandhi established the Phoenix
Settlement (1905) and the Tolstoy Farm (1910).
Equality, community living and dignity of
labour were inculcated in these settlements.
They were training grounds for the satyagrahis.
Satyagraha as a Strategy in
South Africa
Gandhi developed satyagraha (devotion
to the truth, truth-force) as a strategy, in
which campaigners went on peaceful marches
and presented themselves for arrest in protest
against unjust laws. He experimented with
it for fighting the issues of immigration and
racial discrimination. Meetings were held and
Nationalism: Gandhian Phase
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General Dyer’s Brutality

system, prevailed on Gandhi to visit Champaran.
On reaching Chamaparan, Gandhi was asked
by the police to leave immediately. When he
refused he was summoned for trial. The news
spread like wild fire and thousands swarmed
the place in support of Gandhi. According to
Gandhi, “The country thus had its first objectlesson in Civil Disobedience”. He was assisted
by Brajkishore Prasad, a lawyer by profession,
and Rajendra Prasad, who became the first
President of independent India. The Lieutenant
Governor eventually formed a committee with
Gandhi as a member which recommended
the abolition of the tinkathia system, thereby
ending the oppression of the peasants by the
Indigo Planters.

On 13 April 1919 a
public meeting was arranged
at Jallianwala Bagh in
Amritsar. As it happened
to be Baisaki day (spring
harvest festival of Sikhs) the
villagers had assembled there in thousands.
General Reginald Dyer, on hearing of the
assemblage, surrounded the place with his
troops and an armoured vehicle. The only
entrance to the park that was surrounded on
all sides by high walls was blocked, and firing
took place without any warning. The firing
lasted for ten minutes till the troops ran out
of ammunition. According to official report
379 were killed and more than thousand
injured. Unofficial estimates put the toll at
more than a thousand. After the incident
martial law was declared and many people
in the Punjab especially Amritsar were
flogged and forced to crawl on the streets.
The brutality enraged Indians. Rabindranath
Tagore returned his knighthood. Gandhi
surrendered his Kaiser-i-Hind medal.

The success of Champaran satyagraha,
followed by his fruitful intervention in
Ahmedabad mill strike (1918) and the Kheda
Satyagraha (1918) helped Gandhi establish
himself as a leader of mass struggle. Unlike
earlier leaders, Gandhi demonstrated his
ability to mobilise the common people across
the country.
(b) Rowlatt Satyagraha and
Jallianwala Bagh Massacre

(c) Khilafat Movement

The Government of India Act 1919,
however, caused disappointment, as it did not
transfer real power to the Indians. Besides, the
government began to enforce the permanent
extension of war time restrictions. The Rowlatt
Act was enacted which provided for excessive
police powers, arrest without warrant and
detention without trial. Gandhi called it a
‘Black Act’ and in protest called for a nationwide satyagraha on 6 April 1919. It was to be
a non-violent struggle with fasting and prayer,
and it was the earliest anti-colonial struggle
spread across the country. The anti-Rowlatt
protest was intense in Punjab, especially in
Amritsar and Lahore. Gandhi was arrested and
prevented from visiting Punjab. On 9 April two
prominent local leaders Dr. Saifuddin Kitchlew
and Dr. Satyapal were arrested in Amritsar.

The First World War came to an end
in 1918. The Caliph of Turkey, who was
considered the head of Muslims of the world,
was given a harsh treatment. A movement
was started called Khilafat Movement led by
the Ali brothers, Maulana Mohamed Ali and
Maulana Shaukat Ali. Gandhi supported the
movement and saw in it an opportunity to
unite Hindus and Muslims. He presided over
the All India Khilafat Conference held at
Delhi in November 1919. Gandhi supported
Shaukat Ali’s proposal of three national
slogans, Allaho Akbar, Bande Mataram
and Hindu-Musslamanki Jai. The Khilafat
Committee meeting in Allahabad on 9 June
1920 adopted Gandhi’s non-violent noncooperation programme. Non-Cooperation
was to begin on 1 August 1920.
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8.3  Non-Cooperation
Movement and
Its Fallout

burnt the police station 22 policemen lost
their lives. Gandhi immediately withdrew the
movement.
(b) Swarajists

The Indian National Congress approved
the non-cooperation movement in a special
session held in Calcutta on September 1920. It
was subsequently passed in the Nagpur Session
held on December 1920, Chaired by Salem
C.Vijayaraghavachariar. The programme of
non-cooperation included:

Meanwhile Congress was divided into
two groups viz. pro-changers and no-changers.
Some of the Congressmen led by Motilal Nehru
and C.R. Das wanted to contest the elections
and enter the legislature. They argued that the
national interest could be promoted by working
in the Legislative Councils under Dyarchy
and wrecking the colonial government within.
They were called the pro-changers. Staunch
followers of Gandhi like Vallabhbhai Patel,
C. Rajaji and others, known as no-changers,
wanted to continue non-cooperation with the
government. Despite the opposition C.R. Das
and Motilal Nehru formed the Swaraj Party on
1 January 1923, which was later approved by a
special session of the Congress. Swaraj Party
members were elected in large numbers to the
Imperial Legislative Assembly and the various
Provincial Legislative Councils. They effectively

1. Surrender of all titles of honours and
honorary offices.
2. Non-participation
in
government
functions.
3. Suspension of practice by lawyers, and
settlement of court disputes by private
arbitration.
4. Boycott of government schools by children
and parents.
5. Boycott of the legislature created under the
1919 Act.
6. Non-participation in government parties
and other official functions.
7. Refusal to accept any civil or military post.
8. Boycott of foreign goods and spreading the
doctrine of Swadeshi.
(a) No-Tax Campaign and Chauri
Chaura Incident
Gandhi announced a no-tax campaign in
Bardoli in February 1922. These movements
greatly enhanced Gandhi’s reputation as a
national leader, especially the peasants. Gandhi
made a nation-wide tour. Wherever he visited
there was a bonfire of foreign cloth. Thousands
left government jobs, students gave up their
studies in large numbers and the lawyers gave
up thriving practices. Boycott of British goods
and institutions were effective. The boycott of
the Prince of Wales’ visit to India was successful.

C.R. Das

Dyarchy, a system of dual government
introduced under the Government of
India Act 1919, divided the powers of the
provincial government into Reserved and
Transferred subjects. The Reserved Subjects
comprising finance, defence, the police,
justice, land revenue, and irrigation were
in the hands of the British. The Transferred
Subjects that included local self-government,
education, public health, public works,
agriculture, forests and fisheries were left
under the control of Indian ministers. The
system ended with the introduction of
provincial autonomy in 1935.

On 5 February 1922 a procession of the
nationalists in Chauri Chaura, a village near
Gorakhpur in present-day Uttar Pradesh
provoked by the police turned violent. The
police finding themselves outnumbered shut
themselves inside the police station. The mob
Nationalism: Gandhian Phase
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used the legislature as a platform for propagation
of nationalist ideas. In Bengal, they refused to
take charge of transferred subjects, as they did
not want to cooperate with the government.
They exposed the true nature of the colonial
government. However, the Swaraj Party began
to decline after the death of its leader C.R. Das
in 1925.

the Commission went there were protests, and
black flag marches with the slogan ‘Go Back
Simon’. The protesters were brutally assaulted
by the police. In one such assault in Lahore, Lal
Lajpat Rai was seriously injured and died a few
days later.
(e) Nehru Report
The Simon boycott united the different
political parties in India. An all party conference
was held in 1928 with the objective to frame a
constitution for India as an alternative to the
Simon Commission proposals. A committee
under the leadership of Motilal Nehru was
formed to outline the principles on the basis of
which the constitution was to be drafted. The
committee’s report, known as the Nehru Report,
recommended,

(c) Constructive Programme
of Gandhi
After the Chauri Chaura incident, Gandhi
felt that the volunteers and the people had to
be trained for a non-violent struggle. As a part
of this effort he focused on promoting Khadi,
Hindu-Muslim unity and the abolition of
untouchability. He exhorted the Congressmen,
“Go throughout your districts and spread the
message of Khaddar, the message of HinduMuslim unity, the message of anti-untouchability
and take up in hand the youth of the country and
make them the real soldiers of Swaraj.” He made
it compulsory for all Congress members to wear
khaddar. The All India Spinner’s Association
was formed.

Dominion status for India.
Elections of the Central Legislature and the
Provincial Legislatures on the basis of joint
and mixed electorates.
Reservation of seats for Muslims in the
Central Legislature and in provinces where
they are in a minority and for the Hindus in
North-West Frontier Province where they
were in a minority.

(d) Boycott of Simon Commission
On 8 November 1927, the British
Government announced the appointment of
the Indian Statutory Commission. Composed
of seven members headed by Sir John Simon
it came to be widely known as the Simon
Commission. It was an all-white commission
with no Indian member. Indians were angered
that they had been denied the right to decide
their own constitution. All sections of India
including the Congress and the Muslim League
decided to boycott the commission. Wherever

Provision of fundamental rights, and
universal adult franchise.
Jinnah
proposed
an amendment to the
reservation of seats in the
Central Legislature. He
demanded that one-third
of the seats be reserved for
Muslims. Tej Bahadur Sapru
supported him and pleaded
Jinnah
that it would make no big
difference. However, it was defeated in the
All Party Conference. Later he proposed a
resolution which came to be known as Jinnah’s
Fourteen Points. However, it was also rejected.
Jinnah who was hailed as Ambassador of
Hindu–Muslim Unity thereafter changed his
stand and began to espouse the cause of a
separate nation for Muslims.

"Go back Simon" Demonstration
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8.4 T
 he Struggle for Poorna
Swaraj and Launch
of Civil Disobedience
Movement

the march. At the age of 61 Gandhi covered a
distance of 241 miles in 24 days to reach Dandi
at sunset on 5 April 1930. The next morning, he
took a lump of salt breaking the salt law.

Meanwhile some congressmen were not
satisfied with dominion status and wanted to
demand complete independence. In the Congress
session held in Lahore in December 1929 with
Jawaharlal Nehru as the President, Poorna Swaraj
was declared as the goal. It was also decided to
boycott the Round Table Conference and launch
a Civil Disobedience Movement. 26 January 1930
was declared as Independence Day and a pledge
was taken all over the country to attain Poorna
Swaraj non-violently through civil disobedience
including non-payment of taxes. The Indian
National Congress authorised Gandhi to launch
the movement.

In Tamil Nadu, C. Rajaji led a similar salt
march from Tiruchirappalli to Vedaranyam.
Salt marches took place in Kerala, Andhra and
Bengal. In the North West Frontier Province
Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan led the movement.
He organized the Khudai Khidmatgar, also
known as the Red Shirts.

Salt Satyagraha in Provinces

(a) Salt Satyagraha Movement
Rajaji making salt in Vedaranyam

A charter of demands presented to the
Viceroy Lord Irwin with an ultimatum to
comply by 31 January 1930 included:
Reduction of expenditure on army and

The British enacted the first forest act
in 1865. This act restricted the access of the
forest dwellers to the forest areas to collect
firewood, cattle fodder and other minor
forest produce such as honey, seeds, nuts,
medicinal herbs. The Indian Forest Act of
1878 claimed that original ownership of
forests was with the state. Waste lands and
fallow lands were included as forest. Shifting
cultivation practiced by, the tribal people, was
prohibited. Alienation of forests from local
control was stiffly resisted by the aggrieved
adivasis (tribals) and the nationalists.

civil services by 50%
Introduction of total prohibition of
liquor
Release of all political prisoners
Reduction of land revenue by 50%
Abolition of salt tax.

The most striking evidence of continuing
struggles of the tribal groups was the one
waged by Alluri Sitarama Raju in Rampa.
Raju’s efforts at fighting corrupt officials
to protect the interests of Rampa tribals
prompted the British to target his life. A
special Malabar Police team was sent to quell
the uprisings (1922-24) of Rampa Adivasis.
Alluri Sitarama Raju attained martyrdom for
the cause of forest dwellers.

Gandhiji’s Dandi March
When the Viceroy did not respond to
the charter of demands, Gandhi launched the
Civil Disobedience Movement. The inclusion
of abolition of salt tax was a brilliant tactical
decision. At the break of dawn on 12 March 1930
Gandhi set out from Sabarmati Ashram with 78
of its inmates. The procession became larger
and larger when hundreds joined them along
Nationalism: Gandhian Phase
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Gandhi was arrested at midnight and
sent to Yeravada Jail. Jawaharlal Nehru, Khan
Abdul Ghaffar Khan and other leaders were
swiftly arrested. Soon other forms of protests
such as boycott of foreign cloth, picketing of
liquor shops, non-payment of taxes, breaking of
forest laws etc. were adopted. Women, peasants,
tribals, students, even children and all sections
participated in the nation-wide struggle. It was
the biggest mass movement India had ever
witnessed.

separate electorates for minorities. As a result,
the second conference ended without any result.
(d) R
 enewal of Civil Disobedience
Movement.
On returning to India, Gandhi revived
the Civil Disobedience Movement. This time
the government was prepared to meet the
resistance. Martial law was enforced and Gandhi
was arrested on 4 January 1932. Soon all the
Congress leaders were arrested too. Protests
and picketing by the people were suppressed
with force.

(b) Round Table Conferences
In the midst of the movement the First
Round Table Conference was held at London in
November 1930. Ramsay Macdonald, the British
Prime Minister, proposed a federal government
with provincial autonomy. The Congress did not
attend it as its leaders were in jail. The Conference
closed without any decision on the question.

In the meantime, the Third Round Table
Conference was held from 17 November to
24 December 1932. The Congress did not
participate in the conference as it had revived
the Civil Disobedience Movement.

(c) Gandhi-Irwin Pact
Lord Irwin held talks with Gandhi which
resulted in the Gandhi–Irwin Pact on 5 March
1931. The British agreed to the demand of
immediate release of all political prisoners not
involved in violence, return of confiscated land
and lenient treatment of government employees
who had resigned. It also permitted the people
of coastal villages to make salt for consumption
and non-violent picketing. The Congress agreed
to suspend the Civil Disobedience Movement
and attend the conference. Gandhi attended the
Second Round Table Conference which began
on 7 September 1931. Gandhi refused to accept

Call for Civil Disobedience
(e) Communal Award and
Poona Pact
On 16 August 1932, Ramsay MacDonald,
announced the Communal Award. It provided
separate electorates to the minorities, viz.
Muslims, Sikhs, Indian Christians, AngloIndians and women and the “depressed classes”.
B.R. Ambedkar, the leader of the depressed
classes, strongly argued for the separate
electorate, as it, according to him, would give
them political representation and power. On 20
September 1932, Gandhi went on a fast unto
death against the separate electorates for the
depressed classes. Madan Mohan Malaviya,
Rajendra Prasad and others held talks with
Ambedkar and M.C. Rajah the leaders of the
depressed classes. After intense negotiations

Second Round Table Conference - London
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an agreement was arrived between Gandhi and
Ambedkar. Known as the Poona Pact, its main
terms were:

foisting a series of cases in the 1920s. In a further
attempt to eliminate the threat of communism
M.N. Roy, S.A. Dange, Muzaffar Ahmed, M.
Singaravelar among others were arrested and
tried in the Kanpur Conspiracy Case of 1924.

The principle of separate electorates was
abandoned. Instead, the principle of joint
electorate was accepted with reservation of
seats for the depressed classes.

(a) Foundation of Communist Party
The communists used
it as a platform to propagate
their views and to expose
the ‘true colour of British
rule in India’. In an attempt
to form a party an All India
Communist Conference
was held at Kanpur in
S.A. Dange
1925. Singaravelar gave the
Presidential Address. It led
to the founding of the Communist Party of
India in Indian soil. Their efforts eventually led
to the establishment of the All India Workers’
and Peasants’ Party in 1928.

Reserved seats for the depressed classes
were increased from 71 to 148. In the
Central Legislature 18 percent of the seats
were reserved.
(f) Campaign Against
Untouchability
Gandhi
devoted
the next few years
towards abolition of
untouchability.
His
engagement
with
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar made
a big impact on his ideas
about the caste system.
He shifted his base to the
Satyagraha Ashram at Dr. B.R. Ambedkar
Wardha. He undertook
an all-India tour called the Harijan Tour. He
started the Harijan Sevak Sangh to work for
the removal of discriminations. He worked to
promote education, cleanliness and hygiene and
giving up of liquor among the depressed class.
An important part of the campaign was the
Temple Entry Movement. 8 January 1933 was
observed as ‘Temple Entry Day’.

(b) Revolutionary Activities
The youths who were disillusioned with
the sudden withdrawal of the Non Cooperation
Movement by Gandhi took to violence. In
1924 Hindustan Republican Army (HRA) was
formed in Kanpur to overthrow the colonial
rule by an armed rebellion. In 1925 Ram Prasad
Bismil, Ashfaqulla Khan and others held up a
train carrying government money and looted
in Kakori, a village near Lucknow. They were
arrested and tried in the Kakori Conspiracy Case.
Four of them were sentenced to death while the
others were sentenced to imprisonment.

8.5  Beginnings of Socialist
Movements
Inspired by the Russian
Revolution of 1917 the
Communist Party of India
(CPI) was founded at Tashkent,
Uzbekistan in October 1920.
M.N. Roy, Abani Mukherjee,
and M.P.T. Acharya were some
M.N. Roy
of its founding members.The
British government in India made vigorous
efforts to suppress the communist movement by
Nationalism: Gandhian Phase

Bhagat Singh
Rajguru
Sukhdev
Bhagat Singh, Sukhdev and their comrades
reorganized the HRA in Punjab. Influenced by
socialist ideas they renamed it as Hindustan
Socialist Republican Association in 1928.
Sanders, a British police officer, responsible for
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the lathi charge that led to Lala Lajpat Rai’s
death was assassinated. Bhagat Singh along with
B.K. Dutt threw a smoke bomb inside the
Central Legislative Assembly in 1929. They
shouted ‘Inquilab Zindabad’ and ‘Long Live the
Proletariat’. He along with Rajguru was arrested
and sentenced to death. Bhagat Singh’s daring
and courage fired the imagination of the youth
across India, and he became popular across
India.

workers hit by loss of income and wage
reduction, and problems of unemployment
gained influence and was therefore banned in
1934. The Congress, as a movement with a wide
spectrum of political leanings, ranging from
the extreme Left to the extreme Right, welded
together by the goal of Swaraj, emerged as a
powerful organisation. In 1934 the Congress
Socialist Party was formed by Jayaprakash
Narayan, Acharya Narendra Dev and Minoo
Masani.

In April 1930, the
Chittagong Armoury Raid
was carried out by Surya
Sen and his associates. They
captured the armories in
Chittagong and proclaimed
a provisional revolutionary
Surya Sen
government. They survived
for three years raiding government institutions.
In 1933 Surya Sen was caught and hanged after
a year.

‘Real Swaraj will come not by acquisition
of authority by a few, but by the acquisition
of the capacity by all to resist authority, when
abused.’
- M. K. Gandhi

8.6  First Congress Ministries
under Government of
India Act, 1935
The Government of India Act 1935 was
one of the important positive outcomes of the
Civil Disobedience Movement. The key features
of the Act were provincial autonomy and
dyarchy at the centre. The Act provided for an
all India Federation with 11 provinces, 6 Chief
commissioner’s provinces and all those Princely
states which wished to join the federation. The
Act also provided autonomy to the provinces.
All the subjects were transferred to the control of
Indian ministers. Dyarchy that was in operation
in provinces was now extended to the central
government. The franchise, based on property,
was extended though only about ten percent of
the population enjoyed the right to vote. By this
Act Burma was separated from India.

(c) Left Movement in the 1930s
By the 1930s the Communist Party of India
had gained strength in view of the economic
crisis caused by world-wide Great Depression.
Britain transmitted the effects of Depression
to its colonies. The effects of Depression were
reflected in decline in trade returns and fall in
agricultural prices. The governmental measures
included forcible collection of land revenue
which in real terms had increased two-fold due
to a 50% fall in agricultural prices, the withdrawal
of money in circulation, retrenchment of staff
and expenditure on developmental works.

(a) Congress Ministries and
their Work

Jayaprakash
Narayan

Acharya
Narendra Dev

The Government of India Act 1935 was
implemented with the announcement of
elections in 1937. The Congress immensely
benefitted because of the Civil Disobedience
Movement. The Congress called off its
programme of boycott of legislature and
contested elections. It emerged victorious in

Minoo
Masani

In this context, the Communist Party,
fighting for the cause of peasants and industrial
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8.7  Developments
leading to Quit India
Movement

seven out of the eleven provinces. It formed
ministries in 8 provinces – Madras, Bombay,
Central Provinces, Orissa, Bihar, United
Provinces, North West Frontier Province.
In Assam it formed a coalition government
with Assam Valley Muslim Party led by
Sir Muhammad Sadullah.
The Congress
Ministries functioned as a popular government
and responded to the needs of the people.
The salaries of ministers were reduced from
Rs. 2000 to Rs. 500 per month. Earlier action
taken against nationalists were rescinded. They
repealed the Acts which vested emergency
powers in the government, lifted the ban
imposed on political organisations except the
Communist Party, and removed the restrictions
on the nationalist press. Police powers were
curbed and reporting by the CID on political
speeches discontinued. Legislative measures
were adopted for reducing indebtedness of
the peasantry and improving the working
conditions of the industrial labour. Temple
entry legislation was passed. Special attention
was paid to education and public health.

(a) Individual Satyagraha
In
August
1940
Viceroy Linlithgow made
an offer in return for
Congress’ support for the
war effort. Hence Gandhi
declared limited satyagraha
which would be offered by
a few individuals. Vinobha
Bhave was the first to offer
Vinobha Bhave
satyagraha on 17 October
1940. The satyagraha
continued till the end of the year. During this
period more than 25,000 people were arrested.
(b) Cripps Mission
On 22 March 1942, the British government
sent a mission under Cabinet Minister Sir
Strafford Cripps. The negotiations between
the Cripps Mission and the Congress failed
as Britain was not willing to transfer effective
power immediately. The Cripps Mission offered:

(b) Resignation of Congress
Ministries
In 1939 the Second World War broke out.
The colonial government of India entered the
War on behalf of the Allies without consulting
the Congress ministries.
The Congress
ministries resigned in protest. By 1940 he was
demanding a separate state for the Muslims.

1. Grant of Dominion Status after the War
2. Indian Princes could sign a separate
agreement with the British implying the
acceptance for the demand of Pakistan.
3. British control of defence during the War.
Both the Congress and the Muslim League
rejected the proposal. Gandhi called the proposals
as a post-dated cheque on a crashing bank.

(c ) National Movement during
the Second World War,
1939–45
In 1939 Subhas
Chandra Bose became
the President of the
Congress by defeating
Pattabhi Sitaramayya,
the candidate of Gandhi.
When Gandhi refused
to cooperate, Subhas
Chandra Bose resigned
Pattabhi
his post and started the
Sitaramayya
Forward Bloc.
Nationalism: Gandhian Phase

(c) "Do or Die" Call by Gandhi
The outcome of the Cripps Mission
caused considerable disappointment. Popular
discontent was intensified by war time shortages
and steep rise in prices. The All India Congress
Committee that met at Bombay on 8 August
1942 passed the famous Quit India Resolution
demanding an immediate end to British rule in
India. Gandhi gave a call to do or die. Gandhi
said, ‘We shall either free India or die in the
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Powers which included Great Britain, he went
to Germany. In February 1943, he made his
way to Japan on a submarine and took control
of the Indian National Army. The Indian
National Army Captain Lakshmi Sahgal
headed it (Azad Hind Fauj) had earlier been
organized by Gen. Mohan Singh with Indian
prisoners of war with the support of Japanese
in Malaya and Burma. Bose reorganised it
into three brigades: Gandhi Brigade, Nehru
Brigade and a women’s brigade named after
Rani of Jhansi. Subhas Chandra Bose formed
the Provisional Government of Free India in
Singapore. He gave the slogan ‘Dilli Chalo’.
INA was deployed as part of the Japanese
forces. However, the defeat of Japan stopped
the advance of INA. The airplane carrying
Subhas Chandra Bose crashed bringing to an
end his crusade for freedom.

attempt; we shall not live to see the perpetuation
of our slavery.” A non-violent mass struggle
under Gandhi was to be launched. But early
next morning on 9 August 1942 Gandhi and the
entire Congress leadership was arrested.
(d) Role of Socialists
With Gandhi and
other prominent leaders
of the Congress in jail,
the Socialists provided
the leadership for the
movement. Jayaprakash
Narayan and Ramanand
Misra escaped from
prison and organised an
underground movement. Aruna Asaf Ali
Women activists like Aruna Asaf Ali played a
heroic role. Usha Mehta established Congress
Radio underground which successfully
functioned till November 1942.
(e) People’s Response
As news spread to different parts of India,
a spontaneous protest broke out everywhere.
The people protested in whatever form that
they could, such as hartals, strikes, picketing.
The government suppressed it with brute
force. People attacked government buildings,
railway stations, telephone and telegraph
lines and all that stood as symbols of British
authority. This was particularly widespread
in Madras. Parallel governments were
established in Satara, Orissa, Bihar, United
Provinces and Bengal.

Subhas Chandra Bose’s INA
The British government arrested the INA
officers and put them on trial in the Red Fort.
The trial became a platform for nationalist
propaganda. The Congress set up a defence
committee comprising Nehru, Tej Bahadur
Sapru, Bhulabhai Desai and Asaf Ali. Though
the INA officers were convicted they were
released due to public pressure. The INA
exploits and the subsequent trials inspired the
Indians.

(f) Subhas Chandra Bose and INA
Subhas Chandra Bose
who had left the Congress
was now under house arrest.
He wanted to strike British
hard by joining its enemies.
In March 1941, he made a
dramatic escape from his
house in disguise and reached Afghanistan.
Initially he wanted to get the support of Soviet
Union. After the Soviet Union joined the Allied

8.8 Towards Freedom
(a) Royal Indian Navy Revolt
The Royal Indian Navy ratings revolted
at Bombay in February 1946. It soon spread
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to other stations involving more than 20,000
ratings. Similar strikes occurred in the Indian
Air Force and the Indian Signal Corps at
Jabalpur. Thus the British hegemonic control
ceased even in the armed forces.

and foreign affairs. The provinces were divided
into three groups viz. Non-Muslim Majority
Provinces, Muslim Majority Provinces in
the Northwest and the Muslim Majority
Provinces in the Northeast. A Constituent
Assembly was to be elected and an interim
government set up with representation for
all the communities. The Congress and the
Muslim League accepted the plan. However,
both interpreted it differently.
(d) Direct Action Day Call by
Muslim League
Difference arose between Congress and
Muslim League when the former nominated
a Muslim member. The League argued it was
to be the sole representative of the Muslims
and withdrew its approval. Jinnah declared
16 August 1946 as the ‘Direct Action Day’.
Hartals and demonstrations took place which
soon turned into Hindu-Muslim conflict.
It spread to other districts of Bengal. The
district of Noakhali was the worst affected.

Royal Indian Navy Revolt
(b) Negotiating Independence:
Simla Conference
The Wavell Plan was announced on
14 June 1945. It provided for an interim
government, with an equal number of Hindus
and Muslims in the Viceroy’s Executive
Council. All portfolios, except war portfolio,
was to be held by Indian ministers. However,
in the Simla Conference, the Congress and
the Muslim League could not come to an
agreement. Jinnah demanded that all the
Muslim members should be from the Muslim
League and they should have a veto on all
important matters. In the provincial elections
held in early 1946 the Congress won most of
the general seats and the Muslim League won
most of the seats reserved for the Muslims
thus bolstering its claim.

(e) Mountbatten Plan
The interim government headed by
Jawaharlal Nehru was formed in September
1946. After some hesitation the Muslim
League joined it in October 1946. Its
representative Liaqat Ali Khan was made
the Finance Member. In February 1947,
Clement Atlee declared that power would be
transferred by June 1948. Lord Mountbatten
was sent as Viceroy to India with the specific
task of transfer of power. On 3 June 1947
the Mountbatten Plan was announced. It
proposed:

(c) Cabinet Mission
In Britain, the Labour Party had won a
landslide victory and Clement Atlee became
the Prime Minister. He declared that he
wanted to transfer power at the earliest.
He sent a Cabinet Mission comprising
Pethick Lawrence, Sir Strafford Cripps and
A.V. Alexander. Rejecting the demand for
Pakistan, it provided for a Federal government
with control over defence, communications

Power would be transferred on the basis
of dominion status to India and Pakistan.
Princely states would have to join either
India or Pakistan.
Boundary commission was to be set up
under Radcliffe Brown and the award
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would be announced after the transfer of
power.
Punjab and Bengal Legislative Assemblies
would vote on whether they should be
partitioned.
(f) Independence and Partition
The Mountbatten Plan was given effect
by the enactment of the Indian Independence
Act on 18 July 1947 by the British Parliament.
The Act abolished the sovereignty of the
British Parliament over India. India was
partitioned into two dominions – India and
Pakistan. On 15 August 1947 India won
independence.

Arrival of refugees in the wake of Partition

SUMMARY
Gandhiji’s experiments with truth, ahimsa and satyagraha in South Africa and his evolution
as a mass leader are explained.
His call for Non-Cooperation, Civil Disobedience and Quit India Movements and the fallout
of these mass struggles in the form of legislation such as Government of India Act, 1919 and
Government of India Act, 1935 and Independence Act, 1947 are detailed.
Role played by Socialists and Communists and Revolutionaries represented by Bhagat Singh,
Subhas Chandra Bose and outcome of their activities are highlighted.
Use of religion for political mobilisation by Hindu Mahasabha and Muslim League leading to
partition is discussed.
GLOSSARY
satyagraha

passive political resistance advocated by
அறப்போர், சத்தியாகிரகம்
Mahatma Gandhi

constitutionalist

adherent of constitutional methods

discrimination
exhort
communalism
dominion
electorate
ultimatum
alienation
conspiracy
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unjust or differential treatment of different
categories of people, especially on grounds
of caste, creed, etc
strongly encourage or urge to do something
allegiance to one’s own ethnic, religious or
caste group rather than to wider society
self-governing territory

அரசியல் சட்ட விதிகளைப்
பின்பற்றுபவர்

ஜாதி, க�ொள்கை ப�ோன்றவற்றின்

அடிப்படையில் வேறுபாடு காட்டுகிற
வற்புறுத்து, நற்செயலுக்கேவு
வகுப்புவாதம்
தன்னாட்சியுரிமையுடைய குடியேற்ற
நாடு

all the people in a country or area who are
வாக்காளர் த�ொகுதி
entitled to vote in an election
a final demand or statement of terms
கடைசி அறிவிப்பு, இறுதி எச்சரிக்கை
Isolation
a secret plan by a group to do something
unlawful or harmful

தனிமைப்படுதல்
கூட்டுச்சதி செய்தல், சதித்திட்டம்
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UNIT

2

Rise of Extremism and
Swadeshi Movement

Learning Objectives
To understand the nature and significance of the Swadeshi Movement in
Bengal
To know the repressive measures of the government of British India
To trace the events leading up to the Surat Split (in the Indian National Congress) in 1907
To familiarise ourselves with revolutionary extremism in Bengal
To acquaint ourselves with the Swadeshi Struggles in Tamil Nadu
To examine the role played by V.O. Chidambaram, V.V. Subramaniam, Subramania Siva
and Subramania Bharati

   Introduction

were improvised for the Swadeshi campaign.
Swadeshi constructive programme included
boycott of foreign goods and governmentadministered educational institutions. The
Swadeshi movement (1905–1911) is the
most important phase of the Indian National
Movement in the pre-Gandhian era, as, during
the course of the movement, the character
of the Indian national movement changed
significantly in terms of the stated objectives,
methods and in its social base.

By the last decade of the nineteenth century,
there was conspicuous resentment against
moderate politics within the Indian National
Congress. This feeling of resentment eventually
evolved into a new trend, referred to as the
‘Extremist’ trend. The extremist or what we may
call radical or militant group was critical of the
moderates for their cautious approach and the
“mendicant policy” of appealing to the British
by way of prayers and petitions. This form of
militancy developed under the leadership of
Bal Gangadhar Tilak in Maharashtra, Bipin
Chandra Pal in Bengal and Lala Lajpat Rai in
the Punjab. The primary reasons for the rise of
this trend were: factionalism in the Congress,
frustration with the moderate politics, anger
against Lord Curzon for dividing Bengal.
The partition of Bengal in 1905 – a prime
example of the British divide and rule policy
– acted as the catalyst for the growth of anticolonial swadeshi nationalism. The partition
plan was first opposed by moderates but as the
movement progressed, different techniques

Swadeshi Movement
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speeches.) In this lesson, while discussing
the Bengal as well as national scenarios, the
Swadeshi Campaigns conducted in Tamil nadu
with particular focus on the role played by V.O.
Chidambaram, V.V. Subramaniam, Subramania
Siva and Subramania Bharati.

The mass base of the movement was
expanded by exposing the problems of various
social groups under the British governance and
the underlying commonality in their lives - that
is colonial exploitation. For the first time, in the
history of Indian national movement, women,
workers, peasants, and marginalised groups
were exposed to modern nationalist ideas and
politics. It was a period when the elite made a
conscious effort to address the common people,
calling upon them to join politics. The other
prominent development during the Swadeshi
period was the growth of the vernacular press
(newspapers published in Indian languages)
in various parts of India. The nationalistic
tone of the vernacular press became more
pronounced during this time. The role played
by Swadesamitran in Tamil Nadu, Kesari in
Maharashtra, Yugantar in Bengal are a few
examples.
As the movement gained support among
the people, the government passed a series of
repressive Acts such as the Public Meetings Act
(1907), the Explosive Substance Act (1908),
the Newspaper (Incitement and Offence Act
1908) and the Indian Press Act (1910) to crush
the nationalistic activities of any nature. One
such measure was recording and monitoring
of public meetings which were considered a
matter of judicial scrutiny. (Shorthand was used
by the police for the first time to record political
366,692
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On January 6,
1899, Lord Curzon
was appointed the new
Governor
General
and Viceroy of India.
This was a time when
British unpopularity
was increasing due to
Lord Curzon
the impact of recurring
famine and the plague. Curzon did little to change
the opinion of the educated Indian class. Instead
of engaging with the nationalist intelligentsia,
he implemented a series of repressive measures.
For instance, he reduced the number of
elected Indian representatives in the Calcutta
Corporation (1899). The University Act of 1904
brought the Calcutta University under the direct
control of the government. The Official Secrets
Act (1904) was amended to curb the nationalist
tone of Indian newspapers. Finally, he ordered
partition of Bengal in 1905. The partition led
to widespread protest all across India, starting a
new phase of the Indian national movement.

Bengal (1905 - 1911)

Bengal (1905 - 1911)
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2.1 Partition of Bengal
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Bengal Presidency as
an administrative unit was
indeed of unmanageable in
size; the necessity of partition
was being discussed since
the 1860s. The scheme of
partition was revived in
March 1890. In Assam, when Curzon went on a
tour, he was requested by the European planters
to make a maritime outlet closer to Calcutta
to reduce their dependence on the Assam–
Bengal railways. Following this, in December
1903, Curzon drew up a scheme in his Minutes
on Territorial Redistribution of India, which
was later modified and published as the
Risely Papers. The report gave two reasons in
support of partition: Relief of Bengal and the
improvement of Assam. The report, however,
concealed information on how the plan was
originally devised for the convenience of British
officials and the European businessmen.
From December 1903 and 1905 this initial
idea of transferring or reshuffling some areas
from Bengal was changed to a full-fledged plan
of partition. The Bengal was to be divided
into two provinces. The new Eastern Bengal
and Assam were to include the divisions of
Chittagong, Dhaka, parts of Rajshahi hills of
Tippera, Assam province and Malda.

in the central Bengal and the two communities
balancing out each other. There was a conscious
attempt on the part of British administration
to woo the Muslim population in Bengal. In
his speech at Dhaka, in Februry 1904, Curzon
assured the Muslims that in the new province
of East Bengal, Muslims would enjoy a unity,
which they had never enjoyed since the days of
old Muslim rule.
The partition, instead of dividing the
Bengali people along the religious line, united
them. Perhaps the British administration had
underestimated the growing feeling of Bengali
identity among the people, which cut across
caste, class, religion and regional barriers.By
the end of the nineteenth century, a strong
sense of Bengali unity had developed among
large sections in the society. Bengali language
had acquired literary status with Rabindranath
Tagore as the central figure. The growth of
regional language newspapers played a role in
building the narrative of solidarity. Similarly,
recurring famines, unemployment, and a slump
in the economic growth generated an anticolonial feeling.

2.2 Anti-Partition Movement
Both the militants and the moderates were
critical of the partition of Bengal ever since it
was announced in December 1903. But the antipartition response by leaders like Surendranath
Banerjee, K.K. Mitra, and Prithwishchandra Ray
remained restricted to prayers and petitions.
The objective was limited to influencing public
opinion in England against the partition.
However, despite this widespread resentment,
partition of Bengal was officially declared on 19
July 1905.

Aimed at Hindu Muslim Divide
The intention of Curzon was to suppress
the political activities against the British rule
in Bengal and to create a Hindu–Muslim
divide. The government intentionally ignored
alternative proposals presented by the civil
servants, particularly the idea of dividing
Bengal on linguistic basis. Curzon rejected
this proposal as this would further consolidate
the position of the Bengali politicians. Curzon
was adamant as he wanted to create a clearly
segregated Hindu and Muslim population in
the divided Bengal. Curzon, like many before
him, knew very well that there was a clear
geographical divide along the river Bhagirathi:
eastern Bengal dominated by the Muslims, and
western Bengal dominated by the Hindus and
Rise of Extremism and Swadeshi Movement

Bipin Chandra Pal
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With the failure to stop the partition of
Bengal and the pressure exerted by the radical
leaders like Bipin Chandra Pal, Aswini Kumar
Dutta, and Aurobindo Ghose, the moderate
leaders were forced to rethink their strategy,
and look for new techniques of protest. Boycott
of British goods was one such method, which
after much debate was accepted by the moderate
leadership of the Indian National Congress. So,
for the first time, the moderates went beyond
their conventional political methods. It was
decided, at a meeting in Calcutta on 17 July
1905, to extend the protest to the masses. In the
same meeting, Surendranath Banerjee gave a
call for the boycott of British goods and
institutions. On 7 August, at another meeting at
the Calcutta Town Hall, a formal proclamation
of Swadeshi Movement was made.

of public meetings were organized in
towns and villages across Bengal. Religious
festivals such as the Durga Pujas were
utilized to invoke the idea of boycott. The
day Bengal was officially partitioned –
16 Oct 1905 – was declared as a day of
mourning. Thousands of people took bath
in the Ganga and marched on the streets of
Calcutta singing Bande Mataram.

2.3  Boycott and Swadeshi
Movements in Bengal
(1905–1911)
Such
efforts,
both organized and
spontaneous,
laid
the foundation for a
sustained campaign
against the British.
The
boycott
and
swadeshi were always
G. Subramaniam
interlinked to each
other and part of a wider plan to make India
self-sufficient. G. Subramaniam, a nationalist
leader from Madras, succinctly explained the
aim of the swadeshi movement as ‘a revolt
against their state of dependence…in all
branches of their national life’. In the words
of Gopal Krishna Gokhale, ‘the swadeshi
movement is not only for the improvement of
our industry but for an allround enhancement
of our national life ....’ As the movement
progressed, different definitions of Swadeshi
appeared. However, for the larger part, the
movement of Swadeshi and Boycott was
practiced as an anti-colonial political agitation
and not as a viable method to achieve dignity
and freedom in life, a definition which
would be later infused with the entry of
Mahatma Gandhi.

However, the agenda of Swadeshi
movement was still restricted to securing an
annulment of the partition and the moderates
were very much against utilizing the campaign
to start a full-scale passive resistance. The
militant nationalists,
on the other hand,
were
in
favour
of extending the
movement to other
provinces too and to
launch a full-fledged
mass struggle.
Aurobindo Ghose
Spread of the Movement
Besides the organized efforts of the
leaders, there were spontaneous reactions
against the partition of Bengal. Students,
in particular, came out in large numbers.
Reacting to the increased role of the
students in the anti-partition agitation,
British officials threatened to withdraw
the scholarships and grants to those who
participated in programmes of direct
action. In response to this, a call was given
to boycott official educational institutions
and it was decided that efforts were to be
made to open national schools. Thousands

(a) Constructive Swadeshi
The constructive Swadeshi programmes
largely stressed upon self-help. It focused on
building alternative institutions of selfgovernance that would operate entirely free
19
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from British control. It also laid emphasis on
the need for self-strengthening of the people
which would help in creating a worthy citizen
before the launch of political agitations.

The idea of education in
vernacular language made
its appearance much before
the swadeshi movement with
the foundation of Dawn Society by Satish
Chandra Mukherjee in 1902.

Rabindranath
Tagore was one of the
central figures who
popularised
such
ideas through his
writings. He outlined
the
constructive
programme
of
atmashakti (self-help). Rabindranath Tagore
Tagore called for economic self- development
and insisted that education should be provided
in swadeshi languages. He also made the call for
utilising melas, or fairs, to spread the message of
atmashakti. This became the creed of the whole
of Bengal and swadeshi shops sprang all over
the place selling textiles, handlooms, soaps,
earthenware, matches and leather goods.

On 5 November 1905, at the initiative
of the Dawn Society, the National Council of
Education was formed. In August 1906, Bengal
National College and a School were founded. A
passionate appeal was made by Satish Chandra
to the students to come out of ‘institutions of
slavery.’ Such efforts, however, failed to attract
many due to the bleak job prospects.
(b) Samitis
The other successful method of mass
mobilization was the formation of samitis
(corps of volunteers). The samitis were engaged
in a range of activities such as physical and
moral training of members, philanthropic work
during the famines, epidemics, propagation
of Swadeshi message during festivals, and
organization of indigenous arbitration courts,
and schools. By its very nature boycott was
passive action and its aim was to refuse to
cooperate with the British administration.

Evolution of the idea of Swadeshi
During the freedom struggle, the idea of
Swadeshi movement was conceptualized first
during 1905 by a string of Congress leaders and
then later in the 1920s under the leadership of
Mahatma Gandhi.
Swadeshi means ‘of one’s own country’. The
origin of the idea can be traced to 1872 when
Mahadev Govind Ranade, in a series of lectures
in Poona, popularised the idea of Swadeshi.
According to Ranade, the goods produced in one’s
own country should be given preference even if the
use of such goods proved to be less satisfactory.
In the 1920s Gandhi gave a new meaning
to the idea of Swadeshi by linking it to the
fulfilment of a duty that all Indians owed to the
land of their birth. For Gandhi, Swadeshi did
not merely mean the use of what is produced
in one’s own country. Gandhi defined Swadeshi
in following words “Swadeshi is that spirit in us
which restricts us to the use and service of our
immediate surroundings to the exclusion of
more remote. I should use only things that are
produced by my immediate neighbours and
serve those industries by making them efficient
and complete where they may be found wanting.”
Rise of Extremism and Swadeshi Movement

But these mass mobilization efforts failed
to flourish as they could not extend their base
among the Muslim peasantry and the “Depressed
Classes”. Most of the samitis recruited from the
educated middle class and other upper caste
Hindus. Besides this, the swadeshi campaigners
often applied coercive methods, both social and
physical. For instance, social boycott of those
purchasing foreign goods was common and
taken up through caste associations and other
nationalist organisations.
(c) Passive Resistance
From 1906, when the abrogation of partition
was no longer in sight, the Swadeshi Movement
took a different turn. For many leaders, the
movement was to be utilized for propagating
the idea of the political independence or Swaraj
across India. The constructive programmes came
20
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under heavy criticism from Aurobindo Ghose,
Bipin Chandra Pal, and other militant leaders.
Under their new direction, the swadeshi agenda
included boycott of foreign goods; boycott of
government schools and colleges; boycott of
courts; renouncing the titles and relinquishing
government services; and recourse to armed
struggle if British repression went beyond the
limits of endurance. The programme of this
nature required mass mobilization. Using
religion, combined with the invocation of a
glorious past, became the essential features of
their programmes.

Sometime around 1905, Aurobindo
Ghose was asked by a man as to how to become
a patriot. In response Aurobindo pointed to
a wall map of India, and said “Do you see
this map? It is not a map but the portrait of
Bharat Mata: its cities and mountains rivers
and jungles form her physical body. All her
children are her nerves, large and small….
Concentrate on Bharat as a living mother,
worship her with nine-fold bhakti.”
Militant nationalism also changed the
nature of political pressure from the earlier force
of public opinion of educated Indians to the
protesting masses. Despite these changes, the
militant nationalism phase retained a continuity
from the moderate phase. This continuity
was evident in the inability to transcend the
peaceful method of struggle and for the most
parts militant nationalism remained tied to the
idea of non-violence. However, they appealed to
the patriotic sentiments of the people using the
religious symbols.

2.4 Militant Nationalism
As pointed out earlier, thanks to the
campaigns conducted by Lala Lajpat Rai, Bal
Gangadhar Tilak and Bipin Chandra Pal, often
referred to as the Lal–Bal–Pal triumvirate,
Maharashtra, Bengal, Punjab, emerged as the
epicentres of militant nationalism during the
Swadeshi phase. Aurobindo Ghose was another
influential figure in the militant leadership. The
nationalism of this form was more assertive
compared to the early Indian nationalism.

Swaraj or Political Independence
One of the common goals of the militant
leaders was to achieve Swaraj or Self Rule.
However, the leaders differed on the meaning
of Swaraj. For Tilak, Swaraj was restricted to the
Indian control over the administration or rule
by the natives, but not total severance of relation
with Britain. In Bipin Chandra Pal’s view, Swaraj
was the attainment of complete freedom from
any foreign rule.
The other point of departure of the
militants from the moderates was over the rising
extremism in Bengal, Punjab, and Maharashtra.
Unlike the moderates, who were critical of the
reckless revolutionaries, militant nationalists
were sympathetic towards them. However,
the political murders and individual acts of
terrorism were not approved of by the militant
leaders and they were cautious of associating
themselves with the cause of revolutionaries.

Triumvirate : Lal–Bal–Pal
Both the groups, moderate and militant,
were well aware of the evils or the wrong doings
of the British rule. The moderates, however,
worked under the belief that the British rule
in India could be reformed by convincing the
rulers through representation and petitioning.
The militant nationalist, on the other hand, was
of the opinion that the colonial rulers would
never be amenable to reason, as they would not
like to give up the advantages of an empire.

The patriotism glued with the assertion of
Hindu beliefs was not acceptable to the Muslims.
21
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Also much like their predecessors the leaders of the
swadeshi movement failed to penetrate the larger
section of the society. By 1908 militant nationalism
was on the decline. The Surat split of 1907 was
another contributing factor to this decline.

offer to avoid the split. The matter finally
boiled down to the question of retaining
the four resolutions that were passed in the
Calcutta session in 1906. The Pherozeshah
Mehta group sought removal of those items
from the agenda. In order to counter Mehta’s
manoeuvering, the militants decided to
oppose the election of Rash Behari Gosh as
president. The session ended in chaos.
The Indian National Congress, born in
December 1885, was now split into two groups
– militant and moderate. The Congress which
emerged after the Surat split was more loyal
to the British than they were before. The
new Congress, minus the militants, came to
be known as Mehta Congress and the 1908
session of the Congress was attended only by
the moderates who reiterated their loyalty to
the Raj. The politics of militants, on the other
hand, could not crystallize into a new political
organization. The primary reason was the
repressive measures of the government by
putting all the prominent leaders in jail.

Surat Split

Congress Split at Surat
The tension between the militants and
the moderates became more pronounced with
the appointment of Lord Minto as the new
Viceroy to India in 1906. As the tension was
rising between the two groups, a split was
avoided, in the 1906 Calcutta session, by
accepting demands of moderate leaders and
electing Dadabhai Naoroji as president. Most
of the moderates, led by Pherozeshah Mehta,
were defeated in the election. The militants
managed to pass four resolutions on Swadeshi,
Boycott, National Education, and SelfGovernment.
The next session
of Congress was
originally
planned
to be held in Poona,
considered to be a
stronghold of the
militants.
Fearing
a repeat of the Pherozeshah Mehta
Calcutta session, the
moderates shifted the venue to Surat. The
militants proposed Lala Lajpat Rai’s name
for the next Congress presidency opposing
the moderate’s candidate Rash Behari Ghosh.
Lala Lajpat Rai, however, turned down the
Rise of Extremism and Swadeshi Movement

2.5 Revolutionary Extremism
Around 1908, the
decline of the militant
nationalists and the
rise of revolutionary
activities marked an
important shift from
non-violent methods
to violent action. It
Bankim Chandra
also meant a shift from
Chatterjee
mass-based
action
to elite response to the British rule. In Bengal,
revolutionary terrorism had developed even
earlier; around the 1870s, when the akharas or
gymnasiums were setup in various places to
develop what Swami Vivekananda had described
as strong muscles and nerves of steel. Bankim
Chandra Chatterjee’s novel, Anandmath also
had a significant impact. Anandmath was widely
read by the revolutionaries in Bengal. The Bande
Mataram song, which is part of the novel, became
the anthem of the swadeshi movement.
22
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During the Swadeshi movement three factors
contributed to the upsurge in the individual acts
of violence:
 Th
 e apolitical constructive programmes
had little acceptance among the youth who
was growing impatient under the repressive
foreign rule.

Khudiram Bose

 Th
 e failure of the militant nationalists to
lead the young people into a long-term mass
movement also contributed to the growth of
individual action.

Prafulla Chaki

A conspiracy was hatched there to kill
Douglas Kingsford, notorious for his cruel ways
of dealing with the swadeshi agitators. Two
young revolutionaries - 18-year-old Khudiram
Bose and 19-year-old Prafulla Chaki – were
entrusted with the task of carrying out the
killing. On 30 April 1908, they mistakenly threw
a bomb on a carriage, that, instead of killing
Kingsford, killed two English women. Prafulla
Chaki committed suicide and Khudiram Bose
was arrested and hanged for the murder.
Aurobindo Ghose, along with his brother
Barinder Kumar Ghose and thirty-five other
comrades, were arrested. Chittaranjan Das took
up the case. It came to be known as the Alipore
Bomb case.
The judgement observed that there was
no evidence to show that Aurobindo Ghose
was involved in any conspiracy against the
British rule. Ghose was acquitted of all the
charges. Barindra Ghose and Ullaskar Dutt
were given the death penalty (later commuted
to the transportation of life), with the rest being
condemned to transportation for life. The
year-long hearing of Alipore Bomb case made
a great impact and portrayed the nationalist
revolutionaries as heroes to the general public.

 Th
 e revolutionary action was part of an
effort towards the symbolic recovery of
Indian manhood, which the revolutionaries
believed was often challenged and looked
down upon by the British.
Such actions, however, did not lead to
any organised revolutionary movement as was
the case in Russia. The revolutionary actions
were mostly attempts to assassinate specific
oppressive British officers.
(a) Alipore Bomb Case
In Bengal, the story of revolutionary
terrorism begins in 1902 with the formation
of many secret societies. Most notable among
them all was the Anushilan Samity of Calcutta,
founded by Jatindernath Banerjee and
Barindarkumar Ghose, brother of Aurobindo
Ghose. Similarly, the Dhaka Anushilan Samity
was born in 1906 through the initiative of Pulin
Behari Das. This was followed by the launch of
the revolutionary weekly Yugantar. The Calcutta
Anushilan Samity soon started its activities and
the first swadeshi dacoity, to raise funds, was
organised in Rangpur in August 1906.

Trial and the Aftermath
After his acquittal, Aurobindo Ghose
took to a spiritual path and shifted his base
to Pondicherry, where he stayed until his
death in 1950. The idea of bringing an armed
revolution, envisaged by Aurobindo Ghose,
never materialized. The reason for the gradual
decline in the revolutionary activities in
Bengal was a combination of government
repression and alienation from the people.

In the same year, Hemchandra Kanungo
went abroad to get military training in Paris.
After his return to India in 1908, he established
a bomb factory along with a religious school at a
garden house in Maniktala. In the same garden
house, young inmates underwent various forms
of physical training, reading classic Hindu
text, and reading literature on revolutionary
movement across the world.
23
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(a) D
 evelopment of Vernacular
Oratory
Initially, the movement was more of a
reaction to the partition of Bengal and regular
meetings were held to protest the partition.
The speakers, in such meetings, spoke mostly
in the vernacular language to an audience
that included students, lawyers, and labourers
at that time. The shift from English oratory
to vernacular oratory was a significant
development of this time, which had a huge
impact on the mass politics in Tamil Nadu.
Swadeshi meetings at the Marina beach in
Madras were a regular sight. The Moore Market
complex in Madras was another venue utilised
for such gatherings. During the period (19051907) there are police reports calling students
dangerous and their activities as seditious.
Europeans in public places were greeted by
the students with shouts of Vande Mataram. In
1907, Bipin Chandra Pal came to Madras and
his speeches on the Madras Beach electrified
the audience and won new converts to the
nationalist cause. The visit had a profound
impact all over Tamil Nadu. The public speeches
in the Tamil language created an audience
which was absent during the formative years of
the political activities in Tamil Nadu.

Beside this, revolutionary terrorism suffered
from certain social limitations too as most of
the revolutionaries were drawn from the three
upper castes – Brahmin, Kayastha, and Vaishya.
(b) British Repression
In December 1908 the Morley-Minto
constitutional reforms were announced.
The moderates welcomed the reforms.
However, they soon realised that there was
hardly any shift of power. In fact, measures
taken by Minto were highly divisive as it
institutionalised
communal
electorates
creating Hindu-Muslim divide. Beside this,
the colonial government also introduced
certain repressive laws such as:
 The Newspapers (Incitement to Offence) Act,
1908. This act empowered the magistrate to
confiscate press property which published
objectionable material making it difficult to
publish anything critical of British rule.
 Indian Press Act 1910 made it mandatory
for publishers and the printers to deposit
a security that could be seized in case they
printed ‘obnoxious material’.
 The Indian Criminal Law Amendment Act
allowed summary trails and also imposed
the prohibition of ‘association dangerous to
the public peace’.
Even with the widespread repression, the
charm of revolutionary action never disappeared
from the Indian national movement. The
centre of activities moved from Bengal to Uttar
Pradesh and Punjab.

(b) V.O.C. and Swadeshi Steam
Navigation Company (SSNC)
The
Swadeshi
movement in Tamil
Nadu came to national
attention in 1906 when
V.O. Chidambaram
mooted the idea of
launching a swadeshi
shipping venture in
opposition to the V.O. Chidambaram
monopoly of the British in navigation through
the coast.

2.6  Swadeshi Campaign in
Tamil Nadu
Swadeshi movement in Tamil Nadu, notably
in Tirunelveli district, generated a lot of attention
and support. While the Swadeshi movement
in Tamil Nadu had an all India flavour, with
collective anger against the British rule remaining
the common thread, it was also underpinned
by Tamil - pride and consciousness. There was a
deep divide in the Tamilnadu congress between
the moderates and the extremists.
Rise of Extremism and Swadeshi Movement

In 1906, V.O.C. registered a joint stock
company called The Swadeshi Steam Navigation
Company (SSNC) with a capital of Rs 10 Lakh,
divided into 40,000 shares of Rs. 25 each.
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Shares were open only to Indians, Ceylonese
and other Asian nationals. V.O.C. purchased
two steamships, S.S. Gallia and S.S. Lawoe.
When in the other parts of India, the response
to Swadeshi was limited to symbolic gestures
of making candles and bangles, the idea of
forging a Swadeshi Steam Navigation Company
was really spectacular. V.O.C invoked the rich
history of the region and the maritime glory
of India’s past and used it as a reference point
to galvanize the public opinion in favour of a
Swadeshi venture in the sea.

meetings were attended by thousands of
people. These public gatherings were closely
monitored by the administration.
In 1908, the abject working and living
conditions of the Coral Mill workers attracted
the attention of V.O.C and Siva. In the next
few days, both the leaders addressed the mill
workers. In March 1908, the workers of the
Coral Cotton Mills, inspired by the address went
on strike. It was one of the earliest organised
labour agitations in India.
The strike of the mill workers was fully backed
by the nationalist newspapers. The mill owners,
however, did not budge and was supported by
the government which had decided to suppress
the strike. To further increase the pressure on
the workers, the leaders were prohibited from
holding any meetings in Tuticorin. Finally,
the mill owners decided to negotiate with the
workers and concede their demands.
This victory of the workers generated
excitement among the militants in Bengal and
it was hailed by the newspapers in Bengal. For
instance, Aurobindo Ghosh’s Bande Matram
hailed the strike as “forging a bond between
educated class and the masses, which is the
first great step towards swaraj…. Every victory
of Indian labour is a victory for the nation….”

The initiative of V.O.C. was lauded by
the national leaders. Lokmanya Tilak wrote
about the success of the Swadeshi Navigation
Company in his papers Kesari and Mahratta.
Aurobindo Ghose also lauded the Swadeshi
efforts and helped to promote the sale of shares
of the company. The major shareholders
included Pandithurai and Haji Fakir Mohamed.

V.O.C. Ship

(d) Subramania Bharati: Poet
and Nationalist
The growth of
newspapers, both in
English and Tamil
language, aided the
swadeshi movement
in Tamil Nadu. G.
Subramaniam
was
one of the first among
the leaders to use Subramania Bharati
newspapers to spread the nationalist message
across a larger audience. Subramaniam, along
with five others, founded The Hindu (in English)
and Swadesamitran (which was the first ever
Tamil daily). In 1906 a book was published by
Subramaniam to condemn the British actions
during the Congress Conference in Barsal.

The initial response of the British
administration was to ignore the Swadeshi
company. As patronage for Swadeshi Company
increased, the European officials exhibited
blatant bias and racial partiality against the
Swadeshi steamship.
(c) The Coral Mill Strike
After attending the session of the
Indian National Congress at Surat, V.O.C.
on his return decided to work on building
a political organisation. While looking for
an able orator, he came across Subramania
Siva, a swadeshi preacher. From February
to March 1907, both the leaders addressed
meetings almost on a daily basis at the beach
in Tuticorin, educating the people about
swadeshi and the boycott campaign. The
25
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Swadesamitran extensively reported nationalist
activities, particularly the news regarding
V.O.C. and his speeches in Tuticorin.
Subramania Bharati became the subeditor of Swadesamitran around the time
(1904) when Indian nationalism was looking
for a fresh direction. Bharati was also editing
Chakravartini, a Tamil monthly devoted to the
cause of Indian women.
Two events had a significant impact on
Subramania Bharati. A meeting in 1905 with
Sister Nivedita, an Irish woman and a disciple of
Vivekananda, whom he referred to as Gurumani
(teacher), greatly inspired his nationalist ideals.
The churning within the Congress on the nature
of engagement with the British rule was also a
contributory factor. As discussed earlier in this
lesson, the militants ridiculed the mendicancy
of the moderates who wanted to follow the
constitutional methods. Bharati had little doubt,
in his mind, that the British rule had to be
challenged with a fresh approach and methods
applied by the militant nationalists appealed
to him more. For instance, his fascination with
Tilak grew after the Surat session of the Congress
in 1907. He translated into Tamil Tilak’s Tenets
of the New Party and a booklet on the Madras
militants’ trip to the Surat Congress in 1907.
Bharati edited a Tamil weekly India, which
became the voice of the radicals.

The local public, angered over the arrest
of the prominent swadeshi leaders, reacted
violently. Shops were closed in a general show
of defiance. The municipality building and the
police station in Tirunelveli were set on fire.
More importantly, the mill workers came out in
large numbers to protest the arrest of swadeshi
leaders. After a few incidents of confrontation
with the protesting crowd, the police open fired,
and four people were killed.
On 7 July 1908, V.O.C. and Subramania
Siva were found guilty and imprisoned on
charges of sedition. Siva was awarded a sentence
of 10 years of transportation for his seditious
speech whereas V.O.C. got a life term (20 years)
for abetting him. V.O.C. was given another
life sentence for his own seditious speech.
This draconian sentence reveals how seriously
the Tirunelveli agitation was viewed by the
government.
In the aftermath of this incident, the
repression of the British administration was not
limited to the arrest of a few leaders. In fact, people
who had actively participated in the protest were
also punished and a punitive tax was imposed on
the people of Tirunelveli and Tuticorin.
Excerpts from the Judgment in the
case of King Emperor versus V.O.C. and
Subramania Siva (4 November 1908).“It
seems to me that sedition at any time is a
most serious offense. It is true that the case is
the first of its kind in the Presidency, but the
present condition of other Presidencies where
the crime seems to have secured a foothold
would seem to indicate that light sentences
of imprisonment of a few months or maybe
a year or two are instances of misplaced
leniency. ...The first object of a sentence is
that it shall be deterrent not to the criminal
alone but to others who feel any inclination to
follow his example. Here we have to deal with
a campaign of sedition which nearly ended in
revolt. The accused are morally responsible
for all the lives lost in quelling the riots that
ensured on their arrest”.

(e) Arrest and imprisonment of
V.O.C. and Subramania Siva
On March 9, 1907,
Bipin Chandra Pal was
released from prison
after serving a sixmonth jail sentence.
The swadeshi leaders
in Tamil Nadu planned
to celebrate the day of
Subramania Siva
his release as ‘Swarajya
Day’ in Tirunelveli. The local administration
refused permission. V.O.C., Subramania Siva
and Padmanabha Iyengar defied the ban and
went ahead. They were arrested on March 12,
1908, on charges of sedition.
Rise of Extremism and Swadeshi Movement
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(f) Ashe Murder
Repression of the Swadeshi efforts in
Tuticorin and the subsequent arrest and
humiliation of the swadeshi leaders generated
anger among the youth. A plan was hatched to
avenge the Tirunelveli event. A sustained
campaign in the newspapers about the repressive
measures of the British administration also
played a decisive role in building people’s anger
against the administration.
In June 1911, the
collector
of
Tirunelveli,
Robert
Ashe, was shot dead at
Maniyachi
Railway
station
by
Vanchinathan. Born
in the Travancore state
Vanchinathan
in 1880, he was
employed as a forest guard at Punalur in the
then Travancore state. He was one of the
members of a radical group called Bharata Mata
Association. The aim of the association was to
kill the European officers and inspire Indians to
revolt, which they believed would eventually
lead to Swaraj. Vanchinathan was trained in the
use of a revolver, as part of the mission, by V.V.
Subramaniam in Pondicherry.
After
shooting
Ashe
at
the
Maniyachi Junction,
Vanchinathan
shot
himself with the
same pistol. A letter
was found in his
pocket which helps
to understand the
strands of inspiration
V.V. Subramaniam
for the revolutionaries
like Vanchinathan.

in the Ashe murder conspiracy. The colonial
administration grew more suspicious with the
Pondicherry groups and their activities. Such
an atmosphere further scuttled the possibility
of nationalistic propaganda and their activities
in Tamil Nadu. As a fall-out of the repressive
measure taken by the colonial government, the
nationalist movement in Tamil Nadu entered a
period of lull and some sort of revival happened
only with the Home Rule Movement in 1916.

     Summary
The swadeshi campaigns in the wake of
partition of Bengal are watershed moments
in the history of anti-colonial struggles.
Besides building new techniques of
political propaganda, the movement also
gave impetus to carry on a sustained
resistance even in the Gandhian phase of
freedom movement.
It was also a communication revolution
as the Swadeshi movement resulted in a
shift from English to swadeshi language
(regional language) as the medium of
political propaganda.
The swadeshi movement also led to
the emergence of youth who remained
fascinated by the idea of taking to violence.
The swadeshi atmosphere richly
contributed to an interest in history,
literature, and poetry on patriotism and
nationalism in vernacular languages.
The militants, however, failed to connect
the nationalist slogans with larger
economic grievances and the mass contact
programmes, as the British unleashed
violence against the nationalists.
The use of religion and religious symbols
to mobilize the Hindus alienated Muslims.

The aftermath of the
Assassination
During the course of the trial, the British
government was able to establish that V.V.S
and other political exiles in Pondicherry were
in close and active association with the accused
27
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UNIT

3

Impact of World War I on
Indian Freedom Movement

Learning Objectives
To acquire knowledge in
The conditions created by World War I: Moderates and Militants putting up
a united struggle against the British through the Home Rule Leagues of Tilak
and Annie Besant.
Repressive Measures of the British: Enactment of Defence of India Act.
Lucknow Pact facilitating Hindu-Muslim unity.
Jallianwalah Bagh Massacre and Hindu-Muslim solidarity in Khilafat Movement.
The impact of World War I and Russian Revolution on the Indian Labour Movement

   Introduction

The nationalist politics was in low key,
since the Indian National Congress had split
into moderates and extremists, while the
Muslim league supported British interests in
war. In 1916 “the extremists” led by Tilak had
gained control of Congress. This led to the rise
of Home Rule Movement in India under the
leadership of Dr Annie Besant in South India
and Tilak in Western India. The Congress was
reunited during the war. The strength of Indian
nationalism was increased by the agreement
signed between Hindus and Muslims, known as
the Lucknow Pact, in 1916.

Several events that preceded the First
World War had a bearing on Indian nationalist
politics. In 1905 Japan had defeated Russia. In
1908 the Young Turks and in 1911 the Chinese
nationalists, using Western methods and ideas,
had overthrown their governments. Along with
the First World War these events provide the
background to Indian nationalism during 1916
and 1920.
Europe was the main theatre of the War,
though fighting took place in others parts of
the world as well. The British recruited a vast
contingent of Indians to serve in Europe, Africa
and West Asia. After the War, the soldiers came
back with new ideas which had an impact on the
Indian society. India had to cough up around
£ 367 million, of which £ 229 million as direct
cash and the rest through loans to offset the
war expenses. India also sent war materials to
the value £ 250 million. This caused enormous
economic distress, triggering discontent
amongst Indians.

During the War, western revolutionary
ideas were influencing the radical nationalists
and so the British tried to suppress the national
movement by passing repressive acts. Of all
the repressive acts, the most draconic was the
Rowlatt Act. This act was strongly criticized by
the Indian leaders and they organised meetings
to protest against the act. The international
events too had its impact on India, such as
the revolution in Russia. The defeat of Turkey
31
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in World War I and the severe terms of the
Treaty of Sevres signed thereafter undermined
the position of Sultan of Turkey as Khalifa.
Out of the resentment was born the Khilafat
Movement.
India and Indians had taken an active part
in the War believing that Britain would reward
India's loyalty. But only disappointment was
in store. Thus the War had multiple effects on
Indian society, economy and polity. In this
lesson we discuss the role played by Home
Rule League, factors leading to the signing
of Lucknow Pact and its provisions, the
repressive measures of the British culminating
in Jallianwala Bagh Massacre, the Khilafat
Movement and the rise of an organized labour
movement.

headquarters, Adyar in Chennai, and gained the
support of a number of educated followers such
as Jamnadas Dwarkadas, George Arundale,
Shankerlal Banker, Indulal Yagnik, C.P.
Ramaswamy and B.P. Wadia.
In 1914 was when Britain announced its
entry in First World War, it was claimed that
it fighting for freedom and democracy. Indian
leaders believed and supported the British
war efforts. Soon they were disillusioned as
there was no change in the British attitude
towards India. Moreover, split into moderate
and extremist wings, the Indian National
Congress was not strong enough to press for
further political reforms towards self-rule. The
Muslim League was looked upon suspiciously
by the British once the Sultan of Turkey entered
the War supporting the Central powers.
It was in this backdrop that Besant entered
into Indian Politics. She started a weekly The
Commonweal in 1914. The weekly focussed
on religious liberty, national education, social
and political reforms. She published a book
How India Wrought for Freedom in 1915. In
this book she asserted that the beginnings of
national consciousness are deeply embedded in
its ancient past.
She gave the call, 'The moment of England's
difficulty is the moment of India's opportunity'
and wanted Indian leaders to press for reforms.
She toured England and made many speeches
in the cause of India's freedom. She also tried
to form an Indian party in the Parliament but
was unsuccessful. Her visit, however, aroused
sympathy for India. On her return, she started
a daily newspaper New India on July 14, 1915.
She revealed her concept of self-rule in a speech
at Bombay: “I mean by self-government that the
country shall have a government by councils,
elected by the people, and responsible to the
House”. She organized public meetings and
conferences to spread the idea and demanded
that India be granted self-government on the
lines of the White colonies after the War.
On September 28, 1915, Besant made a
formal declaration that she would start the Home
Rule League Movement for India with objectives

3.1  All India Home Rule
League
We may recall
that many foreigners
such as A.O. Hume
had played a pivotal
role in our freedom
movement in the
early stages. Dr Annie
Besant played a similar
Annie Besant
role in the early part of
the twentieth century.
Besant was Irish by
birth and had been
active in the Irish home
rule, fabian socialist
and birth control
movements while in
Britain. She joined
George Arundale
the
Theosophical
Society, and came to India in 1893. She founded
the Central Hindu College in Benaras (later
upgraded as Benaras Hindu University by
Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya in 1916).
With the death of H. S. Olcott in 1907, Besant
succeeded him as the international president
of the Theosophical Society. She was actively
spreading the theosophical ideas from its
Impact of World War I on Indian Freedom Movement
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on the lines of the Irish Home Rule League. The
moderates did not like the idea of establishing
another separate organisation. She too realised
that the sanction of the Congress party was
necessary for her movement to be successful.

Tilak popularised the demand for Home
Rule through his lectures. The popularity
of his League was confined to Maharashtra
and Karnataka but claimed a membership of
14,000 in April 1917 and 32,000 by early 1918.
On 23 July 1916 on his 60th birthday Tilak
was arrested for propagating the idea of Home
Rule.

In December 1915 due to the efforts
of Tilak and Besant, the Bombay session of
Congress suitably altered the constitution of the
Congress party to admit the members from the
extremist section. In the session she insisted on
the Congress taking up the Home Rule League
programme before September 1916, failing
which she would organize the Home Rule League
on her own.

(b) Besant's Home Rule League
Finding no signs from the Congress,
Besant herself inaugurated the Home Rule
League at Madras in September 1916.
Its branches were established at Kanpur,
Allahabad, Benaras, Mathura, Calicut and
Ahmednagar. She made an extensive tour and
spread the idea of Home Rule. She declared
that "the price of India's loyalty is India's
Freedom". Moderate congressmen who were
dissatisfied with the inactivity of the Congress
joined the Home Rule League. The popularity
of the League can be gauged from the fact that
Jawaharlal Nehru, Muhammad Ali Jinnah, B.
Chakravarti, Jitendralal Banerji, Satyamurti
and Khaliquzzaman were taking up the
membership of the League.
As Besant’s Home Rule Movement became
very popular in Madras, the Government
of Madras decided to suppress it. Students
were barred from attending its meetings.
In June 1917 Besant and her associates, B.P.
Wadia and George Arundale were interred in
Ootacamund. The government’s repression
strengthened the supporters, and with
renewed determination they began to resist.
To support Besant, Sir S. Subramaniam
renounced his knighthood. Many leaders like
Madan Mohan Malaviya, and Surendranath
Banerjea who had earlier stayed away from
the movement enlisted themselves. At the
AICC meeting convened on 28 July 1917 Tilak
advocated the use of civil disobedience if they
were not released. Jamnadas Dwarkadas and
Shankerlal Banker, on the orders of Gandhi,
collected one thousand signatures willing
to defy the interment orders and march
to Besant’s place of detention. Due to the

In 1916, two Home Rule Movements were
launched in the country: one under Tilak and
the other under Besant with their spheres of
activity well demarcated. The twin objectives of
the Home Rule League were the establishment
of Home Rule for India in British Empire and
arousing in the Indian masses a sense of pride
for the Motherland.
(a) Tilak Home Rule League
Tilak Home Rule League was set up at
the Bombay Provincial conference held at
Belgaum in April 1916. It League was to work
in Maharashtra (including Bombay city),
Karnataka, the Central Provinces and Berar.
Tilak's League was organised into six branches
and Annie Besant's League was given the rest of
India.
Home Rule: It refers to a self-government
granted by a central or regional government
to its dependent political units on condition
that their people should remain politically
loyal to it. This was a common feature in
the ancient Roman Empire and the modern
British Empire. In Ireland the Home Rule
Movement gathered force in the 1880s and
a system of Home Rule was established by
the Government of Ireland Act (1920) in six
counties of Northern Ireland and later by the
Anglo-Irish Treaty (1921) in the remaining
26 counties in the south.
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3.2 Impact of the War

growing resistance the interned nationalists
were released.

During the years
prior to First World
War
the
political
condition of the India
was in disarray. In
order to win over the
“Moderates” and the
Muslim League with a
Minto
view to isolating the
“Extremists” the British passed the Minto–
Morley Reforms in 1909. The Moderates
observed a policy of wait and watch. The Muslim
League welcomed the separate electorate
accorded to them. In 1913 a new group of leaders
joined the League. The most prominent among
them was Muhammad Ali Jinnah who was
already a member of the Congress and demanded
more reforms for the Muslims.
The First World War provided the objective
conditions for the revolutionary activity in
India. The revolutionaries wanted to make use
of Britain's difficulty during the War to their
advantage. The Ghadar Movement was one of its
outcomes.

On 20 August 1917 the new Secretary of
State Montagu announced that 'self-governing
institutions and responsible government' was
the goal of the British rule in India. Almost
overnight this statement converted Besant
into a near-loyalist. In September 1917, when
she was released, she was elected the President
of Calcutta session of the Indian National
Congress in 1917.
(c) Importance of the Home Rule
Movement
The Home Rule Leagues prepared the
ground for mass mobilization paving the
way for the launch of Gandhi’s satyagraha
movements. Many of the early Gandhian
satyagrahis had been members of the Home
Rule Leagues. They used the organisational
networks created by the Leagues to spread the
Gandhian method of agitation. Home Rule
League was the first Indian political movement
to cut across sectarian lines and have members
from the Congress, League, Theosophist and
the Laborites.

The First World
War had a major
impact on the freedom
movement. Initially,
the British didn't care
for Indian support.
Once the war theatre
moved to West Asia
Morley
and Africa the British
were forced to look for Indian support. In this
context Indian leaders decided to put pressure
on the British Government for reforms. The
Congress and Muslim League had their annual
session at Bombay in 1915 and spoke on similar
tones. In October 1916, the Hindu and Muslim
elected members of the Imperial Legislative
Council addressed a memorandum to the
Viceroy on the post-War reforms. The British
Government was unmoved. The Congress and
the League met at Calcutta in November 1916
and deliberated on the memorandum. It also

(d) Decline of Home Rule
Movement
Home Rule Movement declined after
Besant accepted the proposed Montagu–
Chelmsford Reforms and Tilak went to Britain
in September 1918 to pursue the libel case that
he had filed against Valentine Chirol, the author
of Indian Unrest.
The Indian Home Rule League was
renamed the Commonwealth of India League
and used to lobby British MPs in support
of self-government for India within the
empire, or dominion status along the lines of
Canada and Australia. It was transformed by
V.K. Krishna Menon into the India League in
1929.
Impact of World War I on Indian Freedom Movement
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National Party have come to realize the fact
that united they stand, but divided they fall,
and brothers have at last met brothers..." The
Congress got its old vigour with extremists back
into it.
Besant and Tilak also played an important
role in bringing the Congress and the Muslim
League together under what is popularly known
as the Congress–League Pact or the Lucknow
Pact. Jinnah played a pivotal role during the Pact.
The agreements accepted at Calcutta in November
1916 were confirmed by the annual sessions of
the Congress and the League in December 1916.

Lala Hardayal,
who settled in
San
Francisco,
founded
Pacific
Coast Hindustan
Association
in
1913, with Sohan
Singh Bhakna as
Lala Hardayal
its president. This
organization was popularly called Ghadar
Party. (‘Ghadar’ means rebellion in Urdu.)
The members of this party were largely
immigrant Sikhs of US and Canada. The
party published a journal called Ghadar. It
began publication from San Francisco on
November 1, 1913. Later it was published in
Urdu, Punjabi, Hindi and other languages.
The Ghadar Movement was an important
episode in India’s freedom struggle. A ship
named Komagatamaru, filled with Indian
immigrants was turned back from Canada.
As the ship returned to India several of
its passengers were killed or arrested in a
clash with the British police. This incident
left a deep mark on the Indian nationalist
movement.

3.3  Provisions of the
Lucknow Pact
i) Provinces should be freed as much as possible
from Central control in administration and
finance.
ii) 
Four-fifths of the Central and Provincial
Legislative Councils should be elected, and
one-fifth nominated.
iii) 
Four-fifths of the provincial and central
legislatures were to be elected on as broad a
franchise as possible.
iv) Half the executive council members, including
those of the central executive council were to
be Indians elected by the councils themselves.
v) 
The Congress also agreed to separate
electorates for Muslims in provincial
council elections and for preferences in their
favour (beyond the proportions indicated
by population) in all provinces except the
Punjab and Bengal, where some ground
was given to the Hindu and Sikh minorities.
This pact paved the way for Hindu–Muslim
cooperation in the Khilafat Movement and
Gandhi’s Non–Cooperation Movement.
vi) The Governments, Central and Provincial,
should be bound to act in accordance with
resolutions passed by their Legislative
Councils unless they were vetoed by the
Governor-General
or
Governors–in–
Council and, in that event, if the resolution
was passed again after an interval of not less
than one year, it should be put into effect.

agreed on the composition of the legislatures
and the number of representation to be allowed
to the two communities in the post-War
reforms.
Parallel to this, Tilak and Besant were
advocating Home Rule. Due to their efforts
the Bombay session accepted to take back
the extremist section and, consequently, the
constitution of the Congress was altered. 1916
was therefore a historic year since the Congress,
Muslim League and the Home Rule League held
their annual sessions
at Lucknow. Ambika
Charan Mazumdar,
Congress
president
welcomed
the
extremists: "… after
ten years of painful
separation … Indian
A.C. Mazumdar
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British suspected that some Indian nationalists
were in contact with revolutionaries abroad. So
the Foreigners Ordinance was promulgated in
1914 which restricted the entry of foreigners.
A majority of these legislations were passed in
order to break the base of the revolutionary
movements. The colonial state also resorted
to banning meetings, printing and circulation
of seditious materials for propaganda, and by
detaining the suspects.

vii) The relations of the Secretary of State with
the Government of India should be similar
to those of the Colonial Secretary with the
Governments of the Dominions, and India
should have an equal status with that of the
Dominions in any body concerned with
imperial affairs.
The Lucknow Pact paved the way for
Hindu-Muslim Unity. Sarojini Ammaiyar called
Jinnah, the chief architect of the Lucknow Pact,
“the Ambassador of Hindu–Muslim Unity”.
The Lucknow Pact proved that the educated
class both from the Congress and the League
could work together with a common goal. This
unity reached its climax during the Khilafat and
the Non-Cooperation Movements.

3.5  The Defence of India
Act, 1915
Also referred to as the Defence of India
Regulations Act, it was an emergency criminal
law enacted with the intention of curtailing the
nationalist and revolutionary activities during
the First World War. The Act allowed suspects
to be tried by special tribunals each consisting
of three Commissioners appointed by the Local
Government. The act empowered the tribunal
to inflict sentences of death, transportation for
life, and imprisonment of up to ten years for
the violation of rules or orders framed under
the act. The trail was to be in camera and the
decisions were not subject to appeal. The
act was later applied during the First Lahore
Conspiracy trial. This Act, after the end of First
World War, formed the basis of the Rowlatt Act.

3.4  Repressive Measures
of the Colonial State
Parallel to the Congress
there emerged revolutionary
groups who attempted to
overthrow away the British
government
through
violence methods. The
revolutionary movements
constituted an important landmark in India's
freedom struggle. It began in the end of the
nineteenth century and gained its momentum
from the time of the partition of Bengal.
The revolutionaries were the first to demand
complete freedom. Maharashtra, Bengal, Punjab
were the major centers of revolutionary activity.
For a brief while Madras presidency was also an
active ground of the revolutionary activity.

3.6 Khilafat Movement
In the First World War the Sultan of
Turkey sided with the Triple Alliance against
the allied powers and attacked Russia. The
Sultan was also the Caliph and was the
custodian of the Islamic sacred places. After
the war, Britain decided to weaken the position
of Turkey and the Treaty of Sevres was signed.
The eastern part of the Turkish Empire such as
Syria and Lebanon were mandated to France,
while Palestine and Jordan became British
protectorates. Thus the allied powers decided
to end the caliphate.

In order to crush the growing nationalist
movement, the government adopted many
measures. Lord Curzon created the Criminal
Intelligence Department (CID) in 1903 to
secretly collect information on the activities
of nationalists. The Newspapers (Incitement
to Offences) Act (1908) and the Explosives
Substances Act (1908), and shortly thereafter the
Indian Press Act (1910), and the Prevention of
Seditious Meetings Act (1911) were passed. The
Impact of World War I on Indian Freedom Movement
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The demands of the Khilafat Movement
were presented by Mohammad Ali to the
diplomats in Paris in March 1920. They were:
1. 
The Sultan of Turkey's position of Caliph
should not be disturbed.
2. The Muslim sacred places must be handed
over to the Sultan and should be controlled
by him.
3. The Sultan must be left with sufficient territory
to enable him to defend the Islamic faith and
4. 
The Jazirat-ul-Arab (Arabia, Syria, Iraq,
Palestine) must remain under his sovereignty.

Khilafat Movement
The dismemberment of the Caliphate was
seen as a blow to Islam. Muslims around the
world, sympathetic to the cause of the Caliph,
decided to oppose the move. Muslims in India
also organised themselves under the leadership
of the Ali brothers – Maulana Muhammad Ali
and Maulana Shaukat Ali started a movement
known as Khilafat Movement. The aim was to the
support the Ottoman Empire and protest against
the British rule in India. Numerous Muslim
leaders such as Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, M.A.
Ansari, Sheikh Shaukat Ali Siddiqui and Syed
Ataullah Shah Bukhari joined the movement.

The demands of the movement had nothing
do to with India but the question of Caliph was
used as a symbol by the Khilafat leaders to unite the
Indian Muslim community who were divided along
regional, linguistic, class and sectarian lines. In Gail
Minault's words: "A pan-Islamic symbol opened the
way to pan-Indian Islamic political mobilization." It
was anti-British, which inspired Gandhi to support
this cause in a bid to bring the Muslims into the
mainstream of Indian nationalism. Gandhi also saw
this as an opportunity to strengthen Hindu–Muslim
unity.
The Khilafat issue was interpreted
differently by different sections. Lower-class
Muslims in U.P. interpreted the Urdu word
khilaf (against) and used it as a symbol of general
revolt against authority, while the Mappillais
of Malabar converted it into a banner of antilandlord revolt.

Gandhi had been honoured with KaisariHind gold medal for his humanitarian work
in South Africa. He had also received the
Zulu War silver medal for his services as an
officer of the Indian volunteer ambulance
corps in 1906 and Boer War silver medal for
his services as assistant superintendent of
the Indian volunteer stretcher-bearer corps
during Boer War of 1899–1900. When Gandhi
launched the scheme of non-cooperation
in connection with Khilafat Movement, he
returned all the medals saying, ‘…events that
have happened during the past one month
have confirmed in me the opinion that the
Imperial Government have acted in the
Khilafat matter in an unscrupulous, criminal
and unjust manner and have been moving
from wrong to wrong in order to defend their
immorality. I can retain neither respect nor
affection for such a government.’

Mappilla Uprising in Malabar
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3.7  Rise of Labour
Movement

Wadia. The union was
formed mainly due
to the ill-treatment
of Indian worker
in the Buckingham
and Carnatic Mills,
Perambur.
The
working conditions
Sasipada Banerjee
was
poor.
Short
interval for mid-day meal, frequent assaults
on workers by the European assistants and
inadequate wages led to the formation of
this union. This union adopted collective
bargaining and used trade unionism as a
weapon for class struggle.

Introduction
of machinery, new
methods of production,
concentration
of
factories in certain
big cities gave birth
to a new class of wage
earners called factory
N.M. Lokhanday
workers. In India, the
factory workers, mostly drawn from villages,
initially remained submissive and unorganised.
Many leaders like Sorabjee Shapoorji and N.M.
Lokhanday of Bombay and Sasipada Banerjee
of Bengal raised their voice for protecting the
interests of the industrial labourers.
In the aftermath of Swadeshi Movement
(1905) Indian industries began to thrive. During
the War the British encouraged Indian industries
which manufactured war time goods. As the war
progressed they wanted more goods so more
workers were recruited. Once the war ended
workers were laid off and production cut down.
Further prices increased dramatically in the
post-War situation. India was also in the grip of
a world-wide epidemic of influenza. In response
labourers began to organize to fight and trade
unions were formed to protect the interests of
the workers.
The success of the Bolshevik Revolution of
1917 also had its effect on Indian labour. A wave of
ideas of class consciousness and enlightenment
swept the world of Indian labours. The Indian
soldiers who had fought in Europe brought the
news of good labour conditions. The industrial
unrest that grew up as a result of grave economic
difficulties created by War, and the widening
gulf between the employers and the employees,
and the establishment of International Labour
Organisation of the League of Nations brought
mass awakening among the labours.
Madras played a pivotal role in the
history of labour movement of India. The first
trade union in the modern sense, the Madras
Labour Union, was formed in 1918 by B.P.
Impact of World War I on Indian Freedom Movement

This wave spread to other parts of India
and many unions were formed at this time such
as the Indian Seamen’s Union both at Calcutta
and Bombay, the Punjab Press Employers
Association, the G.I.P. Railway Workers Union
Bombay, M.S.M. Railwaymen’s Union, Union of
the Postmen and Port Trust Employees Union at
Bombay and Calcutta, the Jamshedpur Labour
Association, the Indian Colliery Employees
Association of Jharia and the Unions of
employees of various railways. To suppress the
labour movement the Government, with the
help of the capitalists, tried by all means to
subdue the labourers. They imprisoned strikers,
burnt their houses, and fined the unions, but the
labourers were determined in their demands.
Nationalist leaders and intellectuals were
moved by the plight of the workers, and many
of them worked towards organizing them
into unions. Their involvement also led to the
politicization of the working class, and added to
the strength of the freedom movement as most
of the mills were owned by Europeans who were
supported by the government.
On 30 October 1920, representatives
of 64 trade unions, with a membership of
140,854, met in Bombay and established the
All India Trade Union Congress (AITUC)
under the Chairmanship of Lala Lajpat Rai. It
was supported by national leaders like Motilal
Nehru, Jawaharlal Nehru, C.R. Das, Vallabhbhai
38
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Patel, Subhash Chandra Bose and others from
the Indian National Congress.
The trade unions slowly involved
themselves in the national movement. In
April 1919 after the Jallianwala Bagh Massacre
and Gandhi’s arrest, the working class in
Ahmedabad and other parts of Gujarat resorted
to strikes, agitations and demonstrations.
Trade unions were not recognised by the
capitalists or the government in the beginning.
But the unity of the workers and the strength of
their movement forced the both to recognise
them. From 1919–20 the number of registered
trade unions increased from 107 to 1833 in
1946–47.

EXERCISE
I. C
 hoose the
correct answer.
1. The Home Rule Movement in south India
was started by
(a) Tilak
(b) Annie Besant
(c) B.P. Wadia
(d) Col. H.S. Olcott
2. Which of the following about Annie Besant
are correct?
1. Annie Besant was elected the international
president of the Theosophical Society, after
Col. H.S. Olcott.
2. She started a weekly The Commonweal in 1914.
3. She published a book How India Wrought
for Freedom in 1915.
(a) 1 and 2
(b) 2 and 3
(c) 1 and 3
(d) 1, 2 and 3

     Summary
The events that took place in the first two
decades of the twentieth century including
the outbreak of the First World War had a
major impact on Indian nationalist politics.

3. A
 ssertion: Sarojini Ammaiyar called Jinnah
‘the Ambassador of Hindu-Muslim Unity’.
Reason: Jinnah was the chief architect of the
Lucknow pact.
(a) A is correct R does not explain A.
(b) A is correct and R explanations A.
(c) A is wrong and R is correct.
(d) Both A and R are wrong

The political vacuum created as a result
of the split in the Congress paved the way
for the rise of Home Rule League by Annie
Besant.
The Home Rule Movement of both Tilak
and Besant demanded self-governing
status for India.
The War provided an opportunity for the
Congress and the Muslim League to come
together and sign the famous Lucknow
Pact, resulting in Hindu–Muslim unity.

4. Who founded the Banaras Hindu University?
(a) Mahatma Gandhi
(b) Madan Mohan Malaviya
(c) Tilak
(d) B.P. Wadia

During the War the British passed many
repressive acts aimed at curbing any
activity towards India’s freedom from the
British rule.

5. The Lucknow session of 1916 is noted for
(a) Resurgence of Muslim League
(b) 
Temporary merger of Muslims League
into Congress
(c) Congress’ acceptance of League’s demand
for separate electorates for Muslims
(d) Jinnah’s negative role in the joint-session
of the League and the Congress

While the crushing defeat of Turkey and
the humiliating peace treaty imposed on
it led to Khilafat Movement, the Russian
Revolution paved the way for the rise of
Trade Union Movement in India.
The First World War indirectly prepared
the ground for the launch of new form of
protest under the leadership of Gandhi.
39
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UNIT

4

Advent of Gandhi and
Mass Mobilisation

Learning Objectives
To acquire knowledge of
Champaran movement and Kheda satyagraha
Montague-Chelmsford reforms
The non-Brahmin movement and non-cooperation movement
Jallianwalah Bagh Massacre and Swaraj party and its activities
Simon Commission, The Round Table Conferences
Gandhi - Irwin pact and Ambedker in politics

‘Satya’ and ‘Ahimsa’ i.e, truth and non-violence,
to fight the racist South African regime. Even
while resisting evil and wrong a Satyagrahi
had to be at peace with himself and not hate
the wrongdoer. A Satyagrahi would willingly
accept suffering in the course of resistance, and
hatred had no place in the exercise. Truth and
nonviolence would be weapons of the brave
and fearless and not cowards. For Gandhi there
was no difference between precept and practice,
faith and action.

   Introduction
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was
born in the coastal town of Porbandar in
1869. When he returned to India in 1915 he
had a record of fighting against inequalities
imposed by the racist government of South
Africa. Gandhi certainly wanted to be of
help to forces of nationalism in India. He was
in touch with leaders India as he had come
into contact with Congress leaders while
mobilizing support for the South African
Indian cause earlier. Impressed by activities
and ideas of Gopala Krishna Gokhale, he
acknowledged him as his political Guru.
On his return to India, following Gokhale’s
advice, Gandhi, who was away from India for
over two decades, spent a year travelling all
over the country acquainting himself with
the situation. He established his Sabarmati
Ashram at Ahmedabad but did not take active
part in political movements including the
Home Rule movement.
While in South Africa, Gandhi, gradually
evolved the technique of ‘Satyagraha,’ based on

4.1  Gandhi’s Experiments
of Satyagraha
(a) Champaran Movement (1917)
The first attempt at mobilizing the Indian
masses was made by Gandhi on an invitation
by peasants of Champaran. Before launching
the struggle he made a detailed study of the
situation. Indigo cultivators of the district
Champaran in Bihar were severely exploited
by the European planters who had bound the
peasants to compulsorily grow indigo on lease
on 3/20th of their fields and sell it at the rates
42
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worker’s strike and Gandhi’s fast ultimately
forced the mill owners’ to concede the demand.
(c) The Kheda Struggle (1918)
The peasants of Kheda district, due to
the failure of monsoon, were in distress. They
had appealed to the colonial authorities for
remission of land revenue during 1918. As per
government’s famine code, in the event of crop
yield being under 25 percent of the average the
cultivators were entitled for total remission.
But the authorities refused and harassed them
demanding full payment. The Kheda peasants
who were also battling the plague epidemic, high
prices and famine approached the Servants of
India Society, of which Gandhi was a member,
for help. Gandhi, along with Vithalbhai Patel,
intervened on behalf of the poor peasants and
advised them to withhold payment and ‘fight
unto death against such a spirit of vindictiveness
and tyranny.’ Vallabhbhai Patel, a young lawyer
and Indulal Yagnik joined Gandhi in the
movement and urged the ryots to be firm. The
government repression included attachment
of crops, taking possession of the belongings
of the ryots and their cattle and in some cases
auctioning them.

Gandhi in Champaran
fixed by the planters. This system squeezed
the peasants and eventually reduced them to
penury. Accompanied by local leaders such
as Rajendra Prasad, Mazharul Huq, Acharya
Kripalani and Mahadeva Desai, Gandhi
conducted a detailed enquiry. The British
officials ordered Gandhi to leave the district.
But he refused and told the administration that
he would defy the order because it was unjust
and face the consequences.
Subsequently an enquiry committee
with Gandhi also as a member was formed.
It was not difficult for Gandhi to convince
the committee of the difficulties of the
poor peasants. The report was accepted and
implemented resulting in the release of the
indigo cultivators of the bondage of European
planters who gradually had to withdraw from
Champaran itself.
(b) Mill Workers’ Strike and
Gandhi’s Fast at Ahmedabad
(1918)
Thus Gandhi met with his first success in
his homeland. The struggle also enabled him to
closely understand the condition of peasantry.
The next step at mobilizing the masses was
the workers of the urban centre, Ahmedabad.
There was a dispute between the textile
workers and the mill owners. He met both the
parties and when the owners refused to accept
the demands of the low paid workers, Gandhi
advised them to go on strike demanding a 35
percent increase in their wages. To bolster the
morale of the workers he went on fast. The

Kheda Satyagraha
The government authorities issued
instructions that revenues shall be collected
only from those ryots who could afford to pay.
On learning about the same, Gandhi decided to
withdraw the struggle.
43
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The three struggles led by Gandhi,
demonstrated that he had understood where
the Indian nation lay. It was the poor peasants
and workers of all classes and castes, who
constituted the pith and marrow of India, whose
interests Gandhi espoused in these struggles.
He had confronted both the colonialist and
Indian exploiters and by entering into dialogue
with them, he had demonstrated that he was a
leader who could mobilize the oppressed and
at the same time negotiate with the oppressors.
These virtues made him the man of the masses
and soon he was hailed as the Mahatma.

Governors. Other subjects such as health,
educations and local self-government were
‘transferred’ to elected Indian representatives.
Ministers holding ‘transferred subjects’ were
responsible to the legislatures; but those incharge of ‘reserved’ subjects were not further
the Governor of the province could overrule
the ministers under ‘special (veto) powers,’
thus making a mockery of the entire scheme.
The part dealing with central legislature in
the act created two houses of legislature (bicameral).
The Central Legislative Assembly was to
have 41 nominated members, out of a total of
144. The Upper House known as the Council of
States was to have 60 members, of whom 26 were
to be nominated. Both the houses had no control
over the Governor General and his Executive
Council. But the Central Government had full
control over the provincial governments. As
a result, power was concentrated in the hands
of the European / English authorities. Right to
vote also continued to be restricted.
The public spirited men of India, who
had extended unconditional support to the
war efforts of Britain had expected more. The
scheme, when announced in 1918, came to
be criticized throughout India. The Indian
National Congress met in a special session at
Bombay in August 1918 to discuss the scheme.
The congress termed the scheme ‘disappointing
and unsatisfactory.’
The colonial government followed a ‘carrot
and stick policy.’ There was a group of moderate
/ liberal political leaders who wanted to try and
work the reforms. Led by Surendranath Banerjee,
they opposed the majority opinion and left the
Congress to form their own party which came
to be called Indian Liberal Federation.

Servants of India Society was founded
by Gopal Krishna Gokhale in 1905 to unite
and train Indians of different castes, regions
and religions in welfare work. It was the first
secular organization in the country to devote
itself to the betterment of underprivileged,
rural and tribal people. The members involved
themselves in relief work, the promotion of
literacy, and other social causes. Members
would have to go through a five-year training
period and agree to serve on modest salaries.
The organization has its headquarters in
Pune (Maharashtra) and notable branches
in Chennai (Madras), Mumbai (Bombay),
Allahabad and Nagpur.

4.2  Montagu–Chelmsford
Reforms
Edwin Montagu and Chelmsford, the
Secretary of State for India and Viceroy
respectively, announced their scheme of
constitutional changes for India which came
to be known as the Indian Councils Act
of 1919. The Act enlarged the provincial
legislative councils with elected majorities.
The governments in the provinces were
given more share in the administration
under ‘Dyarchy.’ Under this arrangement
all important subjects like law and order
and finance ‘reserved’ for the whitemen
and were directly under the control of the
Advent of Gandhi and Mass Mobilisation

4.3  The Non-Brahmin
Movement
The hierarchical Indian society and the
contradictions within, found expression in the
formation of caste associations and movements
to question the dominance of higher castes. The
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higher castes also were controlling the factors
of production and thus the middle and lower
castes were dependent on them for livelihood.
Liberalism and humanism which influenced
and accompanied the socio-religious reform
movements of the nineteenth century had
affected the society and stirred it. The symptoms
of their awakening were already visible in the
last quarter of the nineteenth century. The
Namasudra movement in the Bengal and eastern
India, the Adidharma movement in North
Western India, the Satyashodhak movement in
Western India and the Dravidian movements
in South India had emerged and raised their
voice by the turn of the century. They were all
led by non Brahmin leaders who questioned the
supremacy of the Brahmins and other ‘superior’
castes.
It first manifested itself, through Jyoti Rao
Phule’s book of 1872 titled Gulamgiri. His
organization, Satyashodak Samaj, underscored
the necessity to relieve the lower castes from the
tyranny of Brahminism and the exploitative
scriptures. The colonial administrators and the
educational institutions that were established
indirectly facilitated their origin. Added to the
growing influence of Brahmin – upper caste
men in the colonial times in whatever
opportunity was open to natives, the colonial
government published census reports once a
decade. These reports classified castes on the
basis of ‘social precedence as recognized by
native public opinion’. The censuses were a
source of conflict between castes. There were
claims and counterclaims as the leaders of caste
organizations fought for pre-eminence and
many started new caste associations. These
attempts were further helped by the emerging
political scenario.
Leading members of
castes realized that it was
important to mobilise their
castes in struggles for social
recognition. More than the
recognition, many of them,
as years passed by, started
Jyotiba Phule
providing for education of

their caste brethren and helped their educated
youth in getting jobs. In the meantime,
introduction of electoral politics from the 1880s
gave a fillip to such organisations. The outcome
of all this was the expression of socio-economic
tensions through caste consciousness and caste
solidarity.
Two trends emerged out of the nonBrahmin movements. One was what is called
the process of ‘Sanskritisatian’ of the ‘lower’
castes and the second was a radical pro-poor
and progressive peasant–labour movements.
While the northern and eastern caste movements
by and large were Sanskritic, the western and
southern movements split and absorbed by the
rising
nationalist
and
Dravidian–Left
movements. However all these movements were
critical of what they called as ‘Brahmin
domination’ and attacked their ‘monopoly’, and
pleaded with the government through their
associations for justice. In Bombay and Madras
presidencies clear-cut Brahmin monopoly in
the government services and general cultural
arena led to non-Brahmin politics.
The pattern of the movement in south
was a little different. The Brahmin monopoly
was quite formidable as with only 3.2% of the
population they had 72% of all graduates. They
came to be challenged by educated and trading
community members of the non-Brahmin
castes. They were elitist in the beginning and
their challenge was articulated by the NonBrahmin Manifesto issued at the end of 1916.
They asserted that they formed the ‘bulk of the
tax payers, including a large majority of the
zamindars, landlords and agriculturists’, yet
they received no benefits from the state.
The
colonial
government
made
use of the genuine
grievances of the
non-Brahmins
to
divide and rule India.
This was true with
the
Brahmanetara
Parishat, and the Ambedkar and Periyar
Justice
Party
of
45
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Bombay and Madras presidencies respectively
at least till 1930. Both the regions had some
socially radical possibilities as could be seen
in the emergence of a radical Dalit-Bahujan
movement under the leadership of Dr
Ambedkar and the Self-Respect Movement
under the leadership of Periyar Ramaswamy.
The nationalists were unable to understand
the liberal democratic content in the awakening
among the lower strata of Indian society. While
a section of the nationalists simply ignored the
stirrings, a majority of them and particularly
the so-called extremists–radicals were opposed
to the movements. A few of them were even
hostile and labelled them as stooges of British,
anti-national etc. The early leaders of the nonBrahmin movement were in fact using the same
tactics as the early nationalist leaders in dealing
with the colonial government.

such as meetings, boycott of foreign cloth and
schools, picketing of toddy shops, petitions
and demonstrations, a novel method was
adopted. Now ‘Satyagraha’ was the weapon to
be used with the wider participation of labour,
artisan and peasant masses. The symbol of this
change was to be khadi, which soon became the
uniform of nationalists. India’s Swaraj would be
a reality only when the masses awakened and
became active in political work. Almost the
entire country was electrified when Gandhi
called upon the people to observe ‘hartal’ in
March–April 1919 against the Rowlatt Act.
He combined it with the Khilafat issue which
brought together Hindus and Muslims.
(b) Jallianwalla Bagh Massacre
The colonial government was enraged at
the mass struggles and the enthusiasm of the
masses as evidenced in the upsurge all over
the country. On 13th April 1919, in Amritsar
town, in the Jallianwala enclave that the most
heinous of political crimes was perpetrated
on an unarmed mass of people by the British
regime. More than two thousand people had
assembled at the venue to peacefully protest
against the arrest of their leaders Satyapal and
Saifudding Kitchlew. Michael O’Dwyer was
the Lt. Governor of Punjab and the military
commander was General Reginald Dyer. They
decided to demonstrate their power and teach
a lesson to the dissenters. The part where
the gathering was held had only one narrow
entrance. Dyer ordered firing on the trapped
crowd with machine guns and rifles till the
ammunition was exhausted. While the official

4.4  Non-cooperation
Movement
(a) Rowlatt Act
It was as part of the
British policy of ‘rally the
moderates and isolate the
extremists’ that the Indian
Councils Act 1919 and the
Rowlatt Act of the same
year were promulgated.
Rowlatt
Throughout the World
War, the repressive measures against the
terrorists and revolutionaries had continued.
Many of them were hanged or imprisoned for
long terms. As the general mood was restive,
the government decided to arm itself with
more repressive powers. Despite every elected
member of the central legislature opposing
the bill, the government passed the Rowlatt
Act in March 1919. This Act empowered the
government to imprison any person without
trial.
Gandhi and his associates were shocked.
It was the ‘Satyagraha Sabha’ founded by
Gandhi, which pledged to disobey the Act first.
In the place of the old agitational methods
Advent of Gandhi and Mass Mobilisation
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figures of the dead was only about 379 the
real number was over a thousand. Martial law
was imposed all over Punjab and people were
subject to untold indignities.
The entire country was horrified at the
brutalities. In Bombay, Calcutta, Delhi, Lahore
there were widespread protests against the
Rowlatt Act where the protesters were fired
upon. There was violence in many towns and
cities. Protesting against the brutalities many
celebrities renounced their titles, of whom
Ravindranath Tagore was one.

A Sikh teenager
who was raised at
Khalsa Orphanage
named Udham Singh
saw the happening
in his own eyes. To
avenge the killings
of Jallianwalla Bagh,
Udham Singh
on 30 March 1940,
he assassinated Michael O'Dwyer in Caxton
Hall of London. Udham Singh was hanged at
Pentonville jail, London

Rabindranath Tagore renounced his
knighthood immediately after the Jallianwalla
Bagh massacre. In his protest letter to the
viceroy on May 31, 1919, Tagore wrote "The
time has come when the badge of honour
makes our shame glaring in their incongruous
context of humiliation, and, I for my part,
wish to stand shorn of all special distinctions,
by the side of those of my countrymen who
for their so-called insignificance are liable to
suffer degradation not fit for human beings."

Gandhi and the Congress, who were bent
upon Hindu-Muslim unity, now stood by their
Muslim compatriots who felt betrayed by the
British regime. The Ali brothers – Shukha
and Muhammed – and Maulana Abul Kalam
Azad were the prime movers in the Khilafat
movement.
(c) Launch of Non-Cooperation
Movement
The Khilafat Conference, at the instance of
Gandhi, decided to launch the non-cooperation
movement from 31 August 1920. Earlier
an all party meet at Allahabad had decided
on a programme of boycott of government
educational institutions and their law courts.
The Congress met in a special session at
Calcutta in September 1920 and resolved to
accept Gandhi’s proposal on non-cooperation
with the colonial state till such time as Khilafat
and Punjab grievances were redressed and selfgovernment established.
Non-cooperation movement included
boycott of schools, colleges, courts, government
offices, legislatures, foreign goods, return
of government conferred titles and awards.
Alternatively, national schools, panchayats were
to be set up and swadeshi goods manufactured
and used. The struggle at a later stage was
to include no tax campaign and mass civil
disobedience, etc. A regular Congress session
held at Nagpur in 1920 endorsed the earlier
resolutions. Another important resolution at
Nagpur was to recognize and set up linguistic

The two immediate causes responsible for
launching the non-cooperation movement were
the Khilafat and the Punjab wrongs. While the
khilafat issue related to the position of the Turkish
Sultan vis-a- vis the holy places of Islam, the Punjab
issue related to the exoneration of the perpetrators
of the Jallianwala massacre. While the control over
holy places of Islam was taken over by non-Islamic
powers against the assurances of the British rulers,
the British courts of enquiry totally exonerated
Reginald Dyer and Michael O’Dwyer of the crime
perpetrated at Jallianwala.

Ali Brothers
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Provincial Congress Committees which drew a
large number of workers into the movement. In
order to broad base the Congress, the workers
were to reach out to the villages and enroll
the villagers in the Congress on a nominal fee
of four annas (25 paise). The overall character
of the Congress underwent change and an
atmosphere where a large majority of the masses
could develop a sense of belonging to the nation
and the national struggle developed. But it also
led to some conservatives who were opposed to
mass participation in the struggle to leave the
Congress. Thus the Congress under Gandhi was
shedding its elitist character, becoming a mass
organization and in a real sense ‘National’.

Workers and peasants had gone on strike across
the country. Gandhi promised Swaraj, if Indians
participated in the non-cooperation movement
on non-violent mode within a year.
South India surged forward during this
phase of the struggle. The peasants of Andhra,
withheld payment of taxes to the zamindars and
the whole population of Chirala-Perala refused
to pay taxes and vacated the town en-mass.
Hundreds of village Patels and Shanbogues
resigned
their
jobs.
Non-Cooperation
movement in Tamil Nadu was organised and
led by stalwarts like C. Rajagopalachari, S.
Satyamurthi and Periyar E.V.R. In Kerala,
peasants organized anti-jenmi struggles.
The Viceroy admitted in a letter to the
Secretary of State that the movement had
seriously affected lower classes in certain areas
of UP, Bengal, Assam, Bihar and Orissa the
peasants have been affected. Impressed by the
intensity of the movement, in a special session
the Congress reiterated the intensification of the
movement.In February 1922 Gandhi announced
that he would lead a mass civil disobedience,
including no tax campaigns, at Bardoli, if the
government did not ensure press freedom and
release the prisoners within seven days.

Non-Cooperaors with Gandhi
(d) Impact of Gandhi’s
Leadership
Thousands of schools and hundreds of
colleges and vidyapeethas were established by
the natives as alternatives to the government
institutions. Several leading lawyers gave up
their practice. Thousands of school and college
students left the government institutions. The
Ali brothers were arrested and jailed on sedition
charges. The Congress committees called upon
people to launch civil disobedience movement,
including no tax movements if the Congress
committees of their region were ready. The
government as usual resorted to repression.
Workers were arrested indiscriminately and put
behind bars. The visit of Prince of Wales in 1921
to several cities in India was also boycotted. The
calculation of the colonial government that the
visit of the Prince would evoke loyal sentiments
of the Indian people was proved wrong.
Advent of Gandhi and Mass Mobilisation

(e) Chauri Chaura Incident and
Withdrawal of the Movement
The common people and the nationalist
workers were exuberant that Swaraj would dawn
soon and participated actively in the struggle. It
had attracted all classes of people including the
tribals living in the jungles. But at the same time
sporadic violence was also witnessed along with
arson. In Malabar and Andhra two very violent
revolts also took place. In the Rampa region of
coastal Andhra the tribals revolted under the
leadership of Alluri Sitarama Raju. In Malabar,
Muslim (Mapilla) peasants rose up in armed
rebellion against upper caste landholders and the
British government.
Chauri-Chaura, a village in Gorakhpur
district of UP had an organized volunteer
group which was participating and leading
the picketing of liquor shops and local bazaar
48
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against high prices. On 5 February 1922, a
Congress procession, 3000 strong, was fired
upon by police Enraged by the firing, the mob
attacked and burnt down the police station.
22 policemen lost their lives. It was this incident
which made Gandhi announce the suspension
of the non-cooperation movement.
The Congress Working Committee ratified
the decision at Bardoli, to the disappointment
of the nationalist workers. While the younger
workers resented the decision, the others who
had faith in Gandhi considered it a tactical
retreat. Both Jawaharlal Nehru and Subhas
Chandra Bose were critical of Gandhi, who
was arrested and sentenced to 6 years in prison.
Thus ended the non-cooperation movement.
The Khilafat issue was made redundant
when the people of Turkey under the leadership
of Mustafa Kamal Pasha rose in revolt and
stripped the Sultan of his political power and
abolished the Caliphate and declared that
religion and politics could not go together.

There was another
group which opposed
council entry and
wanted to continue
the Gandhian line
by mobilizing the
masses. This team led
by
Rajagopalachari,
Satyamurti
Vallabhai Patel and
Rajendra Prasad was
called ‘No changers.’ They argued that
electoral politics would divert the attention
of nationalists and pull them away from
the work of mass mobilization and their
issues. They favoured the continuation of
the Gandhian constructive programme of
spinning, temperance, Hindu-Muslim unity,
removal of untouchability and mobilise
rural masses and prepare them for new mass
movements. The pro-changers launched the
Swarajya party as a part of the Congress.
A truce was soon worked out and both the
groups would engage themselves in the
Congress programmes and their work should
complement each other’s activities under
the leadership of Gandhi, though Gandhi
personally favoured constructive work.
The Swarajya party did reasonably well
in the elections to Central Assembly by
winning 42 of the 101 seats open for election.
With the cooperation of other members
they were able to stall many anti-people
legislations of the colonial regime, and were
successful in exposing the inadequacy of the
Act of 1919. But their efforts and enthusiasm
petered out as time passed by and consciously
or unconsciously they came to be co-opted
by the Government as members of several
committees constituted by it.
In the absence of nationalist mass
struggle, fissiparous tendencies started rising
their head. There were a series of communal
riots with fundamentalist elements occupying
the space. Even the Swaraj party was affected
by the sectarianism as one group in the name
of ‘responsivists’ started cooperating with the
government, claiming to safeguard “Hindu

4.5  Swarajist Party and its
Activities
Following the suspension of Noncooperation the question was what next?
Chittaranjan Das and Motilal Nehru
proposed a new line of activity. They wanted
to return to active politics which included
entry into electoral politics and demonstrate
that the nationalists were capable of
obstructing the working of the reformed
legislature by capturing them and arousing
nationalist spirit. This group came to be
called the ‘Swarajists and pro-changers’. In
Tamil Nadu, Satyamurti joined this group.

Chitaranjan Das

Motilal Nehru
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interests”. The Muslim fundamentalists
similarly seized the space created by the
lull in national struggle and started fanning
communal feeling. Rise of Left Radicalism
Gandhi was pained at the developments. To
contain the communal frenzy he went on a 21
day fast.
Left Movement
Meanwhile socialist ideas and its activists
also had filled some space through their work
among peasants and workers. The labour
and peasant movements were organized
by the ‘leftists’. Marxism as an ideology to
criticise colonialism and capitalism had
gained ground. It manifested itself in the
organization of students and youth apart from
trade unions. Jawaharlal Nehru and Subhas
Chandra Bose contributed to the spread of
leftist ideology. They argued that both colonial
exploitation and the internal exploitation by
the emerging capitalists should be fought. A
group of youngsters with S A. Dange, M.N
Roy, Muzaffar Ahmed along with elderly
persons such as Singaravelu form Tamilnadu
founded the peasants and worker’s parties.
The government came down heavily on the
communist-socialists and the revolutionaries
a series of ‘conspiracy cases’ such as Kanpur,
Meerut, Kakori were booked.

Ramprasad Bismil and Ashfaq-ullah were
convicted to death and 17 others were sentenced
to long term imprisonment in the Kakori
conspiracy case. Bhagat Singh, Chandrashekar
Azad and Rajguru, enraged at the police brutality
and death of Lajpat Rai, killed Saunders, the
British police officer who led the lathi charge
at Lahore. Bhagat Singh and Batukeswar Dutt
threw a bomb into the central Assembly hall on
8 April 1929. In 1929 the Meerut conspiracy case
was filed and three dozen communist leaders
were sentenced to long spells of jail terms. All
these developments and incidents are discussed
in detail in the next lesson.

Sukhdev

4.6  Simon Commission–
Nehru Report – Lahore
Congress
The British were due to consider and
announce another instalment of constitutional
reforms some time in 1929–30. In preparation,
it announced the setting up of Indian Statutory
commission (known as ‘Simon Commission’
after its chairman). The commission had only
whitemen as members and it was an insult
to Indians. The Congress at it annual session
in Madras in 1927 resolved to boycott the
commission. The Muslim league and the Hindu
Mahasabha also supported the decision. A series
of conferences were held and the consensus
was to work for an alternative proposal. Most
of the parties agreed to challenge the colonial
attitude towards India and the result was
the Motilal Nehru Report. However the AllParties meet held in 1928 December at Calcutta
failed to accept it on the issue of communal
representation.

It was at this juncture Bhagat Singh,
Chandrashekar Azad, Rajguru and Sukhdev
emerged on the scene. The Naujawan Bharat
Sabha, Hindustan Republican Association
were started and thousands of youngmen and
women became active anti-colonialists and
revolutionaries. Youth and student conferences
were organized all over the country. Meanwhile

Bhagat Singh
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Chandrashekar Azad

Rajguru
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Simon Go Back

against the unjust tax on
salt, which is used by all.
But the colonial government
was taxing it and had a near
monopoly over it. The Dandi
March was to cover 375 kms
from Gandhi’s Sabarmati
Ashram to Dandi on the Gujarat coast. Joined
by a chosen band of 78 followers from all regions
and social groups, after informing the colonial
government in advance, Gandhi set out on the
march and reached Dandi on the 25th day i.e. 6
April 1930. Throughout the period of the march
the press covered the event in such a way that it
had caught the attention of the entire world. He
broke the salt law by picking up a fist full of salt.
It was symbolic of the refusal of Indians to be
under the repressive colonial government and
its unjust laws.

Simon Go Back Demonstration
But the most important development
was the popular protest against the Simon
Commission. Whenever the commission went
protests were held and the slogan ‘Simon Go
Back’ rent the air. The movement demonstrated
that the masses were gearing up for the next
stage of the struggle. It was at Calcutta that the
Congress met in December 1928. To conciliate
the left wing it was announced that Jawaharlal
would be the President of the next session in
1929. Thus Jawaharlal Nehru, son of Motilal
Nehru, who presided over Congress in 1928,
succeeded his father.
Lahore Congress Session-Poorna
Swaraj
Lahore session of the Congress has
a special significance in the history of the
freedom movement. It was at the Lahore session
that the Congress declared that the objective of
the Congress was the attainment of complete
independence. On 31 December 1929 the
tricolour flag of freedom was hoisted at Lahore.
It was also decided that 26 January would be
celebrated as the Independence day every year.
It was also announced that civil disobedience
would be started under the leadership of
Gandhi.

Gandhi’s Salt March in Dandi
Vedaranyam Salt Satyagraha
In Tamilnadu, a salt march was led by Rajaji
to Vedaranyam. Vedaranyam, situated 150 miles
from Tiruchirapalli from where march started
was an obscure coastal village in Thanjavur
district. Rajaji had just been elected president
of the Tamilnadu Congress. The march started
on 13th April and reached Vedaranyam on 28th
April 1930.
The Thajavur collector J.A Thorne had
warned the public of severe action if the
marchers were harboured. But the Satyagrahis
were warmly welcomed and provided with food
and shelter. Those who dared to offer food and

Dandi March
As a part of the movement Gandhi
announced the ‘Dandi March’. It was a protest
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shelter were severely dealt with. The Satyagrahis
marched via Kumbakonam, Semmangudi,
Thiruthuraipoondi where they were given good
reception.

Second Round Table Conference with Gandhi
and the two men began negotiating the terms
of the pact. In the end, Gandhi pledged to give
up the satyagraha campaign, and Irwin agreed
to release tens of thousands of Indians who had
been jailed during the movement.
That year Gandhi attended the Second
Round Table Conference in London as the sole
representative of the Congress. The government
agreed to allow people to make salt for their
consumption, release political prisoners who
had not indulged in violence, and permitted the
picketing of liquor and foreign cloth shops. The
Karachi Congress ratified the Gandhi–Irwin
pact. However the Viceroy refused to commute
the death sentence of Bhagat Singh and his
comrades.
Gandhi attended the Second RTC but
the government was adamant and declined
to concede his demands. He returned empty
handed and the Congress resolved on renewing
the civil disobedience movement. The economic
depression had worsened the condition of
the people in general and of the peasants in
particular. There were peasant protests all over
the country. The leftists were in the forefront
of the struggles of the workers and peasants.
The government was determined to crush the
movement. All key leaders including Nehru,
Khan Abdul Gafar Khan and finally Gandhi were
all arrested. The Congress was banned. Special
laws were enacted to crush the agitations. Over
a lakh of protesters were arrested and literature
relating to nationalism was also declared illegal
and confiscated. It was a reign of terror that was
unleashed on the unarmed masses participating
in the movement.

Salt Satyagraha (Vedaranyam)
The Vedaranyam movement stirred the
masses in south India and awakened them to
the colonial oppression and the need to join the
struggle.

4.7  The Round Table
Conferences
The Simon Commission had submitted
the report to the government. The Congress,
Muslim league and Hindu Mahasabha had
boycotted it. The British regime went ahead
with the consideration of the report. But in the
absence of consultations with Indian leaders
it would have been useless. In order to secure
some legitimacy and credibility to the report, the
government announced that it would convene a
Round Table Conference (RTC) in London with
leaders of different shades of Indian opinion.
But the Congress decided to boycott it, on
the issue of granting independence. Everyone
knew, more so the government, that it would
be an exercise in futility if the Congress did not
participate.
Thus negotiations with Congress were
started and the Gandhi-Irwin pact was signed
on March 5, 1931. It marked the end of civil
disobedience in India. The movement had
generated worldwide publicity, and Viceroy
Irwin was looking for a way to end it. Gandhi
was released from custody in January 1931,
53
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The movement started waning and it was
officially suspended in May 1933 and withdrawn
in May 1934.

be in a position to worker at freely for the
good of the untouchables. If only untouchable
voters were to vote and elect in the reserved
seats, those elected would be their real
representatives.

4.8  Emergence of
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar and
the Separate Electorates

Ambedkar’s Activism

Dr. Ambedkar came to the centre stage
of the struggles of the oppressed world in the
1920’s. Born in the then so-called “untouchable”
caste called Mahar in Central India as the son of
an army man, he was a brilliant student and was
the first to matriculate from his community.
Ambedkar’s Academic
Accomplishments
Ambedkar joined the Elphinston College,
with the help of a scholarship and graduated
in 1912. With the help of a scholarship from
the Maharaja of Barona he went to United
States and secured a post-graduate degree,
and doctorate, from the Columbia University.
Then he went to London to study law and
economics.
Ambedkar’s brilliance caught the attention
of many. Already in 1916, he had participated
in an international conference of Anthropology
and presented a research paper on ‘Castes in
India’, which was published later in the Indian
Antiquary. The British government which was
searching for talents among the downtrodden
of India invited him to interact with the
Southborough or the Franchise Committee
which was collecting evidence on the quantum
and qualifications to be fixed for the Indian
voters.
It was in these interactions that Ambedkar
first spoke about separate electorates. He
argued the untouchables be given separate
electorates and reserved seats. Under this
scheme only untouchables could vote in the
constituencies reserved for them. Ambedkar
felt that if any untouchable candidate
contesting elections were to depend on nonuntouchable voters he or she would be more
obliged to the latter and would not therefore
Advent of Gandhi and Mass Mobilisation

Mahad Satyagraha
Ambedkar launched news journals and
organizations. Mook Nayak (leader of the dumb)
was the journal to articulate his views and the
Bahishkrit Hitakarini Sabha (Association for the
welfare of excluded) spearheaded his activities.
As a member of the Bombay legislative council
he worked tirelessly to secure removal of
disabilities imposed on untouchables. He
launched the ‘Mahad Satyagraha’ to establish the
civic right of the untouchables to public tanks
and wells. Ambedkar’s intellectual and public
activities drew the attention of all concerned.
His intellectual attacks were directed against
leaders of the Indian National Congress and
the colonial bureaucracy. In the meanwhile
the struggle for freedom under Congress and
Gandhi’s leadership had reached a decisive
phase with their declaration that their objective
was to fight for complete independence or
‘Purna Swaraj’.
Ambedkar on Separate Electorate
for “Untouchables”
Ambedkar was concerned about the
future of “untouchables” and the oppressed
in an independent India which was certain to
be under the control of Congress under the
hegemony of the caste Hindus. He renewed
54
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Ambedkar and Party Politics
Ambedkar launched two political parties.
The first one was the Independent Labour
party in 1937 and the second Scheduled Caste
Federation in 1942. The colonial government
recognizing his struggles and also to
balance its support base used the services of
Ambedkar. Thus he was made a member of
the Defence Advisory Committee in 1942, and
a few months later, a minister in the Viceroy’s
cabinet.
The crowning recognition of his services
to the nation was electing him as the chairman
of the Drafting Committee of the independent
India’s Constitution. After independence
Ambedkar was invited to be a member of the
Nehru cabinet.

his demand for separate electorates, be it
before the All-Parties conference or the Simon
commission or at the Round Table Conference.
The Congress and Gandhi were worried that
separate electorates for untouchables would
further weaken the national movement, as
separate electorates to Muslims, Anglo Indians
and other special interests had helped the
British to successfully pursue its divide and
rule policy. Gandhi feared that the separation
of untouchables from other Hindus politically
would also have its social impact.
Communal Award
A meeting between Gandhi and
Ambedkar on this issue of separate electorates
before they went to London to attend the
Second Round Table Conference ended in
failure. There was an encounter between the
two again in the RTC about the same issue.
It ended in a deadlock and finally the issue
was left to be arbitrated by the British Prime
Minister Ramsay McDonald. The British
government announced in August 1932 what
came to be known as the Communal Award.
Ambedkar’s demands for separate electorates
with reserved seats were conceded.

   Summary
Gandhi’s entry into politics, bringing
in its wake a new impulse, and his
experiment of Satyagraha in peasant
movements of Champaran and Kheda
and in Ahmedabad mill workers’ strike
provided the base for the launch of noncooperation movement.
The shortcomings of Dyarchy, introduced
in provinces through the Indian Councils
Act of 1919 and the challenges posed by
non-brahmin movements to mainstream
nationalist politics bothered the Congress
during this period.
Gandhi’s call for protest on the issues
of Khilafat, and Rowlatt Act and as
a response the British government’s
repressive measures leading to the
Jallianwalla Bagh massacre prompted
the Congress to launch non-cooperation
movement.
The withdrawal of non-cooperation
movement after Chauri Chaura incident
resulted in the birth of a short-lived
Swarajist Party that carried on the
struggle in the legislatures.
The Congress boycotted the Simon
Commission and the first Round Table

Poona Pact
Gandhi was deeply upset. He declared
that he would resist separate electorates to
untouchables ‘with his life’. He went on a fast
unto death in the Yervada jail where he was
imprisoned. There was enormous pressure on
Ambedkar to save Gandhi’s life. Consultations,
confabulations, meetings, prayers were held all
over and ultimately after a meeting with Gandhi
in the jail, the communal award was modified.
The new agreement, between Ambedkar and
Gandhians, called the ‘Poona Pact’ was signed.
The Poona Pact took away separate
electorates but guaranteed reserved seats for
the untouchables. The provision of reserved
seats was incorporated in the constitutional
changes which were made. It was also built
into the Constitution of independent India.
Advent of Gandhi and Mass Mobilisation
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UNIT

5

Period of Radicalism in
Anti-imperialist Struggles

Learning Objectives
To Acquire Knowledge about
The Kanpur Conspiracy Case
Meerut Trial
Bhagat Singh– Kalpana Dutt
The Karachi Session of Indian National Congress
The Great Depression and its impact on India
Industrial development in India

Conspiracy case in (1924) and the most famous,
the Meerut Conspiracy case (1929). Meanwhile,
the CPI was formally founded on Indian soil in
1925 in Bombay.
Various revolutionary groups were
functioning then in British India, adopting
socialist ideas but were not communist
parties. Two revolutionaries – Bhagat Singh
of the Hindustan Revolutionary Socialist
Association and Kalpana Dutt of the Indian
Republican Army that organised repeated raids
on the Chittagong Armoury in Bengal will
be the focus of the next section. The Karachi
Session of the INC and its famous resolutions
especially on Fundamental Rights and Duties
is dealt with next. The last two topics are
about the world-wide economic depression
popularly known as Great Depression and its
impact on India and Tamil Society and the
Industrial Development registered in India in
its aftermath. The Great Depression dealt a
severe blow to the labour force and peasants
and consequently influenced the struggle for
independence in a significant way.

   Introduction
The influence of the Left-wing in the
Indian National Congress and consequently
on the struggle for independence was felt in
a significant manner from the late 1920s. The
Communist Party of India (CPI) was formed,
by M.N. Roy, Abani Mukherji, M.P.T. Acharya,
Mohammad Ali and Mohammad Shafiq, in
Tashkent, Uzbekistan then in the Soviet Union
in October 1920. This opened a new radical era
in the anti-imperialist struggles in India.
Even though there were many radical
groups functioning in India earlier the presence
of a Communist state in the form of USSR greatly
alarmed the British in India. The first batch of
radicals reached Peshawar on 3 June 1921. They
were arrested immediately under the charges of
being Bolshevik (Russian communist agents)
comeing to India to create troubles. A series
of five conspiracy cases were instituted against
them between the years 1922 and 1927. The
first of these was the Peshawar Conspiracy case.
This was followed by the Kanpur (Bolshevik)
61
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5.1 K
 anpur Conspiracy
Case, 1924

13 persons were originally
accused in the Kanpur case:
(1) M.N. Roy, (2) Muzaffar
Ahmad, (3) Shaukat
Usmani, (4) Ghulam
Hussain, (5) S.A. Dange,
M.N. Roy
(6)
M.
Singaravelar,
(7) R.L. Sharma, (8) Nalini Gupta,
(9) Shamuddin Hassan, (10) M.R.S
Velayudhun,
(11)
Doctor
Manilal,
(12) Sampurnananda, (13) Satyabhakta.
8 persons were charge-sheeted: M.N. Roy,
Muzaffar Ahmad, S.A. Dange, Nalini Gupta,
Ghulam Hussain, Singaravelar, Shaukat
Usmani, and R.L. Sharma. Ghulam Hussain
turned an approver. M.N. Roy and R.L.
Sharma were charged in absentia as they
were in Germany and Pondicherry (a French
Territory) respectively. Singaravelar was
released on bail due to his ill health. Finally
the list got reduced to four.

Kanpur Conspiracy Case Prisoners
The colonial administrators did not take the
spread of communist ideas lightly. Radicalism
spread across the British Provinces – Bombay,
Calcutta and Madras - and industrial centres like
Kanpur in United Province (UP) and cities like
Lahore where factories had come up quite early.
As a result, trade unions emerged in the jute and
cotton textile industries, the railway companies
across the country and among workers in the
various municipal bodies. In order to curb the
radicalisation of politics, especially to check what
was then called Bolshevism, repressive measures
were adopted by the British administration. The
Kanpur Conspiracy case of 1924 was one such
move. Those charged with the conspiracy were
communists and trade unionists.
The accused were arrested spread over a
period of six months. Eight of them were charged
under Section 121-A of the Indian Penal Code –
‘to deprive the King Emperor of his sovereignty
of British India, by complete separation of India
from imperialistic Britain by a violent revolution’,
and sent to various jails. The case came before
Sessions Judge H.E. Holmes who had earned
notoriety while serving as Sessions Judge of
Gorakhpur for awarding death sentence to 172
peasants for their involvement in the Chauri
Chaura case.
In the Kanpur Conspiracy case, Muzaffar
Ahmed, Shaukat Usmani, Nalini Gupta and S. A.
Dange were sent to jail, for four years of rigorous
imprisonment. The trial and the imprisonment,
meanwhile, led to some awareness about the
communist activities in India. A Communist
Defence Committee was formed in British India
Period of Radicalism in Anti-imperialist Struggles

M. Singaravelar
(18
February
1860
–
11
February 1946), was born
in Madras. He was an early
Buddhist, and like many
other communist leaders, M. Singaravelar
he was also associated with Indian
National Congress initially. However,
after sometime he chose a radical path.
Along with Thiru. V. Kalyanasundaram,
he organised many trade unions in South
India. On 1 May 1923, he organised the
first ever celebration of May Day in the
country. He was one of the main organisers
of the strike in South Indian Railways
(Golden Rock, Tiruchirappalli) in 1928
and was prosecuted for that.
to raise funds and engage lawyers for the defence
of the accused. Apart from these, the native
press in India reported the court proceedings
extensively.
The trial in the conspiracy case and
the imprisonment of some of the leaders,
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rather than kill the spirit of the radicals gave a
fillip to communist activities. In December 1925,
a Communist Conference of different communist
groups, from all over India, was held.Singaravelar
from Tamil Nadu took part in this conference.
It was from there that the Communist Party of
India was established, formally, with Bombay as
its Headquarters.

Determined to wipe out the radical
movement, the government resorted to several
repressive measures. They arrested 32 leading
activists of the Communist Party, from different
parts of British India like Bombay, Calcutta,
Punjab, Poona and United Provinces. Most of
them were trade union activists though not all
of them were members of the Communist Party
of India. At least eight of them belonged to the
Indian National Congress. The arrested also
included three British communists-Philip Spratt,
Ban Bradley and Lester Hutchinson – who had
been sent by the Communist Party of Great
Britain to help build the party in India. Like those
arrested in the Kanpur Conspiracy Case they
were charged under Section 121A of the Indian
Penal Code. All the 32 leaders arrested were
brought to Meerut (in United Province then) and
jailed. A good deal of documents that the colonial
administration described as ‘subversive material,’
like books, letters, and pamphlets were seized
and produced as evidence against the accused.

5.2 M
 eerut Conspiracy
Case, 1929
Communist Activities
The Meerut Conspiracy Case of 1929,
was, perhaps, the most famous of all the
communist conspiracy cases instituted by the
British Government. The late 1920s witnessed
a number of labour upsurges and this period
of unrest extended into the decade of the Great
Depression (1929–1939). Trade unionism spread
over to many urban centres and organised labour
strikes. The communists played a prominent role
in organising the working class throughout this
period. The Kharagpur Railway workshop strikes
in February and September 1927, the Liluah
Rail workshop strike between January and July
1928, the Calcutta scavengers’ strike in 1928,
the several strikes in the jute mills in Bengal
during July-August 1929, the strike at the Golden
Rock workshop of the South Indian Railway,
Tiruchirappalli, in July 1928, the textile workers’
strike in Bombay in April 1928 are some of the
strikes that deserve mention.

The British government conceived of
conducting the trial in Meerut (and not, for
instance in Bombay from where a large chunk
of the accused hailed) so that they could get
away with the obligations of a jury trial. They
feared a jury trial could create sympathy for
the accused.
Trial and Punishment
Meanwhile, a National Meerut Prisoners’
Defence Committee was formed to coordinate
defence in the case. Famous Indian lawyers like
K.F. Nariman and M.C. Chagla appeared in the
court on behalf of the accused. Even national

Government Repression
Alarmed by this wave of strikes and the
spread of communist activities, the British
Government brought two draconian Acts - the
Trade Disputes Act, 1928 and the Public Safety
Bill, 1928. These Acts armed the government
with powers to curtail civil liberties in general and
suppress the trade union activities in particular.
The government was worried about the strong
communist influence among the workers and
peasants.

K.F. Nariman
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leaders like Gandhi and Jawaharlal Nehru visited
the accused in jail. All these show the importance
of the case in the history of our freedom struggle.
The Sessions Court in Meerut awarded
stringent sentences on 16 January 1933, four years
after the arrests in 1929. 27 were convicted and
sentenced to various duration of transportation.
During the trial, the Communists made use of
their defence as a platform for propaganda by
making political statements. These were reported
widely in the newspapers and thus lakhs of
people came to know about the communist
ideology and the communist activities in India.
There were agitations against the conviction.
That three British nationals were also accused in
the case, the case became known internationally
too. Most importantly, even Romain Rolland
and Albert Einstein raised their voice in support
of the convicted.
Under the national and international
pressure, on appeal, the sentences were
considerably reduced in July 1933.

Bhagat Singh was born to Kishan Singh
(father) and Vidyavati Kaur (mother) on 28
September 1907 in Jaranwala, Lyallpur district,
Punjab, now a part of Pakistan. His father
was a liberal and his family was a family of
freedom fighters. The Jallianwala Bagh massacre
happened when Bhagat Singh was 14 years.
Early in his youth, he was associated with the
Naujawan Bharat Sabha and the Hindustan
Republican Association. The latter organisation
was founded by Sachin Sanyal and Jogesh
Chatterji.
It was reorganised subsequently
in September 1928 as the Hindustan Socialist
Republican Association (H.S.R.A) by Bhagat
Singh and his comrades. Socialist ideals and the
October Revolution in Russia of 1917 were large
influences on these revolutionaries. Bhagat Singh
was one of the leaders of the H.S.R.A along with
Chandrashekhar Azad, Shivaram Rajguru and
Sukhdev Thapar.
Bhagat Singh’s Bomb Throwing
The image that comes to our mind at the very
mention of Bhagat Singh’s name is that of the bomb
he threw in the Central Legislative Assembly on
April 8, 1929. The bombs did not kill anybody. It
was intended as a demonstrative action, an act of
protest against the draconian laws of the British.
They chose the day on which the Trade Disputes
Bill, an anti-labour legislation was introduced in
the assembly.

5.3 B
 hagat Singh and
Kalpana Dutt
Bhagat Singh’s Background
Bhagat Singh represented a distinct
strand of nationalism. His radical strand
complemented, in a unique way, to the overall
ideals of the freedom movement.

Lahore Conspiracy Case
Bhagat
Singh
along with Rajguru,
Sukhdev, Jatindra Nath
Das and 21 others were
arrested and tried for
the murder of Saunders
(the case was known
as the Second Lahore
Conspiracy
Case).
Jatindra Nath Das died
in the jail after 64 days of Jatindra Nath Das
hunger strike against the
discriminatory practices and poor conditions
in jail. The verdict in the bomb throwing case
had been suspended until the trial of Lahore

“I began to study. My previous faith and
convictions underwent a remarkable
modification. The romance of the violent
methods alone which was so prominent
among our predecessors was replaced by
serious ideas. No more mysticism, no more
blind faith. Realism became our cult. Use of
force justifiable when resorted to as a matter
of terrible necessity: non-violence as a policy
indispensable for all mass movements. So
much about methods. The most important
thing was the clear conception of the ideal
for which we were to fight….. from Bhagat
Singh’s “Why I am an Atheist”.
Period of Radicalism in Anti-imperialist Struggles
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Conspiracy trials was over. It was in this case
that Bhagat Singh, Rajguru and Sukhdev were
sentenced to death on 7 October 1930.

The H.S.R.A was a renewed chapter of the
Hindustan Republican Association. Its aim was
the overthrow of the capitalist and imperialist
government and establish a socialist society
through a revolution. The H.S.R.A involved
a number of actions such as the murder of
Saunders in Lahore. In that, Saunders was
mistaken for the Superintendent of Police,
Lahore, James A. Scott who was responsible for
seriously assaulting Lajpat Rai, in December
1928, and Rai’s subsequent death. They also
made an attempt to blow up the train in which
Lord Irwin (Governor General and Viceroy of
India, 1926-1931) was travelling, in December
1929, and a large number of such actions in
Punjab and UP in 1930.

A letter from them to the Governor of
Punjab shows their courage and their optimism
over the future of India even while facing death
for the cause of freedom of their country. It
says, ‘the days of capitalism and imperialism are
numbered. The war neither began with us nor is
going to end with our lives… According to the
verdict of your court we had waged a war and
we are therefore war prisoners. And we claim to
be treated as such i.e., we claim to be shot dead
instead of being hanged.”
Some narratives describe Bhagat Singh
and his fellow patriots as terrorists. This is a
misconception. The legendary Bhagat Singh
clarified how his group is different from the
terrorists. He said, during his trial, that revolution
is not just the cult of bomb and pistol…Revolution
is the inalienable right of mankind. Freedom is
the imperishable birth-right of all. The labourer
is the real sustainer of society.. To the altar of this
revolution we have brought our youth as incense,
for no sacrifice is too great for so magnificent a
cause.’ Symbolically, they also shouted Inquilab
Zindabad after this defence statement of his in
the court.

To understand the
heroism of Kalpana
Dutt,
you
should
understand
the
revolutionary strand
of nationalism that
attracted women like
her to these ideals. You
have already learnt
Kalpana Dutt
that there existed
many revolutionary groups in British India.
The character of these organisations gradually
changed from being ones that practiced
individual annihilation to organising collective
actions aimed at larger changes in the system.

Bhagat Singh, Rajguru and Sukhdev were
hanged early in the morning of March 23, 1931
in the Lahore Jail. They faced the gallows with
courage, shouting Inquilab Zindabad and Down
with British Imperialism until their last breath.
The history of freedom struggle is incomplete
without the revolutionary strand of nationalism
and the ultimate sacrifice of these revolutionaries.
One more name in the list of such fighters is
Kalpana Dutt.

As Surya Sen, the revolutionary leader of
Chittagong armoury raid, told Ananda Gupta,
‘a dedicated band of youth must show the
path of organised armed struggle in place of
individual action. Most of us will have to die
in the process but our sacrifice for such noble
cause will not go in vain.’ When revolutionary
groups like the Yugantar and the Anushilan
Samiti began stagnating in the mid-1920s,
new groups sprang out of them. Among them,
the most important group was the one led
by Surya Sen, a school teacher by profession,
in Bengal. He had actively participated in
the Non-cooperation movement and wore

Kalpana Dutt (1913–1995)
In the late 1920s a young woman, Kalpana
Dutt (known as Kalpana Joshi after her marriage
to the communist leader P.C. Joshi), fired the
patriotic imagination of young people by her
daring raid of the Chittagong armoury.
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Khadi. His group was closely working with
the Chittagong unit of the Indian National
Congress.

to the revolutionaries and suffered greatly at the
hands of police for this. Due to the continuous
nature of the actions, there was an Armoury
Raid Supplementary Trial too. It took three
years to arrest Surya Sen, in February 1933,
and eleven months before he was sent to the
gallows on 12 January 1934. Kalpana Dutt was
among those who participated in the raids.

Chittagong Armoury Raid
Surya Sen’s revolutionary group, the
Indian Republican Army, was named after
the Irish Republican Army. They planned a
rebellion to occupy Chittagong in a guerrillastyle operation. The Chittagong armouries
were raided on the
night of 18 April
1930.
Simultaneous
attacks were launched
on telegraph offices,
the armoury and the
police barracks to cut
off all communication
networks
including
Surya Sen
the railways to isolate
the region. It was aimed at challenging the
colonial administration directly.
The revolutionaries hoisted the national
flag and symbolically shouted slogans such as
Bande Matram and Inquilab Zindabad. The
raids and the resistance continued for the next
three years. Often, they operated from the
villages and the villagers, gave food and shelter

Women in Action
While Bhagat Singh represented young
men who dedicated their lives to the freedom
of the country, Kalpana Dutt represented
the young women who defied the existing
patriarchal set up and took to arms for the
liberation of their motherland. Not only did
they act as messengers (as elsewhere) but they
also participated in direct actions, fought along
with men, carrying guns.
Kalpana Dutt’s active participation in the
revolutionary Chittagong movement led to her
arrest. Tried along with Surya Sen, Kalpana was
sentenced to transportation for life. The charge
was “waging war against the King Emperor.”
As all their activities started with the raid on
the Armoury, the trial came to be known as the
Chittagong Armoury Raid Trial.
Kalpana Dutt recalls in her book
Chittagong Armoury Raiders Reminiscences the
revolutionary youth of Chittagong wanted “to
inspire self-confidence by demonstrating that
even without outside help it was possible to fight
the Government.

On 13 June 1932 in a face-to-face battle
against government forces, two of the
absconders of the Armoury Raid were
killed, while they in turn killed Capt.
Cameron, Commander of the government
forces in the village of Dhalghat in the
house of a poor Brahmin widow, Savitri
Debi. After the incident the widow was
arrested together with her children.
Despite many offers and temptations,
not a word could the police get out of the
widow. They were uneducated and poor,
yet they resisted all the temptation offers
of gold and unflinchingly could bear all the
tortures that were inflicted upon them.
—From Kalpana Dutt’s autobiography
Chittagong Armoury Raiders’ Reminiscences.
Period of Radicalism in Anti-imperialist Struggles

5.4 K
 arachi Session of
the Indian National
Congress, 1931
The Indian National Congress, in contrast
to the violent actions of revolutionaries,
mobilised the masses for non-violent struggles.
The Congress under the leadership of Gandhi
gave priority to the problems of peasants. In the
context of great agrarian distress, deepened by
world-wide economic depression, the Congress
mobilised the peasantry. The Congress adopted a
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no-rent and no-tax campaign as a part of its civil
disobedience programme. Under the pressure
of Great Depression, socio-economic demands
were sharply articulated in its Karachi Session of
the Indian National Congress.

caste system and the practice untouchability,
were also challenged with a promise to ensure
equal access to public places and institutions.
The Fundamental Rights, in fact, found a
place in the Part III of the Constitution of India–
Fundamental Rights - and some of them went
into Part IV, the Directive Principles of the State
policy. You will study more on these in unit 13
of the second volume in the discussion on the
Constitution of India.

5.5 T
 he Great Depression
and its Impact on India
Karachi Session
The freedom struggle was taking a new
shape. Peasants organised themselves into Kisan
Sabhas and industrial workers were organized by
the trade unions, made their presence felt in a big
way in the freedom struggle. The Indian National
Congress had become a mass party during the
1930s. The Congress leadership, which was
now taking a left turn under Nehru’s leadership,
began to talk about an egalitarian society based
on social and economic justice.
The Karachi session held in March 1931,
presided over by Sardar Valabhbhai Patel,
adopted a resolution on Fundamental Rights
and Duties and provided an insight into what
the economic policy of an independent India.
In some ways, it was the manifesto of the
Indian National Congress for independent
India. These rights and the social and economic
programmes were derived from a firm
conviction that political freedom and economic
freedom were inseparable.
Even a cursory look at the fundamental
rights resolution will tell you that all the basic
rights that the British denied to the Indians
found a prominent place in the Resolution.
The colonial government curtailed civil
liberties and freedom by passing draconian
acts and ordinances. Gandhian ideals and
Nehru’s socialist vision also found a place
in the list of rights that the Indian National
Congress promised to ensure in free India.
The existing social relations, especially the

Stock Market Crash in US Wall Street
The Great Depression was a severe and
prolonged economic crisis which lasted for
about a decade from 1929. The slowdown of
the economic activities, especially industrial
production, led to crises like lockouts, wage
cut, unemployment and starvation. It began in
North America and affected Europe and all the
industrial centres in the world. As the world was
integrated by the colonial order in its economic
sphere, developments in one part of the world
affected other parts as well.
The crash in the Wall Street (where the
American Stock Exchange was located) triggered
an economic depression of great magnitude. The
Depression hit India too. British colonialism
aggravated the situation in India. Depression
affected both industrial and agrarian sectors.
Labour unrest broke out in industrial centres
such as Bombay, Calcutta, Kanpur, United
Province and Madras against wage cuts, lay-offs
and for the betterment of living conditions. In
67
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the agriculture sector, prices of the agricultural
products, which depended on export markets like
jute and raw cotton fell steeply. The depression
brought down the value of Indian exports from
Rs. 311 crores in 1929–1930 to Rs 132 crores in
1932–33. Therefore, the 1930s witnessed the
emergence of the Kisan Sabhas which fought for
rent reduction, relief from debt traps and even
for the abolition of Zamindari.
The only positive impact was on the Indian
industrial sector that could use the availability of
land at reduced prices and labour at cheap wage
rates. The weakening ties with Britain and other
capitalist countries created a condition where
growth was recorded in some of the Indian
industries. Yet only the industries which fed the
local consumption thrived.

America, Indian cotton cultivators came to
grief. But Europeans started textile mills in
India, taking advantage of the cheapness of
cotton available. Ahmedabad textiles mills were
established by Indian entrepreneurs and both
Ahmedabad and Bombay became prominent
centres of cotton mills. By 1914, there were 129
spinning, weaving and other cotton mills within
Bombay presidency. Between 1875–76 and 191314, the number of cotton textile mills in India
increased from 47 to 271.

5.6 I
 ndustrial
Development in India
The British trade policy took a heavy toll
on the indigenous industry. Industrialization of
India was not part of British policy. Like other
colonies, India was treated as a raw material
procurement area and a market for their finished
goods.
Despite this, industrial expansion took place
in India, because of certain unforeseen
circumstances, first during the course of the First
World War and then during the Great Depression.
The first Indian to
start a cotton mill was
Cowasjee
Nanabhoy
Davar
(1815–73),
a Parsi, in Bombay
in 1854. This was
known as the Bombay
Spinning and Weaving
Company. The city’s
leading traders, mostly
Parsis, contributed to Cowasjee Nanabhoy
this endeavour. The
Davar
American Civil War (1861–65) was a boon
to the cotton farmers. But after the Civil War
when Britain continued to import cotton from
Period of Radicalism in Anti-imperialist Struggles

An important landmark in the
establishment of industries in India was the
expansion of the railways system in India. The
first passenger train ran in 1853, connecting
Bombay with Thane. By the first decade of the
twentieth century, railways was the biggest
engineering industry in India. This Britishmanaged industry, run by railway companies,
employed 98,723 persons in 1911. The advent
of railways and other means of transport and
communication
facilities
helped
the
development of various industries.
Jute was yet another industry that picked
up in India in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century. The first jute mill in
Calcutta was founded in 1855. The growth
of jute industry was so rapid and by 1914,
there were 64 mills in Calcutta Presidency.
However, unlike the Bombay textile industry,
these mills were owned by Europeans.
Though the industrial development in the
nineteenth century was mainly confined to
very limited sectors like cotton, jute, etc.,
efforts were made to diversify the sectors. For
example, the Bengal Coal Company was set
68
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up in 1843 in Raiganj
by
Dwarakanath
Tagore (1794–1847),
grandfather
of
Rabindranath Tagore.
The coal industry
picked up after 1892
and its growth peaked
during First World
Dwarakanath Tagore
War years.

Jamsetji Nusserwanji
Tata, popularly known
as J. N. Tata (1839–
1904), came from a
Parsi
(Zoroastrian)
business family in
Navsari, Baroda. The
J. N. Tata
first successful Indian
entrepreneur, he is called the father of the Indian
modern industry. In order to help his father’s
business, he travelled all over the world and this
exposure helped him in his future endeavours.
His trading company, established in 1868,
evolved into the Tata Group. A nationalist, he
called one of the mills established in Kurla,
Bombay “Swadeshi”. His children Dorabji Tata
and Ratanji Tata followed his dream and it was
Dorabji Tata who finally realised the long term
dream of his father to establish an iron and steel
company in 1907. His enthusiasm was such
that he spent two years in US to learn from the
American Iron Industrialists. His yet another
dream to set up a hydroelectric company did
not materialize during his life time. However,
the first major Hydroelectric project – Tata
Hydroelectric Company–was set up in 1910.
With great foresight the Tatas founded the
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore.

It was in the early twentieth century,
industries in India began to diversify. The
first major steel industry – Tata Iron and Steel
Company (TISCO) – was set up by the Tatas
in 1907 as a part of swadeshi effort in Sakchi,
Bihar. Prior to this, a group of Europeans had
attempted in 1875 to found the Bengal Iron
Company. Following this, the Bengal Iron and
Steel Company was set up in 1889. However,
TISCO made a huge headway than the other
endeavourers in this sector. Its production
increased from 31,000 tons in 1912–13 to
1,81,000 tons in 1917–18.
The First World War gave a landmark break
to the industrialisation of the country. For the
first time, Britain’s strategic position in the East
was challenged by Japan. The traditional trade
routes were vulnerable to attack. To meet the
requirements, development of industries in
India became necessary. Hence, Britain
loosened its grip and granted some concessions
to the Indian capitalists. Comparative relaxation
of control by the British government and the
expansion of domestic market due to the War,
facilitated the process of industrialisation. For

the first time, an industrial commission was
appointed in 1916. During the war-period, the
cotton and jute industries showed much growth.
Steel industry was yet another sector marked by
substantial growth.
Other
industries
showing
progress
were
paper, chemicals, cement,
fertilisers, tanning, etc. The
first Indian owned paper mill
– Couper Paper Mill – was
set up in 1882 in Lucknow.
Following this, Itaghur Paper Mill and Bengal
Paper Mill, both owned by Europeans, were
established. Cement manufacturing began in
1904 in Madras with the establishment of South
Indian Industries Ltd. Tanning industry began

Tata Iron and Steel Company
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in the late nineteenth century and a government
leather factory was set up in 1860 in Kanpur.
The first Indian-owned National Tannery was
established in 1905 in Calcutta. The gold mining
in Kolar also started in the late nineteenth
century in the Kolar mining field, Mysore.
The inter-war period registered growth
in manufacturing industries. Interestingly the
growth rate was far better than Britain and even
better than the world average. After a short
slug in 1923–24, the output of textile industry
began to pick up. During the interwar period,
the number of looms and spindles increased
considerably.
In 1929–30, 44 per cent of the total
amount of cotton piece goods consumed in
India came from outside, but by 1933–34,
after the Great Depression, the proportion
had fallen to 20.5 percent. Other two
industries which registered impressive
growth were sugar and cement. The Interwar
years saw a growth in the shipping industry
too. The Scindia Steam Navigation Company
Limited (1919) was the pioneer. In 1939, they
even took over the Bombay Steam Navigation
Company Ltd., a British concern. Eight Indian
concerns were operational in this sector.
A new phase of production began with the
Second World War, which led to the extension
of manufacturing industries to machineries,
aircrafts, locomotives, and so on

Coimbatore Stanes Mill

in the state. The number of sugar factories in the
province rose from two to eleven between 1931
and 1936. There were also proliferation of rice
mills, oil mills and cinema enterprise during this
period.

     Summary
The 1920s and 30’s witnessed a surge of
radicalism, a totally different strand of
nationalism.
Communist Party of India was founded
and the communist activities ended
in Kanpur Conspiracy and Meerut
Conspiracy Cases
Young women also participated in the
revolutionary movements and Kalpna
Dutta was one among them
Great revolutionaries like Bhagat Singh,
Rajguru, Sukdev and Surya Sen attained
martyrdom for the cause of Indian
independence.

Industrial Development in
Tamilnadu during the Depression
The industrial growth in the Madras
Presidency was substantial. In Coimbatore, after
Stanes Mill (Coimbatore Spinning and Weaving
Mills) was established in 1896, no other mill could
come up. The objective conditions created by the
Depression like fall in prices of land, cheapness of
labour and low interest rates led to the expansion
of textile industry in Coimbatore. Twenty nine
mills and ginning factories were floated in the
Coimbatore area during 1929-37. A cement
factory started at Madukkarai in Coimbatore
district in 1932 gave fillip to the cement industry

Period of Radicalism in Anti-imperialist Struggles

1930s was a period of Great Depression
which had impacted globally. India as
a colony of Great Britain was worst hit.
India’s industrial development from the
second half of the nineteenth century to
the end of the inter-war years was without
any prompting from the British and was
mainly due to the conditions created first
by the First World War and later by the
Great Depression.
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UNIT

6

Communalism in
Nationalist Politics

Learning Objectives
To acquaint ourselves with
The emergence of religious nationalism in pre-independent India
British Divide and Rule policy to promote their imperial interests
Grant of separate electorate by the British for Muslims encouraging the League and Jinnah
to press their demand for a separate state for Muslims
Acceptance of office by Congress, under Government of India Act, 1935, and the increasing
gap between Congress and Muslim League
Call for Direct Action Day given by Jinnah and the resultant communal violence in Calcutta
The partition of the country into India and Pakistan

new avenues opened by colonialism. With the
emergence of Indian nationalism especially
among the educated Hindu upper castes, the
British saw in the Muslim middle class a force
to keep the Congress in check. They cleverly
exploited the situation for the promotion
of their own interests. The competing
three strands of nationalism namely Indian
nationalism, Hindu nationalism, and Muslim
nationalism are dealt with in this lesson.

   Introduction
Before the establishment of British Raj,
Mughals and their agents had ruled large
parts of the country. Large sections of the
Muslims therefore enjoyed the advantages of
being the co-religionists of the ruling class
many of whom were sovereigns, landlords,
the generals and officials. The official and
court language was Persian. When the British
gradually replaced them they introduced
a new system of administration. By the
mid-nineteenth century English education
predominated. The 1857 rebellion was the last
gasp of the earlier ruling class. Following the
brutal suppression of the revolt, the Muslims
lost everything, their land, their job and other
opportunities and were reduced to the state of
penury. Unable to reconcile to the condition
to which they were reduced, the Muslims
retreated into a shell. And for the first few
generations after 1857 they hated everything
British. Besides they resented competing with
the Hindus who had taken recourse to the

6.1  Origin and Growth
of Communalism in
British India
(a) Hindu Revivalism
Some of the early nationalists believed that
nationalism could be built only on a Hindu
foundation. As pointed out by Sarvepalli Gopal,
Hindu, revivalism found its voice in politics
through the Arya Samaj, founded in 1875, with
its assertion of superior qualities of Hinduism.
Besant identified herself with Hindu nationalists
73
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(d) Moves of the Congress
Though many congress men had
involvement in Hindu organisations like
Arya Samaj, the Congress leadership was
secular. When there was an attempt by some
Congressmen to pass a resolution in the third
session of the Indian National Congress, making
cow killing a penal offence, the Congress
leadership refused to entertain it. The Congress
subsequently resolved that if any resolution
affecting a particular class or community was
objected to by the delegates representing that
community, even though they were in minority,
it would not be considered by the Congress.

and expressed her ideas as follows: ‘The Indian
work is first of all the revival, strengthening and
uplifting of ancient religions. This has brought
with it a new self-respect, a pride in the past, a
belief in the future and as an inevitable result, a
great wave of patriotic life, the beginning of the
rebuilding of a nation.’
(b) Rise of Muslims Consciousness
Islam on the other hand, to quote
Sarvepalli Gopal again, was securing its
articulation through the Aligarh movement.
The British, by building the Aligarh college
and backing Syed Ahmed Khan, had assisted
the birth of a Muslim national party and
Muslim political ideology. The Wahabis
wanted to take Islam to its pristine purity
and to end the superstition which according
to them had sapped its vitality. From the
Wahabis to the Khilafatists, grassroots
activism played a significant role in the
politicization of Muslims.
Muslim consciousness developed due to
other reasons as well. The Bengal government’s
order in the 1870s to replace Urdu by Hindi,
and the Perso-Arabic script by Nagri script in
the courts and offices created apprehension in
the minds of the Muslim professional group.

(e) Role of Syed Ahmed Khan
Sir Syed Ahmed
Khan, the founder of
Aligarh movement was
initially supportive of
the Congress. Soon
he was converted to
the thinking that in
a country governed
by Hindus, Muslims
Sir Syed Ahmed khan
would be helpless, as
they would be in a minority. However, there
were Muslim leaders like Badruddin Tyabji,
Rahmatullah Sayani in Mumbai, Nawab Syed
Mohammed Bahadur in Chennai and A. Rasul
in Bengal who supported the Congress. But
the majority of Muslims in north India toed
the line of Syed Ahmed Khan, and preferred
to support the British. The introduction
of representative institutions and of open
competition to government posts gave rise to
apprehensions amongst Muslims and prompted
Syed Ahmed Khan and his followers to work
for close collaboration with the Government.
By collaborating with the Government he
hoped to secure for his community a bigger
share than otherwise would be due according
to the principles of number or merit.

(c) Divide and Rule Policy of
British
The object of the
British was to check
the development of a
composite Indian identity,
and to forestall attempts
at
consolidation
and
unification of Indians.
The British imperialism
followed the policy of
Elphinstone
Divide and Rule. Bombay
Governor Elphinstone wrote, ‘Divide et
Impera was the old Roman motto and it
should be ours.’ The British government lent
legitimacy and prestige to communal ideology
and politics despite the governance challenge
that communal riots posed.
Religion in Nationalist Politics

The foundation of the Indian National
Congress in 1885 was an attempt to narrow
the Hindu-Muslim divide and place the
genuine grievances of all the communities in
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the country before the British. But Sir Syed
Ahmed Khan and other Muslim leaders like
Syed Ameer Ali, the first Indian to find a
place in London Privy Council, projected the
Congress as a representative body of only
the Hindus. Of the seventy-two delegates
attending the first session of the Congress only
two were Muslims. Muslim leaders opposed
the Congress tooth and nail on the plea that
Muslims’ participation in it would create
an unfavourable reaction among the rulers
against their community.

Muslim supporters of the Swadeshi movement
were condemned as “Congress touts.” The silence
of the Congress and its refusal to deal with such
elements frontally not only provided stimulus
to communal politics but also demoralized and
discouraged the nationalist Muslims.
Hindu and Muslim Communalism were
products of middle class infighting utterly
divorced from the consciousness of the Hindu
and Muslim masses. —Jawaharlal Nehru
The situation took a turn for the worst in the
first decade of the twentieth century when political
radicalism went hand in hand with religious
conservatism. Tilak, Aurobindo Gosh and Lala
Lajpat Rai aroused anti-colonial consciousness by
using religious symbols, festivals and platforms.
The most aggravating factor was Tilak’s effort to
mobilise Hindus through the Ganapati festival.
Lal Chand spared no efforts to condemn the
Indian National Congress of pursuing a policy of
appeasement towards Muslims.

(f) Communalism in Local Body
Elections
Democratic politics had the unintended
effect of fostering communal tendencies.
Local administrative bodies in the 1880s
provided the scope for pursuing communal
politics. Municipal councillors acquired vast
powers of patronage which were used to
build-up one’s political base. Hindus wresting
the control of municipal boards from the
Muslims
and
vice-versa
led
to
communalisation of local politics.

6.2  Formation of All India
Muslim League

Lal
Chand,
the
principal spokesperson of
the Punjab Hindu Sabha
and later the leader of
Arya Samaj, highlighted
the extent to which some
Municipalities
were
Lal Chand
organised on communal
lines: ‘The members of the Committee arrange
themselves in two rows, around the presidential
chair. On the left are seated the representatives
of the banner of Islam and on the right the
descendants of old Rishis of Aryavarta. By
this arrangement the members are constantly
reminded that they are not simply Municipal
Councillors, but they are as Muhammedans
versus Hindus and vice-versa....’.

On 1 October 1906, a 35-member
delegation of the Muslim nobles, aristocrats,
legal professionals and other elite sections
of the community mostly associated with
Aligarh movement gathered at Simla under the
leadership of Aga Khan to present an address
to Lord Minto, the viceroy. They demanded
proportionate representation of Muslims in
government jobs, appointment of Muslim
judges in High Courts and members in Viceroy’s
council, etc. Though the Simla deputation failed
to obtain any positive commitment from the
Viceroy, it worked as a catalyst for the foundation
of the All India Muslim League (AIML) to
safeguard the interests of the Muslims in 1907.
A group of big zamindars, erstwhile Nawabs and
ex-bureaucrats became active members of this
movement. The League supported the partition
of Bengal, demanded separate electorates
for Muslims, and pressed for safeguards for
Muslims in Government Service.

(g) Weak-kneed Policy of the
Congress
At the dawn of twentieth century, during
the Swadeshi Movement in Bengal (1905–06),
75
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Objectives of All India Muslim
League
The All India Muslim League, the first
centrally organized political party exclusively
for Muslims, had the following objectives:
To promote among the Muslims
of India feelings of loyalty to the
British Government, and remove any
misconception that may arise as to the
instruction of Government with regard to
any of its measures.

of the British officers to Lady Minto: ‘I must
send your Excellency a line to say that a very
big thing has happened to-day. A work of
statesmanship, that will affect Indian History
for many a long year. It is nothing less than
pulling of 62 million people from joining the
ranks of seditious opposition.’
The announcement of separate electorates
and the incorporation of the principle of
“divide and rule” into a formal constitutional
arrangement made the estrangement between
Hindus and Muslims total.

To protect and advance the political rights
and interests of Muslims of India, and to
respectfully represent their needs and
aspirations to the Government.

6.3  Emergence of the All
India Hindu Mahasabha

To prevent the rise among the Muslims of
India of any feeling of hostility towards
other communities without prejudice to
the aforementioned objects of the League.

In the wake of the formation of the Muslim
League and introduction of the Government
of India Act of 1909, a move to start a Hindu
organisation was in the air. In pursuance of
the resolution passed at the fifth Punjab Hindu
Conference at Ambala and the sixth conference
at Ferozepur, the first all Indian Conference
of Hindus was convened at Haridwar in 1915.
The All India Hindu Mahasabha was started there
with headquarters at Dehra Dun. Provincial
Hindu Sabhas were started subsequently in UP,
with headquarters at Allahabad and in Bombay
and Bihar. While the sabhas in Bombay and
Bihar were not active, there was little response
in Madras and Bengal.
Predominantly urban in character, the
Mahasabha was concentrated in the larger
trading cities of north India, particularly
in Allahabad, Kanpur, Benares, Lucknow
and Lahore. In United Province, Bihar the
Mahasabha, to a large extent was the creation of
the educated middle class leaders who were also
activists in the Congress. The Khilafat movement
gave some respite to the separatist politics of the
communalists. As a result, between 1920 and
1922, the Mahasabha ceased to function.
The entry of ulema into politics led Hindus
to fear a revived and aggressive Islam. Even
important Muslim leaders like Ali brothers had
always been Khilafatists first and Congressmen
second. The power of mobilisation on religious

Initially, AIML was an elitist organization
of urbanized Muslims. However, the support of
the British Government helped the League to
become the sole representative body of Indian
Muslims. Within three years of its formation,
the AIML successfully achieved the status of
separate electorates for the Muslims. It granted
separate constitutional identity to the Muslims.
The Lucknow Pact (1916) put an official seal
on a separate political identity to Muslims.
Separate Electorate or Communal Electorate:
Under this arrangement only Muslims could vote
for the Muslim candidates. Minto-Morely Reforms,
1909 provided for eight seats to Muslims in the
Imperial Legislative Council, out of the 27 nonofficials to be elected. In the Legislative Council
of the provinces seats reserved for the Muslim
candidates were: Madras 4; Bombay 4; Bengal 5.
Separate Electorates and the
Spread of Communalism
The institution of separate electorate
was the principle technique adopted by the
Government of British India for fostering and
spreading communalism.
That the British did this with ulterior
motive was evident from a note sent by one
Religion in Nationalist Politics
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grounds demonstrated by the Muslims during
the Khilafat movement motivated the Hindu
communalists to imitate them in mobilising the
Hindu masses. Suddhi movement was not a
new phenomenon but in the post-Khilafat
period it assumed new importance. In an effort
to draw Hindus into the boycott of the visit of
Prince of Wales in 1921, Swami Shradhananda
tried to revive the Mahasabha by organizing
cow-protection propaganda.

frustration. In the aftermath
of
Non-Co-operation
movement, the alliance
between the Khilafatists
and the Congress crumbled.
There was a fresh spate
of communal violence, as
Hindus and Muslims, in the context of selfgoverning institutions created under the Act of
1919, began to stake their political claims and
in the process vied with each other to acquire
power and position. Of 968 delegates attending
the sixth annual conference of the Hindu
Mahasabha in Varanasi in August 1923, 56.7
% came from the U.P. The United Provinces
(UP), the Punjab, Delhi and Bihar together
contributed 86.8 % of the delegates. Madras,
Bombay and Bengal combined sent only 6.6%
of the delegates. 1920s was a trying period for
the Congress. This time the communal tension
in the United Province was not only due to the
zeal of Hindu and Muslim religious leaders,
but was fuelled by the political rivalries of the
Swarajists and Liberals.

Before the World War I, Britain had
promised to safeguard the interests of the
Caliph as well the Kaaba (the holiest seat of
Islam). But after Turkey’s defeat in the War,
they refused to keep their word. The stunned
Muslim community showed its displeasure
to the British government by starting the
Khilafat movement to secure the Caliphate in
Turkey.
The bloody Malabar rebellion of 1921,
where Muslim peasants were pitted against both
the British rulers and Hindu landlords, gave
another reason for the renewed campaign of the
Hindu Mahasabha. Though the outbreak was
basically an agrarian revolt, communal passion
ran high in consequence of which Gandhi
himself viewed it as a Hindu-Muslim conflict.
Gandhi wanted Muslim leaders to tender a
public apology for the happenings in Malabar.

Motilal Nehru

M.M. Malaviya

In Allahabad, Motilal Nehru and Madan
Mohan Malaviya confronted each other.
When Nehru’s faction emerged victorious in
the municipal elections of 1923, Malaviya’s
faction began to exploit religious passions.
The District Magistrate Crosthwaite who
conducted the investigation reported: ‘The
Malavia family have deliberately stirred
up the Hindus and this has reacted on the
Muslims.’

Malabar Rebellion, 1921
(a) Communalism in United
Provinces (UP)

(b) The Hindu Mahasabha

The suspension of the non-cooperation
movement in 1922 and the abolition of the
Caliphate in 1924 left the Muslims in a state of

In the Punjab communalism as a
powerful movement had set in completely.
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In 1924 Lala Lajpat Rai openly advocated
the partition of the Punjab into Hindu and
Muslim Provinces. The Hindu Mahasabha,
represented the forces of Hindu revivalism
in the political domain, raised the slogan
of ‘Akhand Hindustan’ against the Muslim
League’s demand of separate electorates
for Muslims. Ever since its inception, the
Mahasabha’s role in the freedom struggle
has been rather controversial. While not
supportive of British rule, the Mahasabha
did not offer its full support to the nationalist
movement either.

Expressing anguish over the development
of sectarian nationalism, Gandhi wrote,
‘There are as many religions as there are
individuals, but those who are conscious of
the spirit of the nationality do not interfere
with one another’s religion. If Hindus believe
that India should be peopled only by Hindus,
they are living in a dream land. The Hindus,
the Sikhs, the Muhammedans, the Parsis and
the Christians who have made their country
are fellow countrymen and they will have to
live in unity if only for their interest. In no
part of the world are one nationality and one
religion synonymous terms nor has it ever
been so in India.’

Since the Indian National Congress
had to mobilize the support of all classes and
communities against foreign domination, the
leaders of different communities could not press
for principle of secularism firmly for the fear of
losing the support of religious-minded groups.
The Congress under the leadership of Gandhi
held a number of unity conferences during this
period, but to no avail.

to separate Sind from
Bombay and the other
to examine proportional
representation as a
means of safeguarding
Muslim
majorities.
Jinnah who had taken
the initiative to narrow
down
the
breach
Sarojini
between the two, and
had been hailed the ambassador of HinduMuslim unity by Sarojini, felt let down as the
Hindu Mahasabha members present at the All
Parties Convention held in Calcutta in 1928
rejected all amendments and destroyed any
possibility of unity. Thereafter, most of the
Muslims were convinced that they would get
a better deal from Government rather than
from the Congress.

(c) Delhi Conference of Muslims
and their Proposals
One great outcome of the efforts at unity,
however, was an offer by the Conference of
Muslims, which met at Delhi on March 20,
1927 to give up separate electorates if four
proposals were accepted. 1. the separation
of Sind from Bombay 2. Reforms for the
Frontier and Baluchistan 3. Representation by
population in the Punjab and Bengal and 4.
Thirty-three per cent seats for the Muslims in
the Central Legislature.

(d) Communal Award and its
Aftermath

Motilal Nehru and S. Srinvasan persuaded
the All India Congress Committee to accept
the Delhi proposals formulated by the
Conference of the Muslims. But communalism
had struck such deep roots that the initiative
fell through. Gandhi commented that the
Hindu-Muslim issue had passed out of human
hands. Instead of seizing the opportunity to
resolve the tangle, the Congress chose to drag
its feet by appointing two committees, one to
find out whether it was financially feasible
Religion in Nationalist Politics

The British Government was consistent in
promoting communalism. Even the delegates
for the second Round Table Conference
were chosen on the basis of their communal
bearings. After the failure of the Round Table
Conferences, the British Prime Minister Ramsay
MacDonald announced the Communal Award
which further vitiated the political climate.
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6.5  Observation of Day of
Deliverance

The
Rashtriya
Swayamsevak
Sangh
(R.S.S.) founded in
1925 was expanding
and its volunteers had
shot upto 1,00,000.
K.B. Hedgewar, V.D.
V.D. Savarkar
Savarkar
and
M.S.
Golwalker
were
attempting to elaborate on the concept of the
Hindu Rashtra and openly advocated that
‘the non-Hindu people in Hindustan must
adopt the Hindu culture and language...
they must cease to be foreigners or may
stay in the country wholly subordinated
to the Hindu Nation claiming nothing.'
V.D. Savarkar asserted that ‘We Hindus are
a Nation by ourselves’. Though the Congress
had forbidden its members from joining the
Mahasabha or the R.S.S. as early as 1934, it
was only in December 1938 that the Congress
Working Committee declared Mahasabha
membership to be a disqualification for
remaining in the Congress.

The Second World War broke out in 1939
and the Viceroy of India Linlithgow immediately
announced that India was also at war. Since the
declaration was made without any consultation
with the Congress, it was greatly resented by
it. The Congress Working Committee decided
that all Congress ministries in the provinces
would resign. After the resignation of Congress
ministries, the provincial governors suspended
the legislatures and took charge of the provincial
administration.
The Muslim League celebrated the end
of Congress rule as a day of deliverance on 22
December 1939. On that day, the League passed
resolutions in various places against Congress
for its alleged atrocities against Muslims. The
demonstration of Nationalist Muslims was
dubbed as anti-Islamic and denigrated. It was
in this atmosphere that the League passed
its resolution on 26 March 1940 in Lahore
demanding a separate nation for Muslims.
Though the idea of Pakistan came
from the Muslim League platform in 1940
it had been conceived ten years earlier by
the poet–scholar Mohammad Iqbal. At the
League’s annual conference at Allahabad
(1930), Iqbal expressed his wish to see a
consolidated North-west Indian Muslim
State. It was then articulated forcefully by
Rahmat Ali, a Cambridge student. The basis
of League’s demand was its “Two Nation
Theory” which first came from Sir Wazir
Hasan in his presidential address at Bombay
session of League in 1937. He said, “the
Hindus and Mussalmans inhabiting this
vast continent are not two communities but
should be considered two nations in many
respects.”

6.4  First Congress
Ministries
The nationalism of the Indian National
Congress was personified by Mahatma
Gandhi, who rejected the narrow nationalism
exemplified by the Arya Samaj and the
Aligargh movement and strove to evolve a
political identity that transcended the different
religions. Notwithstanding the state-supported
communalism of different hues, the Indian
National Congress remained a dominant political
force in India. In the 1937 elections, Congress
won in seven of the eleven provinces and formed
the largest party in three others. The Muslim
League’s performance was dismal. It succeeded
in winning only 4.8 per cent of the Muslim votes.
The Congress had emerged as a mass secular
party. Yet the Government branded it a Hindu
organisation and projected the Muslim League
as the real representative of the Muslims and
treated it on a par with the Congress.

Neither Jinnah nor Nawab Zafrullah Khan
then had considered creation of separate state
for Muslims practicable. However, on March
23, 1940, the Muslim League formally adopted
79
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the idea by passing a
resolution. The text
of the resolution ran
as under: “Resolved
that it is the concerted
view of this session
of the All India
Muslim League that
no
constitutional Muhammad Ali Jinnah
scheme would be workable in this country
or acceptable to Muslims unless it is
designed on the following basic principles,
viz. that geographically contiguous units
are demarcated into regions which should
be constituted with such territorial
readjustments as may be necessary, that the
area in which the Muslims are numerically
in majority should be grouped to constitute
Independent State.” The League resolved that
the British government before leaving India
should effect the partition of the country into
Indian union and Pakistan.

only those finances required to take care of
union matters. The subcontinent was to be
divided into three major groups of provinces:
Group A, to include the Hindu-majority
provinces of the Bombay Presidency, Madras
Presidency, the United Provinces, Bihar, Orissa,
and the Central Provinces; Group B, to contain
the Muslim-majority provinces of the Punjab,
Sind, the North-West Frontier, and Baluchistan;
and Group C, to include the Muslim-majority
Bengal and the Hindu-majority Assam. The
group governments were to be autonomous
in everything excepting in matters reserved
to the centre. The princely states within each
group were to be integrated later into their
neighbouring provinces. Local provincial
governments were to have the choice of opting
out of the group in which they found themselves,
should a majority of their people desire to do so.
Jinnah accepted the Cabinet Mission’s
proposal, as did the Congress leaders. But after
several weeks of behind-the-scene negotiations,
on July 29, 1946, the Muslim League adopted a
resolution rejecting the Cabinet Mission Plan
and called upon the Muslims throughout India
to observe a ‘Direct Action Day’ in protest on
August 16. The rioting and killing that took
place for four days in Calcutta led to a terrible
violence resulting in thousands of deaths.
Gandhi who was until then resisting any effort
to vivisect the country had to accede to the
demand of the Muslim League for creation of
Pakistan.

6.6 Direct Action Day
Hindu communalism and Muslim
communalism fed on each other throughout
the early 1940s. Muslim League openly
boycotted the Quit India movement of 1942.
In the elections held in 1946 to the Constituent
Assembly, Muslim League won all 30 seats
reserved for Muslims in the Central Legislative
Assembly and most of the reserved provincial
seats as well. The Congress Party was successful
in gathering most of the general electorate seats,
but it could no longer effectively insist that it
spoke for the entire population of British India.
In 1946 Secretary of State PethickLawrence led a three-member Cabinet Mission
to New Delhi with the hope of resolving the
Congress–Muslim League deadlock and,
thus, of transferring British power to a single
Indian administration. Cripps was primarily
responsible for drafting the Cabinet Mission
Plan. The plan proposed a three-tier federation
for India, integrated by a central government
in Delhi, which would be limited to handling
foreign affairs, communications, defence, and
Religion in Nationalist Politics

Mountbatten who succeeded Wavell came
to India as Viceroy to effect the partition plan
and transfer of power.

   Summary
Communalism in British India is traced
to the religious reform movements,
Arya Samaj and Theosophical Society
representing Hinduism and Wahabi and
Khilafat movements representing Islam.
Cow Protection Associations and their
attempt to prevent killing of cows led to
riots and spread of communalism.
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Last Phase of Indian
National Movement

Learning Objectives
To acquaint ourselves with
JJ

Cripps Mission and its failure

JJ

Quit India Movement and Gandhi’s call for “Do or Die”

JJ

Subash Chandra Bose and the Indian National Army (INA)

JJ

Rajaji’s compromise proposals and Wavell Plan

JJ

Royal Indian Navy Revolt (1946)

JJ

Mountbatten Plan & Partition

May 1944. Then came the Cabinet Mission,
whose plan was eventually accepted by the
Congress. However, Jinnah and the Muslim
League, persisting in their Pakistan demand,
announced Direct Action Day programme that
ignited communal riots in East Bengal. Gandhi
began his tour in the riot-hit Naokali. Rajaji’s
compromise formula and Wavell plan and the
Simla conference convened to consider the
latter’s plan did not help to resolve the deadlock.
In the meantime, Royal Indian Navy revolted,
prompting the British to quicken the process
of Independence. Mountbatten was appointed
governor general to oversee independence and
the partition of the subcontinent into India and
Pakistan.

   Introduction
The outbreak of Second World War and
Britain’s decision to involve India in the War
without consulting Congress ministries in
provinces, provoked the leaders of Indian
National Congress and Gandhi. The Congress
ministers resigned in protest. Gandhi launched
the individual Satyagraha in October 1940
to keep up the morale of the Congress. In the
meantime, the election of Subash Chandra
Bose as Congress President upset Gandhi this
led to Bose’s resignation. Later Bose started his
Forward Bloc Party. After his escape to Germany
and Singapore formed Indian National Army
and carried on his revolutionary activities
independent of the Congress movement.
The Cripps Mission arrived in March 1942
to assuage the nationalists. But its proposals
bore no fruit. Gandhi decided to embark on
the Quit India Movement in August 1942. The
British arrested all prominent leaders of the
Congress and put down the movement with
an iron hand. Gandhi languished in jail until

Individual Satyagraha
Unlike in the past, where Gandhi’s
campaign had assumed a mass character,
Gandhi decided on the strategy of individual
Satyagraha so that the war against fascism was
not hampered. The satyagrahis were handpicked
by Gandhi and their demand was restricted
84
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Removal of Bose from Congress
The August offer
came too late for the
Congress to even
negotiate a settlement.
The Congress, at this
time, was losing its
sheen. Its membership
had fallen from 4.5
Subhas Chandra Bose
million in 1938–39
to 1.4 million in 1940-41. Subhas Chandra
Bose was isolated within the Congress, as
most leaders in the organisation’s top refused
cooperation with him. Bose resigned and the
AICC session at Calcutta elected Rajendra
Prasad as president. Bose founded the Forward
Bloc to function within the Congress and was
eventually removed from all positions in the
organization in August 1939.

to asserting their freedom of speech to preach
against participation in the war. The chosen
satyagrahi was to inform the District Magistrate
of the date, time and place of the protest. On
reaching there at the appointed time, and
publicly declare the following: ‘It is wrong to
help the British War effort with men or money.
The only worthy effort is to resist all war efforts
with non-violent resistance’ and offer arrest.

Paunar Ashram in Maharashtra

Lahore Resolution
The arrogance displayed by the colonial
government and its refusal to find a meeting
point between the promise of dominion status
at some future date and the Congress demand
for the promise of independence after cessation
of the war as a pre-condition to support war
efforts was drawn from another development.
That was the demand for a separate nation for
Muslims. Though the genesis of a separate unit
or units consisting of Muslim majority regions
in the Eastern and North-Western India was in
the making since the 1930s, the resolution on
March 23, 1940, at Lahore was distinct.
There is ample evidence that the Muslim
League and its associates were given the
necessary encouragement to go for such a
demand by the colonial administrators. The
resolution, then, gave the colonial rulers a
certain sense of courage to refuse negotiating
with the Indian National Congress even while
they sought cooperation in the war efforts.
In many ways the Congress at the time was
weaker in the organizational sense. Moreover,
its leaders were committed to the idea that the
British war efforts called for support given the
character of the Axis powers – Germany, Italy

The programme began on October 17,
1940 with Vinobha Bhave offering Satyagraha
near his Paunar ashram in Maharashtra. Gandhi
suspended the Satyagraha in December 1940.
It was revived with some changes and groups
offered satyagrahas from January 1941 and was
eventually withdrawn in August 1941.
August Offer
Individual
Satyagraha was the
Congress response
to the August offer
by the Viceroy,
Lord Linlithgow.
On August 8,
Lord Linlithgow
1940, Linlithgow
offered the following: Dominion status at
some unspecified future; expansion of the
Viceroy’s Council (or the Executive Council)
to accommodate more Indians in it; setting
up a War Advisory Council with Indians in it;
recognition of the rights of the minority; and a
promise to recognize the Indian peoples’ right
to draft a constitution at some future date after
the war.
85
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and Japan – being fascist and thus a danger
for democracy. Bose was the only leader who
sought non-cooperation with the allied forces
and active cooperation with the Axis powers.

will study that in detail in this lesson (in
Section 7.3). Churchill was worried that
Calcutta and Madras might fall in Japanese
hands. Similar thoughts ran in the minds of
the leaders of the Congress too and they too
were desperate to seek an honourable way
out to offer cooperation in the war effort.
It was in this situation that the Congress
Working Committee, in December 1941,
passed a resolution offering cooperation
with the war effort on condition that Britain
promised independence to India after the
war and transfer power to Indians in a
substantial sense immediately.

All these were the important markers of
1940. Things however changed soon with the
Japanese advance in Southeast Asia and the
collapse of the British army. It led to a sense of
urgency among the colonial rulers to ensure
cooperation for the war efforts in India even
while not committing to freedom. Winston
Churchill, now heading the war cabinet,
dispatched Sir Stafford Cripps to talk with the
Congress.

Arrival of Cripps
A delegation headed by Sir Stafford
Cripps reached India in March 1942. That
Cripps, a Labour party representative in the
War cabinet under Churchill, was chosen
to head the delegation lent credibility to
the mission. Before setting out to India, he
announced that British policy in India aimed
at ‘the earliest possible realisation of selfgovernment in India’. But the draft declaration
he presented before he began negotiations fell
far short of independence.

7.1 Cripps Mission
Japan Storm South-East Asia
The year 1941 was bad for the allied forces.
France, Poland, Belgium, Norway and Holland
had fallen to Germany and Great Britain
was facing destruction as well. Of far more
significance to India was Japan’s march into
South-east Asia. This was happening alongside
the attack on Pearl Harbour, where Japanese
war-planes bombed the American port on
December 7, 1941. US President F.D. Roosevelt
and Chinese President Chiang Kai-Shek were
concerned with halting Japan on its march.
India, thus, came on their radar and the two put
pressure on British Prime Minister, Churchill to
ensure cooperation for the war from the Indian
people.

Cripps Proposals
Cripps promised
Dominion Status and
a constitution-making
body after the war.
The
constitutionmaking body was to be
partly elected by the
provincial assemblies
Sir Stafford Cripps
and
nominated
members from the Princely states. The draft
also spelt out the prospect of Pakistan. It said
that any province that was not prepared to
accept the new constitution would have the
right to enter into a separate agreement with
Britain regarding its future status. The draft
did not contain anything new. Nehru recalled
later: ‘When I read these proposals for the
first time I was profoundly depressed.’

By the end of 1941, the Japanese forces
had stormed through the Philippines, IndoChina, Indonesia, Malaysia and Burma and
were waiting to knock at India’s doors in the
North-East. The way the South East Asian
region fell raised concerns to Britain and
the Indian National Congress. The British
forces ran without offering any resistance.
The Indian soldiers of the British Indian
Army were left to the mercy of the Japanese
forces. It was from among them that
what would later on to become the Indian
National Army (INA) would be raised. We
Last Phase of Indian National Movement
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Rejection of Cripps’ Proposals
The offer of Dominion Status was too little.
The Congress also rejected the idea of nominated
members to the constitution-making body and
sought elections in the Princely States as in the
Provinces. Above all these was the possibility
of partition. The negotiations were bound to
breakdown and it did.

resolved to launch a mass civil disobedience
movement. C. Rajaji and Bhulabhai Desai who
had reservations against launching a movement
at that time resigned from the Congress
Working Committee. Nehru, despite being
among those who did not want a movement
then bound himself with the majority’s decision
in the Working Committee.
'Do or Die'
The futility that marked the Cripps mission
had turned both Gandhi and Nehru sour with
the British than any time in the past. Gandhi
expressed this in a press interview on May
16, 1942 where he said: ‘Leave India to God.
If that is too much, then leave her to anarchy.
This ordered disciplined anarchy should go
and if there is complete
lawlessness, I would risk
it.’ The Mahatma called
upon the people to ‘Do
or Die’ and called the
movement he launched
from there as a ‘fight to
the finish’.
Mahatma Gandhi

Options for Congress in the wake
of Pearl Harbour Attack
Churchill’s attitude towards the Indian
National Movement for independence in
general and Gandhi in particular was one of
contempt even earlier. Churchill did not change
even when Britain needed cooperation in the
war efforts so desperately. But he came under
pressure from the US and China.
The Indian National Congress, meanwhile,
was pushed against the wall. This happened in
two ways: the colonial government’s adamant
stand against any assurance of independence
on the one hand and Subhas Chandra Bose’s
campaign to join hands with the Axis powers in
the fight for independence. Bose had addressed
the people of India on the Azad Hind Radio
broadcast from Germany in March 1942. This
was the context in which Gandhi thought of the
Quit India movement.

Quit India
The colonial government did not wait. All
the leaders of the Indian National Congress,
including Gandhi, were arrested early in the
morning on August 9, 1942. The Indian people
too did not wait. The immediate response to
the pre-dawn arrests was hartals in almost
all the towns where the people clashed, often
violently, with the police. Industrial workers
across India went on strike. The Tata Steel
Plant in Jamshedpur closed down by the
striking workers for 13 days beginning August
20. The textile workers in Ahmedabad struck
work for more than three months. Industrial
towns witnessed strikes for varied periods
across India.

7.2 Quit India Movement
Sometime
in
May
1942 Gandhi took it upon
himself to steer the Indian
National Congress into
action. Gandhi’s decision
to launch a mass struggle
this time, however, met with
reservation from C. Rajaji as much as from
Nehru. Conditions were ripe for an agitation.
Prices of commodities had shot up many-fold
and there was shortage of food-grains too.

Brutal Repression

Congress Meet at Wardha
It was in this context that the Working
Committee of the Indian National Congress
met at Wardha on July 14, 1942. The meeting

The colonial government responded with
brutal repression and police resorted to firing in
many places. The army was called in to suppress
the protest. The intensity of the movement and
87
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Spread and Intensity of the
Movement
The spread of the movement and its
intensity can be gauged from the extent of
force that the colonial administration used to
put it down. By the end of 1943, the number of
persons arrested across India stood at 91, 836.
The police shot dead 1060 persons during the
same period. 208 police outposts, 332 railway
stations and 945 post offices were destroyed or
damaged very badly. At least 205 policemen
defected and joined the rebels. R.H. Niblett,
who served as District Collector of Azamgarh in
eastern United Province, removed from service
for being too mild with the rebels, recorded
in his diary that the British unleashed ‘white
terror’ using an ‘incendiary police to set fire
to villages for several miles’ and that ‘reprisals
(becoming) the rule of the day.’ Collective fines
were imposed on all the people in a village
where public property was destroyed.

the repression can be made out from the fact
that as many as 57 battalions were called in as
a whole. Aircrafts were used to strafe protesters.
The momentum and its intensity was such that
Linlithgow, wrote to Churchill, describing the
protests as ‘by far the most serious rebellion
since 1857, the gravity and extent of which we
have so far concealed from the world for reasons
of military security.’
Though this phase of the protest,
predominantly urban, involving the industrial
workers and the students was put down by
use of brutal force, the upsurge did not end.
It spread in its second phase into the villages.
A sixty-point increase in prices of food-grains
recorded between April and August 1942
had laid the seeds of resentment. In addition,
those leaders of the Congress, particularly the
Socialists within, who had managed to escape
arrest on August 9 fanned into the countryside
where they organised the youth into guerrilla
actions.

Beginning late September 1942, the
movement took the shape of attacks and
destruction of communication facilities such as
telegraph lines, railway stations and tracks and
setting fire to government offices. This spread
across the country and was most intense in
Eastern United Provinces, Bihar, Maharashtra
and in Bengal. The rebels even set up ‘national
governments’ in pockets they liberated from
the colonial administration. An instance of this
was the ‘Tamluk Jatiya Sarkar’ in the Midnapore
district in Bengal that lasted until September
1944. There was a parallel government in Satara.

Clandestine Radio
Yet another prominent feature of the Quit
India movement was the use of Radio by the
rebels. The press being censored, the rebels set
up a clandestine radio broadcast system from
Bombay. The transmitter was shifted from one
place to another in and around the city. Usha
Mehta was the force behind the clandestine
radio operations and its broadcast was heard as
far away as Madras.
The Quit India movement was the most
powerful onslaught against the colonial state
hitherto. The movement included the Congress,
the Socialists, and the Forward Bloc. The
movement witnessed unprecedented unity of
the people and sent a message that the colonial
rulers could not ignore.

Socialists like Jayaprakash Narayan, Achyut
Patwardhan, Asaf Ali, Yusuf Mehraly and Ram
Manohar Lohia provided leadership. Gandhi’s
21 day fast in jail, beginning February 10, 1943,
marked a turning point and gave the movement
(and even the violence in a limited sense) a
great push.

Release of Gandhi
Gandhi’s release from prison, on health
grounds, on May 6, 1944 led to the revival
of the Constructive Programme. Congress
committees began activities in its garb and the
ban on the Congress imposed in the wake of the
Quit India movement was thus overcome. The

Outbreak of Violence
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colonial state, meanwhile, put forward a plan
for negotiation. Lord Archibald Wavell, who
had replaced Linlithgow as Viceroy in October
1943, had begun to work towards another
round of negotiation. The message was clear:
The British had no option but to negotiate!

On July 2, 1943, Subhas Chandra Bose,
reached Singapore. From there he went to Tokyo
and after a meeting with Prime Minister Tojo,
the Japanese leader declared that his country did
not desire territorial expansion into India. Bose
returned to Singapore and set up the Provisional
Government of Free India on October 21, 1943.
This Provisional Government declared war
against Britain and the other allied nations.
The Axis powers recognised Bose’s Provisional
Government as its ally.

7.3  Netaji Subhas Chandra
Bose and the INA

After the Indian National Congress acted
against Bose in August 1939, shunting him
out of all offices including as president
of the Bengal Congress Committee, Bose
embarked upon a campaign trail, to mobilise
support to his position, across India. He was
arrested by the British on July 3, 1940 under
the Defence of India Act. and kept under
constant surveillance. As the war progressed
in Europe Bose believed that Germany was
going to win. He began to nurture the idea
that Indian independence could be achieved
by joining hands with the Axis powers. In
the midnight of January 16-17, 1941, Bose
slipped out of Calcutta, and reached Berlin
by the end of March, travelling through
Kabul and the Soviet Union on an Italian
passport. Bose met Hitler and Goebbels in
Berlin. Both the Nazi leaders were cold and
the only concession they gave was to set up
the Azad Hind Radio. Nothing more came
out of his rendezvous with Hitler and his
aides. With Germany facing reverses, Bose
found his way to Singapore in July 1943

Bose with INA

A considerably large contingent of the
Indian Army was posted on the South East
Asian countries that were part of the British
Empire. They were in Malaya, Burma and
elsewhere. The forces, however, could not stand
up to the Japanese army. The command of the
British Indian Army in the South-East Asian
front simply retreated leaving the ranks behind
as Prisoners of War (POWs).
Mohan Singh, an officer of the British
Indian Army in Malaya, approached the
Japanese for help and they found in this an
opportunity. Japan’s interests lay in colonising
China and not much India. The Indian POWs
with the Japanese were left under Mohan
Singh’s command. The fall of Singapore to
the Japanese forces added to the strength of
the POWs and Mohan Singh now had 45,000
POWs under his command. Of these, Mohan
Singh had drafted about 40,000 men in the
Indian National Army by the end of 1942.
Indians in the region saw the INA as saviours
against Japanese expansionism as much as the
commander and other officers held out that
the army would march into India but only on
invitation from the Indian National Congress.

Subash and INA
Bose enlisted civilians too into the INA and
one of the regiments was made up of women.
The Rani of Jhansi regiment of the INA was
commanded by a medical doctor and daughter
of freedom fighter Ammu Swaminathan from
Madras, Dr Lakshmi. On July 6, 1944, Subhas
Chandra Bose addressed a message to Gandhi
89
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over the Azad Hind Radio from Rangoon.
Calling him the ‘Father of the Nation’, Bose
appealed to Gandhi for his blessing in what he
described as ‘India’s last war of independence.’

It was in this context that the colonial rulers
sent up three prominent officers of the INA –
Shah Nawaz Khan, P.K. Sehgal and G.S. Dhillon
– to trial. The press in India reported the trials
with all empathy and editorials sought the
soldiers freed immediately. The INA week was
marked by processions, hartals and even general
strikes across the nation demanding release of
the soldiers.

INA with Axis Powers in War
A battalion of the INA commanded by
Shah Nawaz accompanied the Japanese army,
in its march on Imphal. This was in late 1944
and the Axis powers, including the Japanese
forces, had fallen into bad times all over. The
Imphal campaign did not succeed and the
Japanese retreated before the final surrender to
the British command in mid-1945. Shah Nawaz
and his soldiers of the INA were taken prisoners
and charged with treason.

The choice of the three men to be sent up
for trial ended up rallying all political opinion
behind the campaign. The Muslim League, the
Shiromani Akali Dal and the Hindu Maha Sabha,
all those who had stayed clear of the Quit India
campaign, joined the protests and raised funds
for their defence. Although the trial court found
Sehgal, Dhillon and Shah Nawaz Khan guilty
of treason, the commander in chief remitted
the sentences and set them free on January 6,
1946. The INA trials, indeed, set the stage for
yet another important stage in the history of the
Indian National Movement in February 1946.
The ratings of the Royal Indian Navy (RIN)
raised the banner of revolt.

INA Trial
The INA trials were held at the Red Fort in
New Delhi. The Indian National Congress fielded
its best lawyers in defence of the INA soldiers.
Nehru, who had given up his legal practice as
early as in 1920 responding to Gandhi’s call
for non-cooperation, wore his black gown to
appear in defence. Even though the INA did not
achieve much militarily, the trials made a huge
impact in inspiring the masses.

Shah Nawaz Khan

P.K. Sehgal

7.4 The Royal Indian
Navy Revolt
The economic impact of the war was
manifest in rising prices, shortage of foodgrains and closure of war time industries
causing retrenchment and employment. This
merged with the anti-British sentiments
evident in the mass scale of the protests
revolving around the INA trials.
B.C. Dutt, a rating (the designation for
the Indians employed in the various war-ships
and elsewhere in the Royal Indian Navy) in the
HMIS Talwar was arrested for scribbling ‘Quit
India’ on the panel of the ship. This provoked
a strike by the 1,100 ratings on the ship. The
ratings resented the racist behaviour of the
English commanders, the poor quality of the
food and abuses that were the norm. Dutt’s
arrest served as the trigger for the revolt on
February 18, 1946. The day after, the revolt

G.S. Dhillon

The colonial government’s arrogance once
again set the stage for another mass mobilisation.
The Indian National Congress, after the debacle
at the Simla Conference (June 25 and July 14,
1945) plunged into reaching out to the masses
by way of public meetings across the country.
The INA figured more prominently as an issue
in all these meetings than even the Congress’s
pitch for votes in the elections (under the 1935
Act) that were expected soon.
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was joined by the ratings in the Fort Barracks
and the Castle and a large number of them
went into the Bombay cities in commandeered
trucks waving Congress flags and shouting
anti-British slogans.

in an organised direction. While the trade
unions came out in solidarity with the ratings in
no time and the strikes in Bombay and Calcutta
and Madras were strong expressions against
British rule in India, these did not last for long
and the ratings were forced to surrender soon.
Sardar Vallabhai Patel, then in Bombay,
took the initiative to bring the revolt to an end.
The RIN mutiny, however, was indeed a glorious
chapter in the Indian National Movement and
perhaps the last act of rebellion in the long
story of such acts of valour in the cause of
independence.
The March 23, 1940 resolution read as
follows: ‘That geographically contiguous
units are demarcated into regions which
should be so constituted, with such
territorial readjustments as may be
necessary, that the areas in which the
Muslims are numerically in a majority as
in the north-western and eastern zones
of India should be grouped to constitute
“Independent States”, in which the
constituent units shall be autonomous and
sovereign.’ (Source: Sumit Sarkar Modern
India 1885-1947, Pearson, 2018, p 324)

Royal Indian Navy Revolt
Soon, the workers in the textile mills of
Bombay joined the struggle. The trade unions
in Bombay and Calcutta called for a sympathy
strike and the two cities turned into war zones.
Barricades were erected all over and pitched
battles fought. Shopkeepers downed shutters
and hartals became the order of the day. Trains
were stopped in the two cities with people
sitting on the tracks. On news of the Bombay
revolt reaching Karachi, ratings in the HMIS
Hindustan and other naval establishments in
Karachi went on a lightning strike on February
19. The strike wave spread to almost all the
naval establishments across India and at least
20,000 ratings from 78 ships and 20 shore
establishments ended up revolting in the days
after February 18, 1946. There were strikes,
expressing support to the ratings in the Royal
Indian Air Force stationed in Bombay, Poona,
Calcutta, Jessore and Ambala units. The Sepoys
in the army cantonment station at Jabalpur too
went on strike.

7.5  Rajaji Proposals and
the Wavell Plan
Demand for a Separate Nation
Meanwhile, the communal challenge
persisted and the Muslim League pressed with
its demand for a separate nation. The Lahore
resolution of the Muslim League in March 1940
had altered the discourse from the Muslims
being a ‘minority’ to the Muslims constituting
a ‘nation’. Mohammed Ali Jinnah was asserting
this right as the sole spokesperson of the
community.

The ratings, in many places, hoisted the
Congress, the Communist, and the Muslim
League flags together on the ship masts during
the revolt.

Rajaji’s Proposals

The colonial government’s response was
brutal repression. It was, indeed, a revolt
without a leadership; nor did the ratings move

In April 1944, when the Congress leaders
were in jail, C.Rajaji put out a proposal to
resolve the issue. It contained the following:
91
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•

•
•
•

A
post-war
commission
to
be
formed
to
demarcate
the
contiguous districts
where the Muslims
were in absolute
majority and a
plebiscite of the
adult population
C. Rajagopalachari
there to ascertain
whether they would prefer Pakistan;
In case of a partition there would be a
mutual agreement to run certain essential
services, like defence or communication;
The border districts could choose to join
either of the two sovereign states;
The implementation of the scheme would
wait till after full transfer of power.

council for the caste Hindus and the Muslims and
separate representation for the Scheduled Castes;
and start of discussions for a new constitution.
The proposal displeased everyone. The
Simla Conference held between June 25 and July
14, 1945 ended without resolution. The talks
broke down on the right of the Indian National
Congress and the Muslim League to nominate
members to the Viceroy’s Council.

After his release from prison, Gandhi, in
July 1944, proposed talks with Jinnah based on
what came to be the ‘Rajaji formula’. The talks
did not go anywhere.

Simla Conference (1945)
The Muslim League insisted on its
exclusive right to nominate Muslim members to
the Council. Its demand was that the Congress
nominees shall only be caste Hindus and that the
Indian National Congress should not nominate
a Muslim or a member from the Scheduled
Caste! This was seen as a means to further
the divide on communal lines and deny the
Congress the status of representing the Indian
people. Lord Wavell found a council without
Muslim League representation as unworkable
and thus abandoned the Simla talks.
The years between the Lahore resolution
of 1940 and the Simla Conference in 1945
marked the consolidation of a Muslim national
identity and the emergence of Jinnah as its
sole spokesperson. It was at a convention of
Muslim League Legislators in Delhi in April
1946, that Pakistan was defined as a ‘sovereign
independent state’. For the first time the League
also declared its composition in geographical
terms as ‘the region consisting of the Muslim
majority provinces of Bengal and Assam in
the Northeast and the Punjab, North-West

Wavell Plan
In June 1945
Lord Wavell moved
to
negotiate
and
called for the Simla
conference. The rest of
the Congress leaders,
including Jawaharlal
Nehru, Sardar Patel
Lord Wavell
and the Congress
president, Maulana Abul Kalam Azad were
released from jail for this. Wavell had set out
on this project in March 1945 and sailed to
London. There he convinced Churchill of the
imperative for a Congress–Muslim League
coalition government as a way to deal with the
post-war political crisis.
The Viceroy’s proposal before the leaders
of all political formations and most prominently
the Congress and the Muslim League was setting
up of an Executive Council, exclusively with
Indians along with himself and the commanderin-chief; equal number of representatives in the
Last Phase of Indian National Movement
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Frontier Province, Sind and Baluchistan in the
Northwest. The Congress president Maulana
Abul Kalam Azad rejected this idea and held
that the Congress stood for a united India with
complete independence.
All these were developments after the
Simla conference of June–July 1945 and after
Churchill was voted out and replaced by a
Labour Party government headed by Clement
Attlee. Times had changed in a substantial sense.
British Prime Minister, Attlee had declared the
certainty of independence to India with only
the terms left to be decided.

Nehru and Jinnah
After elaborate consultations, the viceroy
issued invitations on 15 June 1946 to the
14 men to join the interim government. The
invitees were: Jawaharlal Nehru, Vallabhbhai
Patel, Rajendra Prasad, Rajaji and Hari Krishna
Mahtab (on behalf of the INC); Mohammed
Ali Jinnah, Liaquat Ali Khan, Mohammed
Ismail Khan, Khwaja Sir Nazimuddin and
Abdul Rab Nishtar (from the Muslim League)
and Sardar Baldev Singh (on behalf of the Sikh
community), Sir N.P. Engineer (to represent
the Parsis), Jagjivan Ram (representing
the scheduled castes) and John Mathai (as
representative of the Indian Christians).

7.6  Cabinet Mission and
Mountbatten Plan
Cabinet Mission
The changed global scenario in the post–
World War II context led to the setting up of the
Cabinet Mission. Headed by Secretary of State
for India, Sir Stafford Cripps with A.V.Alexander
and Pethick Lawrence as members the mission
landed in India in March 1946 and began work
on its brief: to set up a national government
before the final transfer of power. The mission
proposed to constitute a ‘representative’ body
by way of elections across the provinces and
the princely states and entrust this body with
the task of making a constitution for free India.
The idea of partition did not figure at this
stage. Instead, the mission’s proposal was for a
loose-knit confederation in which the Muslim
League could dominate the administration
in the North-East and North-West provinces
while the Congress would administer rest of the
provinces.
Jinnah sounded out his acceptance of the
idea on June 6, 1946. The Congress, meanwhile,
perceived the Cabinet Mission’s plan as a clear
sanction for the setting up of a Constituent
Assembly. Nehru conveyed through his speech
at the AICC, on July 7, 1946, that the Indian
National Congress accepted the proposal.
Subsequently, Jinnah on July 29, 1946, reacted
to this and announced that the League stood
opposed to the plan.

Meanwhile, the Congress proposed Zakir
Hussain from its quota of five nominees to the
interim council. The Muslim League objected to
this and, on 29 July 1946, Jinnah announced that
the League would not participate in the process
to form the Constituent Assembly. This invited a
sharp reaction from the British administration.
On 12 August 1946, the viceroy announced that
he was inviting Nehru (Congress president)
to form the provisional government. After
consultation with Nehru, 12 members of the
National Interim Government were announced
on 25 August 1946. Apart from Nehru, the other
members were: Vallabhbhai Patel, Rajendra
Prasad, Asaf Ali, C. Rajaji, Sarat Chandra Bose,
John Mathai, Sardar Baldev Singh, Sir Shafaat
Ahmed Khan, Jagjivan Ram, Syed Ali Zaheer
and Cooverji Hormusji Bhabha. It was stated
that two more Muslims will be nominated in
due course.
Five Hindus, three Muslims and one
representative each from the scheduled castes,
Indian Christians, Sikhs and Parsis formed the
93
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basis of this list. Later Hare Krishna Mahtab
was replaced by Sarat Chandra Bose. The
Parsi nominee, N.P. Engineer was replaced
by Cooverji Hormusji Bhabha. In place of the
League’s nominees, the Congress put in the
names of three of its own men: Asaf Ali, Shafaat
Ahmed Khan and Syed Ali Zaheer.

in the interim government. The Muslim League
accepted the proposal but Jinnah refused to join
the cabinet.
The interim cabinet was reconstituted
on October 26, 1946. Those who joined on
behalf of the League were Liaquat Ali Khan,
I.I. Chundrigar, A. R. Nishtar, Ghazanfar Ali
Khan and Jogendra Nath Mandal.
But there was no let-up in the animosity
between the Congress and the League and
this was reflected in the functioning (rather
non-functioning) of the interim council
of ministers. The League, meanwhile, was
determined against cooperating in the making
of the constituent assembly. At another level,
the nation was in the grip of communal violence
of unprecedented magnitude. Naokhali in East
Bengal was ravaged by communal violence.
The members of the League who were part of
the interim government refused to participate
in the ‘informal’ consultations that Nehru held
before the formal meeting of the cabinet in
the viceroy’s presence. The Muslim League, it
seemed, were determined to wreck the interim
government from within.

Violent Clashes on Direct Action Day
The League, meanwhile, gave a call for
‘Direct Action’ on 16 August 1946. There
was bloodshed in Calcutta and several
other places, including in Delhi. This was
when Gandhi set out on his own course to
arrive in Calcutta and decided to stay on at
a deserted house in Beliaghatta, a locality
that was worst affected, accompanied only
by a handful of followers. Muslims who were
hounded out of their homes in Delhi were
held in transit camps (in Purana Quila and
other places). It was only after Gandhi arrived
there (on 9 September 1946) and conveyed
that the Muslims were Indian nationals and
hence must be protected by the Indian state
(Nehru by then was the head of the interim
government) that the Delhi authorities began
organising rations and building latrines.
It was in this context that the Congress
agreed to the constitution of the interim
government. Nehru assumed office on 2
September 1946. Yet another round of communal
violence broke out across the country and more
prominently in Bombay and Ahmedabad. Lord
Wavell set out on another round of discussion
and after sounding out Nehru, he proposed,
once again, to Jinnah that the League participate
Last Phase of Indian National Movement

Gandhi in Naokhali
While the Congress scored impressive
victories in the July–August 1946 elections
and secured 199 from out of the 210 general
seats, the Muslim League did equally well in
seats reserved for the Muslims. The League’s
tally was 76. All but one of the 76 seats came
from the Muslim-reserved constituencies. The
League, however, decided against participating
in the Constituent Assembly. Hence, only
207 members attended the first session of the
Constituent Assembly on 9 December 1946.
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Meanwhile the functioning of the interim
government was far from smooth with
animosity between the Congress and the League
growing by the day. The ‘informal’ meetings of
the cabinet intended to settle differences before
any proposal was taken to the formal meeting
that the Viceroy presided over, could not be
held from the very beginning.
The proverbial last straw was the budget
proposals presented by Liaquat Ali Khan in
March 1947. The finance minister proposed
a variety of taxes on industry and trade and
proposed a commission to go into the affairs
of about 150 big business houses and inquire
into the allegations of tax evasion against them.
Khan called this a ‘socialistic budget’. This,
indeed, was a calculated bid to hit the Indian
industrialists who had, by this time, emerged as
the most powerful supporters of the Congress.
The intention was clear: to hasten the partition
and prove that there was no way that the League
and the Congress could work together towards
independence.
British Prime Minister Atlee’s statement
in Parliament on February 20, 1947, that the
British were firm on their intention to leave
India by June 1948 set the pace for another
stage. Lord Wavell was replaced as Viceroy by
Lord Mountbatten on March 22, 1947.

after and on his return disclosed the blueprint
for partition and, more importantly, the desire
to advance the date of British withdrawal to
15 August 1947. There were only 11 weeks
left between then and the eventual day of
independence. The AICC met on 15 June 1947.
It was here that the resolution, moved by
Govind Ballabh Pant, accepting partition, was
approved. It required the persuasive powers of
Nehru and Patel as well as the moral authority
of Gandhi to get the majority in the AICC in
favour of the resolution.
The period between March 1946 and 15
August 1947 saw many tumultuous events such
as (i) the setting up of the Cabinet Mission, (ii)
the formation of the interim government, (iii)
the birth of the Constituent Assembly and (iv)
the widening of rift between the Congress and
the Muslim League leading to the partition and
finally the dawn of independence.

     Summary
JJ

JJ

Mountbatten Plan
Mountbatten
came up with a definite
plan for partition.
It involved splitting
up Punjab into West
and East (where the
west would go to
Pakistan) and similar
Lord Mountbatten
division of Bengal
wherein the Western parts will remain in India
and the East become Pakistan. The Congress
Working Committee, on 1 May 1947, conveyed
its acceptance of the idea of partition to
Mountbatten. The viceroy left for London soon
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The last phase of India’s struggle for
freedom, began with the ‘Anti-War
Individual Satyagraha’ launched in
November 1940.
The calm, however, was only a prelude to
the storm that rocked the British Empire
with the Quit India Movement of 1942.
Despite brutal repressive measures, the
mass upsurge did not fade away and
the INA trials and the RIN mutiny bear
evidence to this.
The dark side of the struggle for freedom
too was to manifest during the seven
years beginning with the idea of separate
nation for Muslims, vaguely expressed, at
the Lahore session of the Muslim League.
It culminated in the Partition of India
along with freedom, taking a heavy toll of
human lives in communal riots.
Free India was born with the challenge to
the idea of secularism.
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India’s Relations with the neighbouring countries and its role in world affairs.
territory of Pakistan and those villages where the
Hindus were a majority and yet not contiguous
with the proposed territory of India: they were
to remain part of the nation with which the
village was contiguous. A new complication had
arisen by this time and that was the recognition
of Sikhs as a religious identity in Punjab, in
addition to the Hindus, and the Muslims; the
Akali Dal had declared its preference to stay on
with India irrespective of its people living in
villages that would otherwise become part of
Pakistan.

   Introduction
Freedom from colonial rule came with a
price. The partition of India involved dividing
the provinces of Bengal and Punjab into two.
Though not envisaged at the time of the division,
it was followed by migration of Hindus from
East Bengal to West Bengal and Muslims from
Bihar and West Bengal to East Bengal. Similarly,
Hindus and Sikhs in West Punjab had to migrate
to eastern Punjab and Muslims in eastern Punjab
to western Punjab. The boundaries between
India and Pakistan were to be determined on
the composition of the people in each village on
their religion; and villages where the majority
were Muslims were to constitute Pakistan and
where the Hindus were the majority to form
India. There were other factors too: rivers, roads
and mountains acted as markers of boundaries.
The proposal was that the religious minorities –
whether Hindus or Muslims – in these villages
were to stay on and live as Indians (in case of
Muslims) and Pakistanis (in case of Hindus)
wherever they were.

This complex situation was the consequence
of the fast pace of developments in Britain on the
issue of independence to India. The declaration
on February 20, 1947 by Prime Minister Atlee,
setting June 30, 1948 for the British to withdraw
from India and Mountbatten’s arrival as viceroy
replacing Wavell on March 22, 1947 had set the
stage for the transfer of power to Indians. This
was when the Muslim League leadership had
gathered the support of a vast majority of the
Muslim community behind it and disputing the
claims of the Congress to represent all Indians.
On June 3, 1947, Mountbatten advanced the
date of British withdrawal to August 15, 1947.
As for the communal question and the issue

There was a separate scheme for those
villages where the Muslims were a majority and
yet the village not contiguous with the proposed
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of two nations, the proposal was to hand over
power to two successor dominion governments
of India and Pakistan. The division of Bengal
and the Punjab, as proposed, meant partition –
a reality to which Congress finally reconciled.
The Mountbatten plan for independence along
with partition of India was accepted at the AICC
meeting at Meerut on June 14, 1947.
Gandhi, who had opposed the idea of
division with vehemence in the past, now
conceded its inevitability. Gandhi explained the
change. He held that the unabated communal
violence and the participation in it of the people
across the Punjab and in Bengal had left himself
and the Congress with no any strength to resist
partition. Sadly, the canker of communalism
and the partition system that the colonial
collaborators produced took its toll on the infant
Indian nation. It began with the assassination of
the Mahatma on January 30, 1948. How did the
infant nation take up the challenge, resolving
some and grappling with some others in the
years to come?

reflected the aspirations kindled by the freedom
struggle, merger of the Princely states (more
than 500 in number and of different sizes), and
resolving the diversity on the basis of languages
spoken by the people with the needs of a nationstate. Further, a foreign policy that was in tune
with the ideals of democracy, sovereignty and
fraternity had to be formulated.
The partition of India on Hindu–Muslim
lines was put forth as a demand by the Muslim
League in vague terms ever since its Lahore
session (March 1940). But its architecture and
execution began only with Lord Mountbatten’s
announcement of his plan on June 3, 1947
and advancing the date of transfer of power to
August 15, 1947. The time left between the two
dates was a mere 72 days.
Sir Cyril Radcliffe, a lawyer by training with
no exposure to India and its reality, was sent
from London to re-draw the map of India. Its
execution was left to the dominion governments
of India and Pakistan after August 15, 1947.
Radcliffe arrived
in India on July 8,
1947. He was given
charge of presiding
over two Boundary
Commissions:
one
for the Punjab and
the other for Bengal.
Sir Cyril Radcliffe
Two judges from the
Muslim community and two from the Hindu
community were included. The commissions
were left with five weeks to identify villages
as Hindu or Muslim majority on the basis of
the 1941 census. It is widely accepted that the
census of 1941, conducted in the midst of the
World War II led to faulty results everywhere.
The commissions were also constrained
by factors such as contiguity of villages and by
demands of the Sikh community that villages
in West Punjab where their shrines were
located be taken into India irrespective of the
population of Sikhs in those villages. The two
commissions submitted the report on August 9,
1947. Mountbatten’s dispensation, meanwhile,
decided to postpone the execution of the

Jawaharlal Nehru put this aptly in his address
to the members of the Constituent Assembly
in the intervening night on August 14/15,
1947, in which he laid out the roadmap, its
ideals and the inevitability of taking such a
path. “Long years ago we made a tryst with
destiny, and now the time comes when
we shall redeem our pledge, not wholly or
in full measure, but very substantially….”
Teachers may put on screen the full speech by
Jawaharlal Nehru and share the experience
of listening to it with the class: Speech may
be accessed from https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Uj4TfcELODM

8.1  Consequences of
Partition
The challenges before free India included
grappling with the consequences of partition,
planning the economy and reforming the
education system (which will be dealt with in the
following lesson), making a Constitution that
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boundaries to a date after power was transferred
to the two dominions. The contours of the two
dominions – India and Pakistan – were drawn
in the scheme on August 14/15, 1947 insofar as
the administration was concerned; the people,
however, were not informed about the new map
when they celebrated independence day on
August 14/15, 1947.
Radcliffe’s award contained all kinds of
anomalies. The provincial assembly in Punjab
had resolved that West Punjab would go to
Pakistan. The other provinces, which were
geographically contiguous with Pakistan such as
Sind, Baluchistan and the North-West Frontier
Provinces followed this. Similarly, the Bengal
Assembly, resolved that the eastern parts of the
province were to constitute Pakistan on this side.
The award Radcliffe presented, on August 9,
1947, marked 62,000 square miles of land that
was hitherto part of the Punjab to Pakistan. The
total population (based on the 1941 census)
of this region was 15,800,000 people of whom
11,850,000 were Muslims. Almost a quarter of
the population in this territory – West Punjab –
were non-Muslims; and the Mountbatten Plan as
executed by Sir Radcliffe meant they continued
to live as minorities in Pakistan. Similarly,
East Punjab that was to be part of India was
demarcated to consist of 37,000 square miles of
territory with a population of 12,600,000. Of this,
4,375,000 were Muslims. In other words, more
than a third of the population in east Punjab
would be Muslims.
The demographic composition of the
Indian and Pakistani parts of Bengal was no less
complicated. West Bengal that remained part
of India accounted for an area of 28,000 square
miles with a population of 21,200,00 out of
which 5,30,000 were Muslims; in other words,
Muslims constituted a quarter of the population
of the Indian part of the former Bengal
province. Sir Radcliffe’s commission marked
49,400 square miles of territory from former
Bengal with 39,100,000 people for Pakistan.
The Muslim population there, according to the
1941 census, was 27,700,000. In other words,
29 per cent of the population were Hindus. East
Reconstruction of Post-colonial India

Pakistan (which became Bangladesh in December
1971) was constituted by putting together the
eastern part of divided Bengal, Sylhet district of
Assam, the district of Khulna in the region and
also the Chittagong Hill tracts. Such districts of
Bengal as Murshidabad, Malda and Nadia which
had a substantially large Muslim population
were left to remain in India. The exercise was one
without a method.
The re-drawn map of India was left with
the two independent governments by the
colonial rulers. It was left to the independent
governments of India and Pakistan to fix the
exact boundaries. However, the understanding
was that the religious minorities in both the
nations – the Hindus in West and East Pakistan
and the Muslims in India, in East Punjab and
West Bengal as well as in United Provinces and
elsewhere – would continue to live as minorities
but as citizens in their nations.
After the partition, there were as many
as 42 million Muslims in India and 20 million
non-Muslims (Hindus, Sindhis and Sikhs) in
Pakistan. The vivisection of India, taking place as
it did in the middle of heightened Hindu-Muslim
violence, had rendered a smooth transition
impossible. Despite the conspicuous exhibition
of Hindu–Muslim unity during the RIN mutiny
and the INA trials (see previous lesson), the polity
now resembled a volcano. Communal riots had
become normal in many parts of India, and were
most pronounced in the Punjab and Bengal.
Minorities on both sides of the divide lived
in fear and insecurity even as the two nations
were born. That Gandhi, who led the struggle for
freedom from the front and whom the colonial
rulers found impossible to ignore, stayed far away
from New Delhi and observed a fast on August
15, 1947, was symbolic. The partition brought
about a system in place where the minorities on
either side were beginning to think of relocating
to the other side due to fear and insecurity.
As violence spread, police remained mute
spectators. This triggered more migration of
the minorities from both nations. In the four
months between August and November 1947,
102
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Partition
Unbiased at least he was when he arrived on his mission,
Having never set eyes on the land he was called to partition
Between two peoples fanatically at odds,
With their different diets and incompatible gods.
‘Time,’ they had briefed him in London, ‘is short. It's too late
For mutual reconciliation or rational debate:
The only solution now lies in separation.
The Viceroy thinks, as you will see from his letter,
That the less you are seen in his company the better,
So we've arranged to provide you with other accommodation.
We can give you four judges, two Moslem and two Hindu,
To consult with, but the final decision must rest with you.’
Shut up in a lonely mansion, with police night and day
Patrolling the gardens to keep the assassins away,
He got down to work, to the task of settling the fate Of millions.
The maps at his disposal were out of date
And the Census Returns almost certainly incorrect,
But there was no time to check them, no time to inspect Contested areas.
The weather was frightfully hot,
And a bout of dysentery kept him constantly on the trot,
But in seven weeks it was done, the frontiers decided,
A continent for better or worse divided.
The next day he sailed for England, where he could quickly forget
The case, as a good lawyer must. Return he would not,
Afraid, as he told his Club, that he might get shot.

as many as four-and-a-half million people left
West Pakistan to India, reaching towns in East
Punjab or Delhi. Meanwhile, five-and-a-half
million Muslims left their homes in India (East
Punjab, United Provinces and Delhi) to live
in Pakistan. A large number of those who left
their homes on either side of the newly marked
border thought they would return after things
normalised; but that was not to be. Similar
migration happened between either sides of the
new border in Bengal too.

— A poem by W.H. Auden

In both countries property left behind by the
fleeing families were up for grabs. The long line of
refugees walking crossing the borders was called
‘kafila’. The refugees on the march were targets
for gangs belonging to the ‘other’ community
to wreak vengeance. Trains from either side of
the new border in the Punjab were targeted by
killer mobs and many of those reached their
destination with piles of dead bodies. The
violence was of such a scale that those killed the
numbers of remains mere estimates. The number
ranges between 200,000 to 500,000 people dead
and 15 million people displaced.

Historian Gyanendra Pandey records
500,000 non-Muslim (Hindus and Sikhs)
refugees flowing into the Punjab and Delhi
in 1947-48. Pandey also records that several
thousand Muslims were forced out of their
homes in Delhi and nearby places by violent
mobs to seek asylum in camps set up around
the Red Fort and the Purana Quila. Refugee
camps were set up but they had hardly any
sanitation and water supply.

Movement of Refugees
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those who owned property – the principle of
universal adult franchise was still a far cry. The
results revealed the Muslim League’s command
in Muslim majority constituencies while the
Indian National Congress swept the elections
elsewhere. The League decided to stay away
from the Constitution making process and
pressed hard for a separate nation. The Congress
went for the Constituent assembly.
The elected members of the various
Provincial assemblies voted nominees of the
Congress to the Constituent Assembly. The
Constituent Assembly (224 seats) that came
into being, though dominated by the Congress,
also included smaller outfits such as the
communists, socialists and others. The Congress
ensured the election of Dr B.R. Ambedkar from
a seat in Bombay and subsequently elected him
chairman of the drafting committee. Apart
from electing its own stalwarts to the Assembly,
the Congress leadership made it a point to send
leading constitutional lawyers.
This was to make a constitution that
contained the idealism that marked the freedom
struggle and the meaning of swaraj, as specified
in the Fundamental Rights Resolution passed
by the Indian National Congress at its Karachi
session (March 1931). This, indeed, laid the basis
for the making of our constitution a document
conveying an article of faith guaranteeing to
the citizens a set of fundamental rights as much
as a set of directive principles of state policy.
The constitution also committed the nation
to the principle of universal adult franchise,
and an autonomous election commission. The
constitution also underscored the independence
of the judiciary as much as it laid down sovereign
law-making powers with the representatives of
the people.
The members of the constituent assembly
were not averse to learn and pick up features
from the constitutions from all over the world;
and at the same time they were clear that the
exercise was not about copying provisions from
the various constitutions from across the world.
Jawaharlal Nehru set the ball rolling, on
December 13, 1946, by placing the Objectives
Resolution before the Constituent Assembly.
The assembly was convened for the first time,

Even as late as in April 1950, the political
leadership of the two nations wished and hoped
to restore normality and the return of those who
left their homes on either side. On April 8, 1950,
Nehru and Liaquat Ali Khan signed the Delhi
pact, with a view to restoring confidence among
the minorities on both sides. This, however,
failed to change the ground reality. Even while
the pact was signed the Government of India
was also working on measures to rehabilitate
those who had left West Punjab to the East and
to Delhi and render them vocational skills and
training. The wounds caused by the partition
violence hardly healed even after decades.
Scores of literary works stand testimony to the
trauma of partition.
The partition posed a bigger challenge
before Nehru and the Constituent Assembly,
now engaged with drafting the founding and
the fundamental law of the nation: to draft a
constitution that is secular, democratic and
republican as against Pakistan’s decision to
become an Islamic Republic.

8.2  Making of the
Constitution
It was a demand from
the Indian National Congress,
voiced formally in 1934, that
the Indian people shall draft
their constitution rather
than the British Parliament.
The Congress thus rejected
the White Paper circulated by the colonial
government. The founding principle that
Indians shall make their own constitution was
laid down by Gandhi as early as in 1922. Gandhi
had held that rather than a gift of the British
Parliament, swaraj must spring from ‘the wishes
of the people of India as expressed through their
freely chosen representatives’.
Elections were held, based on the 1935
Act, to the Provincial Assemblies in August
1946. These elected assemblies in turn were to
elect the Central Assembly, which would also
become the Constituent Assembly. The voters
in the July 1946 elections to the provinces were
Reconstruction of Post-colonial India
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on December 9, 1946.
Rajendra Prasad was
elected chairman of
the House.
The Objectives
Resolution is indeed
the most concise
introduction to the
Rajendra Prasad
spirit and the contents
of the Constitution of India. The importance
of this resolution can be understood if we
see the Preamble to the Constitution and the
Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles of
State Policy enshrined in it and as adopted on
November 26, 1949.

even while the Constituent Assembly met and
started its job of drafting independent India’s
constitution. Among them was the integration
of the Indian States or the Princely States.
The task of integrating the Princely States
into the Indian Union was achieved with such
speed that by August 15, 1947, except Kashmir,
Junagadh and Hyderabad, all had agreed to
sign an Instrument of Accession with India,
acknowledging its central authority over
Defence, External Affairs and Communications.
The task of integrating these states, with one
or the other Provinces of the Indian Union was
accomplished with ease. The resolution passed
at the All India States People’s Conference
(December 1945 and April 1947) that states
refusing to join the Constituent Assembly would
be treated as hostile was enough to get the rulers
to sign the Instrument of Accession in most
cases. There was the offer of a generous privy
purse to the princes. The rapid unification of
India was ably handled and achieved by Sardar
Vallabhai Patel, who as
Home Minister in the
Interim Cabinet was
also entrusted with the
States Ministry for this
purpose. The People’s
Movements
exerted
pressure on the princes
Vallabhbhai Patel
to accede to the Indian
union.
The long, militant struggle that went on in
the Travancore State for Responsible Government
culminating in the Punnapra–Vayalar armed
struggle against the Diwan, Sir C.P. Ramaswamy,
the Praja Mandal as well as some tribal agitations
that took place in the Orissa region – Nilagiri,
Dhenkanal and Talcher – and the movement
against the Maharaja of Mysore conducted by
the Indian National Congress all played a major
role in the integration of Princely States.

Constituent Assembly in Session
The Constitution of India, thus, marked a
new beginning and yet established continuity
with India’s past. The Fundamental Rights drew
everything from clause 5 of the Objectives
Resolution as much as from the rights enlisted
by the Indian National Congress at its Karachi
session (discussed in Lesson 5). The spirit of the
Constitution was drawn from the experience of
the struggle for freedom and the legal language
from the Objectives Resolution and most
importantly from the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (UDHR), promulgated by the
United Nations on December 10, 1948.

8.3  Merger of Princely
States
The adoption of the Constitution on
November 26, 1949 was only the beginning of a
bold new experiment by the infant nation. There
were a host of other challenges that the nation
and its leaders faced and they had to be addressed

Yet, there was the problem posed by the
recalcitrant ruler of Hyderabad, with the Nizam
declaring his kingdom as independent. The
ruler of Junagadh wanted to join Pakistan, much
105
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This process and the commitment of the
leaders of independent India to the concerns
of the people of Kashmir led the Constituent
Assembly to provide for autonomous status to
the State of Jammu and Kashmir under Article
370 of the Constitution.

Instrument of Accession: A legal
document, introduced in Government of
India Act, 1935, which was later used in the
context of Partition enabling Indian rulers to
accede their state to either India or Pakistan.

8.4  Linguistic
Reorganization of
States

against the wishes of
the people. Similarly,
the Hindu ruler of
Kashmir,
Maharaja
Hari Singh, declared
that Kashmir would
remain independent
while the people of Nizam of Hyderabad
the State under the
leadership of the National Conference had
waged a “Quit Kashmir” agitation against the
Maharaja. It must be stressed here that the
movement in Kashmir as well as the other
Princely States were also against the decadent
practice of feudal land and social relations that
prevailed there.

An important aspect of the making of
independent India was the reorganisation of
states on linguistic basis. The colonial rulers had
rendered the sub-continent into administrative
units, dividing the land by way of Presidencies
or Provinces without taking into account the
language and its impact on culture on a region.
Independence and the idea of a constitutional
democracy meant that the people were sovereign
and that India was a multi-cultural nation where
federal principles were to be adopted in a holistic
sense and not just as an administrative strategy.
The linguistic reorganization of states
was raised and argued out in Constituent
Assembly between 1947 and 1949. The
assembly however decided to hold it in
abeyance for a while. This was on the grounds
that the task was huge and could create
problems in the aftermath of the partition
and the accompanying violence.
After the Constitution came into
force it began to be implemented in stages,
beginning with the formation of a composite
Andhra Pradesh in 1956. It culminated in
the trifurcation of Punjab to constitute a
Punjabi-speaking state of Punjab and carving
out Haryana and Himachal Pradesh from the
existing state of Punjab in 1966.
The idea of linguistic reorganisation of
states was integral to the national movement, at
least since 1920. The Indian National Congress,
at its Nagpur session (1920), recorded that the
national identity will have to be necessarily
achieved through linguistic identity and
resolved to set up the Provincial Congress
Committees on a linguistic basis.

“The police action” executed in Hyderabad
within 48 hours after the Nizam declared his
intentions demonstrated that India meant
business. It was the popular anger against the
Nizam and his militia, known as the Razakkars,
that was manifest in the Telengana people’s
movement led by the communists there which
provided the legitimacy to “the police action”.
Though
Patel
had been negotiating
with the Maharaja
of Kashmir since
1946, Hari Singh
was
opposed
to
accession. However,
in a few months after Maharaja Hari Singh
independence – in
October 1947 – marauders from Pakistan
raided Kashmir and there was no way that
Maharaja Hari Singh could resist this attack
on his own. Before India went to his rescue
the Instrument of Accession was signed by
him at the instance of Patel. Thus Kashmir too
became an integral part of the Indian Union.
Reconstruction of Post-colonial India
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It took concrete expression in the Nehru
Committee Report of 1928. Section 86 of the
Nehru Report read: “The redistribution of
provinces should take place on a linguistic
basis on the demand of the majority of the
population of the area concerned, subject to
financial and administrative considerations.”

new provinces of Andhra, Kerala, Karnataka
and Maharashtra. Its report, submitted on
December 10, 1948, listed out reasons against
the idea of linguistic reorganisation in the
given context. It dealt with each of the four
proposed States – Andhra, Karnataka, Kerala
and Maharashtra – and concluded against
such an idea.

This idea was expressed, in categorical
terms, in the manifesto of the Indian National
Congress for the elections to the Central and
Provincial Legislative Assemblies in 1945.
The manifesto made a clear reference to the
reorganisation of the provinces: “… it (the
Congress) has also stood for the freedom
of each group and territorial area within the
nation to develop its own life and culture within
the larger framework, and it has stated that for
this purpose such territorial areas or provinces
should be constituted as far as possible, on a
linguistic and cultural basis…”

However, the demand for linguistic
reorganisation of states did not stop. The issue
gained centre-stage with Pattabhi Sitaramayya’s
election as the Congress President at the Jaipur
session. A resolution there led to the constitution
of a committee with Sardar Vallabhai Patel,
Pattabhi Sitaramayya and Jawaharlal Nehru
(also called the JVP committee).
The
JVP
committee submitted
its report on April
1, 1949. It too held
that the demand
for
linguistic
states, in the given
context, as “narrow
provincialism’’ and Pattabhi Sitaramayya
that it could become a
“menace’’ to the development of the country.
The JVP committee also held out that
“while language is a binding force, it is also
a separating one’’. However, it stressed that it
was possible that “when conditions are more
static and the state of peoples’ minds calmer,
the adjustment of these boundaries or the
creation of new provinces can be undertaken
with relative ease and with advantage to all
concerned.’’

On August 31, 1946, only a month after the
elections to the Constituent Assembly, Pattabhi
Sitaramayya raised the demand for an Andhra
Province: “The whole problem” he wrote, “must
be taken up as the first and foremost problem
to be solved by the Constituent Assembly”. He
also presided over a conference, on December
8, 1946, that passed a resolution demanding
that the Constituent Assembly accept the
principle for linguistic reorganisation of States.
The Government of India in a communique
stated that Andhra could be mentioned as a
separate unit in the new Constitution as was
done in case of the Sind and Orissa under the
Government of India Act, 1935.
The Drafting Committee of the
Constituent Assembly, however, found
such a mention of Andhra was not possible
until the geographical schedule of the
province was outlined. Hence, on June 17,
1948, Chairman Rajendra Prasad set up a
3-member commission, called The Linguistic
Provinces Commission with a specific brief
to examine and report on the formation of

The committee said in conclusion that it
was not the right time to embark upon the idea
of linguistic reorganisation of States. In other
words, the consensus was that the linguistic
reorganisation of states be postponed. There
was provision for re-working the boundaries
between states and also for the formation of
new states from parts of existing states.
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The makers of the Constitution did not
qualify the reorganisation of the States as only
on linguistic basis but left it open as long as
there was agreement on such reorganisation.

including the Travancore-Cochin State and
the Malabar district of Madras, came into
existence. Karnataka came into being including
the Mysore State and also parts of Bombay
and Madras States. In all these cases, the core
principle was linguistic identity.
In May 1960 Gujarat was created from
Maharastra to fulfil the demand of the Gujarati
speaking people. Subsequently, the demand for
a Punjabi subha continued to be described by
the establishment as separatist until 1966. The
trifurcation of Punjab, brought to an end the
process that was initiated by the Indian National
Congress, in 1920, to put language as the basis
for the reorganization of the provinces.

The
idea
of
linguistic
states
revived soon after
the
first
general
elections were over.
Potti Sriramulu’s fast
demanding a separate
state of Andhra,
beginning
October
Potti Sriramulu
19, 1952 and his death
thereafter on December 15, 1952.

8.5  India’s Foreign Policy

Article 3, reads as follows:
Parliament may by law- (a) form a new State
by separation of territory from any State or by
uniting two of more States or parts of States
by uniting any territory to a part of any State;
(b) increase the area of any State;
(c) diminish the area of any State;
(d) alter the boundaries of any State;

The founding principles of independent
India’s foreign policy were, in fact, formulated
at least three decades before independence. It
evolved in the course of the freedom struggle
and was rooted in its conviction against any
form of colonialism. Jawaharlal Nehru was its
prime architect.
India’s foreign policy was based on certain
basic principles. They are: anti-colonialism,
anti-imperialism, anti-apartheid or anti-racism,
non-alignment with the super powers, AfroAsian Unity, non-aggression, non-interference
in other’s internal affairs, mutual respect for
each other’s sovereignty and territorial integrity,
and the promotion of world peace and security.
The commitment to peace between nations was
not placed in a vacuum; it was placed with an
equally emphatic commitment to justice.
The context in which India’s foreign policy
was formulated was further complicated by the
two contesting power blocs that dominated the
world in the post-war scenario: the US and the
USSR. Independent India responded to this with
non-alignment as its foreign policy doctrine.
Before we go into the details of nonalignment, it will be useful to look at India’s
relationship with China since independence.
China was liberated by its people from Japanese
colonial expansionism in 1949, just two years

This led to the constitution of the States
Reorganisation Commission, with Fazli Ali
as Chairperson, and K.M. Panikkar and
H.N. Kunzru as members. The Commission
submitted its report in October 1955. The
Commission recommended the following States
to constitute the Indian Union: Madras, Kerala,
Karnataka, Hyderabad, Andhra, Bombay,
Vidharbha, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan,
Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, West Bengal,
Assam, Orissa and Jammu & Kashmir. In other
words, the Commission’s recommendations
were a compromise between administrative
convenience and linguistic concerns.
The Nehru regime, however, was, by
then, committed to the principle of linguistic
reorganization of the States and thus went
ahead implementing the States Reorganisation
Act, 1956. Andhra Pradesh, including the
Hyderabad State came into existence. Kerala,
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after India’s Independence. Nehru laid a lot of
importance on friendship with China, with
whom India shared a long border.
India was the first to recognize the new
People’s Republic of China on January 1, 1950.
The shared experience of suffering at the
hands of colonial powers and its consequences
–poverty and underdevelopment – in Nehru’s
perception was force enough to get the
two nations to join hands to give Asia its
due place in the world. Nehru pressed for
representation for Communist China in the
UN Security Council. However, when China
occupied Tibet, in 1950, India was unhappy
that it had not been taken into confidence.
In 1954, India and China signed a treaty in
which India recognized China’s rights over
Tibet and the two countries placed their
relationship within a set of principles, widely
known since then as the principles of Panch
Sheel.

Nehru and Chou En-lai
Then came the 1962 war with China. On
8 September 1962, Chinese forces attacked the
Thagla ridge and dislodged Indian troops. All
the goodwill and attempts to forge an Asian
bloc in the world came to a stop. India took a
long time to recover from the blow to its selfrespect, and perhaps it was only the victory over
Pakistan in the Bangladesh war, in which China
and the US were also supporting Pakistan, that
restored the sense of self-worth.
India’s contribution to the world, however,
was not restricted to its relationship with China
and the Panch Sheel. It was most pronounced
and lasting in the form of non-alignment and its
concretisation at the Bandung Conference.
In March 1947, Nehru organised the Asian
Relations Conference, attended by more than
twenty countries. The theme of the conference
was Asian independence and assertion on the
world stage. Another such conference was held
in December 1948 in specific response to the
Dutch attempt to re-colonize Indonesia. The
de-colonization initiative was carried forward
further at the Asian leaders’ conference in
Colombo in 1954, culminating in the AfroAsian Conference in Bandung, Indonesia,

Panch Sheel (five virtues)
1.	Mutual respect for each other's territorial
integrity and sovereignty
2. Mutual non-aggression
3.	Mutual non-interference in each other's
internal affairs
4.	
Equality and cooperation for mutual
benefit
5. Peaceful co-existence
Meanwhile, Nehru took special efforts to
project China and Chou En-lai at the Bandung
Conference, held in April 1955. In 1959, the
Dalai Lama, fled Tibet along with thousands
of refugees after a revolt by the Buddhists
was crushed by the Chinese government. The
Dalai Lama was given asylum in India and
it made the Chinese unhappy. Soon after, in
October 1959, the Chinese opened fire on an
Indian patrol near the Kongka pass in Ladakh,
killing five Indian policemen and capturing
a dozen others. Though talks were held at
various levels including with Chou En-lai, not
much headway was made.
Reconstruction of Post-colonial India
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in 1955. The Bandung Conference set the stage
for the meeting of nations at Belgrade and the
birth of the Non-Aligned Movement.
The architect of independent India’s
foreign policy, indeed, was Jawaharlal Nehru
and the high point of it was reached in 1961
when he stood with Nasser of Egypt and Tito of
Yugoslavia to call for nuclear disarmament and
peace. The importance of non-alignment and its
essence in such a world is best explained from
what Nehru had to say about it.

“So far as all these evil forces of fascism,
colonialism and racialism or the nuclear bomb
and aggression and suppression are concerned,
we stand most emphatically and unequivocally
committed against them . . . We are unaligned
only in relation to the cold war with its military
pacts. We object to all this business of forcing the
new nations of Asia and Africa into their cold
war machine. Otherwise, we are free to condemn
any development which we consider wrong or
harmful to the world or ourselves and we use that
freedom every time the occasion arises.”

Bandung Declaration
A 10-point "declaration on promotion of world
peace and cooperation," incorporating the
principles of the United Nations Charter was
adopted unanimously:
1.	Respect for fundamental human rights and
for the purposes and principles of the charter
of the United Nations
2.	Respect for the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of all nations
3.	Recognition of the equality of all races and of
the equality of all nations large and small
4.	Abstention from intervention or interference
in the internal affairs of another country
5.	Respect for the right of each nation to defend
itself, singly or collectively, in conformity
with the charter of the United Nations
6.	(a) Abstention from the use of arrangements
of collective defence to serve any
particular interests of the big powers
(b) Abstention by any country from exerting
pressures on other countries
7.	Refraining from acts or threats of aggression
or the use of force against the territorial
integrity or political independence of any
country
8.	
Settlement of all international disputes
by peaceful means, such as negotiation,
conciliation, arbitration or judicial settlement
as well as other peaceful means of the parties
own choice, in conformity with the charter
of the United Nations
9.	
Promotion of mutual interests and
cooperation
10.	
Respect for justice and international
obligations.

   Summary
 T
 he partition of the sub-continent into
two nation-states, India and Pakistan,
and the outbreak of communal violence
of unprecedented magnitude in its wake,
posing a serious threat to our hard won
freedom are discussed in detail.
 D
 espite the trying time Nehru and Patel
had, the problem of law and order and
the issue of settling the displaced people
who were thrown into the condition of
refugees in their own homeland were
solved ably.
 T
 he pressing problems that confronted
Indian leaders, such as constitution
making, integration of princely states
with the Indian Union, reorganisation of
on some sound and scientific basis and
evolving a long lasting foreign policy
for the country were handled, despite
several odds and challenges, prioritised
and tackled to the satisfaction of every
section of the society.
 T
 hough many of the Princely states agreed
to sign the Instrument of Accession,
states like Travancore, Hyderabad, and
Kashmir showed defiance but were dealt
with sternly.
 India evolved its foreign policy by
adopting basic principles. India adhered
to the concept of non-alignment to
prevent war and promote world peace.
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UNIT

17

Effects of British Rule

Learning Objectives
To acquaint oneself with the knowledge of
British East India Company's emergence as a territorial power
Failure of dual government established by Robert Clive and assumption of direct
responsibility of the Company under Regulating Act of 1773
Cornwallis’ Permanent Settlement in Bengal and Thomas Munro’s Ryotwari System in
Madras Presidency
Wellesley’s Subsidiary Alliance and Dalhousie’s Doctrine of Lapse leading to annexation of
more number of Indian territories without war
The Company government’s relationship with Indian Rulers
Reforms in civil and judicial administration carried out by Cornwallis and Wellesley
Social and educational reforms and the building of rail and communication networks
attempted by Bentinck and Dalhousie
Neglect of irrigation and exploitation of forest resources by the colonial state leading to
frequent famines, forcing the peasants and artisans to move out of the country as indentured
labourers
Drain of Wealth theory of Dadabhai Naoroji

Introduction
The general breakdown of the central
authority, in the wake of Mughal’s fall, resulted
in a English trading company taking over India.
Initially, the English East India Company’s focus
was not on administration. Its aim was ensuring
smooth trade. However, after the terrible Bengal
famine of 1770, they began to exercise power
with some responsibility. Not withstanding their
exploitative economic policy, their professed
objective was the safety of the people they
governed and administration of justice. The
justification for their expansionist policy was the
extermination of tyranny of the local rulers and
the harassment by robbers and marauders in

the country. Railways and telegraph, introduced
for easier communication, also served the
purpose of curbing resistance and the control
of the local population. However, their agrarian
and commercial policies had a ruinous impact
on the economy. India’s wealth was drained in
several forms. By the 1830s there was large scale
emigration of ruined peasants and weavers to
plantations in the British Empire countries.

17.1  Establishment of
British Raj
Buxar was the real foundation battle for
British dominion in India. Not only the Nawab
of Bengal and Oudh, but the Mughal emperor
ShahAlam II and his prime minister were also
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opposed to the British. As a result of the Battle
of Buxar, the Company ceased to be a company
of merchants and became a formidable political
force. Under the pretext of corruption in Bengal
administration Clive was appointed Governor of
Fort William. Clive did not like his predecessor
Vansittart’s decision restoring Oudh to Shah
Alam. So he called for fresh negotiation with
Shuja-ud-daulah. As a result of this, two treaties
of Allahabad were signed. The emperor granted
the Diwani (revenue administration) of Bengal,
Bihar and Orissa to the Company. The emperor
Shah Alam II was to get the districts of Allahabad
and Kora, besides an annual allowance of 26
lakhs of rupees from the revenues of Bengal,
Bihar and Orissa. The province of Oudh was
restored to Shuja-ud-daula on the payment of
war indemnity. The treaties held the Nawab of
Bengal responsible for the governance of Bengal,
Bihar and Orissa.
Before the emperor granted the Diwani to
Clive, the Nawab of Bengal, successor of Mir
Jafar, had practically transferred the Nizamat
(civil administration) to the Company. So the
Company had to function as Diwan and the
Nizam. The Diwan’s duty included the collection
of revenue and the control of civil justice. The
Nizam’s function was to exercise military power
and to dispense criminal justice. Thus the
Company acquired the real power, while the
responsibility of administration was with the
Nawab. This arrangement is called Dual System
or Double government or Dyarchy.
But soon the dual system began to break
down. Governance without responsibility led to
the outbreak of a terrible famine in 1770. Nearly
one third of Bengal's population perished. The
miseries of the province were intensified by the
Company servants who
had monopolized the sale
of rice and realized huge
profits. Finally, the Company
realized its responsibility and
passed the Regulating Act of
1773. Warren Hastings was
appointed the Governor
Warren Hastings
General of Bengal.

The administrative head of East India
Company was Governor (of Fort William
or of Fort St. George) until 1772. Warren
Hastings who was Governor of Fort William
was made Governor-General of Bengal
according to the Regulating Act of 1773.
The Charter Act 1833 designated this post
as Governor-General of India and William
Bentinck was appointed the first GovernorGeneral of united British India. The
Governor-General was selected by the Court
of Directors of the East India Company, to
whom he was responsible. After the great
rebellion of 1857, when the government of
India was transferred from the East India
Company to the Crown, the title “Viceroy
and Governor-General” was first used in the
queen’s proclamation of 1858. Canning was
the first Viceroy and Governor-General of
India accountable to the British Parliament.

17.2 Land Tenures:
Permanent Settlement
and Ryotwari Settlement
The Regulating Act of 1773 imposed on the
court of Directors the legal obligation of
informing all revenue transactions of the
Company servants to the British Treasury. The
Governor and Council consisting of the
Commander-in-Chief and two counsellors sat
as a Board of Revenue which discussed revenue
matters. The Pitt India Act of 1784 separated the
civil and military establishments in India.
Governor-General Cornwallis, himself a
big landlord, wanted to create landlords after
the British model in India. Cornwallis came to a
settlement with the revenue
farmers. This resulted
in the creation of a new
type of middlemen, called
zamindars, reducing the
cultivators to the position
of mere tenants. This
settlement that Cornwallis
Cornwallis
Effects of British Rule
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made with the zamindars of Bengal, Bihar and
Orissa in 1793, in pursuance of the instruction
from the Directors, is called the Permanent
Settlement. ‘Settlement’ refers to the assessment
and fixing of the quantum of land revenue to
be paid by each zamindar to the government.
For Bengal, Bihar and Orissa(Odisha), this
was fixed permanently. Thus the zamindars
who were originally tax collectors acquired
hereditary rights over the land assigned by the
government. The zamindars pocketed whatever
they collected over and above the settlement.
The first quarter of the nineteenth
century was a formative period in the land
revenue history of the Madras Province. First
after a great deal of deliberations Permanent
Settlement was adopted. The districts of
Chengalpattu, Salem and Dindigul were
divided into a number of mittahs and sold to
the highest bidders. Most of the purchasers,
after fleecing the peasants, failed in the course
of a year or two. The experiment was therefore
abandoned. Then the Board of Revenue tried
a system of village leases.

By 1814 the Court of Directors had
decided to introduce the ryotwari system.
This was a system formulated by Governor
Thomas Munro. Under this system the ryot, an
Anglicization by the British in India of the Arabic
word ra'īyah, meaning a peasant or cultivator,
was the proprietor and tax payer of the land.
The government dealt with him directly without
the intervention of any middlemen. The peasant
was entitled to possession of land so long as he
paid the land revenue. Apart from eviction,
default could result in attachment of livestock,
household property and personal belongings.
The government assessed the revenue of each
cultivated field. The revenue assessment was
reviewed once in thirty years, taking into
account the changes in grain prices, marketing
opportunities, irrigation facilities and the like.
The ryotwari system introduced the concept of

Mahalwari was introduced in 1833 during
the period of William Bentinck. Under the
system the revenue settlement was made
with the proprietor of the estate but the
land revenue was collected from individual
cultivators.
Under the Village Lease system the
assessment of each village was to be fixed for
a period of three years based on the actual
collections over a series of past years. In districts
where mirasi rights existed, the mirasdar was
made responsible for the rent collections. In
districts where the mirasi rights did not exist,
an arrangement was made with the village
headman. This system failed due to various
reasons such as bad monsoons, low price of
grains and the short period of lease. When
crops failed entire villages defaulted and fled
without paying the revenue. The government
had to seek the help of the district collectors to
bring back the peasants to the village.
266

Thomas Munro: Munro
arrived Madras in 1780.
In the first 12 years he was
engaged in Mysore War
as soldier. He worked in
the Baramahal (Salem
district) from 1792-1799
Thomas Munro
and Kanara from 17991800. He was collector of Ceded Districts:
Kadapa, Kurnool, Chittoor, Anantapur. It
was during this period that he conceived
the idea of Ryotwari Settlement. In 1820 he
became Governor of Madras Presidency
and served for seven years. In 1822 he
officially enforced the Ryotwari System in
Madras. During his governorship, he gave
attention to education and regarded any
expenditure on it as an investment. He
also emphasized the need for Indianization
of the services. He died of Cholera at
Pattikonda (Karnool district) in July
1827. A very popular governor, people
constructed shrines in his honour, and
named their children after him. His statue
was erected at Madras in 1839 by public
subscription.
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private property in land. The individual holders
were registered and issued pattas. They were
permitted to sell, lease, mortgage or transfer the
right over land.

17.3  Subsidiary Alliance
and Doctrine of Lapse
Governor
General
Wellesley
(1798-1805)
pursued a forward policy to
establish British supremacy
in India. His annexation of
territories was not a result
of victory in war. It was by
Wellesley
assumption of the entire
administration of an Indian State, with its
rulers retaining his title and receiving a fixed
allowance.
Before Wellesley, the Company concluded
alliances with Indian princes. The Nizam and
the Nawab of Oudh received subsidies for
the maintenance of British contingents. Such
forces were generally stationed outside the
State concerned. Payment was made in cash.
Difficulties arose when the payments were not
promptly paid. Wellesley broadened the scope
of this arrangement by his Subsidiary Alliance
System, bringing under it Hyderabad, Mysore,
Lucknow, the Maratha Peshwa, the Bhonsle
(Kolhapur) and Sindhia (Gwalior).
The provisions of the Subsidiary Treaty are:
(a) An Indian ruler entering into Subsidiary
Alliance with the British had to dissolve his
own armed forces and accept British forces
and a British Resident in his territory. (b) He
had to pay for the British army’s maintenance.
If he failed, a portion of his territory would be
taken away and ceded to the British. (c) The
protected prince was to sever all connections
with European powers other than the British,
especially the French. (d) No European should
be employed without the permission of the
British. (e) No negotiation with any Indian
power should be held without the Company’s
permission and (f) No other Indian power to
interfere in its internal affairs. Thus the states

brought under the system became dependent on
the Company in political and military matters,
sacrificing their own sovereignty and status.
The Subsidiary System increased the
military resources and efficiency of the
Company government. The immediate result
of this system was the discharge of thousands
of professional soldiers by the political powers.
The disbanded soldiers indulged in freebooting
activities. Pindaris (marauders) began to
swell on account of the Subsidiary System.
In view of the guaranteed support to the
Princes by the Company, the protective States
mal-administered and paved the way for the
annexation.
Distinction between ‘Presidency’ and
‘Province’: The British called Presidency the
place where the office of Chief Administrative
Head was situated. Madras, Bombay and
Calcutta were the three Presidencies. Later
when the Presidency became unwieldy for
governance, they created provinces like
Central and United Provinces.
Doctrine of Lapse
Traditionally
Hindu
custom allowed the adoption
of a son in the absence of
male heirs. The adopted
son had the right to inherit
property. In this context the
question raised was whether
Dalhousie
such an adopted prince
holding the state subordinate
to the Paramount Power (England) could
succeed without the consent of the latter. Before
Dalhousie’s arrival, the custom was to obtain the
sanction of the Company government before
or after adoption. Governor General Dalhousie
held that the paramount power could legally
refuse to sanction adoption in the case of rulers
of States dependent on it. This meant that
dependent States could be regarded as lapsed to
the paramount power, by its refusal to sanction
the succession of adopted sons.
Effects of British Rule
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By applying this policy known as Doctrine
of Lapse, the first state to fall was Satara. Shahji
of Satara died (1848) and the son he adopted
on the eve of his death was not recognized by
Dalhousie. Gangadhar Rao, Raja of Jhansi died
in November 1853 and Dalhousie annexed that
state immediately. (His widow, Rani Lakshmi
Bai, played a prominent role in the Great
Rebellion of 1857.) Raghuji Bhonsle III died in
1853 without a child. Nagpur was immediately
annexed. In 1851, the last Peshwa died. He had
been a pensioner of the Company for thirtythree years, but Dalhousie refused to continue
paying the pension to his son, the Nana Sahib.
The Doctrine of Lapse, thus, served as an
instrument for the pursuit of its annexation
policy. When the Crown took over India in
1858 Doctrine of Lapse was withdrawn.

17.4  Native States and
British Paramountcy
In the aftermath of the Battle of Plassey
(Palashi) (1757), when the Company embarked
on its career of expansion, it established
the system of dual government. Under this
system, everything was sought to be done by
the Company’s servants in the name of some
powerless and dependent prince. In theory the
Company was only the diwan (the collector
of revenue), but in practice it exercised full
authority. This authority was asserted by the
refusal to continue the payment of annual tribute
to the Mughal emperor Shah Alam II promised
by Clive. Cornwallis even stopped affirming
obedience in letters to the emperor. Wellesley
carried matters further with his objective of
establishing British predominance through his
Subsidiary Alliance System. Wellesley made
subsidiary alliances with the three of the major
States of India: Hyderabad, Poona and Mysore.
Hastings (Moira) who became Governor
General in 1813 ordered the removal of the phrase
denoting the imperial supremacy from his seal.
He refused to meet Emperor Akbar II, unless
he waived all authority over the Company’s
possessions. But Hastings laid down a policy
268

that the Company was in no way responsible
for the administration of the Indian States.
Thus, under the Subsidiary System, each Prince
was secure on his throne, notwithstanding
the discontent of his people or by his jealous
neighbours. In regions such as Kathiawar and
Central India, divided among a great number
of petty chiefs, the Company’s close supervision
became indispensable for prompt action.
The Company army helped the Indian
rulers under the Subsidiary system to quell any
rebellion or disturbance within the State. In
Hyderabad, the authority of the Nizam did not
prevail in certain areas, as the Arab troops lived
without any control. The assistance of British
troops helped reduce the Arabs to obedience.
In Mysore state the financial management of
the raja provoked a rebellion in 1830 and the
treaty of Wellesley only provided authority for
the Company to interfere. William Bentinck,
as Governor General, relieved the raja of
all his powers and appointed Mark Cubbon
to administer Mysore. In Gwalior, during a
minority, the parties at the durbar quarrelled
bitterly among themselves. The army of the State
passed out of control. Ellenborough moved
with a strong army, but the State army resisted.
At the battle of Maharajpur, the State army was
defeated and new terms of conditions including
the limitation of the military forces maintained
by it were imposed in 1843.
Dalhousie’s new method of annexing
territories, Doctrine of Lapse, as we have seen,
increased the territories under British domain.
Every accession of territory also increased the
influence of the Company over the governments
of the Indian princes.

17.5 Reforms in Civil and
Judicial Administration
Cornwallis
organized
company
administration securing the services of William
Jones, a judge and an Orientalist. He set up a
machinery for the detection and punishment
of crime, thereby ending the dual system of
government established by Clive. The collection
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of revenue was separated from administration
and justice. He deprived the collectors of
their judicial function and confined them to
revenue collection. Civil and criminal courts
were thoroughly reorganized. At the top of the
judicial system were the Sadar Diwani Adalat
and the Sadar Nizamat Adalat. These two
highest civil and criminal courts of appeal at
Calcutta were presided over by the Governor
General and his Council. Under them were four
provincial courts of appeal at Calcutta, Deccan,
Murshidabad and Patna. Each was to function
under three European judges, aided by Indian
advisers. Next came the District and City courts,
each presided over by a European judge assisted
by Indians. Every district and important city
was provided with a court. At the bottom of the
judicial system were courts under Indian judges,
called munsifs. In civil cases, Muslim law was
imposed and followed. In criminal cases, Hindu
and Muslim laws were applied according to the
religion of the litigants.
The biggest contribution of Cornwallis
was the reform of the civil services. Cornwallis
provided scope for employing capable and
honest public servants. He put an end to the
old tradition of the civil service wherein the
Company’s servants were given a small salary but
were permitted to trade. Cornwallis appointed
people solely on merit but considered that
efficiency required the exclusion of Indians from
the Company’s service.
Every district was divided into thanas
(police circles). Each thana was under a daroga,
an Indian officer. Cornwallis’ police system was
further improved under Warren Hastings. The
rigid separation of judicial and revenue powers
was given up. The Collector began to function
as Magistrate as well.
Cornwallis, who toned up the civil and
criminal administration, however, did not pay
adequate attention to the education of Company
servants. It was Wellesley who emphasized the
need for educating and training them. Wellesley
thought the civilians should have a knowledge
of the languages, laws, customs and manners

and history of India, in addition to their
liberal education in England. With this object,
the College of Fort William was founded at
Calcutta in 1800. A three year course of study
was provided for the Company’s civil servants.
The college was staffed by European professors
and eighty Indian pundits. This became the
Oriental School for Bengal civilians. In 1806 the
East India College was established in England.
In Madras, the College of Fort St George was set
up by F.W. Ellis in 1812 on the lines of College
of Fort William. It was here that the theory
that the South Indian languages belonged to a
separate family of languages independant of
Sanskrit was formulated.

17.6 Education and
Development under
Company Rule
Education
The establishment of a Madrasa by a learned
maulvi with the support of Warren Hastings
was the beginning of initiatives of British
government to promote education. This Madrasa
started with forty stipendiary students. What
Warren Hastings had done for the Muslims, his
successor was prepared to do for the Hindus.
Cornwallis established a Sanskrit college (1791)
in Benares. The successive governors in the next
twenty years, however, did nothing to follow
it up. The Company held the view that it was
not desirable in its own interests to encourage
education in India. In 1813, when the Company
Charter was renewed, it contained a clause
intended to force on the Company the initiative
for a regular educational policy. Hastings
encouraged the foundation of vernacular schools
by missionaries. He was the patron of the
Hindu College, established at Calcutta in 1817,
supported by the Indian public for the teaching
of English and of Western science. The cause of
education was further promoted by missionaries
like Alexander Duff. Thanks to Hastings’ liberal
outlook, press censorship instituted in 1799 was
abolished. It was in such an atmosphere that
the Bengali Weekly, the Samachar Darpan was
started in 1818.
Effects of British Rule
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The Charter of 1833 emphasized the
development of the country primarily in the
interest of its inhabitants. William Bentinck,
appointed the first Governor General of united
India reformed the society by suppressing
thuggee (robbery and murder committed by
the thugs in accordance with their ritual),
abolishing sati and introducing English as the
medium of instruction in schools and colleges.
This he thought would facilitate Indianization
of the services. Bentinck founded the Calcutta
Medical College in March 1835. The students
of this college were sent to London in 1844
to complete their studies. Ten years after
the establishment of the Calcutta Medical
College, the Grant Medical College in Bombay
was founded in 1845. In 1847 the Thomason
Engineering College at Roorkee (now IIT
Roorkee) came into existence. In 1849 a school
for girls was founded in Calcutta.
Macaulay came to India as a law member
in 1835. He was appointed President of the
Board of Education. He had a poor opinion of
indigenous learning. Macaulay recommended
and government accepted to make English the
literary and official language of India.
Dalhousie showed keen interest in
education. He approved of the system of
vernacular education designed by James
Thomason, Lieutenant Governor of the NorthWestern Provinces (1843-53). The Educational
Dispatch of Charles Wood (1854) outlined a

A charter is a grant by a country’s sovereign
power to start a company, university, or city
with rights and privileges clearly stated.
The East India Company was started with
Queen Elizabeth’s Charter of 1600. It came
to be renewed every twenty years, after
Warren Hastings took over as Governor
General since 1773. The Charter of 1853
was the last one before the Company
government was taken over by the Crown.
comprehensive scheme of education-primary,
secondary, collegiate. Departments of Public
Instruction and a university for each of the three
Presidencies were organized for the purpose.
University of Madras was established under
this plan (1857), along with universities in
Bombay and Calcutta. Dalhousie modified the
policy of Macaulay by encouraging educational
institutions in vernaculars too. He also agreed
to the principle of grants-in-aid to private effort,
irrespective of caste or creed.

17.7 Efforts at Safety
and Developmental
Measures
Pindari War
Pindaris were freebooters composed of
both Muslim and Hindu bands. The Subsidiary
Alliance of the Company had led to the
disbandment of thousands of soldiers and most

Macaulay: Macaulay found nothing good in Indian literature, philosophy and
medicine. Macaulay, in his minute of 1835 wrote: ‘I have no knowledge of either
Sanskrit or Arabic. But I have read translations of the most celebrated Arabic and
Sanskrit works. I have conversed both here and at home with men distinguished
by their proficiency in the Eastern tongues. I have never found one among them
who could deny that a single shelf of a good European library was worth the whole
native literature of India and Arabia.
Macaulay
... We must at present do our best to form a class who may be interpreters between us and the
millions whom we govern, -a class of persons Indian in blood and colour, but English in tastes,
in opinions, in morals and in intellect. To that class we may leave it to refine the vernacular
dialects of the country, to enrich those dialects with terms of science borrowed from the Western
nomenclature, and to render them by degrees fit vehicles for conveying knowledge to the great
mass of the population.
270
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The villagers burning themselves
to avoid Pindaris

William Bentinck

of them joined them and swelled their numbers
in central India. The British proclaimed Pindari
War. But it turned out to be a war against
Marathas and the outcome of this prolonged
war (1811 to 1818) was that the whole of Central
India came under British rule.
Suppression of Thuggee
The Thugs were robbers operating between
Delhi and Agra from the fourteenth century.
They were bound together by oaths and ritual
and murdered unsuspecting travellers in the
name of the goddess Kali. Bentinck placed
William Sleeman in charge of the operation to
eliminate the Thuggee menace. Between 1831
and 1837 more than three thousand Thugs were
convicted. Five hundred became approvers. By
1860 the problem of thuggee had ceased to exist.

Railways, Postal & Telegraph
Systems
The first serious proposal for constructing
railways was made by the European business
community. The Directors were doubtful
whether railways could be successfully built in
India. Governor General Dalhousie however
persuaded them arguing that the railways would
bring very considerable economic advantage.
Yet before the Great Rebellion less than three
hundred miles of track had been laid.
Though several proposals for the laying of
telegraph communication between India and
London were put forward, the telegraph service
was inaugurated only in 1854. During the Great
Rebellion of 1857 its importance was realised.
In the aftermath of 1857, it became an urgent
necessity. The time of communication between
London and Calcutta came down from several
days to twenty eight minutes. With the opening
of Suez Canal in 1869, the journey between
Europe and India was reduced by some 4000
miles. By1870 the government of British India
was in effective contact with Secretary of State,
India Office, London. Subsequently, with the
exception of Curzon, Governor Generals were
reluctant to do anything without seeking the
permission of Whitehall, the headquarters of
the East India Company.
The railway line from Bombay to Thane
was opened in 1853; from Howrah to
Raniganj in 1854-55. The first railway line in
south India ran from Madras to Arakonam
in 1856. Royapuram was one of the railway
stations inaugurated in that year.

Thuggees

Abolition of Sati
Bentinck showed great courage and
humanity by his decision to abolish sati, the
practice of burning widows alive with the
corpses of their husbands. Previous governorsgeneral were reluctant to prohibit the custom as
an interference in religion but Bentinck enacted
a law (Sati Abolition Act, 1829) to put an end to
this practice. Raja Rammohan Roy’s campaigns
and efforts played a decisive part in getting this
inhuman practice abolished.

First Train: Bombay(Mumbai) to Thane
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Irrigation
The British neglected
irrigation. The irrigation
channels and tanks built by
Indian rulers fell into disuse
and there was little effort
on the part of the Company
to undertake repairs or
renovation works. In Madras, Arthur Cotton
as we will see in the following section, a few
irrigation works were carried out because of
the personal enthusiasm of Arthur Cotton, an
Engineering officer. Against much opposition,
Cotton built a dam across the Kollidam
(Coleroon) in 1836. In 1853, a dam across the
Krishna river had also begun. In the north,
before the takeover of India by the Crown,
Jumna canal was completed in 1830 and by
1857 the Ganges canal had been extended to
nearly 450 miles. In the Punjab area the Bari
Doab canal had been excavated by 1856. But
the canal water contributed to soil salinity and
water logging causing great ecological distress.
Forests
Land revenue was the mainstay of the
British Indian government’s fiscal system.
Therefore, in their effort to extend the areas of
cultivable land, forests were destroyed. Zamins
were created out of Jungle Mahal forests and
auctioned off for regular cultivation. The
original inhabitants of this region, the Santhals
were evicted. Therefore it was the Santhals
who were the first tribal group to resist the
British rule in India. Slope cultivation was
encouraged in the hilly and mountainous
tracts. Land was provided to European
enterprises at a throwaway price for slope
cultivation. Further, in their enthusiasm to try
plantation crops, zamindars and Indian rulers
destroyed the forests. Coffee, for instance, did
not grow in many places. Yet in the process
of attempting coffee cultivation large tracts of
virgin forests were destroyed. Timber came
to be exploited with the massive construction
of the railway system. In the 1870s, it was
calculated that every year one million sleepers
272

were needed to build railway tracks. Indian
trees, particularly sal, deodar, and teak, were
preferred for their strength over other Indian
timbers. These three species were intensively
exploited. Much sal was extracted from the
forests of the Jungle Mahals of West Bengal
and Bihar. Timber went to England too for
the building of railways. The myth that India’s
forests were inexhaustible was exploded. It was
in this background that the colonial state, in
order to manage and control forest resources,
started the Forest Department and passed the
Indian Forest Act, 1865. This was a draconian
act which restricted the use of forest resources
by indigenous groups who resented it. In
order to contain protest and resistance the
British enacted the dreaded Criminal Tribes
Act, 1871. During the entire colonial period
there were frequent insurrections by tribal
people against the colonial state. The legacy
of the colonial forest acts continues to haunt
contemporary times as well.

17.8 Deindustrialization
and Drain of Wealth
Europe had always imported more from
the East than was exported here. There was little
that the East required from the West in return
for the spices, silks, calicos, jewels and the like
it sent there. The industrial revolution in textile
production that took place in England reversed
this relationship for the first time. India was
systematically de-industrialized. Rather than
being the world’s leading exporter of cloth and
textiles, India became a market for Lancashire
cottons. Cheap machine-made British goods led
to the flooding of Indian markets. Indian cotton
piece goods began to lose ground gradually
given that machine-made goods were more
durable and cost less.
The Company government, in the first
three decades, followed a policy of allowing
unrestricted flow of imports of British goods into
India. Without any import duty English goods
were much cheaper than domestic products. At
the same time, Indian manufactures were shut
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out from the British market by high protective
duties. This policy ruined the Indian weavers
and traders. Large numbers of weavers were
thrown out of employment and forced to seek
livelihood in agriculture, which increased the
pressure on the already overcrowded land.
Charles Travelyan to a Select Committee
of the House of Commons in 1840 made
the following observation: “The peculiar
kind of silky cotton formerly grown in
Bengal, from which the fine Dacca muslins
used to be made, is hardly ever seen. The
population of the town of Dacca has fallen
from 150, 000 to 30, 000 or 40,000 and the
jungle and malaria are fasten croaching
upon the town. … Dacca, which was the
Manchester of India has fallen off from a
very flourishing town to a very poor and
small one; the distress there has been very
great indeed.”

Our policy on the contrary, has been the reverse
of this– cold, selfish and unfeeling.’
Military and civil administrative costs
in British India consumed an average of
eighty per cent of the budget, leaving twenty
per cent to be divided among the various
departments concerned. Agriculture was left
to its deteriorating condition. Irrigation was
neglected. Arthur Cotton wanted the colonial
state to give priority to irrigation rather than
building railway network, but his suggestion
was turned down by the imperial goverment in
England. Outbreak of successive famines in the
last quarter of the nineteenth century ultimately
prompted the government under British Crown
to initiate some steps for the building of dams.
The Ryotwari system intended to create a
large body of independent peasants, who would
be protected from the “corrupt and faithless
zamindar,” however, in reality achieved the
contrary result of strengthening the position of
the big landlords. The government showed little
interest in protecting the interests of tenants in
ryotwari areas. Since land was the main source
of revenue, its rigorous collection became an
imperative policy of the British. The Torture
Commission, appointed by the Company
government in Madras in its report presented in
1855 exposed the atrocities perpetrated by the
Indian revenue and police officials in the process
of collecting land tax from the cultivators. The
Torture Act which justified forcible collections
of land revenue was abolished only after 1858.

Abbe Dubois, a French
Catholic missionary,
before his return to
Europe in 1823 wrote:
“misery and desolation
prevailed everywhere
and that thousands of
Abbe Dubois
weavers were dying of
hunger in the different districts of the
Presidency [Madras].”
“The misery hardly finds parallel in the
history of commerce…. The bones of
cotton weavers are beaching the Gangetic
plains of India,” said the Governor General
William Bentinck.

17.9 Famines and
Indentured labour

Contrasting Muslim rule with British
governance William Bentinck himself
acknowledged the benevolent nature of the
former. ‘In many respects’, Bentinck wrote, ‘the
Muhammedans surpassed our rule; they settled
in the countries which they conquered; they
intermarried with the natives; they admitted them
to all privileges, the interests and sympathies of
the conquerors and conquered became identical.

Famine, though no stranger to India,
increased in frequency and deadliness with
the advent of British colonial rule. Between
1800 and 1825, there were only four famines.
But in the last quarter of the century there
were 22 famines. It is estimated that over five
million died. By 1901, Romesh Chunder Dutt,
a former ICS officer and a staunch nationalist,
enumerated 10 mass famines since the 1860s,
putting the total death toll at 15 million.
Effects of British Rule
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The laissez faire (non-intervention of
government in trade) principles to which the
colonial state was committed since 1833 was
applied to famines also. For years, westerneducated Indians had argued that British rule
was grossly impoverishing India. The Orissa
(Odisha) famine, in which one third of the
population died of starvation and disease, served
as a patent proof of this thesis. It prompted
nationalist Dadabhai Naoroji, to begin his
lifelong investigations into Indian poverty.
An eye witness (an Englishman) of the
terrible famine in the Guntur district
of Madras Presidency in 1833 said: ‘It
is dreadful to see what revolting food
human beings may be driven to partake
of. Dead dogs and horses are greedily
devoured by these surviving wretches;
and the other day, an unfortunate
donkey having strayed from the fort,
they fell upon him like a pack of wolves,
tore him limb from limb and devoured
him on the spot.’
Madras Famine of 1876-78: The failure
of two successive monsoons caused a severe
famine in the Madras Presidency during 187678. The viceroy Lytton adopted an hands-off
approach similar to that followed in Orissa. 3.5
million people died in the presidency.
The introduction of plantation crops
and slope cultivation in Ceylon, Mauritius,
Fiji, Malaya, the Caribbean islands, Natal
and South Africa required enormous labour.
Initially slave labour was used for this

Famine in Madras
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purpose. But after the Company government
abolished slavery in India (1843), the system
of indentured was used. Under this system,
labourers were hired on contract for a period
of five years (indenture) and they could return
to their homeland with passage paid at the
end. Many impoverished peasants and weavers
went hoping to earn some money. But in effect
it was worse than slave labour. The colonial
state allowed agents (kanganis) to trick or
kidnap indigent landless labourers. 150
indenture labourers “the innocent victims of a
new system of slavery” were first taken from
Thanjavur in 1828 to the new British coffee
plantations in Ceylon. All of them deserted.
Therefore, recruitment coupled with criminal
laws prohibiting desertion started in the 1830s.
People courted this new form of slavery to
escape starvation deaths.
In 1815, the Governor of Madras received
a communication from the Governor of
Ceylon (Sri Lanka) asking for coolies to
work on the coffee plantations. The Madras
Governor forwarded this letter to the collector
of Thanjavur, who after enquiry reported back
saying that the people were very much attached
to the soil and hence unless some incentive was
provided it was not easy to make them move
out of their native soil. But the outbreak of two
famines (1833 and 1843) forced the people,
without any prompting from the government,
to leave for Ceylon to work as coolies in coffee
and tea plantations under indentured labour
system. During 1843-1868, nearly 1.5 million
people (1,444,407) had gone from Madras to
Ceylon as indentured labourers.

Famine in Orissa

Indentured labourers
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scalpel cut to the very heart, and yet, there is no
wound to be seen, and soon the plaster of the
high talk of civilization, progress and what not
covers up the wound.

Indentured Labour System: It was a penal
contract system, totally differing from the
contractual labour system of the present
day. According to the Indentured Labour
System, the coolie (the term applied to an
Indian indentured labourer) had to work
in jail-like condition, was punishable by
forfeiture of wages or imprisonment for
(a) negligence of duty or refusal to attend
to work (b) insolence or disobedience of
orders or other misconduct (c) quitting
service before the expiry of the contract.
By invoking one of these provisions the
planters on the flimsiest pretexts invariably
either deprived the labourers of their wages
or put them behind bars. The contract
prohibited the formation of associations by
coolies either with the objective of claiming
increase in wages or for termination of their
contract. The Plight of women in plantations
is described poignanatly in Bharati’s famous
song ‘Karumbu thottathile’

Naoroji argued that a great deal of wealth was
drained to England in the form of Home Charges.
The following constituted the Home Charges:
Incentive to the shareholders of the
Company
Savings and the salaries of European
officials, European traders and Planters
remitted to England.
Pensions to those who retired from civil
and military services.
The salaries of the staff and the Secretary to
Home Government, India Office at London
Expenses on wars fought in India and
interests for the loans obtained from the
banks for the conduct of wars and for the
building of railroads.

Drain of Wealth
Dadabhai Naoroji in
his Poverty and Un-British
Rule in India explained
how the English rulers
were different from the
earlier invaders. He said, in
the case of former foreign
invaders, they plundered
and went back. They made, Dadabhai Naoroji
no doubt, great wounds, but India, with her
industry, revived and healed the wounds. When
the invaders became rulers of the country they
settled down in it; whatever was the condition
of their rule, there was at least no material
or moral drain in the county. But with the
English the case was different. There are the
great wounds of the first wars in the burden
of the public debt and those wounds are kept
perpetually open and widening by draining
away the lifeblood in a continuous stream. The
former rulers were like butchers hacking here
and there, but the English with their scientific

India’s loan to England was 130 million
pounds in 1837. It increased to 220 million
pounds, of this 18 percent was for conducting
wars waged against Afghanistan and Burma. A
government report of 1908 informed that on
account of railways, India had incurred a debt
of 177.5 million pounds. In order to give outlet
to the saturated capital the British secured the
capital from private enterprise in England. In
the form of guaranteed interest of 5 percent, the
Colonial state promised to repay the interest in
sterling. There was a loss of 220 million pounds
to India on this score.
Calling this as drain of wealth Dadabhai
Naoroji lamented that had the money drained
to England remained in the pockets of Indians,
India would have economically progressed.
Even Gazni Mahmud’s pillage stopped after
eighteen times but the British plunder seemed to
be unending, he quipped. R.C. Dutt estimated
that during the last decade of the reign of Queen
Victoria (1891-1901), of the total income 647
million pounds, 159 million pounds drained to
England. This worked to 44 percent of the total
income of the country.
Effects of British Rule
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